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PREF A,CL
k

This book contains the proceedings of the first and second
Annual.; Invitational Special Education Leadership Conferences
These Conferences, sponsored by the Special Education Division
of the Minneapolis Public Schools, were held on November 8 9;
1971, and I November 13 14, 1972 in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Co isihairmen for the two conftrences were Dr Richard Johnson,
Minneapolis Director of Special Frducation and CTrJerry 'Gross,
Assistant Direct(); of Special Education' Dr. RiChard Weathermah,
Associate Professor of Special Education at the University of
Minnesota, served as Conferefice Coordinator

--The purpose of these annual leadership conferences is to estab-
'lish a continuing forum 'to stimulate open dialpgue among special
education,eadership personnel from the public schools, university
training programs, and state education agencies

The centrar themes of these conferences implications of
performance based . special education programs for leadership
systems, and the role of .the courts as change agents in specv12,
education programs were of critical interest and were important
in assessing current 'status of the role leadership personnel were
assuming in guiding the future of spectal 'education. A critical
factor in the selection of these topics was the recognition that
leaders-in the field must design their programs to contain internal
change systems which prohibit static prow mmitig Further, it was
becoming deal' that, for those programs unable to develop internal
responsiveness to ohanging client arrd societal needs, change would
still occur,' but would be imposed on the system as recent Pennsyl-
vania, Washing-ton, D C and other court actions have shown

Volume I of this book conkains papers which relate to the first.
topic implicatibns of performance based special education pro-,
gram's for leadershipsystems

a

Volume II includes contributions on the role of the courts as
change agents.

RAJ, JCG, RFW
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INTRODUCTION

I \ temporar:, remarks, (,)I
Dr John B Davis Jr

.Sup,.nnt,.ndent of School
%rim:401h Public Schools

The programs of these conferences, the representation of two
separate gatherings of the Nation's special education leadership,
are in my opinion a unique effort unique in terms of both the
candor of self analysis of the profession represented by the-various
speakers and of its sponsorship Regarding the latter, it would be
an error if I did not acknowledge the pleasure and the pride which
is Mine in realizing that major planning of these conferences was

'the creature of the thinking of people of the Minpeapolis Public
School system The faculty and staff of the Minneapcklis system are
on,the edge of a great deal that is significant and Important in
education, and these conferencerepresent one of the indicators.
One of the reasons why a superintendent.can stand relatiVely high
with 'respect to the accomplishment of a school district when con-
trasted with many other school systems of the country is thatrhe
has la lively, vital, and energetic staff and faculty; These confer-
ences are indeed a representation.of a quality in theMinneapolis '
Public Schools and the effectiveness with which the State Depart-
ment, the 'University, and our school system, in concert with
schools in the area, have been able to bring together a great
resource to provide these annual meetings for the continuing dis-
cussion of issues- critical to the field of special education and to
the schools. .

It is good.. that special education leaders have come, together
and that this document records the proceedings of these first two
leadership conferences. The constancy of keeping alert is probably
one of the best harbingers of successful accomplishment for
students If any institution in America had better be on it( toes,
it is the public school system It is to the United States that
individuals and groups or classes of individuals have looked for'
the sustenance, for the support, for the comfort, and for the
opportunities to equalize.life's chances. The public school, for alt
of its critics, has been the institution relatively close to a public.
not yet satisfied, relatively close to those conceptualizing persons .9

in our communities who can see what the schools could accomplish
given the proper'direction and support, and who have not hesitated
to take the next necessary steps to insure that a public institution,
a public school` system, be fully responsive to that infinite variety
of need which is represented by our students

5



The papers reported herein relate specifically to court interven
Lion and to ways of effectively serving handicapped boys and girls.
No one in d public school can be divorced from the effectivenqss
of court intervention, nor from the_neei to-change serving systems.

ireYou in special education have felt e and of the juclitierprocess
perhaps most recently, but actually, as I see court intervention
and court mandate in terms of special education, lesee it as a part
ot a total emphasis from society to get on with the impoftant work
ot equalizing and enhancing Opportunities for a wide variety of
youngsters The recent law suits have examined the dimensions of
equality of educational opportunity This presents to us M the
schools- a very interesting issue' a philosophical and social is

sue of whether it shall be equality of educational opportunity or
equal educational opportunity And there's a difference, and into
this must come the concept of equity. The focus on disparity,
the focuson the rejected, and the focus on the question of the
allocation of resources as one means of creating equity have impact
on all of our lives.

A key question is that of how to allocate resources in a
nondiscriminatory way in order to meet effectively the needs of
clients It certainly is tdo rigid to think that the equal allocation
of dollar for dollar is an appropri4te way to proceern terms.of
permitting education and learning to take place There is some
concern in the Serrano Case, which in a true sense is a class action,
that there be equal allocation of dollars without taking into
account the efficiency and the effectiveness of those who are at
the receiving end of the dollars and their .capability of making
them productive, and, on the other hand, taking into account the
size, the flexibility, and the capability of the institution itself to
be,efficient and productive with the dollars to be expended To
my knowledge deprived children and handicapped children obvi
ously require more, rather than less, of the resources that can
become available.

In my judgment as I have read they- decisions, the courts have
said in effect that there must be a re examination of the distribd
non of funds and d re examination of the priorities by which
schools meet the needs of clients. The courts, as far as I can estab
lish, have not been specific in terms of prescription, saying rather
that this burden is on the shoulders of you who manage, you who
teach iv schools and you who supervise at the state department
Level, But there must be reasonable plans for meeting demonstrapaer
needs

6
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..., , - .The, point' eern's clear that it is not excfuvvely in the area of

special',educ. t!on that 'these clast actions, thesg-adpit lands from
society, t se expectations froth frustrated parents Rave come
Perhaps,tl e first: significant benchmark iNA the Br'ownCase which
fpaid that seParate isn't egtial, a greit class action dedisior which
we are still struggling to comprehend To tie into our inne
apolis situation, I would hasten to add that thoughtful p ple
took the Minneapolis Qoard, administration, faculty and staff
to-Court on the basic qtfestion that confronts us as we seek
to equalize and improve human conditions While it 's true that
9,5 or 98 percent of the plan that our faculty and our staff
developed for desegregairon was approved by the courts, we. in

---44<eapolis zire,nonetheless,tutider,,i court order to improve the
educational 41-;nd learning opportunities for bur youngsters on the
basis of arriving, and quickly, at a desegregated integrated school
district

/"The J. Skelly Wriglit Case (Hot3son v Hansen) in Washington,
D C having to do with the allocation of children to tracks, the
branding, classifyNg, and caregori4ing of the children and the
amotint of money that Was available for the edutnon of those

'youngsters, rs another illustration oqtside of special edrication of
class action litigation having its impay and probably having effec

itrue results in improving opportunity .Vor children

In Minneapolis we have dealt with a basic question of Women's
rights, a class action A grotip of people are saying to us that
history has riot dealt with them as properly as it ,night have in
terms of equity, in terms of equality We hive an interesting case
now, in a tentative state We are dealing with the question of the
equal opportunity for girls in our school system in physical educa
bon opportunities Also, I know of a school system in another
state that has been taken to court because all children in that
school system had not been afforded a hot lunch program

These are illustrations then of communities looking at schools
and stating that, on the basis of civil rights, on the basis of human
rights, on the basis of die process, on the basis of the Fourteenth
Amendment which indeed embraces the concept of due process
and equal opportunity, op the basis of our sometimes nonthought

"ful allocation of classification and categorizing to studegts, we had
better take a new look at how we are operating as school'districts.
Local schools are being forced with the potential of having to
reorder the allocation of their 'resources to look at how they may
deal as effectively as possible with all of the children from all of
the conditions which give character to growing up in'America today:

7
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Equal education, ,:qiudi opportunity for education, and equity
local boards and lot al taLllilleS Lan 110 longer expect to he divorced
from the press of thoughtful people

It we continue to push out the youngster who it is IRO e ointort

able to have In the classroom, compronlisinq our position what n,e

to our tae Illties lQt providing specialized educational opportunity,
or denying rby some other perhaps even (Joni IOUS all I youngsters
from the opportunities inherent in that great concept of a public
school system we must be aware of both the short and long term
consequences

Responding to human needs is an activity that can be filled with
some joy, but it is anNactivity which for all of us, as we seek to
find the instr umentalit les and the ertrgy and the resources to
meet needs mandated.by courts, by thoughtful parents, and by
the public conscience which IS beginning to emerge, can also and

must indeed have its travail To maintain a countenance and a
commitment of joy and happiness as we look to the thousands
and thousands if not indeed the millions of boys anti girls whom
we do riot adequately serve, is indeed.to walk in a sense in this
shadow of travail But. out of it can be a joy, because in this joy,
it seems to me, we have more and more of the opportunity R.
carry to our communities, to communicate with our parents, to
talk with our clients, about What might be if there was a total
commitment to making public education as vibrant and as respon
sive to their needs as are the boys and girls for whonl we provide
specialized educational programs

If this joy of total commitme;ntrrs to be realized, however,
special and general educators must attend to the need to organize
leadership and service resourcet so that meaningful -change might
take place Strategies of change are multiple, perhaps edifinite
What we have to take into account is that, if we are to bring about
the ,change we want, the impact must be on those, In the local
schools who dual most regularly and, hopefully, effectively with
children And part of the strategy for change will helve to be
directed to the task of making it 115creasingly possi for schools
and learning to be of interest to students

yr As we look at strategies of change, another point is the necessity
to involv the family and the student increasingly in the processes
of education and in the understandings necessary with respect to
what education is designed to do Be it regular education, if there
be such a thing, Or special educatidn, if there be such a thing, if
we leave the family and the citizenry or the clients of the school
out of the process, we will probably have committed a grievous sin

8
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Finally, as we develop strategies of change,. we must encourage

sour colleagues in the teachirtg profession to be venturesome, to A
lead forth and to attempt_ to explain clearly what it is that educa
trop must seek to do and what it means to individuali2e.instruction,

in the many classrooms of our natioo what education is, what
it can become, why it is important, why we do certain.things that
we, do, and'why special educackon and services are called' upon in
an e rt to meet the infinite variety Of weds wtich students in
our /lass ms i)resent. If teachers cari't be encouragedto become
much- more e compassing in .their capabilities to -assist students,
'then I thirik that we will have not iffullY accomplithed. Our goals"
-Sharptiv, the skills of teachrei:s. Encourage the ,ppabilities rn
teachtrs Act. reach forth and. utilize your. knowledge and your~

expertiseinci
the intermediary is no easy task, but the goal of

,maximizin9, the skills of regular class teachers is directly related
special education's reasoned attempf to Minimize the impact of

19beling and_to diminish reliance on segregative -erving systems. .

It is my hope that these>pecial education leadership confer-
ences have enhanced these ends apthat this document,will be
utilizdd to produce further awareness among those who might
assist in providing etiuity and equality for handicapped and less
advan4 tSged children '
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VOL OVERVIVW.

Papers inc tided 1*1 n this volume are those. which were presented
at the November 1971 -Leadership Conference The basic, Asues
discussed by staff and participarits dzhis conference. were related
zo 'the emerging need to develop services and vininy systems
defined as noncategoric7I1 and performance bawd rather than
categorical anti eticoogicaliy based

The first of the papers in. Volume I deals wan the need for
speitialed'ucators to utili6e performance-based, nonoategorrcal,
progr6m models Dr Balow makes d strongly worded case fcrr the
necessity andi'mmedracy of performance based system's, based
both upon his perusal ,cif current educational literature and his
observations of the field from the U S-Office of EdUcation Dr
Reynolds follows with some conceptual tools-and points of con-
cern which should be considered in formulating the design of
noncategorical seTvicesysterns

In his paper, Mr Melcher considers, from a state-education
agency viewpoint, some of the problems to be solved in imple-
mentipg "mainstream'; programs for handicapped children, both
vv1thin special education .and in forging closer ties with general
education

A critical variable in designing and. implementingnevv or modi-
fied programs is the effectiveness and usefulrAs of various formal

4 and infolimal change strategies, Two papers are presented which_
,refer to this topic Dr. Cunningham discusses change systtsVs in
relationship to -urban education, while Dr R, Johnson explores
various assumptions related to the process of change and discusses
several specific change strategies

Regarding implications of a performance based approach, Dr.
Gross presents a conceptual model for designing noncategorical
leader?hip systeros, and Dr. Weatherman discusses future leader-
ship training needs as noncategorical service systems evolve.

it the time the first leadership conference was planned, only
a relatively srfiall number of school districts and other elated
agencies had undertaky'n to develop noncategorical systems, incl4d
ing Minneapolis, Minjesota, Washington, D.C.,.Houston, Texas,
and the Maryland State Education Agency -Sever4 papers arte
included which are progr,ess or status reports,on tbesvtlforts.
Dr J Johnson, formerly Assqciate Superintendent for Special
Education in Washington, D.0 repoas on tht Washington, D C

13 -
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ecial ,..education effort Dr, Chaffin, University of Kansas at
wcence, summtrizes efforts at the training program level, and

P. Partridge, Texas Educational Agency Special Education
rector, relates the Texas effort at state-wide change.

the fina,1 paper. of Vo Rime I, Dr Martinson summarizes
particApant reactions to seveFal of the conference papers.

e-
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THE RATIONALE FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED
SPECI 1L EDUCATION LEADERSHIP SYSTEMS

Bruce Balm% Dire, to
Diision ot -Framing Progrdins

Bureau ot Education-tor the Ildlitikapped.
U S Ottice ot Education

This paper is intended to raise questions about.current adminis
tration and leadership assumptions in special education which may
be fundamentally in error It will question those proce'sses and
procedures which frequently seem inappropriate, inept, and cer-
tainly less than successful It will touch upon asome surface level
ideas in relation to the potential for gain available in a performance-
based leaderthip system

A number of factors impinge upon business as usual procedures
in special education and are forcing change upon the field. Beyond
the purely internal factors are external matters which argue for a
performance based leadership system, in both cases there are pro-
fessional,.political educational, and ethical or moral elements. Let
us begin with some of the elements of contemporary society
which create a very distinct press toward performance standePrds.

4,

first, the educational emperolcIpthes have been recognized
..

fdr what they are The tre endous upsurge in the past ten years of

ant

serious, responsible critic's of the Public fchools represents some
thing exceedingly impor nt to educators. The absence of the
emperor's clothing is bad enough, but an appallingly unihealthy

. . physique is.now exposed. Education has reaped an enormously
large and varied harvest of criticism from the full range of ob-
servers 4efig,Oildren themselves, who are often badly served, and
the pprnts of such children, from teachers, the Jonathan Kozols
and the Holtsf:from the researchers, the Colemans and Silbermans,
and frorr47111:49phers, the Hliches and Goodmans. The entire
spectrum o. tie pubhc has raised fundamental questions about our
system of education. Many of these responsible people are sug-
gesting that the persons who run school systems cannot and will
not respond adequately to the tasks and objectives facing them.

,J M, Stevens has succinctly presented a large amount of ecki
cational research in his little book, The Nocess of Schooling, 1p67,
in which he defines schooling as that part of education for which
educators are responsible and summarizes VIc'h evidence showing
that schooling is a failure. It may be that Stevens is cori-ect that

s



schooling in fact has failed When he-uses research from the field ,

of educkpan to demonstrate that schooling is of 14nited con-
sequence, it is difficult for educators to denigrate or to ignore his
point of view

Today, more sharply than ever, special education is being chal
lenged in the same way as education in general Our formula
answers crf the past generation are' being tested, evaluated, and
often found wanting

A second item on the contemporary scene is the litigation bri-
gade which now insists that special education systems actually
provide for all handicapped children, that seriously and pro-
foundly h-alldicapped children not be excluded from schools, that
the schools' live. up to their responsibility to provide equal edq,.

. cational opportunity for all children,.. Pennsylvania case made
itivery clear that severely handicapped children must indeed be
educated by the school system, le is no longer a responsibility
which we may forget or neglect. .

third factor is the rising concern for children excluded from
school The organizatival systems that have been established and
the ways in which administrators and teachers function quite fre-
quently are used as devices against children resulting in exclusion
of the more troublesome from school The sthriol bureaucracy
commonly protects itself rather than the children whom it is sup-
posed to serve. Despite the climatic increase of the past 20 years in
money and systems of special education service, large numbers of
children have been excluded from school. Children are excluded
for behavioral reasons at the high sch41:11 level and for develop-
mental reasons at the pritnary, level. In between'are unknown num-
bers of children demitted because of cosmetic, locomotive, or
health fears essentially unrelated to schooling.

A fourth item on the contemporary scene is techniques of be-
haviorm which make perforpriance standards attainable,-coupled
with a ten year history of Oan,pin,g programming budgeting sys-
tems and management by objectives in the business world. These
circumstances come together to mike more strong the case for
performance standards in schools. It used to be tat people could
claim that it does not niatter what a teacher does because a child
will either learn or he will not. No one got greatly excited over'what
the teacher did or did not do, but now that it seems much 'more
Possible for given events td condition given outcomes, forh-ial school
mg is being taken more seriously.
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Last, there are a number of status chang4es, include a diecr ased
number of primary grade pupils, an Lnereased supply f tea ers,
leading, under current standards of employment, to a surplus of
supply over demand, reduced teacher turnover, somewhat more
realistic salaries and working conditions, a rise of strength and
Fnilitance in teacher organizations, and a resistance to incre
taxes for education on the part of the general public

4

These changes, and others which could be named, argue that it
is past time for educators to put their house in order. That such a
statement is being made increasingly, with increasingly solid rea-
sons, means that there is a distinct cultural press to make corn
structive changes. These factors force educators'to welconie per-
formance standards

In \14.41 political educational realm acNintabilrty is in the air,
Business people and, to some extent, the military and other areas
Of government have been using the term for some time. While the
politicians have not placed their own, behavior fully on perfor-
mance srapdards or on a system of accountability, every two, four,
or six y933--ttiey are held accountable for what they say and some-
times for what they do With so many elements of society moving
into accountability systems educators cannot claim a special
exclusion

On the moral ethical dimension, performance-based standards
will help educators to better evaluate, better educate, and better
serve handicapped children It offers sore hope Of eliminating

° such diversions as the categorical versus non-categorical issue.,The
record of special education is not such as to afford the luxury of
emotional argument.

There is some hope that, by evaluatingand analyzing against
standards of performance whit it is that special education is doing,
educators will be able to make progress on the complex problems
that have existed for years .

L.

Iron long it has been assumed that the administrative task is
completed when a handicapped child is placed somewhere. If our
leadership goal is simply to get more pupils placed in boxes that
carry the right kinds of labels, we have fallen far short of the task
If success judged by the amount of money that comes into
special education, the number of additional personnel employed in
a given year, the number of additional children who get some kind
of service, with no analysi's of what the nature or the quality of
that service might-be, we fall far short of the task. It is wortti
speculating on the extent to which those have been the measures
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of the success-Of our programs for,the handicapped A serious of
fort to apply performance standards would derriand more appro
prjate measures A

Were administrators to be judged on a performance based sys
tem a number of problems now present would be attacked quickly
though not necessarily solved quickly Some of the problems a
performance-based system might attack follow (

Teachers who cannot teach would no longer be maintained in
the system The - teacher nith a problem, the teacher who seems
unable' o cope Nith or to master his tasks is frequently not given
the attention, help, and corrective work he needs. One likely
reason for this is that the administrator cannot administer. If the
administrator in special education sees that ,kind of teacr func,"
tioning and.allows such functioning to continue, there has to be
either incompetence on the part of the administrator 6c a fantastit
ability to view with rose-colored glasses that wriich,rnost pecyle
would see negatively. Something has. to be seriously wrong when
everyone else can recognize that things are not going well and yet
nothing is done about them Were administrators really account
able for their responsibilities such circumstances would (occur
with far less frequency than is now the case. The constant flurry

^ of surface Changes made in programs would probably not occur
because whatever was done would have to make a measurable
difference dr, in time, the administrator wouldIpe finding
in some other role.

) There is stagnation or a certain lack of enthusiasm for funda
mental analysis on which to make planned.changes in the special
education system. Administrators frequently tinker' but rarely
make fundamental changes It is appropriate and pnprier to main
tarn the tried and true u'nless there are good reasons to change,

but it is not appropriate or proper to neglect the cffeful analysis
and planning out of which .ought to come decisions as to whethe
fundamental change is needed. At the grossest lett& of dia

the things that have been suggested here as part ofr canter-v-1

porary scene would argue that fundamental change is necessary;
analysis and planning would show how to proceed and what kinds
of changes Would make the most sense.

Performance standards would also lead to the view that pro ,

grams which do not make a difference would not remain. As an
example, self-contained special classes might become just one of
a number of alternatives for serving pupils under a perfdrmance
based leadership system,
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Children shifted into holding patterns ?school placements +n
whrch they simply past the time until old enough to leave) and
children who are excluded from school would no longer be dealt
with in those ways A deadly trick is now played on many children
in which the child is claimed to be at fault-whenever he does not
succeed_ in scrjool If the 'only pupils taught are the easy ones,
those who learn rapidly and gladly, and administrators exclude or
place in a second system or otherwise remove those children Who
present challenges, while in the process blaming thethjldren for
the prdblem, p performance based system would soon redress the
balance The bureaucratic response that the -child does not have
the ability or will not behave or somehow does not fit the plan, so
that,the child not only gets short shrift but carries the load of guilt
that goes/with it, would chang'b' quite markedly under a perfor-
mance-bated system.

Budgetary control, whichenow is far removed from operations,
would become much closer to the actiop. If one is really going to
hold an administrator repielnsible for certain things, then he must
have his budget and be able to deal With it as he wants to and
needs _to in order to attain the objectives established Personnel
selection also would no longer be made from central offices but
would be placed close to the point at which daily operations are
accomplished

Finally, a system of service deliyery that is content with reach-
ing perhaps 50 percent of the handicapped children who need
special assistance, which provides'jco?sly inadequate services to
those children whom it does reach and is not terribly concerned
about either fact, needs to be drasticblly altered Unless the cur-
rent system is changed, we are one hundred years or more away -

from success even by the ,criterion of providing some kind of ,

coverage for all handicapped children Under a performance-based
system it Is likely that more ra0d.improvement would occur be-
cause both the situation and the 'responsibility for improving iL
would be clearer ,

In more positive terms, performance standards would help leader-
ship in special education to "stop" being satisfied with the form and
begin to be serious about the,substance of education for handi-
capped children In such an event it is likely that several addi-
tional 'things could happen The happy, generous, ego-fulfr1143
belief that administrators can be both educational leaders ab.ci
managers would go out the window If administrators were in fart
educational leaders and managers, the sorry litany of problerrit
mentioned above would at least be more brief Under a perfor-
mance based system the acimmistrator will be a manager He wtjt;
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be held accountable, and his life will be a great deal easier, more

productive, and less ulCer-producin4.11f a manager, then why not
select those managers from a broad pool feom people prepared

as managers rather than from the very narrow pool of special edu-
cation teachers? How preparation as a leacher makes one a uniquely

qualified candidate for an administrative Managertel role has been

a well-kept secret for some years.

Functional analysis of the managerial role would lead to sub-
stantial changes in programs of preparation for administrators
and managers. Such functional analysis need not await the mina-
mum but could be done tomorrow And if it were done, training
programs would be substantially different than they now are.
Knowledge about administration, which is now the primary ele-

ment reflected in college course credits, would be widely supple-
mented by skills and attitudes that are also critical in the perfor-

mance of an administrator.

Special education systems would be shaped to fit with the more
open systems of education that are being developed in many
schools Thus, rather than a separate and second system of edu-

cation, special educators would transact most of their activities in
consonance with and in support of regular education In total, a
performance orientation could create the conditions for far more
effective education of all handkapped children.
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CRITICAL ISSUES INSLECIAL EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

\Li!, nard ( Rt.N nolas. Chairman
Departmenrof Special Education

College of Education,
Unn, ersity- 01 Minnesota

My remarks will be organized around three topics:

1) Context of Change. Is this a time for rapid change? What
general perceptions might yield insights for us concerning oppor-
tunities for change at this time?

2) Structuring the Field. My concerns will center mainly on a
cognitive structuring of our field with special reference to so-called
non-categorical approaches.

3) Operationalizing the Changes. What steps can be taken to
make charms fundamental rather than superficial?

This is iconference for leaders and administrators The functions
of leadership are to be perceptive of needs and possibilities for
change, to organize a field so that the work to be done will be
clear and then to implement the new structures and. processes.
Thus, although I do not propose to discuss the concept of leader-
ship directly, I do intend to structure my remarks in accordance
with an analysis of leadership functions.

Timeliness of Change

Al Smith was reputed to have said that, "If you want to lead a
parade don't get more than two blocks ahead.",Judging when one
is just about two blocks ahead is important, once there, it is im-
portant to have a parade route in mind. My first tonic is con-
cerned with judging the timeliness of the parade.

' Perhaps it is obvious that we are in a period of rapid change in-
all fields, but most assuredly in special education. A local humorist
has said that today's mothers, who remember their first kiss, have
daughters who cannot remember their first husbands. I liken my
own situation to the trapeze performer who has left One swing and
is twirling high IN space waiting for the return swing, for me, the

*free twirling in space seems to go on and on but with little pros-
pect for ever returning to a stable platform. Many of my associates
in special education appear to be having similar experiences.
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It does appear that the field of special education is involved in
fundamental changes, with much of the focus on the topic we con-
sider in this conference decategorization The context, the
motivations and the specific facets of the changes are things we
must try to perceive

Professor Jerome Kagan has suggested that there is a special
predisposition of the Western mind," as he puts it, to construct
"Discrete, abstract categories, each with its special set of defining.
characteristics" He contrasts this perspective with that of the
Classical Chinese "Day and night, to the Western eye, are two dis
crete entities separated by a transitional stage, to the Chinese they
are part of one process, each being a diminution of the other."

Tt is true, I think, that we seek this kind of dLreteness in
thinking even about our felloW human beings. In special editca
Lion there has beep a tendency to require thafteams of profes-
sionals examine each exceptional child to decide whether he is to
be categorized as mentally retarded, autistic, or some similar way.
Why do we do this even in situations where there are only, re-
lativistic observations and no absolute markers of anything like a
definiOve category? What are the consequences of this tendency
to categorize? Doubts have crept into our views of these affairs,
and we are here to consider what we might do to change the ten-
dency

There is a rising revulsion against simplistic categeILizations
Categories may make sense in the abstract, as when we average
rain/all over many Octobers for Minneapolis, and as ways of aggre-
gating information for broad planning purposes, as when engineers
define freeways and calculate their effects upon the transportation
system of a community. But just as people are saying, "Freeways
aren't just freeWays when they affect my neighborhood," they are
also saying that the categories ought to be left behindhen dealing
with "my" child. David Riseman, commenting on Michael Young's
Rise of Metritocracy, speaks eloquently of this "resistance of
parents to having their children fall like brps in Plato's social sys-
tem."

There is especially resentful opposition to categorization
schemes which imply that some. children are more valuable or
more meritorious than others. To put it in the rYegative, there is
objection to use of gradation schemes which.degrade or stigmatize
some children. Special education has been rebuked sharply for as
signing more of its stigmatic language retarded, impaired, disabled,
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disturbed to minority group children than to others It is fair to
ask, I think, whether it is really necessary to use such negatively
toned language in a school which supposedly is dedicated to the
development of all children If attention is given to variables which
help each individual rise up to the best of whatever he has in him
and if we can learn to appreciate human abilities and performance
on many yarrables kindnessand courage, as well as intelligence
who indeed is defective? Should we not seek to define all our pro
grams and all of our children in positive terms? Can we not pro
mote special programs without implying defectiveness in the case
of those who develor4 best in such situations?

You know, of course,that more than stigmatic labeling is in-
volved in the processes by which decisions are made concerning
children Unfortunately, special education is sometimes part of
that downward cascade through which children fall by rejection
decisions rather than by careful consideration of what is best lor

r them It is unfair to characterize all of special education as an
exclusion system for I believe it is true that special educators
have as much as any other group and more than most to reverse
the tendency to separate and deny opportunities to those who are
different I shall have more to say of this later

Challenge and change are upon us in special education, and thsy
are deeply systematic The turbulence of recent days and of those
ahead will be too greactor absorption in our present systems of
special education, and naivapproaches must be structured I believe
we can help lead the way to better opportunities for children if we
are sensitive, sensible and forceful

Cognnwe'Map for the Journey Struourum the Field

Schools are for -all children. That philosophic premise, basic to
democratic society, needs no restatement here. But it is appropriate
to remind ourselves that phirosophic premises call literally be lip
service Principles do not always get implemented

In our "in the past two decades a great deal of legislation
has been passed, piling redundancy on redundancy saying, in
effect, "include the handicapped," "include the disadvantaged,"
"include Minority group, children," ,end "include them equally"
in the schools And progress has been made, at least in the sense of
moving toward thv target of 100 percent enrollment of children in
schools

Still another form of action has come through the courts. Most
recently, a special federal panel of judges in Pennsylvania appears
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to have taken us very near to the end of the line on exclusionary
tendenciel The proverbial right, the philOsopl remise afford
my equal educational opportunities is cl arly d leicjI right
and you awd I, d5 workers in education, are res onsible to see that
the right is observed The courts have made it abundantly clear
that school officials who fail to seek'.out themost remote child or

Ot who exclude any child will be called to account with their
behavior ri doubt Characteristics of the child are no Ipnyer
relevant to tke.ba5ft enrollment question

it,
But it is not enough simply to have all children uf-shool Even

in the recent Pennsylvania case, the court looked within the
schools and said that some kinds of programs are to by preferred
over others There can be exclusionary processes even within the
schools and, the business of categorizing/is related to such ex
clusiohary processes \

We have monumental,paradofx in Our society We are terribly
rndrvrdualistrc in the sense th,lt we dedicate ourselves to foster

sing the development of each individual. As noted move, tfie courts
are now insisting that every child be admitted and none dernitted
from school services-which are dedicated to his individual develop

ment

But, our society also encourages formation of free institutions,
and, included in citizen rights are those of making.selection/rejec
bon, decisions "Free" institutions are permitted to grade people
according to their ability to contribute to the achievement of in
stitutional goals which result,in terribly cruel rejection oriented
decisions A this moment it happens that about six percent of the
total work force of this country is totally rejected. from every
potential ployer, and rejection letters from medical schools will
soon be in the mails to many hopeful medical students

Most institutions are'free to reject individuals, but the schools
..supposectly have no such right and provide a refuge from the harsh
selection; rejection decisions made by most,other institutions HA
ever, Ole schools perform -imperfectly, and, indeed, they are ex
petted by many to act as a kind of screening station for other
instittitions Even Within the schools the orientation is very much
fashioned after.' meritocrati5or indultriaj models Thu' pupil gents
into the madrigal club, not on the basis that it would enhance his
development, but because he's already a very good singer and will
help to realize a kind of institutional goal having a top notch
madrigal group Too often, in-other words, we act like an "in
dustry" or -some other kind of institution and fail to keep Ind'
.idual development in the forefront in the schools
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It seems at least unfortunate phraseblogy when Toff ler, in his
classic book Future Shock, while criticizing schools for following
an industrial model, uPges that what is needed is a super industrial
model It is undoubtedly true that schools muprepare students
for rapid change, and that is One of Toffler's themes You recall
George Bernard Shaw's response to a`friend who declared-himself
finally ready to acceit the universe Shaw's reply "By God, you'd
better I suppose th0By God, we'd [fetter accept rapid change,"

r/rt-ret-t-tebut let's insist on pri ntion to human needs and aspirations
and then try to bend /he changes to those human values ratI9er than
to accept it the other way around Let us keep the independent
and dependent variables straight, that is,4vary the institution to
meet man's nEect rather than see man's characteristics as a col
lection of :beta weights manipulated simply to provide con
cordance with some "inevitable" future state of the world

Those of us in school work pay hor1age to the ideal that in-
dividuals are not gradable with respect to their possession of basic
human rights includifig a right to suitable education, but in fact
we do a lot of grading' and categorizing .which reflects a kind of
industrial model, rathei than being clearly oriented to indiAual
development or payoff" This is part of what many young people
are saying to us that they are forced too much to- accommodate
to institutional convenience, comfort, and payoff and that they
feel poorly understood andeven alienated as individuals And stu-
dents ,in special education programs who sometimes get to their
special stations as a function of ,exclusion rather than on the basis
of plans drawn for their welfare afe victims of a badly managed,
meritocratic, i.ndustrially-swled system

How do we get, out of this paradox of individual vs irlstitu
tional Orientation? By the very difficult route, I think, of trying to
do a more perfect job of guaranteeing every child a suitable pro-
gram in his early years We have simplygot to install alternative
programs -in the schools, or create program options and then see
that all children have the best possible program available to them.

Special education is at a choice point, it can define its role in
one direction another That is, it can participate in the grada-
tion and categorization of children on institutionally-oriei-ited
variables and take its lumps for being party to a rejection cas-
cade for childrtn, or it can lead the way to creation of devel4p-

..Amentally oriented programs which make the schools as a whole
into flexible resources for individual children Right now special
education is not all of a piece it is not one parade, it is something
of three pal-adek:
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Perhaps it is obviocts- that I think leaders in special educe'adtion
ought to lead the parade toward a broadly differentiated school
system in which decision processes are totally oriented to the en
hancement of individual development We ought to oppose in
dustnal or meritocratic orientation in child study That will come
soon enough as children move into adolescence and adulthood and
define their roles in the institutions of society There is work to
be done ,there, toO, on behalf of the exceptional person, but our
firstegoal ought' to be to build a child onentecf school system for
the tender years

1

A related concern, as we seek a cognitive map for our changitig .
scene, falls into the domain of the ways We obsente children, in
particu,lar, Ir am-concerned about "testing", which is one Of the
ways'we make observations of children_ I believe a critical aspect
of our orientation difficulties in schools arises from our testing
observ+ng procedures We have been greatly oriented to procedures
which yield a kind of simple prediction, but are not helpful in
arranging the 'child's learqing situation

One of the major insights- of my_adult lAfe,has been to see the
important difference between variables whici are directly de
scnptive of a person and those which have meaning only in terms
of persons in their environment. It is reasonable to say someone
has black hair or that he has Down's Syncll'ome But in education
where our purpose is to enhance the development of human beings
4..akranging environments foc_them, attention must go to variables
which are more complex than the simple descriptive ones and we
must work with those that say something about people in inter-

,

actipn with their environments.

In think it is not possible to say anything meamngfukabout a
person's educability or potential or capacity without saying some
thing about his environment People develop differently according

,to their life situations. If you have alternative educational pro
cedures and programs in your community, children must be studied
in relation to each of them and no general statement about their
educability is adequate Human potential is both an individual and
social characteristic. I think it is not very useful' to talks about
aptitudes, it is meaningful to talk about aptitude treatment inter
actions.

In this context there is some tendency to choose sides, some
saying that wheq a child's education is not proceeding well, it is

due to the' failure of the school to provide an appropriateenviron
ment Others, including some special educators, tend,,to put defect
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labels on the children and to-excuse the situation that way

It seems clear to me that what we must do is always to look at
both pupils and environments so that pupils and,eKviroryhents
can be matched optimally The problems of learning are Rot solved
either by looking at children as defective or at teachers as failures, ,
both must be st4died In spectfic terms

You may recognize that I am making a case for ATI or an .
aptitude-treatment insteraction approach, which says that we
should look at children ih terms of variable's that help us make
decisions about their education some of us call Orem "decision
variables The approach also calls for specificity about the edu-
cational procedures available

What does this ATI orientation mean in the practical situation?
Let me discuss it in several ways varying from a simple school
scene up to a sophisticated research situation

Imagine that a child is having difficulties in school, a psycholo-
gist is called in to work with the special educators. If theyre
oriented to ATI they would study the school with all the alterna-,
tives and flexibility it presents They would consider the character-
istics of the various curricula, teachers, and admInistrative arrange-
mehts They would, of tourse, also study the child, considering his
particular needs as best they are able to know them Then they

t would move to decisions about programming for the child. No
decision about categorizing the child as "mentally etarded" or
"emotionally disturbed" would be made.

At the research. level, ATI methodology involves the search for
variables which produce interactiong with treatments. If one has
two or more systems or treatments among which a choice can be
made ih plating pupils, ATI.methodology says that the variables
of interest will be those that correlate substantially with progress
in one approach but not in the other approaches.

Unfortunately, there isn't as much research evidence as many of
us would like regarding'ATI methodology. The apprdach is both a
matter of philosophy and of technology. Those of us who orient
favorably to ATI sometimes think about the lack of research in
the way one thinks about what one does until the doctor shows up.
Dr Leonard Duhl once wrote an article entitled, "Planning and
predicting: Or what to do when you don't know the names of the
variables " What he suggests is that while "waiting for the doctor"
we invest ourselves strongly and directly in the situation.
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We can and must study children:Snd their situations intensively,

adjusting programs as necessary Fortunately, there is a developing
technology illustrated by Ogden Lindsley's charting procedures
which sjields rather precise signalsabo6t how children are pro
dressing in given environments

Longer range, we can ope that research .will give us insights
about variables to look a cf we Wish to make a difference in the
lives of children Clearl he variables will be different from those
which yield simple descriptions and predictions and which seem to
have'us so preoccupied up to'this time

As we move to new concepts and procedures, there is a critical
question about how to deal with Such realities as legislation and
legislators, school board procedures and members, parent groups,
and couredecisions which deal with the old categories -0 such as
mentally retarded avid emotionally disturbed

I think it is our responsibility to aggregate data, prob,lems of
mental retardation, blindness, etc. We should organize to produce
the social indicators concerning Oct problems just 4 we do
concerning poverty, crime, literacy_or anything else It is legiti
mate, for example, to address ourselesto problems of attenuated,
cognitive development (or mental retardation, if you will) and to
make records of problems and progress in this domain But we
should not require that individuals be identified and labeled as
retarded ancl,be referred to classes conducted by "teachers of the
retarded" as the, modal approach td the problem A full under-
standing, of the challenges of cognitive development will surely
yield a cornplex pattern of programs Somehow we must devise
methods for communicating to legislators, iSarents, and others the
diver'se ways by which problems of exceptional people can be ad
dressed. And they must be given indicators of,,Progress that do
more than count teachers and children. All of that can be done.
Indeed; I believe those who have a concern for exceptional pupils
will welcome a change in the messages they have been receiving
about special education

In these few remarks about a cognitive Snap for moving to de
categorized models of special education I have suggested that
elements of concern will include. (1) remaking the schools
according to a zero reject model, (2) remaking decision proceses
in the schools so that the "payoff" to which they are oriented is
totally 'individualistic rather than institutional in orientation,
and (3) developing an aptitude treatment interaction model in
study of children and alternative school environments.
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Operarionalking and Sustaining Decategorked Programs

There is neither time nor any necessity for me to go into my
third general topic in great detail, but,, I should like to comment--
briefly hn a few Items which occur to me as important

First, I think that we have been vastly overconcerned in special
education with administrative arrangements I am convinced that
most programs needed by exceptional children can be delivered by
many different administrative arrangements The more compelling
problems, I think, are to be increasingly clear and more creative
abdiut curriculum To put this another way, we can surely have
sterile programs in either special classes or regular classes, the
problem is to arrange a really useful set of experiences for each
child .

Second, I believe that children shout' ei be placed in "regular"
education' however that is defined locally whenever possible
while having the "specialized programs" which may be needed
delivered tr:2 that regular program. However, we should be fully
open to other administrative arrangements, such as part-time or
full-time assignments to special classes or resource rooms when
trf6re is genyinekeed of such placements in order to provide the
needed curricau

.

Third, I think 'we must be realistic about the potentialities Of
the more than two million teachers in the public school classrooms
of the nation Most of them are not geniuses, nor paragons of other
virtues; their ability to accommodate to wide differences in pupil
characterist4cs and to the vast domains of possiple curriculums is
limited We must find ways of pooling varieties of talents.to meet
difficult educational challenges Incidentally, I believe we should
challenge the notron that achieving homogeniety in pupil charac-
teristics by grouping them into narrow categories, and then as-
signing them to specialists in that "category," is a productive,
strategy Indeed, two of my recent Ph.D. candidates (Cecil Austin
and Judy Brown) have shown that teacher specialization in content
fields, even at the elementary school, may be a more viable ap-
proach than specialization by sofne form ofnarrow-stream Child
category I believe that the niovement toward more explicit
specification of teacher competencies, in training programs and in

-66edentialing-J which seem to be adjunctive aspects of the trend
toward decategorization by pupil descriptive characteristics, will
lead us to more focus on curriculum specializations and more open
teaming arravtgements among teachers as a way of dealing with
individual differences
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Finally, let me simply :IV some topics of concern and admoni-
tions to be considered as we move toward decategorized systems

of special education.

the change will be expensive, in the sense that it willde-
mand much careful, patient reworking of programs

. , .

changes probably should be made gradually and with careful
evaluation The so-called "reform mongers" who would stop all
we have and substitute sortething total but untried, will but lead
us to "overswings- to be corrected in another decade.tHopefully,
while making determined efforts for change, we can evaluate, each

step of the way, always being ready to modify or subvert even the
._;newest mode of operations as evidence points the way

we will need new language and new units of measurement to
communicate about new programs, and this may be our most diffi
cult task Simple counting of children and teachers by categories

will not suffice±aspeaking of "programs" and "competencies" will i

seem less persuasive, at least for a time .

I hope we will not neglect the nurturance of the special
groups .such as parents of handicapped children whose goading

force has made possible many advances Their continuing leader-
.

ship will be needed, and I think they wilt respect a professional
turn to less, categorical programming

r
'. we must expect that changes will be more difficult for some

people- and some communities than for others. Quiet, informal,
group-oriented, non personal opportuniti4s for exploring the new
ideas and programs -will be important to many leaders who find
themselves. now anchored in situations which make change diffi

cult.

. hopefully we can avoid accusatory and "blaming" strategies
for change, which unfortunately are already too much op the
scene-when decategorization is discussed.

. financial aid systems and other forms of reward and reim-

bursement must be changed so that they do not reinforce dys-
functional categorical systems. In the main, I believe this will in
volve shifting specialized reimbursemepts to "programs" and away
from simple child categories
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Clasing RemarAs

In preparing these remarks I hatre thought often of the recurrent
debates about the proper focus of history Is history a story of
leaders, or are leaders only the "markers along the way?" William,
James was a hero worshiper, a great beliver in great men, he
believed that society made three fold progress when blessed with
strong leadership Herbert Spencer, to the contrary, saw the leader
as only theslightly "larger piece of coal upon the hearth, adding
but little to the heat of the room "

We do not have to choose one extreme position or another. It
may be, as I tried to ,indicate at the outset, that a man can lead a
parade only about "two blacks ahead But surely it is possible to
lead if only at short range from the center of the Zeitgeist.

TO lead, it is necessary to perceive aril hopefully not to mis.
perceive forces and opportunities for Constructive change And
the'lqader must have a map and chart a Course I truly believe that
special education is at a cross-road at this moment There are op-
portunities for leadership, but the new route will be costly and:,
difficult There is also a possibility, that the field of special edu-
cation .as we know it .will simply be bypassed There are signs
now that such a bypass may be occurring in some of our large
school systems

When I pass friends\9-iese days and they ask: "How are you?" I
often reply by saying, "A little of both " The field of special edu-
cation is a "little of both" these days in the sense that, in some
places, it represents a degrading, rejection-oriented approach to
children But in other places special education is leading the way
toward more fully humanized education for every child.

1
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"MAINSTREAMING" A CHALLENGE

John NV Mel Liter
Assistant State Superintendent,

iscotiNin Department of PuhilL Itiqt-tikniou

Special education's conscience is hurting' The great rush by
special educators to provide services to handicapped cifildren has
produced some over recruitment of students and some over
satisfaction with the self-contained classroom delivery system
Many leading special educators are calling for a return to the
"mainstream of education." I fully concur. in their basic position,
however, I feel we must get off our soapboxes and seek our viable
delivery'systems that will gi've handicapped children the degree and
kind of sp4cial educational attention they need in regular edu-
cational settings.

As a state school administrator, I'm aware of sommpechments
to implementation of the "mainstream" approach This paper will
attempt to identify a few of these stumbling blocks Special edu
dation must find the ideas, tools,-attitigies and financing to provide
itself with`up to-date delivery systems that are primarily concerned
with each child rather than with ease of administration.

During th past two or three decades special education has been
sold to the general educator and the public as a haven fOr the lame,
the halt, the weak State legislatures have passed laws insuring
special education for handicapped children and have provided hu\ge
amounts of money to operate expensive service programs. Local
school boards have done likewise and have taken great pride in
these services as a symbol of their concern for "every child in
the school system." Usually such state and local pride was mani
fested in self contained special classes or separate schools for the
orthopedically handicapped, deaf, blind, or mentally retarded.
-Programs- with a heavy non self contained classroom flavor, such
as speech correction services,, have been less monumental As we
develop new models to serve the handicapped, we are obliged to
re-educate our legislatures and lay boards on the advantages of the
new, less obvious forms of special education

A key problem in. this area is state fiscal support systems for
special education. Most states today provide ,from 20 to 95,,per
cent of the cost 9f instruction for handicapped children in the
public schools. In`Wisconsin, the legislature provides 70 percent
of the cost of teachers' salaries, transportation, special equipment,
and special instructional materials. Most of our "selling of the
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legislature" has been around the special unit concept We have
usually avoided a per capita funding approach because this tends
to make;head hunters" out of general administrators We have
tried to stress the nature of a complete progrim for a special group
rather thanlwfractionalizeci services that might not meet the
specialized needs of the children, but in so doing we have per
petuated the image of special education as special classes or special 9
schools I am convinced that we can adjust our state aids systems ',-

to accommodate new delivery systems once these delivery systems *-

are created and field tested We must be willing to adapt, create,"
and modify our special education delivery systems We must also
be very, sure that monies secured for special education of hands- 4.

capped children are used in that program no-matier what or-
ganizational arrangement is employed and are not "bootlegged"
Into other school activities To make a more flexible state support
System for special education work, we'll need to give the state
school agency the personnel to monitor and protect these new
speCially designed programs for handicapped children.

A similar situation is td be found in state certification of teach-
ers of 4andicapped children It is obvious to me that professional
training of special educators will become more broadly based than

, it has been in the past It is also obvious to me that teacher train-
ing programs are going to become competency-oriented rather-thaR.
course eXposure oriented- WhilG it is easier for a state school
agency to certify teachers by adding up the credit's and courses a
prospective leacher has taken, it doesn't necessarily insure develop-
ment of the competencies these future teachers will need. I'm
again hopeful that state special, education and certification per-
sonnel can work with responsible college faculties to develop
realistic, guaranteed, competency based certification standards for
"new" special educators who will work in themulti faceted
special education programs of the next few years.

e
...

"Mainstreamingtepresents the desire of many leaders in
special education for the primary placement of handicapped
children in regular classrooms whenever possible. This desire flies
in the face of the desire. of many regular'classroom teachers to re-
move from their classrooms any "disturbing or disrupting child.",
The most recent teacher contracts in many places are explicit on
this matter In the Proceedings of the Missouri Conference on the
Categorical/Non CategoricaOssues in Special Education, I pointed
out the "new force" of the teachers' collective bargaining unit.,...._

We must remember that the typical fifth-grade teacher has rarely
seen a 60 I.Q youngster and has..no burning passion to "save" one
by taking him into her classroom Intensive efforts at the pre-

. :
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service and inservice phases of teacher education must be Made to
needle the consciences of these professionals, who will be asked to
teach a group of youngsters with impediments to 'learning like
these teachers have never seen before Adjustments in the teacher,'
pupil' ratio in regular classes which include handicapped children
must be made if regular classroom teachers are going to accept the
new delivery system These same general education teachers must
be assured that a handicapped child will get special education
services in the areas in which he needs them, and that they will be
asked to provide the main service to any exceptional child at no
unreasonable expense to the total population in the classroom
This whole matter will be part of the conditions of employment
discussions that you and other management people are or will be
having with organized teachers The typical regular classroom
teacher is extremely suspicious of our intentions and thinks we are
trying to "stick" her with "our" problems

An Other concern is the current lack of preparation to ready the
average building principal for the new special education delivery
system In 1970, Lyndal Bullock pointed out that no state, Puerto
Rico, or the District of Columbia requires as much as a single
course in special educatiqn for certification of elementary school
principals. Bullock's study of 92 elementary principals also showed
that 65 percent had elected no course work in special education
The principals in his sample had earned a total of 114 semester
hours of course credit in special education, or slightly more than

an average of one credit per principal. To assure proper under-
standing of the nature and needs of exceptional children, we must
find ways of bringing these key administrators up to date in the
area. Perhaps we may be obliged to hire these principals during the
summer months to become acquainted with handicapped children
and the new service delivery systems we are encouraging

It seems clear to me that we must design plans with each child
as the focus while realizing that many adults are also concerned
and involved. The ideal systems change design will require the
closest interrelationships between state and local general and
special educators, college faculties training general and special
educators, policy boards at the state and local levels, including
quasi-policy groups such as, legislators', parents' and teachers'
power groups.

ass,

_..,

I would really like to see a concomitant commitment to all
facets of this problem by a state school system, including certifi
cation and state aids for both special education and general in
struction, the same states teacher training entities, a selected num
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ber of local school systems, and the state parents' organizations
and organized teaching profession Somg of the model operating
arrangements, such as Reno's "Cascade System of Special Educa-
tion Services" (1971), Maryland State Department of Education's
"A Design for a Continuum of Special Education Services," and
"The Madison Public Schools' Plan for Exceptional Children in
the Santa Monica School System" show realistic ways for us to,
consider Each of these and others, has its strengths and its
voids; but each is understandable, saleable and plausible

Essentially what I said is that special education will have to lose
its clock of exclusiveness and become reacquainted with our
"regular" brethern in general educatiOn. We must be willing to
trade in our separateness and relative freedom for the com-
plexities of rejoining the "mainstream of education" with the
handicapp.ed children we have chosen to serve.
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CHANGE SYSTEMS IN LARGE CITY EDUCATION*

Luvern Cunningham, Dean
,C-ollege of Education
Ohio Stoic University

Columbus, Ohio

The thrust of my remarks in this paper will be change oriented.
They will relate essentially to general education, not special educa-
tion, and to ghetto schools more than other schools. Although I
am familiar generally with the change literature, I will refer less
to the jargon of that literature and more to the practical problems.
of achieving change. as, well as to some policy alternatives which
may assist in achieving improved education, especially for ghetto
children, but maybe for children everywhere.

What I have to say is, really: rather simple and pragmatic; it
derives from .the conviction that the secrets to modest improve-ment of urban education, including ghettos, are at our fingertips.
The secrets reside in the people .who have constituent interestsin urban schools Rids, the .teachers, the' administratOrs, theparents, and the supporting staff. More money would help, but
it is not avarlable. Better, ideas would help;but we are not using. ,all those we ha((e. More adequately prepared professionals would
step up our progress, but we cannot wait until they appear. What
can be done then, until reforms arrive, for this generation of urban
children, especially ghetto children?

There are several assumptions which provide the basiS for myargument:

"first, urban education is a gldbal term encompassing institutions
with substantial variations in need and performance;

Second, ghettos in some,Torm will remain, and educators should
Make .a special 'effort td, learn what is kno-wn about, them;

.
.*EDITOR'S NOTE This paper, given at the 1971 conferences did not deal
specifically With application of change s-ystems to special education, but rather
with change designed to strengthen coping power of ghetto schools. As (1)
'strengthening of mainstream coping power is of critical importance to special
educators, and (2) several of the main ideas presehted are applicable to manag-
ing change in,special education; thispaper is included,
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Third, urban education services will continue to be provided
within a moderately reformed establishment,

df .

Fourth, unequal investment of urban financial resources will be
required to improve ghetto education,

.

Fifth, energy invested in r ialogue over separatism vs Integra

non is diversionary and wasteful,

Sixth, the dominant purpose of ghetto schoo'ing ought to be
the instrumental value of entering the mainstream of American life,

And finally, both schools and neighborhoods today must be
foci of educational improvement. Closer linkage ofischools and
homes is a necessary condition for achieving better education,
strengthening family life, and eventually producing better neigh
bortioods and better co'mmunines. lh a longer paper'each of those
-assumptions could be discussed in some detail, but this paper will
focus just Upon the last point.

Many large stale or important reforms in housing, jobs, and
health and safety will be achieved in .the future, but several mil-

Iplion urban children are here today and more are on the way.
Educators cannot Jive th`rdugh a generation of do nothingness
awaiting educational decisions while obviously important social
and economic changes in jnstitutions outside of the schools are

- impacting negatively upon the schools. This is not ,the, time for
anyone- to cop out. This;is thg, time for aggressive steps school

by school to achieve improvemerp. One of these improvements
is the need for afresh resolve, a 'clear positioning of the responsi
bility for educalionarcimprovements at the grass roots upon our
present teachers and administrators in the elementary and secon
dary schools, wpon institutions of higher education who relate to
them, upon 15arents, and upon students and other interested con-
stituents. Ihdivi.dual schools are where the problems are, and that.
is where they must be solved:Outsiders can help and resources ^
can be obtained, but the primary burden of improvig is at the
school and in the neighborhood. There is general agreement among
middleclass persons that negative features,of- ghetto neighborhoods
and family life produce obstacles to learning, this is true especially
of their expectations for learning and behavior. William Moore 0

(1969), an interesting newcomeno our faculty at Ohio State, has
written a book called The Vertical Ghetto which documents the
contrast between the expectations of homes for the schools and
schools for the home. He wr4es,
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affluent communities the home and the school are effec
tive partners and exercise a dual effort to fulfill their mutual
objective On the other hand, in the black ghetto, or more
specifically.in the housing projects, each of these two insti
tutions makes assumptions about the other that are unwar-
ranted and unrealistic Each has d lack of understandrng about
the function, ability, limitations, and needs of the other
Both 'fail to communicate the continuity of reciprocal
-responsibilities in providing for. the educational needs of the
child Jp 177)

The home arid the school in the ghetto, rather than being com-
plementary, are in many, cases adversaries Consequently, neither
does an adequate job, and the child is the one who suffers
Assumptions made about the home by the sCkool that seem reason
able for the middle class child white or 'black art totally
untenable foi culturilly disadvantaged children One place to
begin, then, is to improve the interface between home and school

I'd like to talk about several proposals for change which a
been generated out of my experience in working with are city
schIpl systems over a period of years I say again that we dare not
sit around prayerfully with our hands folded, looking skyward
waiting for reform We really need to get on with imR,-ovements
now school by school; neighborfirpod by neighborhatd,Vetto
by, ghetto, across the and In this context a new concept has been
given voice the concept of responsible autonomy. It is simul-
taneously a philosophical pQsition,eand a course of action. It is a
belief and a prescription, and I suggest that we move toward
achieving it

In the autumn of 1970 a group-of educators linked with school
people in Detroit to produce 'a report called Priorities for
the 1970's (1971), a document which has within it the concept of

. responsible autonomy. In looking at Detroit's elementary education
, problems those individuals discovered the usual deficiencies:

underachievement, alienation, racism, home-school tension, under
financing, and curricular weakness. However, they also identified
remarkable resources within the system itself to be applied to
these vroblemstA,The release and application of their resources to
Detroit's problems have become a common objective, to be

, achieved essentially through the locatibb and acceptance of prob-
lem solVing ,respon;rbilit7 at the building level Let -me quote a'
few paragraphs fiomi this report to the Detroif Board of Education.
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The word "autonomy" signified freedom and independence
throughout the school system. It means the right to make
independent judgments. about problems and a willIngness to
take the consequences for one's actions in solving the prob
lems. Autonomy applies both to individuals and sub units
within the school to parents, students, to teachers, admen
istrators, to staff specialists as well as to the classes, the
building, board of education and the like. Responsible
autonomy means achieving &balance between accountability
and freedom in all parts of the educational system. Both are
essential in public education, forVithout accountability a
system may become self serving, andlPithout freedom people
lack a sense of personal responsibility, self-worth, and
involvement The positive elements of -accountability and,
freedom can be defined

This arrangement of responsibility confounds many trade
motional patterns of thinking abbut large cities' school systems

We have conditioned ourselves to think about uniformity,
about interchangeabilay, about city wide policy, about
reporting perfbrmance on a centralized basis now it pay
be necessary to abandon mall of those notions The remod-
eled system will contain distinct and diverse schools just as
a mosaic contains many separate pieces (pp. 6-7)

My" first suggestion then 'is -that ghetto schools assume a posture
of respoqsible autonomy.

A second suggestion is building d problem 'solving ethos. Respoui
Bible autonomy:allows local neighborhoods and their schools
freedom to solve their _problems and also places with them the
obligation to do so Currently, many of us in colleges and univer-
sities, as well as local school people, principals, teachers, parents,
and central office officials, search for somebody else to blameifor
educational shortcorrtings We have,so accepted this fingerpointing
way of life'that we have essentially reduced our capacity to solve
even modest problems. There will be only limited achievement
of even conventional objectives if conventional routine, practices,
and ideologies of govtrning neighborhood schools are perpetuated
udder the banher of responsible autonomy. Buildings that are
acting within the parameters of responsible autonomy must mature
and refihe, a problem solving ethos - -Obviously faculties and their
community constituencies vary enormously in their capacity to
accept and fulfill problem solving.respon&ibilities. Some faculties
have readily assumed the responsibility for solving their own
problems, given the opportunity for their own'respobsibilities and
their- freedom to act aotonomosusly, but most have not.
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The development of problem solving capacities must become an

objeNtive It makes little sense to invest time and erlergy in the
pursuit of educational ends if the capacity to achieve them is
nonexistent or underdeveloped. Teachers, administrators, students,
parents all of the relevant constituencies should eamine them-
s Iv in relation to the problems they encounter. When the
problems are defined and the approvate skills required for their
solutions become apparent, then the question becomes whether
the school's human community has the skills, talents, and energy
to do the lob If the answer is "no," then they must acquire them
elsewhere, if the answer is "yes," then they should get on with
the job.

We have much theoretical work which has helped us to under-
stand stages or steps in pr'oblem solving. Nevertheless, we find it
difficult for institutions to be successful in that pursuit. There is
a substantial inclination to accent today's educational problems
as insoluble Teachers, administrators, counselors often become
victims of despondency they thrash about searching for solu-
tions, they crash forcefully upon the unyielding nature of their
problems, then give up. Faculties obviously require leadership
and followership and commitment and human understanding, they
require knowledge and theory, and they need to believe that
problems are solvable, and that local school leaders are capable
of seeing that it happens. When confidence is there, then the

...skills can be found

My third suggestion is to develop skills at reviewing goals and
, objectiv,es at the neighborhood level.' Goal setting' is one of the

most difficult problems for society today as well as for school
districts, school neighborhoods, or for colleges and universities.
What should be our primary educational objectives at this point
in the century? Are traditional objectives still impoftantg Are
therd reasons to defend different educational purposes for unique
cultures or sub cultures? If 'we accept variation in education goals
from building to budging, should there still -be some common
expectations, and if so, ,what?

,-.
Research on the tasks of public education (Downey, 190)

completed at the University of Chicago a decade ago indicat d
that there was common agreement about education tasks among
many public schools. There were slight differences among people
from various regions of the United States a well as among social
classes, ethnic groups, and religious groups, but the differences
were slight There was even more agreement than difference irr-
the views of teachers and parents. We do not have frershdata on
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today's perspectives about specific educational goals, and will
therefore surmise that there remains considerable devotion to the
common tasks and io the traditional objectives However, there
appears to be a wave of new interest in humanizing schools, re
ducing the disadvantage inherent in failure, considering each child
as an irfdividual, and in highlighting the capacity of the schools to
deal with feeling and affect These seem to be best represented by
youth, by the rhetoric of advocates of open classrooms, and by
the broad spectrum of writing on problems of alienation, individual
growth, and humanizing experiences within educational institu
Lions

In keeping with the concept of responsible autonomy, each
school neighborhood would organize itself to identify its goals
and objectives Extensive involvement would be required Strong
leadership is to be expected of the principal. Faculty members and
other professional staff would take the lead in discussing how a
peiyhborhood's educational goal review could Hest be achieved
PTA and roorrimother organizations should participate forcefully..
Obviously, students would be involved as would other constituent
groups with an interest in the neighborhood and the schools At
least d semester should be devoted to a series of meetings on goals
for our schools The matter is important enough to warrant dos
ing school if otkier tittle is not available Initial discourse would be
on goals such allthose we have known and valued in the past
Conversations could then be expanded to include goals that are
important to our times and eventually for the future. The review
of goals should be done with sufficient vigor that the goal state
mentSt produced will serve as a guiding documen4,for the neighbor
hood.

The goals for one school ml,/ 'not be the same as for other
schools down the street or acraAr town. Such differences are reaJly
not very importanl, chances are that learning to read, write, and,
compute will surface as important objectives of schools every
khere. But they may not, and if they do not, Wen the schools,
the community, and the students, should live with their new
choices.'

A fourth suggestion incorpdrates concepts of turtle, attendance,
and scheduling. Schools mu ft re examine the straitjacket of trade
tional'.policy. The .daily schedule, the annual calendar, the dura-
tion of schooling and carryovers from the past, they have become
sacrosanct and adOstments are in order The annual calendar was
established initially to accommodate rural labor requirements but
has been reinforced by formulas for distributing state aid, summer

.._.--- - .----""
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school patterns of centinuing professional education for teachers
and other professionals, the belief that learners and teachers need
lengthy rests from their labors, and the contention that the school
plant should be closed down for maintenance and repairs All of
these arguments are to some extent outdated Dates and formulas
can be revised, professional growth and development can go on
all of the time, the fatigue assumption doe'sn't really hold, and
the facilities maintenance requrfements can be met as private
enterprise meets them, which is at night and over weekends.

A responsibly aut9ompus school should be free to establish its
own calendar without Jeopardizing its state aid or other forms of
support The principal, his faculty, his student body, and com-
munity should be fr9e to remain open or to close down at will.
Similar logic should apply to the length of the schoo' day, if the
Job to be done canVe completed by a four hour program of sti)d-
les, then that will suffice. Or, if oh the other hand it takes twelve
or fifteen hours of daily scheduling, then that must be done. Like-
wise, if tne needs of the students can be met on a three- or four-
day per week allIcQ4clance plan, then such a pattern should be
adopted The Job to be done should determine the amount of time
to be invested rather than the reverse.

The duration of formal, publicly supported, school experience
is now twelye or thirteen years. This time span is related to com-
pulsary attendance laws which in most states requite students to
remain in school until sixteen years of age. The concept of com-
pulsory education is under fresh review, but it will probably
continue in one form or another Apart from this debate, there
is also the need to consider continuing education opportunities
for everyone in society.

A proposal for delayed educational entitlement made to the
goverflor of Ohio in early 1971 called for two interrelated policy
-changes the first, for allowed interruptions in the normal kinder-
garten to twelfth grade sequencing, linked with reducing a compul-
sory sparf to K' 11 or possibly K 10 (Cunningham, 1971,). If the
plan were implemented, the student could,choose to stay out of
school for a period of time for community work or experience
outside of the school setting. A second polity recommendation
was for a one year, publicly supported, educational experience
for every one in the society after age 30. The resources saved 'by
shortening thi-conventional attendance span would be redirected
into dollars to underwrite delayed entitlement. A person wishing
to take advantage of delayed entitlement would have extensive
freedom in choosing ways to use his privilege. He might wish' to
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return formally to school at an appropriate level He might want
to design a program of independent study using libraries or tele-
vision instruction or part time on-campus work or even travel, or
he might select vocational training or re training. Many options
would be approved for public finding It would be a kind of G I
bill for all people over 30 a type of general public voucher
opportunity. Local-schoo14fficials would help citizens plan their

year of entitlement, approve in'dividuals' educatidn progra-ms and
provide some of the services. -

These policy modifications the reduced ration of initial
attendance and delayed entitlement would pr vide opportunities
not now available to adults. Dropouts could return with dignity
Midcareer occupational ,changes' could occur more rationally,
making such shifts relatively easier. Housewives could do some
thing other than the routines which, from their perspectives,

sometimes are unproductive. Unempldyed and other people on
welfare could learn The lower schools would be depressurized.
A responsibly autonomous pool would be free to adjust the
length of its school week olAyear,, and the leng* of attendance
would be modified to allow the extended interruptions of formal
school experience. And delayed entitlement could allow a large

scale return of adults to formal learning.

A fifth suggestion, expanding manpower through volunteers, is
a resource that professionals, for whatever reason, have only
recently discovered. Paraprofessiqnals have rrot been incorporated
as forcefully into the work force as many 'professionals would
choose. Nevertheless, there is a volunteer reserve from the neigh-
borhood to enlisrat almost any conceivable level in the school
enterprise. Responsibly autonomous faculties would be able to
examine their own views about volunteers and look for ways to
incorporate such talent and to overcome the usual hanytips that
we often have when we look at the volunteer work foFce.

It is significant that volunteers are used extensively in hospitals
and, other health serving agencies and insitiutions. One hospital
with which I am familiar has over 500 volunteers contributing at
least one day per week to hospital duties. A conservative estimate
of the dollar value of the services of these volunteers, carefully
coordinated and integrated into the total work force of the
hospital, would approach $1.5 million per year. That amount
exceeds the total budgets of many of our neighborhood schools,
Volunteers can be used more frequently in schools in districts
throughout the land, and the ran a of their responsibility is limited
only by the imagination of the, dministrative heads of such insti
tutions. Success seems to hinge upon a climate of receptiveness,
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careful coordination, an' organized recruitment and selection
effort, recognition of the value of their services, and attention to
problems which volunteer participation in schools has generated

My sixth recommendation is creatiA school and home partner-
ships The literature on family school relationships is overwhelm-
ingly supportive of efforts to improve understanding 'between
parents, families, pupils, and their, schools. The importance of
strength in these relationships seems so evident that it hardly
requires further comment But deterioration in the understanding
between teacher and parent, pupil and parent, and, in the larger
sense, families and schools, is sufficiently advanced JO signal a
national concern.

Generalizations obviously are dangerous, to say here that all
respect, for the school and the faMily is gone would be an exag-
geration. Kleine, Nystrand and Bridges' .1969 data indicate rather
high levels of satisfaction with schools in Columbus and Cincin-
nati, Ohio, among blacks as well as whites. To observe that all is
well in these two school systems, however, is also inaccurate.
There are obviously large variations in the extent to which schools
find families satisfactory. It is more helpful.to pinpoint where the

problem seems acute. a breakdown in communication and/or
understanding appears to be most prevalent in schools where large
numbers- of disadvantaged youngsters are enrolled. The large
public housing projects which can be found in most very large<--- cities serve as classic examples Moore (19691, again IN The Vertical
Ghetto, describes forcefully the suspicion which project families
have about teachers and schools. Similarly, he tells of uneasiness
and the lack of insight teachers have about families and family
life in public housing projects.

There are bolh theoretical and practical problems in the analy-
sis of the family and schools Families are primary groups; they
reflect face -to -face contacts and have relatively persistent and
consistent patterns of interaction and intimacy. New family-school
linkages seem to be in order. The responsibly autonomous school
would be expected to invent new vehicles for blending institutional
roles and resources in a common assault on the learning problems
of children

Some teachers and some parents are disinterested in each other,
and no amount of cajoling will modify. their sentiments. Even
granting good intentions, some teachers and some parents simply
will never understand one another. The middle class teacher and
the lower class family have little to share other thap their hopes

4 o
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. for a better life for children. They fira it difficult to commune to
with understanding about that common purpose. Each is often
shocked by the perspective of the other The life style common to
lower class America is unacceptable to the middle class teacher.
The lower class person searches for swe of the features of middle
class status but is poorly prepared to comfortably into that life
style Language separates, even everyday experiences are antagon
istic Reconciliation of major differences seems to be impossible,
at least in the short run On the other hand, there are large nuM-
bers Of ghetto parents and teachers' who do care, who insist that
educational opportunities of ghetto youngsters be outstanding in
quality Furthermore, they are prepared to invest themselves
forcefully in improving communication and understanding be-
tween schools and family in order to achieve quality educational
experiences for ghetto children.

Just a few additional words about the teacher4and the neigh-
borhood. Teachers, in my judgment, simply have to work at find-
ing ways to identify fundamentally with the neighborhood in
which they teach. The eviderice seems clear. It may indeed be
important for professidtials and °the; employees who work in

-ghetto schools to associate as closely aepossible with that neigh-
borhood and in some cases maybe even to live there. If the schools
serve a .high-rise public housing project, the teachers could at
least live experimentally in that project If neighborhood schools
serve middle class sections of the community, teachers can and
often do -live there. If teachers serve silk- stocking sections of the
city, they should live in those-environments, too. Obviously this
calls for frank examination of the capacity of thd people to live
in such places:especially the atr6mes of ,poverty and wealth.

The live-in proposal is advanced on educational grdunds There
are strong arguments for putting' policemen, back on the beat,
watching the streets, reacquainting themselves with the citizens
they serve. Being visible day and night seems to re establish public
confidence. Teachers similarly need to be visible in the shops and
market places of the neighborhood. They should be active in local
associations. They should attend chukhes ip, the school neighbor
hood if their religious preferences are reflected in the churches
there. They should assume leadership roles in other youth serving
agencies in the neighborhood. They should have bank accounts in
local banIcs and savings accounts in neighborhood savings and loarl
associations, and they silould seek medical services nearby. They

should invest themselves and their resources in their ,z.chool

neighjaorhoods.
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The thrust of increased community participation/community
control/decentralization is in the direction of neighborhoodim-
provement and neighborhood growth. Teachers must understand
and, indeed, must be dedicated to those ends. There really are
few alternatives to direct participation in the life of the neigh-
borhood.

Central to the concept of autonomy is the belief that school
communities have substantial resources to use in solving their own
problems The problems are there, to some extent the resources
are there, and the genius is the ability to release those resources
and bring them to bear on the problems that citizens of the schools
and community define as most significant for them. Responsibly
autonomous schools have to develop the posture of reaching out
for help and resources rather than sitting around and waiting for
them to be imposed from (fie outside. The processes of 12uilding
community and school strength are pot very well known, and we
need much more experience in linking schools to their local
environments in order to produce new strength._

For ghetto schools, family bridges are crucial to the short-term
successof education. Thus, three examples of designs for school
and family bridging mechanisms may be worth noting:

One thing we might try is family education. Family education
is in keeping with the concepts of flexible use of time, alterations
in attendance patterns, and incorporation of the community more

' fundamentally into the life of the school. The school may wish to
alter its programming to include families as learning units to be
served by the school. Family planning, job seeking, child care, and
farriily health are examples of content that all members of the
family May learn simultaneously. The school could even be open
three days a week for the more conventional programs of study,
and the remaining three, days, including Saturdays, could be set
aside for families and clusters of families. Family instruction could
go on in homes, in the school, or in neighbdfhood locations.

The PTA has been much abused in recent years. Where it hasn't
functioned well, alternative participtory mechanisms have
appeared, and_ some formal bridging structures as alternatives-to
the PTA have been developed. The PTA is a long-standing institu-
tion, and in my view it could be modified and revitalized to meet
some-emergent, more contemporary needs.

Another notion is the concept of adoption. In the past half-
dozen years businesses and industries have "adopted" schools.
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Although expprience with this idea is not well reported or under
stood, the idea is at least conceptually attractive. It is even more
appealing when one considers its reverse application, that is, a
school adopting ig, home for the aged, a hospital, a nursing home,
a day care center, or another agency where human needs are not
now fully satisfied. If such a relation existed, for example, between
d junior high school and a housing project populated by aged
people, students could render basic services to housing project
residents. Students could talk with them, entertain them, even
escort them to school affairs. Both institutions would benefit, the
relationship so generated would assist in establishing respect, love,
assistance, and acceptance within and across generations.

Still another recommendation for improving ghetto education
is to uonsider problem solving as staff development The responsib
ly autonomous school must be in command of its own continuous
professional development program for which it should have its own
budget (it should have its own budget for all of its purposes). Staff
development should be tied. to local problems which are begging
for solution and require strength for their solution. Staff develop-
ment carrand should occur on the scene within a problem-solving
framework. Its success will depend upon reaching out for resources
for general professional development through problem-solving
activities and objectives. Obviously, problem solving can be an
unusually effective form of in service training. It strengthens the
professional community in its search for education solutions. Per-
fecting ways to benefit from experience is a central part of such
processes.

Tom McCollough (1971) is a former businessman who is soon
to become an educational leader. He is a Fellow in the National
Program of Educational Leadership, with headquarters at Ohio
State. For ten weeks in early 1971 he Jvorked in a ghetto class-
room and summarized some of his reactions to that experience in
a paper entitled "Urban Education It's No Big Thing."' He was
very sympathetic with the problems he encountered in the school,
and he was most respectful of the teachers, administrators, and
other specialists who were meeting the problems every hour. One
paragraph from his report is rather interesting:
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Never once during my ten week stay did I hear a conversa
tion, other than the ones I initiated, between teacher and
teacher, or administrator and teacher, about the needs for
the personal.relationship between pupil and teacher. What
was actually going on in a classroom didn't come intodthe
conversation. Now to help a particular child didn't emerge,
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nor were techniqUes which might be used to achieve a certain
curriculum goal discussed Teachers operated alone, and when
the day was over went home without playing back the day
to anyone. I searched for positive feedback loops and found
none Sometimes teachers would complain to one another
about spilt milk (literally), or one of the children who had
been particuFarly nasty that day, or obtain instruction on
something that was to occur or not to occur the next day.
Faculty meetings were tense and given to problems such as
frogs in laboratory sinks, dirty kitchens, food in the loom,
uncooperative people administering the breakfast program,
and the like. I longed for a comfortable place to sit and
swap 'stories, share my frustrations and pleasures, and learn
from my colleagues in the school.

The patterned ways in which we have come to behave in schools
now prove to be dysfunctional, We have tight schedules. We have
the clearing and closing of buildings at 3.30 'p.m. Many of our

.ghetto schools have a security officer who is conspicuous. We have
anxiety everywhere There just has to be a better way, and, as I
said before, what .will make a difference is a resolve, a belief,
a conviction, or a hcAely attitude that.we can do better with what
we h.ve accepting who we are for what we are and getting on
with this task.

We have participated in urban projects featuring crash' programs
with so called new approaches, and some of us have been affected
with the paranoia that accompanies frenzied searches for elusive
answers to the problems of urban education. its coniplexity, its
incredibly unyielding nature, its resistance to the conventional,
its harshly differential milieu, and its confused and conflict-prone
constituency My approach to urban education reform for at least
the past half dozen years has essentially been organizational, that
is, revised patterns of district organization, improved mechanisms
for public participation, team teaching or differentiated staffing,
altered structures of decision making at the state level, and even
reform within the federal government in the administration and
governing of national programs. I think that these have a place.

Now we are past the stage when further iristitutional self
denigration or negative criticism is of value. School people on the
urban scene are today's heroes, at the same time they are trauma-
tized by their situations. Citizens remote from day-to-day urban
education are becoming better informed about schocil problems
Students at most levels are sensitive to deficiencies in their eduCa-
tion environment, we needn't highlight them any longer. And the
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caring parents are beside themselves about the frailities in urban
schools So further indictment will only lead to further individual
and institutional paranoia. Disadvantaged, lower class, minority
groups, poverty children no matter how labeled, they are simply
not achieving, at least they are not performing as most of them or
us would have them perform. The expectations of parents and
teachers and board members and students themselves simply are
not being met. And each year, despite some improvements here

and there, the overall picture appears to worsen. Admittedly our
data on performance are fragmented and often unreliable, but the
observations all of us make about urban schools support the
general belief that the problems of urban education are not im
proving rapidly and, in fact, are getting worse every hour. Deteriora
non is occurring even in the face of stepped up investment in
education at all levels and public spotlight on the problem

..

Again my exposure to day -to -day life of the urban schools as
well as to the literature in education and other social sciences
leads directly to the neighborhood any neighborhood and all
neighborhoods. If we are to have educational reform, it will be
building by building across the urban scene. It will be achieved by
people like us working together on educational problems
children's problems and our problems. The tough, mind boggling
questions -alienation, low self estimates, under achievement,
violence cannot be solved in distant central offices or congres
sional chambers, they can only be solved by local problem solvers

by teachers, college people, by parents, by students, and by
interested others. I have great faith in our capacity to mobilize
and apply our local energy, Our talent, and our ideas to win this
growing battle in the urban centers of America.
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CHANGE STRATEGIES FOR SPECIALEDUCATORS

Richard A Johnson
DireL tor or Special Education
Minneapolis Public Schools

Theoretical disciRrons and policy conclusions regarding the
important issues of decategorization and labeling must eventually
be translated ihto organizational practice. Local school districts,
colleges and universities, and State Departments of Education face
significant problems in meeting the legal, professional, and organi-
zational requirements implied by the new face of special education
These requirements will demand a great deal of organizational
renewal, and an important dimension to renewing organizations is
a prospective posture regarding u4ilrzation of all available formal
planning and organizational strategies. In other words, a System pf
deliberately panned change will be necessary. Without careful
consideration of the reed for planned change and without sys-
tematic application ofxisting management technology, the broad
organizational diffusion of, for example, performance or compe-
tency based systems, of restructured leadership systems, or of
systems, which minimize use of categories and labels may take

Ntplace only with "deliberate speed."

Special education administrators and formally designated
leadership personnel in schools, training institutions, and State
Departments are, as a group, not very well trained in the science
and process of management and administration, and even those who
recently have pursued dual training in both adnirrrstration and
special ,education are not particularly) well-versed in either, the
'theory or practice of managing chinge within formal organiza-
tions. In fact, very few training programs for general school
administrators place more than token emphasis on this topic. This
is not to say that without intensive training for special education'
administrators in. the. science and process of change there will be
few performance based programs or noncategorical approaches to
designing special education delivery systems.

It is impprtant, however, that leaderipip' personnel know how
to 6rganize for change, and recognize that change management
technology represents a guidance control process which can facili-
tate efforts to redirect organizations. That certainly is the task at
hand the redirecting of organizations to not only make surface
changes in terminology or in surface practp, but to modify long-

,field attitudes regarding responsibility, segregation, and labeling.
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A key question for special education leadership personnel is
"How long can we take to get to where we want to go, given the-
critical nature of the task 'at hand7" Dumont, in describing the
changing face of professiOnalism cites several characteristics of the
"new professionalism," several of which are germane to changes
taking place in the field of special education Amoickg those cited
by Dumont are consumer control, indifference to credentials,
superordinate purposes, compassion, attitude of criticism, and,
important to this discussion, irnpattende with the rate of change
(Dumont, 1970) I submit that more, attention to change theory
and to formal change strategies would not only ensure more sub-. stance to our redefined mission, but would hasten the rate or
institutionalizing those changes we postulate as necessary

In this respect, and for those who wish to undertake an exten-
sive study of the process of change as applied to formal organiza-
tions, there exists a wealth of literature UnfortLinately, it is a rare
special education administrator who can take the time necessary to
arrange and to profit from such extensive analysis A more logical
approach to training leadership personnel in change processes and
formal change strategies and models might be through a series of
federally 'or otherwise sportored technical assistance institutes
for key leadership personnel in the*Country. Obviously, design of
such a training package would require consider3ble effort, and
wo* need to be conducted under some majotsupport umbrella

In lieu of such an effort, however, the following sections of this
paper detail some thoughts or assumptions about the process of
change, and lists some suggestions which mightibe helpful in
creating changeOln the several statements which follow, the term
"special educatiOn" will appear only infrequently, as the sugges-
tions and thoughts which appear are not unique to special educa-
tion, but represent ideas from a generic tase,which have implica-
tions for specialeducation leadership personnel

Some Assumptions

Change is more than the fact that some alteration has taken
place in something. Change can obviously take place in an individual
organism'at the autonomic or unconscious level, or within indi
viduals and organizations in reaction to either internal or external
citisis It seems preferable, however, to conceptualize change in a
more aggressive, prospective manner, somewhat as Miles defined
an innovation to be that which is willed rather than natural,
planned rather than haphazard, and specific rather than general.
(Miles, 1964) As Netzer and Eye point out, however, the willing,
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planning, and specifying do not di-ter the: basic notion oftchange
as alteration (Netzer and Eye, 1970)

Change is a process whiCh, if it is to be managed so that which
is "willed" comes to fruition in Moth form and substance, requires
specific leadership attention and focus. School orydnizdtio9s are

- complex and generally not static Effective management of change
rec ires constant .analysis of original best guesses as to strategy
ariiechniques, and requires monitoring to prevent a Janus like
status that is, creating d paper process but subverting that
process either through willful neglect or organizational "drift

In any process of defined change, some one person or persons
Must be designated-as accountable for operation of the change
system. In many cases, dccounrability may shift contingent on
whether the change is at the "idea" of at the application level
Perhaps a useful distinction is that suggested by Mathew Miles in
his summary of group discussions at a 1964 Seminar held by the
Center for Advance Study of Educational Administration at the
University of Oregon In discussing the .role of -the school super-
intendent, he specified roles Which might be helpful in assigning
responsibility for managipg change, two of which were the
"con,tent initiator'" and the "process initiator (Carlsen, 1965)
Somewhat dndlgous to these terms are those of "Innovator" and&
"Linker" used by Netzer and Eye (Netzer and Eye, 1970). I

either case, the content initiator (innovator) represents he who
defines the change content or idea and the process initiator (linker)
represents he who establishes and accounts for the process or
processes by which the idea is translated into practice.

Not all formal org4anizations are equally open to planned change,
_flut all can be changed. to some degree through planned change
strategies. The success of planned change is contingent on several*"
variables-, one 9f Which is represented by the term "organizational
readiness" SeGeral factors have been identified which relate to
this readiness, among them the extent of the target system's felt
need for change, the timing in relation to other in process internal
changes or to past innovations, size of the system, organizational
complexity, and others (Gallagher, 1965). Other variables also of
critical importaArce are the presence or threat of externally man-
dated changer.e., court orders, State Agency Regulations), the
degree of past provincialism in recruiting and staffing patterns,
the posture and tenure of the Superintendent, the attitudes of
external consumer oriented reference groups, and community
politics.
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/Obviously, the public schools are basically people, and the
success of a y plartNed charge will .depend in large part on strate-
gies for ide tifying those wno will support or oppose the change,
and on th se strategies selected to cope with either passive or
overt resistors Coping strategies vary from the purge-oriented end
of the spectrum to that of recognizing that resistors cause the
change process to be more creative (Netzer and Eye, 1970)_ Poten
teal resistors to changing, for example, from a categorical delivery
system to a system which minimizes use of labels orNcategories,
are categorically oriented consumer groups, internal or external
categorical "experts"' such as local school and State Department
categorical supervisors or ,consultants, school principals, union
officials, special class teachers, and others. The openness of each
school organization. to planned change will vary depending on the
number of such resistors, their relative influence as individuals,
and the degree or intensity of their investment in a particular
"category "

ii.

Although the openness of organizations or of special education
units within the macro system varies considerably, organizational
goals, objectives, policies, and procedures of all organizations can
1:1 modrf led through planned action The extent and need to mod-
ify one's expectations regarding rate or progress, and the need to
utilize successive approximation strategies will be dear in settings
which are rated high on the index of resistance to change

There is no one way to direct or manage change. Many strategies
or models appropriate to conceptualizing and managing the changei
process are available, each of which will be differentially effective
in different settings While several ingredients have been suggested
by others (Dalton, 1968) as generic (i.e.,' presence of a change
agent, organizational tension, -planning) the specifics of knowing
where you are, defining where you want to go, and determining
best ways of getting there will necessarily have to be eclectic.
Braybrooke'and Lindholm discuss approaches which are labeled
"rational deductive" and "disjoined incrementalism" (Braybrooke
and Lindholm, 1963) Another way to describe the continuum of
choices alluded to by these terms might be a continuum of
"formality" ranging from a very defined maximally planned change
operation to, on the other end of the continuum, a very informal,
almpst totally ad hoc and opportunistic change operation

Other dimensions important to the special'educator in designing
change operations are "visibility" of those changes expected, and
"style The Houston plan, far example (Meisgier, 1971), is a
change operation where the visibility of the change operation is
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high, in that goals of mainstreaming, minimizing of labels, and
others are approached through highly visible total organizational

renewal'efforts

"Style" refers to the manner in which significant others or
target populations are involved in any aspect (needs assessment,
goal setting, implemerrtation) of the change operation Style ranges

from a highly inductive approach (where all aspects of the opera
tion from determining where to go to how to get there are designed
through formal assessment of need, beginning with both internal
and external consumers -and progressing to evolution of direclion
and operational strategy based on the documented needs) to a
highly deductive approach relying heavily for design and evolution
of the change operation on the vernal norPvs, knowledge base,
and philosophy of the change agent or agents.

At any rate, while the point is clear that there is no one way to
create change, it is important to 'develop some type of cognitive
map which might be helpful in the selection of strategies. While
there are many dimensions to consider, several important param
eters in evaluating change strategies for use in a particular organiza
tion are formality, visibility, and style

Some Important Considerations

While it is u;nportant to acknowledge that change is more than
alteration,..that change is a process which requires specific leader
ship, that not all social organizations are equally open to planned
change, and that there is no one way to manage change, it is also
clearly necessary for special education change agents in the schools
and in related support organizations to identify specific strategy
arenas which might be helpful to think about in more detail vis a
vis internal organizational application. Several of these arenas,
including. (1) personal action, (2) utilization and improvement of
the power base, and (3) utilization of concepts of organizational
structure and management technology, are briefly discussed in the
following pages. A full discussion of these general areas and their
specific components is beyond the scope of this paper, as each of
these major topical areas represents a wealth of research and avail
-able technology.

Again, while the intent of this paper is to assist in some small
way in the furthering of our collective ability to create non-
labeling, functional special education delivery systems, the fol
lowing topical areas are generic to the process of change in formal

organizations.
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Personal 4 etion
a

In any formal change operation, the role and actions of the
change agent are critical An important success variable in any
change is the degree of energy or v.ifality which individuals
at various levels are capable of developing (Dimock, 1970)
Success of any cfwige operation will be greatly influenced by nbt
only the extant internal status accorded the person acting as change
agent, but also by the enthusiasm' (vitafity), the knowledge base,
the risk taking ability, and attitude toward. goal orientation dis
played by the change agent It seems clear that each of these
variables needs to be attended to if the change 9peration is to be
successful The change agent must register enthusiasm, must
demonstrate his vitality, must have substantial knowledge about
the organization and change strategies, must' be willing to take
personal anti organizational risks, and must be target specific and
goaloriented

_

Of these personal action domains, most are dimensions of the
basic personality of the change agent While this does not pre-
clude change in ability to be, for exam*, enthusiastic and goal
directed, the most amenable of these dimensions of personal
action to modification Is knowledge of the orgarnzation and of
formal change strategies Given this, it is fortunate that seTesetrtgll .

factors common to innovator's or to, those who independently
seek to create change are such that characteristics of enthusiasm,
goal directedness, and risk taking willingness are typically present.

Ivirovement and Use of Power Base

Each of us has a power base which has something to do with both
our formal position in an organization and with our informal
associations at both internal and external levels The influence of
power systems is felt at every level of public education (Lutz and
lannaccone, 1969), and special education programs are no excep-
tion Unfortunately, the history of special education reveals that
special education units within schools have been typically low in
internal power base, and most power available to special educators
for internal utilization has been extgrnally based in the form of
parent groups, legislative enactments, and more recently, court
action In recent years,, however, the growth of programs for handi-
capped children has resulted in considerably greater organizational
visibility and resource control than was the case several years ago.

Given power in some quantity (quantification is not the most
helpful way to perceive power), special educators can effect
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change through exercising this power, or can improve their power
base through a number of specific strategies, several of which are
listed below:

1 Attend to organizational visibility (create and disseminate
public information, maintain proximity and exposure to top
management)

2 Selective emphasis in resource utilization (structure resource
allocation priorities and procedures to enhance a specified di
rection or goal)

3 Maintain d "volunteer aggressive" approach (aggressively seek
macro organizational ad hoc tasks which may not be specified in
your formal role definition, but which may help improve your
organizoorial visibility and total knowledge of the organization)

4. Maximize external reference group interactions. (Establish
and maintain mechanics or systems which keep you in regular
formal contact with parent groups, supeyordinate agencies, special
interest groups, etc 1

5 Utilize selective employee, training, recruitment, and ter
mination practices One of the most productive long -range
strategies has been to select for employment those whose tram
ing and interest are compatible with expressed direction Cur
rently, one of the most promising change strategies is the utilize
tion of .in service training resources, priorities, and technology.
Clearly, in service education, as one dimension of pe'rsonnel
change, is a process which can be more aggressively utilized in
planned change (Harris and Bessent, 1969).

Ltilization of Com epts of Organizational Strut ture and Manage-
ment Technology

Typically, special education leadership personnel in the schools
and in support organizations have been trained as "categorical
experts", and are not as a group trained or knowledgeable in the
science and technology of managing organizations The need for
special educators to become more knowledgeable and skillful in
understanding and managing formal organizations was stressed
earlier in. this paper It is clear that. (1) ,utilization of fornial
models developed to conceptualize and manage the process of
change, (2) utilization of the many management tools available to
help design and establish functional organizations and to assist in
targeting behavior, and (3) utilization of either internal or ex
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tern& formal organizational analysis approaches, can no longer be
considered peripheral oresoteric to our mission

Summary

In summary, while many resources are available to those
individually motivated to improve their knowledge base in the
area of resource and program management theories and practices,
in maximizing power base utilization, and in maximizing personal
effectiveness as change agents, the scope and urgency of changes
required in the field of special education mandates other than
individual effort The uneveness in knowledge and practice of
sound managership of change on the part of special education
leadership personnel in various school agencies is a critical factor
in retarding progress toward the goals of. (1) full service to all
handicapped persons, and (2) structuring delivery systems to
minimize labeling and categorization practices. In this respect,
major in-service leadership training systems are needed.

Clearly, national priorities and professional consensus have
specified where it is we should be in the rather immediate future,
i e , full service for all handicapped The sped with which we
progress, and, the quality of the form and substance of our prod-
ucts are going to depend to great extent on the competencies of
those who manage the extensive training and service resources now
available, and a national priority should be addressed to a major
retraining and orientation effort which would focus on training in
areas advocated by this paper _

While it is important for leadership personnel to know more
about, for example, the technology of new and developing pro-
grams, the learning needs of those whom we have not previously
served, court and legislative requirements, and current client and
program research findings, the crux of putting it all together and
making delivery systems functional as the ability of each of us to
design and manage the change process and to make wise use of
scarce resources. These competencies are generic to all educational
leadership persons, but are,paarCularly needed if the courts are
not to be put in the position of continually directing our efforts
As indicated earlier in this paper, individual effort at improving
competencies in these generic competency areas will be helpful,
but a National effort at narrowing the performance gap is clearly
needed
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A PROPOSAL FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP TRAINING

Richard F. Weatherman
Associate Professor

Special Education and
Educational Administration

University of Minnesota

The changing picture of special education has created new
demands on special education leadership personnel who will require
new skiffs to function effectively in these emerging situations.
Overall changes in program assumptions and growth of special
programs, shifts in the pupil population, both from geographic
mobility and the growing conviction that all children are to have
equal educational opportunities, shifts in teach r and specialist
availability and utilization, the knowledge explo on, and current
and predicted changes in organizational patterns c ate new leader-
ship positions as well as new roles for and new demands on ad-
ministrators in well-established positions.

In Minnesota, most directors or other administrators of special
education programs have assumed their positions recently. Although
persons selected for these new positions tend to be highly trained
teachers of handicapped children, they often lack administrative
background, and their responsibilities make it difficult for them to
participate in currently available training programs. In addition,
the relatively few administrators with extensive experience and
Considerable sophistication in their roles are finding these roles
changing as programs become increasingly complex

-flits paper will describe a training model devised to solve specific
problems in Minnesota, but which may also be seen as having
broad implications for other states or for other situations involv-
ing numerous, new or inadequately trained personnel for whom
continuing education is a pressing need.

Background

, National figures indicate that there is no longer a shortage of
teachers for general education in most sections of the country.
There continue tube, however, shortages of staff trained in specific
specialty areas which involve handicapped children, despite the
general surplus In Minnesota, for example, a large proportion of
the public school teachers instructing children with low incidence
physical or sensory handicaps lack formal preparation for working
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with the children to whom they are assigned Introduction of new
types of positions, new staffing patters, and shifts in the compe
tencies required in given roles all create demands for further train
ing of large numbers of personnel. Minnesota'sSpecial Learning and

Behavior Problems (SLBP) programs are a case in point Following
rapid program expansion rn this area, the numbers of untrained per
sonnel already at work in SLBP programs have been larger than
college training facilities and staff could accommodate, forcing
school districts to attempt to devise their own inservice programs.
In addition, changes in philosophy, accelerating increases in know
ledge about special education and concomitant technological ad
vances, and the use of personnel in different roles have necessitated
the retaining and updating of persons, such as EMR teachers, who
may be fully certified in a specialty area. As more handicapped
children are served by program models which allow them to remain
in regular classrooms for longer periods of time, general education
personnel have a corresponding need for additional skills and under
standing exceptional children and_theii- needs.

However, in many cases existing training programs have difficulty
in meeting these changing needs Minnesota, for example has
delivery problems due to its geography, which consists of a major
popukation center (Minneapolis St Paul) and a sparsely populated
rural area punctuated only b,y occasional outstate cities In a num
ber of specialized programs, only a single training program is re
(wired to provide manpower for the state, but when it is located
in a metropolitan area, "outstate" people are less likely to be able
to utilize it

Another problem is lack of flexibility in the system of which
traing institutions are a part to accommodate to changes The
University's functions extend beyond training teachers to assuming
leadership in producing significant changes in philosophy and
practice in the schools. Flowever, the result can be to produce
needed specialists, such as consulting teachers, for whom no
specific certification is available At other times, changes in
programs, and consequently in position demands and competency
requirements, may emerge from the schools, and training institu
tions may be slow to receive this information and make corresporfti
ing adjustments. The changing characteristics of knowledge 2nd
skill requirements also call into question the traditional format in
which teacher preparation has been conducted as well as the train
ing curriculum

i There are few k nds of positions which- illustrate all these
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characteristics as well as do leadership positions,

Minnesota has .experienced a sharp acceleration in growth of
special education programs in recent years The state's public
schools served 14,371 handicapped children irt 1957.58, the first
year mandatory legislation took effect, in 1967 68, 48,335 children
were served, in 1971 72, about 75,000 handicapped children were
served, and this.. increase is projecied to continue. This increased
growth rate has been accompanied by and, in_some cases caused by
changes in philosophy. service models, and organizational patterns.

Among these new developments has been the addrtion of leader-
ship personnel, usually by formation of cooperatives of three or
more school districts which jointly offer services unavilable to
single, small districts. Another emerging_ pattern is the intermedi-
ate unit Since 1968 the Minnesota State Departinent of Education
has placed Special Education Regional Consultants (SE RCs) in six
of the seven aggregate Governor's Planning Region to assist school
districts in developing special education programg, developing co-
operatives, maintaining liaison with other agency services, and re-
lated duties Plans have been formulated for more comprehensive
intermediate units which would,be legal entities and would provide
a wide variety of education services

1
Minnesota's_1967 State Plan for Title VI, ESEA, (now Part B of

EHA) called for the development of administrative mechanisms of
a cooperative nature as one of the state's highest priorities. Prior
to Title VI, in 1967 1968, only nine districts provided leadership
personnel for their special education programs, and these were
located in Minneapolis, St Paul, Duluth, some suburbs, and a few
outstate centers Currently, there are 54 directors of special educa-
tion serving over 265 of the state's 438 school districts, as well as
an increasiny number of specialized program coordinators and con-
sultants in districts with well established programs and overall
leadership The State Department of Education projects that a
total of around 70 directors will be needed to bring some leader-
ship to all school districts, and has set a goal of reaching this
minimum and covering the state as one of its five-year goals

The addition of leadership persons or administrators of special
education at the local level has been the key to many recent
changes in special education programs. A recent study (Prazich,
1971) has documented the relationship between formation of
interdistrict cooperatives 'by employing a special edi4cation ad-
ministrator and program development, and goes on to say that
"prototype systems for pooling resources and delivering services

,., ,
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are inherent in the interdistrict cooperative concept Positions in
cooperatives, intermediate units!' and other emerging special
administrative cIrran ye me n ts d re completely different situations
than those found in d more traditional single district operation
The special education director employed within these different
arrangements is increasingly confronted by new or unique problems,
Ad the general administrator, with whom the special education
administrator must work, has, correspondingly greater needs for
understanding special education programs

Another study (Spriggs, 197,11 of persons employed as direc
/ors of special education in Minnesota for the 1971 1972
school year contained d number of items describing these leader
'ship persons Spriggs' data indicated that the typical director has a
high level of training (84 percent had credits beyond the master's
degree, eight persons reported earned doctorates) The typical
director supervises a staff of between 30 and49 full time equivalent
positions in a district or cooperative with a pupil population likely
to be under 15000 In many cases, especially in outstate areas,,
where districts are small, he is likely to be a new person in a new
position, 64 percent have held their present position for less than
two years prior to 1971 1972, over half the districts have had a
special education administrative position for less than three years,
and almost half have had only one person in the position

huhcalions 9f limning \eeds

There are many implications for training programs in the
growth of leadership personnel Currently there is no Minnesota
certificate for a "director of special education Such persons are
certified as supervisors of disability area programs, which certifica
Lion requires d master's degree in teaching children in a specific
handicap category, plus a minimum of eighteen credits in adminis
tration, supervision, and curriculum, including an approved course
in supervisidn, and two years experience teaching handicapped
children. The competencies needed for administration of special
education programs are not presently incorporated into certifica
non of these people

In d majority of cases these are new roles and tend not to be welt
understood A principal's job is well defined, a special education
administrator's often is nOt A special education director in a co-
operative is often in a unique position, lack of understanding or
agreement on what he is to do may force him to assume d different
role in each district of the cooperative He is likely to have no
models to follow, both because of the newness of the position and
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because of geograhic 'isolation in rural areas he often NS to
travel widely to findthe next person similarly situated

In addition, special education is'not only a:relatively new area,
y but is i1 supportive to the general education program in a school_

The nature of the program and, consequently, the functions of its
leadership are to a large extent related to the strength of the main-
stream program in that particular district This statement should
not be construed to mean that there is not a common' group of
competencies needed by all special education administrators, this
writer contends that there is such a common core

A ,third problem related to current .certification is that the
director's previous training may not correspond to the role he
actually has assumed Spriggs' study of the role of a special educd,
tion director shoviied that 86 percent of respondents had "18 or
more" credits in special education curriculum and other technical
areas Seventy-nine percent had nine or, fewer credits in adminis-
tration or supervision of special education, over half had nine
credits or less in school administration (three persons had none).
New directors may not have developed these competencies because
their previous positions as teachers or mentally retarded children
or speech therapists did not require them Selection for a leader-
ship,position in special edification is often the result of success as
a special teacher.

However, the director's duties in hid new position become ad-
ministrative ones Spriggs' questionnaire contained a 35-item list
o duties which might be the special education director's responsi-
bility Of these 35, appropriate preparation for 21 of them might
be found in courses, in general education administration, for 29 of
them, an special educationadministration, but fof only eleven of
them would preparation be found in courses in special education
curriculum and other technical areas. For the items which most
directors assumed to be their responsgulity (80 percent of res-.

pondents or more), fifteen might utilize educational administra-
tion pftaratlon, 24, special education administration, training,
and eleven, special education teacher prtparation. Yet, as noted
above, regpOndents indicated most of their training to beine.the-,
third area.

, ...

Respondents were not asked how much of their current prep-
aration they had when they assumed their vositiQns, Observation
would suggest that much of the education administration/special
education administration coursework was taken recently, possibly
in order to fulfill current job,'retiuireme-nts

...

C'J
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There is also a considerable amount of less formal evidence that
current special education directors are in need of further training
Responses of directors to a request to "list your five greatest
problems at the present time produced results with prominent
implications for training programs The results of this exercise
indicated that both program development questions dnd ongoing
problems in planning, internal organization, theidirector's role and
function, and solution of ongoing administroxive problems such as
transportation, are current concerns of Minnesota special educa
tion administrators Directors are making nuTnerous and repeated
requests for consultative assistance frorTi>University faculty?
State Department central office personnel, special education
regional consultants (SERCs), and independent persons and the
types of questions they ask are instructive. questions regarding
program evaluation, finance, personnel praciices, decision making,
communications skills (including letter writing), law, and organiza
tional structure.

These needs are of a type that existing training programs, such
as the one available at the University of Minnesota, have difficulty
in meeting. The University currently has the only doctoral level
program in special education administration in Minnesota It is

interdisciplinary in nature, focused around a core of courses in
educational administration and educational psychology It requires
a year of practicum for students who have not h4d prior special
education administrative experiences and has access to d number
of resources to produce graduates who can effectively function in
administrative roles, most graduates are, in fact, in very influen
tial positions

However, this program is not available to many who deSire
further training, nor IS it appropriate for those who do not wish
to pursue an advanced degree Many new directors are located at
some distance from the Twin Cities and cannot take op campus
courses during the school year Most are employed On 48 week
contracts and canriot be released for five week or longer summer
terms. In addition, sabbaticals or a year's leave of absence are not
available options for OersOns new in their positions Financial
considerations, from the condition of the national economy to a
lack of fellowship support, are another deterrent to enrollment
in the existing program

o

Woute.sola .S'Iralev for ( oncoming ldministrator Ldtua

The University is planning an alternative program to its tradi
.tional oncampus training sequence, one which will provide instruc
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Iron in discrete, specific skill areas that are needed for administra-
tion in special education or in general education Each short Course
in the proposed series will focus on a specific topic and will be
able to stand by itself as a unit AM courses will be expected to
carry graduate level University credit and will utilize instructors
from a number of University departments and adjunct professors
from the public schools and other agencies Content of the courses
in the sequence will be determined by a needs assessment, result
ing in a more flexible and updated curriculum Outreach consul
tants will be used to focus training on problem solving in real
situations Enrollment in the courses, which will probably be
located off campus, will be limited to 25 persons per session

Since the Division of Educational Administration is moving
toward trainmg principals and superintendents at the specialist
level, this project could easily develop into a specialist sequence
The new program and the existing doctoral sequence should be
seen as complementary aspects of a single training program for
special education administrators which meet different training
needs of different people It should`be obvious that this program
must be operated with the full cooperation and support of both
the University's Department of Special Education and Division of
Educational Administration, workshops can draw resources for
workshop i5lanning and evaluation, course domain, and staff from
both areas

Procedures for Implementation

Competency-based training. Minnesota has begun to certify
teachers on a competency basis, under which the State Department
of Education develops areas in which competency must be attained,
investigates and approves training programs designed to train
students, in these areas, and grants certificates to anyone who
successfully completes the college's program The State Depart-
ment has begun this year to identify competencies for special
education administrators by looking at responsibilities they should
carry out The University will begin its new training program by
defining operationally the general competency areas and setting
up criteria to determine adequate student performance in each
area

Needs Assessment and Curriculum Development. Data on the
specific extent of existing administiators' competence are not
presently available, nor is a system in operation which can provide
the University with data regarding emerging training needs on a
regular basis Fr Om the list of competencies developed for this
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training program and current program development data, we will
determine the extent of discrepancy between the preent level of
performance of administrators who will participate in the new
program and the criterion level An assessment team, consisting
of training program faculty and experienced special education
administrators from schools and other agencies, will observe each
potential trainee at work in his own district or districts The team
will use their own observations and interviews with the adminis
trator's supervisor and staff to evaluate his current effectiveness
in working with teachers, principals and superintendents, parents,
and representatives of other agencies, they vv!li also assess his
current systems for administration, management and child advo
cacy, child study, and instruction and services The administrator
will evaluate his own knowledge on relevant topics such as school
law and finance or einerging program models for, ,hantheapped
children

Analysis of the assessment data will yield a profile of each
individual administrator, which is somewhat analogous to a child's
individual educational prescription, and ocili determine priorities
for initial workshop objectives It would serve as a pretest to be
compared with a later administration for determining workshop
effects on director behavior If necessary, it could also provide a
basis for setting priorities in selection of workshop participants.

We anticipate that new administrators will show similar patterns
of competence as will directors whose programs are attempting
similar types of changes such as decategorizatioil We expect that
such findings will facilitate curriculum development and the
follow up process It is also likely that some topics to be covered
initially,' are related to the content of presently available courses
Thus, for example, it might be possible to take the two units from
a school law course most critical to special education adminis
trators, revise them to meet the needs of this rather homogeneous
audience, and write measurable ob ctives for the new instructional
unit In many areas, of course, it will be necessary to develop
objectives not covered in any xisting course In either case
determination of objectives, fro the needs assessment, can be
followed by research on methods, aterials selection and,'or devel
opment, decisions on format, and development of evaluation
instruments.

Workshop Operation. Workshop participants will be sent packs
of 'materials with some required reading to be done prior to the
session, and the first workshop activity might assure that a certain
level of competence was held by all present Time could then be
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spent on problem solving activities, rather than on providing
facutal information, with faculty in consultant or coordinator
roles rather than lecturing A course in a particular competency
area might consist of a single session of two to three days, or a
series of such sessions, depending on the content area and dam
ipant needs During the summer, school year participants might
attend an intensive' one week or two week short course covering
broader topic areas than is possible at one time during the school
year

Follow-Up. A unique feature of this program is the projected
extent of faculty contact with participants after conclusion of
formal workshop sessions The purpose of this outreach activity is
to assist participants in applying what has been presented in the
sessions and to determine the extent to which the discrepancies
between adequate and actual performance found by the needs
assessment are being reduced A participant might select a current
problem in his program and utilize both workshop time and follow
up ,consultant time to design a plan of action and carry it out
The extent of follow up assistance will vary with the individual
and the topic but will probably extend over a period of several
months It could be organized in a number of ways The trainee
could meet With the consultant in Minneapolis, have the consultant
visit the district's special education programs, or have him meet
with superintendents and principals Most contacts will probably
be on site since this affords increased opportunity to assess the
extent of change The consultation will be provided by workshop
faculty or members of the assessment team, who could use data
thus generated in evaluating individual workshops and the training
program, along with thd needs assessment post-test Successful
workshops can be "packaged" for replication in other places with
similar training needs

Sun nary

This paper has attempted to describe a training model which
Would enable University training programs to assume leadership
by assisting operating special education systems to accommodate
to educational change The emphasis in the model on competency
based 'raining, needs assessment, short discrete inservice units,
and on site follow up or feedback to trainees should help to insure
that skills learned by workshop participants are those which are
relevant to their positions and necessary to implement change in
the system In Minnesota and in other states continuing education
for special education administrators can be a key factor in bring
ing about implementation for the proposals discussed throughout
this conference

.7,3
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A PLAN FOR AN AD HOCRACY

Jere C Gros,
Assistant Unector of Speual I dueation"

Minneapolis Publn, S.hool,

Ottegoral Organization and Service Delivery Options

The major objective of this paper is to share some ideas on the
need to organize special education administrative support structures
around service delivery options rather than the predominant
system of categbrical organization. In the development of this
organizational model, I will (1) review several efforts at decategor-
ization in special education, (2) discuss the role administrative
leadership plays in program development, and (3) present the
"ad hocracy" approach to special education leadership functions
Before reviewing selected decategorization efforts it may be helpful
to define the term "decategorization" as related to both university
training programs and public schools special education service
programs

In most 'special education training programs today traditional
academic and practicum experiences are organized to prepare
students to teach in a disability category such as the hearing im-
paired, the emotionally disturbed, or the mentally retarded. In
so- called decategOrized training programs, potential special educa-
tion teachers learn to function in what would generally be con-
sidered a general resource teacher role. These training programs do
not require a competency in one category or another. Rather,
students, usually at the masters level, are trained to work in a
support role to regular class teachers with the objective of devel-
oping accommodati,ons within mainstream programs for mildly
handicapped youngsters from all categories

A number of public school service programs have been developed
during the past several years with emphasis on decategorized or
intercategoricat programming.

Several of these programs will be highlighted in an attempt to
provide a common backdrop for the remainder of this presenta-
tion with specific reference to intercategorical programming.

The term "intercategoncal" is probably more appropriate than "decate-
gorized"" or "non categorical" for it infers a commingling of mildly handi-
capped students from within categories whereas the terr "decategorized
implies an elimination of categories which is in no way being suggested
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In Minneapolis, two special education learning centers have been
established In these centers mildly hanciicappecf hearing impaired,
visually impaired, retarded, disturbed, and learning disabled chil
dren are provided specialized services Their most common educa
tional denominator is a functional achievement deficit or a specific
behavioral problem When indicated, teachers make adjustments
in the learning center to accommodate the child's unique re
quirements, such as d mildly hearing impaired youngster might
have The curricuLa are carefully structured within the center so
that children move through a sequence of teaching learning
experiences each of which is designed to approximate gradually
the requirements and structure of the regular class situation

Another example of decategorized programming is the Maryland
plan, "A Design for a Continuum of Special Education Services."
According to the authors of the plan, its major features are.

1 Focusing on learning difficulties rather than on traditional
disabilities;

2 Providing for the maintenance of the child in regular class
except when it is unavoidable,

3 Providing specialized services on an individual basis,

4 Eliminating generally the stigmatization of the special child,
and

5 Providing support to the regular classroom teacher's diag-
nostit, identification and remediation efforts with the regular
class

The "continuum of program design" provides seven prograrns
ranging from consultant services to private and public rssidential
services The first four program options are designed to increase
the coping power of the regular class teacher, The last ,three pro
grams are the stalwarts of a traditional' special education program

'See Deno, Stanley, and Gross, Jerry C "The Seward University Project
A Cuoperdtive Effort to Improve School Services and University Training" in
Insn Alternatives for Exceptional Children pp 104-121, Evelyn
Dena. Ed , 1973

'See Johnson, R A. and Gristner, R. M "The Harrison School Center A
Public School University Cooperative Resource Program" in Instructional
AlterOtives for Exceptional Children' pp 93 103, Evelyn Deno Ed., 1973.
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special classes, day schools, and residential centers Significant,
however, is the fact that the major program efforts are focused on
the maintenance and strengthening of mainstream programs.
Approximately 600 stud'ents from population of 4,000 are partic-
,ipating in this pilot program It should be noted that in preparation
for working in one of the seven program options, teachers, princi-
pals, and support staff were involved in orientation seminars and
some college credit course work This emphasis on inservice for
mainstream personnel is a key to the success of the first four
program options

Another innovative effort is being carried out by the Texas
State Education Agency in the form of competency-based certifi-
cation for special education teachers and will be reviewed in more
detail during a later section of this conference.

With regard to the training of special education teachers,
efforts are underway to break from the tradition of preparing
categorical teachers inmany of the 304 colleges and universities
receiving teacher training funds from the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped (BEH) No small stimulus for this trend was
provided by BEH when it called for teacher training institutions
to apply for block grants rather than categorical training funds
Universities on block funding have more flexibility in their use of
federal monies, thereby stimulating the training of special educa-
tion teachers who have in depth exposure to such skill areas as
diagnosis and remediation, setting instructional objectives, con-
tingency management and consultation with mainstream teachers
Providing practicum experiences for special education teachers
trained in these new. programs will undoubtedly encourage more
experimental and cooperative efforts between training institu-
tions and public school special education programs Although the
Minneapolis Special Education Division has had cooperative agree-
ments with the University of Minnesota in several special educa-
tion program areas for a number of years, block grant funding at
the University and the movement_toWard decategorized service
options in our 9rograms have stimulated further cooperative
efforts.

This brief review of several efforts to decategorized training
and 'service prograrins is designed to bring into focus the essential
meaning of decategorization. It is primarily an attempt to define
special education training and service programs consistent with the
degree and method of instructional intervention youngsters require
and less in terms of their particular categorical labels, labels which
often reveal little by way of the child's specific educational needs
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Before examining the implication of decategorization fifom an
administrative viewpoint and hopefully with some common under

ding of what we are referring to by the term "intercategorical"
it relates to service and training programs in special education,

it might be helpful to consider several reasons which stimulate us
to look-critically at our practices in programming for mildly hands
capped youngsters These reasons are provided in summary form
without attempting to cite the full body of related research.

First, the negative effects oflabeling.,

1 Labeling students with descripters such as ' entally re-
tarded" or "emotionally disturbed" can very often r necessarily
damage a student's self concept. Stressing their physical and psycho-
social differences with quasi official labels adds nothing positive to
their life chances More important these labels bring with them a
set of characteristics which in all probability are not descriptive of
the children, especially if these children are in a class for the mildly
handicapped

2. A label conditions teachers to expect certain behaviors
' from students, and students in turn behave consistent with these

teachers' expectations This complex problem has recently been
researched by Rosenthal and Jackson (1968) Although their work
has been criticized on methodological grounds, their evidence
generally supports the notion that relationships do exist between
teacher expectations and the variable of pupil achievement (Bar
ber 1968, Rosen'thal 1968)

Second, special education has become an "opt out" for main
stream educators

Special education seems tooperate as a separate educational
system in many school districts It is interesting to note that very
often elaborate referral processes are established for placing stu
dents into special education programs with little or no attention
given to out referrals In one example of this kind of problem, it
was determined by the courts that tracking systems, including cer
tam special classes were organized to shunt children off from the
mainstream with little or no chance for returning. The classes were
ruled dtscriminatory and fundamental changes in their operation'
were ordered (Hobson v. Hanson, 1967) Since this decision and
others, a number of school districts have made fundamental changes
in their referral and grouping procedures for handicapped young
sters
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Third, there is need for educationally defined service delivery
options

One most serious problem with a categorical delivery system is
its inability to communicate things educationally relevant. To say
that a child is in a program for the educable mentally retarded
reveals little by way of indicating his specific need for services.
Reger et al (19681 suggest that the label applied to children serves
as a sanction for administrative action, meaning placement into a

special class oloother special program The whole procedure tells
us nothing about the child that we did not already know, and we
have no information about what to do with me child after place
ment is made

These three reasons for moving toward intercategorical special
education programming are by no means inclusive, but any one of
them could be reason enough to require change even though the
chSnge for most training and service institutions will be funda-
mental and therefore disruptive For example, there are 125,000
special education teachers in this country If we were able to
"mainstream" 30 percent of the special education service programs
by 1975, it would require the retraining of over 37,000 teachers

Any discussion of intercategorical special education program-
ming is incomplete without mention of the role statespecial educa-
tion financial aid will have in this process In states where local
districts are partially reimbursed for special education expend',
tures, the entitlements are generally distributed within categories
of impairment The incentive then for local education agencies is
generally to develop strong categorical programs During these
times of fiscal belt tightening directors of special education and
superintendents are loath to tamper with these categorical aids by
suggesting they be "watered down" or eliminated for certain
youngsters Some states, however, have recognized this problem
and made local funds contingent more on the special education
program design and Jess on the special education categories, a sys-
tem we in Minnesota are supporting

Summarizing, we have briefly reviewed several examples of
decategorizecl service and training programs and discussed several
reasons why these programs are necessary and why it will be diff-
cult to promote these models around the country. Against this
background, let me move to the major purpose of this paper to-
offer a model for structuring special education administration
consistent with intercategorical service programs
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-1dministration in Changing Organizations
.

"The learning requirements of exceptional pupils, not their
etiological or medical classification, should determine the
organization and administration of special education."*

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the discussion
of an organizational model for special education administration
which reflects the more functional arrangements suggested by the
policies commission statement above.

Ten years ago Leo Connor wrote probably the first book in
special education administration. In his final chapter, called

Looking Ahead," Dr. Connor made several interesting observations
which seem pertinentto the present discussion. He said,

The role of special education for exceptional youngsters in
regular classes, never too well defined, seems to have been
mainly an academic question in the past. As exceptional
youngsters are transferred into regular classes under the popu
lar impetus of the 'integration' movement and part time
special services are substituted for special classes, this ques
tion will become more important. Evaluation of integrated
programs is a valid area of research study and may indicate,
among other results, the need for special education consulta-
tion and supervision of the 'regular' school program on a
vastly increased scale

Continuing, Connor suggested

Upon each administrator of a program for exceptional chil-
dren rests the obligation for giving leadership which offers a
sense of unity and of direction to the entire field. Perhaps
more than other personnel in special education, administrators
are in a position to survey the prograQ of special and general
education and adopt a broader view which includes the find-
ings of sociology, psycholagy,communication, physical
medicine, statistics and other sciences. No longer can special
education afford to have leaders interested only in the
retarded or the cripple or the gifted or in a state or a univer-
sity program (pp 1 17-1 18)

*February 1971 Council of Exceptional Children Policies Commission
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Connor's remarks serve as testimony that special educators are
not immune from the rigidity that is most, often our major
criticism of regular education Perhaps we have been unable to
remove the categorical labels from many of our programs because
of events over which we personally have little control, but who
else in the local district is accountable for special education being
current? When special education leadership personnel are unable
to make necessary changes, it then falls to the courts or boards of
education to force change The position taken in this paper is one
consistent with that taken by Connor ten years ago, that the
impetus for developing hew service models must come primarily
from the administrator responsible for the programs It is in-
cumbent upon the local administrator to examine his/her ad-
ministrative organization to determine what changes might be
indicated The model suggested below is one that may be used as a
springboard for this activity.

Recently, Alvin Toff ler published a popular book entitled
Future Shock In this book, Toff ler reviewed what he called "The
New Ad-hocracy " His essential point was that we are witnessing
today the breakdown of the bureaucracy and the development of
"project" or "task force" ad hocracies Put another way, organi-
zations are becoming less permanent and more transient In busi-
ness as well as education, one has only to observe the development
of the role of the project administrator, a position established
within an organization to handle a specific short-term, non-routine
function When the project is completed, the temporary task force
is dismantled and is either absorbed into the organization in the
form of other permanent or temporary structures or it moves out
of the opanization altogether Toff ler points out that this direction
can be:seen in forms other than administration In architecture,
for example, we are moving from long enduring forms to tem-
porary forms, from permanence to transiency. In general educa-
tion, the modular scheduling of junior and senior high schools
reflects this flexible organizational scheme.

In recent years there have been indications that special educa-
tion is moving into organizational units or patterns which signify
substantive, change. For example,, in a recent study of a large city
special education programs, recommendations were made to re-
deploy administrative functions to include a special education
administrator responsible for "mainstream" programs. In another
large program, special education administrators are being given
administrative responsibility for more of -the school's support sys-
tems silch as school psychology and social work which have often
been fragmented into non-line departments such as pupil per-
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sonnel services and guidance Other examples of administrative
changes are the management by objectives model and the decen
tralization of decision making and resource allocations with which
we are experimenting in Minneapolis These events seem to suggest
that to remain a viable, creative, and potent force in the public
schools, special education administrators must carefully assess the
constructs upon which their administrative, organization rest If
the constructs are no longer valid, they must be replaced or at least
redefined within what would be a more viable organizational
scheme

Let me be more specific Over the past two years, in connection
with an ESEA Title VI project, we have undertaken the task of
gathering information on eight large city special education pro
grams around the country It was found that vast differe'nces exist ,

among districts in terms of the administrative responsibility and
visibility given to the senior special education officer For example,
in one major district there was no senior special education official
Instead, there were a number of special education teacher super
visors, all responsible to the director of a pupil services unit In a
second district the senior special education official was at the
superintendency level responsible only to the superintendent of
schools In another major district there was a director of special
education centrally located but without responsibility for pro
gram administration. This responsibility was discharged through
the offices of area superintendents in charge of geographic regions
in the district, and the director served only as a consultant to the
entire district with essentially no line functions in the organiza-
tions

These differences in the organizational placement and visibility
of special education administration within each district are a re
suit of the complex interactions of such variables as. (1) the state
laws governing special education services, (2) the strength of the
local parent organization, (3) the educational philosophy and his
tory of the district, (4) the professional background and philosophy
of the senior special education official, (5) the financial resources
of the district, and (6) the strength of the regular instructional
program. Superficially, this diversity over the administrative place
ment of special education from district to district might_seem a
healthy situation. In fact, it has been suggested that these differ
ences are only a result of the variations within each district of the
need for special education services One important finding tri our
survey would seem to cast doubt on this interpretation. We found
that, in the sample observed, a high positive relationship exists
between the administrative visilibity and responsibility of the
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senior special education officers and the quality and quantity of
special education services available in the district

If special.education administrators-are going to bring vitality to
their organization, if they are going to comply with the intent of
the decisions handed down IQ the courts of Washington, D C ,

California, and Pennsylvania, and if they are going to bring service
to the four million youngsters in this country whocrfrnot being
served, as well as strengthen the program for the 2.4 million BOW re-
ceiving services, one thing they and their districts might do is
evaluate ,current administrative organization to determine if its
structure facilitates the accomplishment of quality services to all
handicapped children within the district

Special education administration is no different than
ministration in business or government in this process of c
tinuous self-evaluation and adaptation

Administrators must continvIly assess the mission of
suchorganization and insure that the organizational structure is such

that it facilitates, meeting the organization's objectives As the
mission changes, there should be a concomitant change in the orga-
nizational structure.

For example, with a rigid line-staff relationship, it is difficult to
make effective use of specialists Where in the special education
administrative structure does one place the behavior modification
expert who will operate a research and demonstration project.
Where and to whom does the project adrrynistrator f the ',af-
fective education" program report? Our new models o organiza-
tion should accommodate these specialists so they can be used in a
manner commensurate with their skills.

A criticism of current organizational systems is that emphasis
is placed on rigidly defined job descriptions which confine in-
dividual's to the point of seriously inhibiting their effectiveness
It. has been demonstrated that individuals who functidn in post-

, nons that allow little room for individual expression soon lose
their vitality and efficiency.

Finally, organizations do not exist as islands In the 'case of
special education we must be aware Of the changes in regular edu-
cation 'tdkeep our own programs viable All too often special
education Id regular education do not work closely together on
the educational problems of handicapped children
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Time does not permit us to examine the complexities of these
issues, but in your individual districts you might assess these issues
in more detail to weigh their importance and role in any change
system you may employ

a

Suggestion For Reorganization

As an introduction to a specific model for reorganizing the
administrative structure in special education, consider this typical
administrative organization of the programs special education
offers.

Figure I depicts the model which districts generally low to
day, offering a range of programs from consultation with the
regular class teacher to residential treatment centers and day
schools. Figure II Provides a conceptualization of the administra
tive model shown in Figure I and is best described as a "supervision
by programs" grid. Notice that the further students mace up the
framework, the more removed they are from their so- called nor
mal peers..

This supervision by programs grid, although over simplified,
shows the administrative organization generally found in special
education today. "Categorical" supervisors or coordinators are rep
resented by the vertical planes and service delivery programs by the
horizontal planes. For example, the coordinator for programs for
the mentally retarded has administrative responsibility for all levels
of service programs including consultation, tutorial drid resource
programs at the bottom of the diagram through day schools and
residential programs at the top of the diagram. Each coordi nator,has
like responsibilities within his/her categorical area. This could ul
timately re ult in as many different tutorial and resource programs,
for example, as there are categories in that theoretically each cell in
the grid could represent a discrete program although there are
obvious exceptions. (Speech, for example, would generally not have
a full range of services as suggested in the model.)

Aside from the philose ical problem with the categorical pro
grams arrangement in se 'chat education thereLare,leigistical c9ncerns
for administrators. It s not, for example, been very of lent in
our district to have o r resource programs develop within several
categories of han. ap. It is understandable that principals and
other regular education personnel are easily confused over these
multiple and in fact overlapping service delivery efforts. Other
organizational problems 'late to the effective use of staff as they
attempt to,develop exemplary (perhaps competing) programs with
in each level of service.
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As we move away from this categorical model of super-
vision it will be necessary to redefine the service delivery
programs in more functional or competency based models.et g 11 unc Iona y
defined administrative arrangement might be organized around
what could be called _a primary systems model In this
organizational model, the major service delivery options are listed
in the outer ring of the circle The dotted lines penetrating to the
center of the model signify the parameters of five primary systems
(I Mainstream, II Special Classes and variations thereof, Ill. Day
Schools and Special Stations, IV Residential Centers, and V Hos-
pitals and Homebound Services) Students can move freely be-
tween program options as their skills allow, they are not restricted
by tightly defined categorical programs As the model schematically
depicts, the major department efforts would be directed toward
mainstream programs (As an example, 70% of our Department's
budget is devoted to mainstream, efforts 1 One feature of this
model allows for built-in flexibility for each primary system
Within system five, "special class options," one would expect any
number of variations including full- and part-time classes. The
specific variations from on special education program to another
would be a function of the, nique aspects of the special education
department and its host WI of district.

The circles labeled "vocational experience programs," "planning
and development," "staff development," in Figure III represent
department activities which interface across all the service delivery
options This is another important featote of the model, it en-
courages, perhaps requires, broad cooperation within programs
with the objective of keeping the system open and flexible or
keeping it with a "set" for change and adaptation. ib......

.

4'

;Children from all primary system options who need vocational
training and experience should be identified and serviced by a pro-..
gcam administrated through one office. This approach. would be
followed thro6ghout so that most professionals currently func-
tioning in disability categories would be responsible for either one
or more of the primary instructional systems or one or more of
the support systems The support- systems included in the model
shown here are (1) vocational educiational programs,-(2) evalua-
tion, planning and development, (3) staff ,development and re-
cruitment, (4),case management function'i; and (5) other support
systems such as parent and community programs, federal and state
projects, and instructional media and materials, Each of these func-
tions are included in the inner rings of the model as they all have
implications for the operation of the five primary systems.

8,
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In the center of the primary system's model are the ad hoc
function of the unit. These are the functions within the division
which make use of specialists in education, they make use of task
forces and what Bugue edfls tftsptY3able 'Striltittlres with I it an
organization. (1971)

Primary Systems Model
Figure III

I

IV

Examples of these disposable structures might be innovative
program delivery systems such as prescriptive instruction and
demonstration centers, prototype decategorized servtce delivery
models, model infant care programs for school aged mothers, and
curriculum development teams for "affective" education pro
grams. Such functions within an organization rely heavily on the
specialists who may come into an organization to assist the prb
gram managers in the development of new service options. When
the program has been integrated into the organization and the
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local managers have grasped its essential operation, the specialist
may move out of the organization or stay in the organization but
move to another ad hoc task,

In terms of the administrative structure for an organization such
as this, the major emphasis would be on elasticity One such model
is 'shown in Figure IV Program managers would have major re
sponsibility for the operation of the four function& areas
(1) mainstream programs, (2) low incidence programs, (3) assess-
ment and case management, and (4) ,planning and development
Within this model, disability specialists would be responsible for
the highly technical programs such as are required for profoundly
deaf or seriously emotionally disturbed children. Notice that no
herarchy exists between or among program managers or program
specialists With no hierarchy, the organization can remain fluid.
The probability of special education administrators locking them-
selves ticito" rigidly defined roles lessons, the options for moving
specialists around'in the organization increase and hence the ability
to use the strengths of individual administrators are greater with
this model.

This model is offered more as a guideline and lesS%as a specific
system for organizing a special education program. The klueness
of each district in terms of demographic, bolitical and financial
consideration will condition any move to accomplish substantive
administrative reorganization. What is being suggested in this dis-
cussion is that-movements to develop ,intercategorical programs
within special education should focus necessarily on the critical
variables of student and teacher but the foundation for this activ-
ity is.the conceptualization and then implementation of an admin-
istl-ative structure whicti compliments, indeed leads, this basic re-
structuring process.
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CURRENT DECATEGORIZED ORGANIZATIONAL
SYS1EMS_1OCAL PUBLIC SCHOOL

John I. Johnson
Sitpt.11fitendent,

St:hool, of the District of ( olumbla

Background Parma

This paper will describe some of the efforts bf a relatively new
Department of Spcial Education in a large metropolitan area, the
nation's capital, to decategorize its organizational structure for the
benefit of exceptional children. It is simultaneously a teaching
process, an attempt at participative decision-making, and a radical
process of program expansion. The District of Columbia, Depart.
ment of Special Education, was formally organized a little over six
years ago within a school system of 150,000 children, over 200
administrative units, and a budget of $146 million dollars.

It is one of the most complex and bureaucratic organizations I
have ever experienced for the following reasons:

a The District of Columbia remains without home rule, its
officials are appointed by the President.

b The Board of Education is the only elected body serving the
District.

c The budget of the public schools comes directly from Con-
gres%through its committee structure.

There are nun erous other factors which make an attempt at
change (i.e , non categorical organizatidnal efforts) extremely.,
difficult, however, they are best described within the substance of
the paper.

The Department of Special Education had a FY 1971 budget of
$6 million with an increase to $7,5 million in FY 1972. (Note. At
the time the conference was held, FY 1972 was,five months old
and the schools were still operating on a continuing resolution
based upon FY 197$ allocations.) The Department currently
serves about 8,500 "handicapped" children. There are about
6,300 students in supportive services, 1,000 students in
special classes, and about 800 in special schools for the
physically handicapped, crippled, or trainable mentally re-
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tarded A new school for trainable children opened this year.
It was the only new construction in over ten years. Most of the
students now served are "diagnosed" b_y trie Department of Pupil
ersonnl Services The diagnosis is conventional, -a-TO there is

some suggestion of systematic mis diagnosis and over diagnosis of
black and poor students who constitute the majority of our target
group Most of the services now offered are unevaluated, and there
are reports of large numbers of children unserved

The overall plight of handicapped children in Washington is
tragic, There are extensive waiting lists, a substantial number of
hidderi-children, few trained administrators (including myself),
and until last year certification for teaching in special education
was achieved with only six hours of course work There is no
public college or university training program offering a full se-
quence in any area of special education

This overview sets the stage for our efforts at reform in the Dis-
trict In the remainder of the paper, a philosophy of our efforts
will be discussed and an implementation process will be described.

,Von-Categgrical PhIloAophy

We relieve quite firmly that shared .decision making is funda-
ment 1 to a new organizational structure for special education in
the District of Columbia. This includes moving away from the one
man at the top" method of operating into a posture of teamwork
at each and ev_er_y_level of decision making This includes separa
ting the category "special education" from the rest of the in-
structional program 3ithin the school system

Non categorical thinking in a large urban system is brought
about only when all interests the community, the Board of
Education, the central administration, the field management, and
the teacher have a share in the decisions which affect them and
their civic and professional perf ?mance I am particularly in-
volved by virtue of my position as an associate superintendent and
as a member of the executive council of the entire school systeri?.
We are attempting to build a team whereby each policy, fiscal
matter, or new program, is discussed and understood by all, and
concensus is built rather than isolated empires Particularly im-
portant is the notion that special education is a part of the variety
of instructional programs offered to District of Columbia students.
The achievement of this approach, subtle as it is, must be the
heart of any executive decisiort making for non categorical or
ganizational efforts
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The goal of our efforts in Washington is quality education for

children; at this point special education expansion is priority two
of the superintendent's operational tasks for the year We wereable to raisesueciatezfutatturt to thispoint in the entire school
district set of objectives between July and November Special
education has a high priority in the mayor's budget for next year,
and a separate issue analysis of special education in the District is
in progress. The major task we have set for this year is increased
services for all children with the firm belief that quality special
educational programming will improve instructional efforts
throughout the system While an expansion of special education is
imminent, we recognize that it must be toward bringing 'services"
to the students rather than students to special classes. It is the',policy of the Board that, among the various al4rnatives available,
regular class with supportive services is the preferred special educa-
tion program for our students. It is the intent of the D.C. Depart-
ment of Special Education to implement that policy and to de-
categorize the programs now operating The first stage was to
achieve organizational and executive non-categorical thinking
within the system while attempting to maintain 'organizational
stability and to initiate a staff development effort for all involved.

Movement From Old to New. Problems and Issues
fl

There are certain problems which must be attacked before
moving from the old system of categorical programming. First is
tile emotionalized system of education and the political system of
education In the political system of education you get service for
your child if you know sometiptiy. In the emotional system we
said, "Let's serve those children who have the most severe kinds of
problems, like the blind and deaf The problem of change is our
communication of terms and concepts to, the public and various
interest groups When we talk (to various legislawrs, .we have to
talk in terms of amount of services going to bind children, so
much service for. deaf children, so many teachers for this group or
that group Special interest group thinking is still predominant. We
want Washington to move to a system which builds upon perfor-
mance competencies and which builds upon the idea found in the
Deno' cascade model or the Maryland continuing stfrvices model.
Public education is a critical issue in non-categorical programming
efforts

The unusual and interesting problem that we found in the D.C.
school,system is that we have to re-edu'cate most of the staff, even
the superintendent and executive staff, up to a proper categorical
level before we can decategorize. People in key positions still com-

, ( \
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manly operate on such concepts as "idiot," "imbecile," and "pad
behavior More surprising is that a process of re-education is,also
necessary for ourfown special educat4on staff Teachers who have
been teachers of trainable retarded children for 18 years in a large
school system do not move to non categorical programming simply
by a decree from above It requires an intense training effort from
top to bottom

e

A second major problem in moving from old to new is the
unique cultural, social, and psychological factors in Washington
There is the identification problem compounded by poverty, in
eluding the use of intelligence tests and projective techniques as
methods of class re-segl-egation arid the use of psychiatry as a
method of oppression in a predominately black population. Clas
sifying kids as exceptional in Washington has meant th5t they were
excluded from the system. This is not simply a racial phenomenon
because.in Washington the administration is 99 percent black "and
the teachirt staff, more than 70 percent black We note, with
interest, the exclusion through spedial education transcends
racism and is well ingrained.

A 'major issue is our meager knowledge about the effects of
.poverty and oppression on the learning styles of children TheOfact
that we know very little about the results of poor nutrition,
floating lead, and air pollution on child growth and development
must be considered When we know what we must teach children
who grow up in one parent families, who are forced to live in crowd
ed and dilapidated housing, and who develop self concepts within
welfare guidelines, then the question of categorical or non
categorical programming is moot The issue, of course, is our
failure to deal with factors of the envir ment which affect people
before we classify them as exceptional

A third problem is the issue of, black awareness in a population
which is499 pyrcent Afro American, The recent awareness of socio
cultural groups and the increasing awareness by pupils of their
social identity is an important factor A program of consciousness
raising has to be mounted to deal with communication with
cultural, social, and psychological factors.

A fourth issue which is particularly important to delivering a
performance based system of education in any school system is
the history of the school system. Washington was once a segre
gated school system, and unequal education was the order of the
day. Division A got all the goodi, and Division B got what was left
When the 1954 Supreme Court decision came along, Division A
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and B were put together by court order, but little was done to deal
with attitudes that existed about - people There are attitudes that'
exist in segregated. arjd formerly segregated schools about people
Whether or. not certain groups/are inferior and others superior has
been inculcated in the minds of a lot of. educators, ,and these no
tons influence educational practices en more ways than we care to
admit

Fifth, we have a concern with the management practices which
have to support education in Washingtow For instance, two years
ago mail was only delivered to the schools once alweek One must
understand that an agreed upon description of services within non-
categorical systems in special education might not even get out to
the.people on the linebut once a week For instance, the tele-
Rhone 'system in the schools was built so that calls to the office
nextdoor require the caller to dial, all of the numbers These kinds
of problems contribute to the difficulty and have a great deal to

=d8 with how you deliver a new service 'in a large urban system

Srxth,,there are special political factors- Wastiington-is a voteless
city, and, while other cities can /alk abodt.the ttate legiaature, the
bodies who allocate money for Washington schools aretthe United
States Senate and. the House of Representatives Whe talk
about the monies we need, we talk directly.to Representatives and
Senators from the various, states, This means that the process of
Influence about special education programming takes on a "na-
tional non resident" 'character to opposed to the more regidnal
notions which characterize stake legislators and state-wide special
education programs

A seventh issue isthe la'w In Washington, legal decisions, have
been influential within the educational system like nowhere else.
Hobson 'vs. Hansen, the 1967 tracking ,decision, virtually pro-
hibited the so called EMR program long before other school sys-
tems became aware of the problem The second Hobson decision
reqUired the equalizarron of elementary .ichodls expenditures
within 5 percent of the city's mean expenditure In,the legal sense,
we have equal opportunity A third court case coming up is Mills
Qs. Disb:ict of Columbia, another rather important one After four,
months (and after beinglan advocate, as many of you will 'know,
against categorization, against exclusion and against labeling), I

find myself being sued for excluding childrg from school. The
Mills suit will have nationwide impact because it will require due
process

, The above issues and problems `must be addressed There is a
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viable matrix for change and anewly formed base for decategori
zation, but we must respect tradition and the good which the past
has developed Movement from old to new requires careful atten-
tion to issue resolution and problem solution as essential parts of
the new organizational goals

First Steps T o ward Change

We have felt that a performance based system requir'es a good
deal of systematic analysis of data, establishment of behavioral
objectives, and, careful cost accounting Werave entered into a
manageme t procedure called "issue analysis", 'the result of a
District of la government policy for all agehci s, including
the schodl system Special training sessions have be &n set up for
key dep4rtment heads to learn the technique and apPly it to
specifieproblems. The Department of Special Education's issue is,
"What,is the extent of need, and what are the range and mix of

, alternatives available for providing special education services to
children with handicaps?"

Basically, issue analysis rovides a systematicprocedureMihereby
budget decisions can be based upon a written program statement
including the establishment of a desired output, formulation of
performance objectives, data collection, procedures and time and
cost factors.

We intendnto analyie the ,various departmental issues and col
lect specific data. We're asking for a program statement for every
area and unit within the Special Education Department. Each pro
gram staff member is 4cedaiko establish performance objectives, a
set of action statements, toTstimate time and cost factors, to plan
evalpatton criteria, and 20 do three additioRal things. One of them

45s, to use an activity planning sheet, which notes who is going to
do what, when and where, a second is th irisponsibility chart, so
that We can pinpoint who is going to be 'responsible for each
activity, and a third is a problem analysis form which helps Us
determine the kirikof issues likely to.arise in the future The entire
notion is grounded in the process of identifying, reviewing, select
ing, and anetlVzing issues as a primary vehicle for budget con

isideration.

.
A second step toward Change wars thatof defining functions

which the department must carry out and then organizing ad
ministratiyely for Olficient -use of people who carry out those
tutictions. At, the heart of our administrative structure is the
philosophy of non categoRcal ard performance based programs,
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using a performance teaching assessment model Within this model
we put the parts together so that they fit into a systenrof inter
locking counterparts, each of which depends upon the other and
none of which can operate without the other For instance, with
out good identification and psycho educational asser4nent we
cannot have good placement, and behavibral objectives for each
chiki in the ,system depend upon the strength of the placement;
Budget and fiscal management are Important to placement_ hn
struction and attitude on the part of each teacher is important
personalized supervision and staff deyelopMent are included, as
well as what is*possibly the hardest part of our whole effort in
Washington I nriovairon: development and evaluation' A funC-
tidrIal administrative structure is a key, we feel, toward effective
deliAry of new services T

a

.4

There are areas of change which are within our immediate span
,., of control Program4'Jevelopment, supervision, and staff develop-

ment are the areas we can influence best To atomplish these
we've gone completely non categorical and established what we
call "development' teams", which consist of teachers assigned to

'Work with other teachers 'dr a principal Each team has thee per-
manent staff one who Understanas behavior very.well and can
ta*,,with a teacher about behavior of childreri; another who knows..
curriculum and methods very well and can help a teacher with .... curriculum and methods, ev n braille, and a team leader who' /.. knows interpersonal relationsh s very well and can manage the/
input and innovation the team would-ring to a particular cla

'room Definition and implementation of new roles are imp° ant
steps toward decategorization. ,

_ . / ,'/
1 ' .

A. third part of our-effort in Washington, is an i.mpoetant part of

.

any performanCe based system. getting togeth'er to talk about the
goals and objectives of our non-categorical effort. We moved to a-
pprticipantdecision m- akingimodel, Mainly through a group called
the Special Education AccIministrativ Council' The objectives of

'. the Council are to regularly drawl'togetheey administrative,
members of a large department, to provide a constant source of
advice ,and counsel, to maintitin a procedure far assessment, to
assist in identifying probl!ems and determining solutions to prob-t
lems, and to serve as a catalyst for diffusion of innovations, This
group serves as' a primary administrative body for coordtnation,
fixation df responsibility, and for consideration of new programs.
I serve on that body, convene it, and dm able to appoint one per-
son to it The Director of Special'Ecluiation serves on that body
and appoints one perpon, one administrator is elected by the
principals, and all for area coordinators serve The important

li
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part of this participant decision Taking, model is that, vvrIery we
+meet as the Council, every person meets as an eqUal with an equal
vote, and programs go forth based upon the support and encourkge
men't of -the Courxil rather th-an the order,and the direction of trir.

top person In determination, of goals and priorities we want to
have mairnu_m participation and jesponsibility, We are well info
this first stage of peoPle participating in the process which affects
them .

. . .

rlpe% of \ im-( ctremrrc al .Spectaf -Educa tum .Seri ices

I would now like to describe three or four services we've estab
lisped out of ,the Deno cascade model I feel that we have an .
bbligation to provide some.special educational services Jt the first
revel of programming on the Deno model We may not be re
sponsible for all the children there, but we do have somd Obliga
tiOns Our responsibility seems to fall J nto,the first level and below

Our present effort ati the first level of the cascade is a staff
development 9ffort, starting with those people-who are closest.to
Os and moving out into the system The particular program were
Aork7,ng on with our staff-is in team .4aptivation training, and the

.reason for this is.jny firm belief that we have to adopt a systet
that does not continue to teach all the negative things about
' human behavior, as we did in the University, butwbAch teaches
positive. things We find. that McClellen arid Altschuler and people
from the Albany Center of tile Humanistic Studies have a pro
'gram 1N-ACH) which should help us reduce differences Our senior
administrative staff have been through. the staff development pro-
gram, emphasizing the need for achievement, the need for,afftlia
Lion, and the need for power, and a general self concept enhance-
ment program rather'than the negative factors of disability and

_handicap This new thinking is important to our entire charge to
reform special educational cervices

A second effort is, with elementary principals When I found
that principals met as gropps, we decided to organize Principal's
Core Groups I meet with one group of principals regularly, pncf
each of the other senior administrators in special education meet
with other on-gang groups. These groups are established to assist
intact groups of key principals toratlapt their local school pro
grams tc; proyide services to exceptional children The group meets
regularly and provides principals with an exposure to both special
educational services and to our philosophy It offers seminars in
general problem- areas, assists principali in completing assessments
of their schools, and provides individual' help to those principals

/
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who want to have exceptional children inthe regular school We
hope to effect chap e where it can best come about The local
school principal, no atter what anybodiosays,is the boss of the
school, and anythi that ,goes Into the school is influenced there '

A third effort is a notion called the School Action Team We
have attempted to create in individual schools ion administrative,
multi problem solving group.which meets regularly and deals with
d.sciplme Discipline means disruptive, emotionaay disturbed and
learning disordered c`h,ildren if you want to call them that, we be-
gan to work with -teachers by putting in a number of our staff
members in the indivic2Jal SchOol Action Team We are trying to
deal wuh 'problems in the school before they get to the point of
testing our exclusion mechanisms

So that's our first line effort to provide assistance to local
schools through staff development of our own principal's core
groupsand School Ap4on Teams

On the second level we formed what we call Diagnbstic-Mobile
Teams by pulling out our most qualified and trained special educa-
tion teachers, putting then'T into a training program, having them ,

do a_progra-m statement, and nowkoffering a city-wid6 service to
exceptional children in- regular classrooms. Each team consists of
three diagnostic prescriptive teachers who provide a special edu-
cational prescription for plods in regula,r class8 who are on the -
waiting list fOr, special education. 'While they're in a given school
they will take, upon the recommendation of the principal, amj
child who seems to be causing 80 percen) of thg praiblems in that
school The teams travel in trucks equipped with diagnostic learn:
ing devices, they can hook up to 'a school, have their Qwn offiCe,
make the necessary educational assessment, avoiding I.0 tests and
labeling, program a child into the school, and provide the support
for hirnright there and then in his own classroom.

Another service effort towarddeca,tego'rization is a program of-
learning Icenters,' piloted' this past summer and operated tn6irrly
under Title I The learning center approach is designed to pro--,
vide supplementary services in four areas. there is a language class-
rook a math classroom, a perception classroom, and a body move-
ment classroom Teachers and aides remain jo the classroom of
their area of capability,-and ttfe children move from class to clpss
undifferentiated by handicap label faking advantage of ,pny cqurse
offerings and spending additional hours where personal needs are
greatest Conventional test data from eaWilot program showed
?narked improvement so we nowtave sixteen of these classroom
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ettil-igs, using Project Life, language, math, perception, and this
riew .area of body movement in each learning,center They are the
essence of non categorical programs, and we will continue to add
mdre dnd more pdrt time special educational services based on
these classi-oom clusters

The four th program. which we are stieking is a result of attend'
ing d seminar on performance teaching dnd assessment and the use
of behavioral objectives This program for hyper aggressive.chil
dreo is still in the paperwork stage We have to do something about
that grpup of children whom we recognize as hating either "be
hayioral disordrs" or -emotional distUibances-, we, choose to
break it down to behavior Were in the process now of planning a
citywide progrdfn with three facets, one of them a camping pro
gram for children who create problems of aggression and violence
in the schools, second, therapeutic re-education centers for chit
dren who ate intensely hyper aggressive, and third, an affective
education program which emphasizes building positive feelings
and emotions and which is looking toward using the positive peer
culture program

-0
We have made some prbgress, but there is a long way to go in

delivering new services to children I think our movement toward
mon categorical programming is important for the sake of the chil
dren

I might further summarize by stating that the most important
effort that we founj_l necessary to'rnake was to be especially aware
of the comMunicAon process betwvei people Bridging the gap
between the old and the new, or between traditional ancfnot tra
ditional, but moving toward what Ps effective and what Can be
evaluated are keys to succesS

.
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CURRENT DEC A TEGORIZED ORGANIZATIONAL
S'YST EMS STATE EDUCATION' AGENCY

1)011 P 11 t

Dirci.toi 1)1 Speoul I iiikation
lc: \as, I Tication

This paper rs based on the experience and study, in the State of
Texas Thesdeliv&y system we are trying to implement seems most
fedsible for us at this time and ;under present circumstapces and
shduld not be construed to detraet,_ contradict or conflict with
efforts being made in other state depaftments of Education

Our nation guarantees education for all children This concept
is based on the fundamental belief of the pursuit of freedom,
justice,..,ed happiness

'
Since public education is not mentioned in the Federal CM-

stitution, this responsibility is delegated to the states Therefor.e,-
each state has the basic P esponsibility of establishing and operating
a system of free public -ducation for all children The federal
government and the federal courts serve as a "watchdog" in ful-
filling the guarantees for each citizen ,

It is in this legal coptext that special services for t(xceptional
children have emerged ID ;Whiling educational services to each
child

Special education in Texas, 'and in many other states, really
came into being after 1945 Legislation and programs for the most
Part were parent and politically motivated. tifi 1969 the majorpart
of our Texas legislative authority was recodified and rewriteen,
enabling comprehensive educational programs for exceptional chil-
dren lo by c6oceptualized and developed

.

In attemptin%sto eirtblish a comprehensive delivery system bf
educational services fdr exceptional children ages 3-21, the State,
Board of Education, the State Commissioner of Education, and
the State Department of Education etablishecfive basic commit-

vments and intilpts for a statewide comprehensive special education
program They are in summary. one, the fundamental belief.
that. each child entitled to a free public education, regard-
less of ability or disability, two, all efforts in educating handi-
capped childre4hali be through the systern'of free public educa-
tion as established lepAthe State Legislature (special education

_1 O_
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being d part of not apart from),,three, the local school distoci
(lds'the basic resporisithlity for providing education to each child
in that district, and the State Department of Education. will assist
in wha,tever manner feasible, four, the system of regional educa
non service centers has a definite responsibility in assisting.rn
the statewide of fort of providing comprehensive educational services
for _exce;.itional children, five, the schoOls, the -sUrvice centers,
aild the state have d responsibility to the parents of handicapped
children in helping them understand handicapping conditions of
children and the special education process that is implemented, to
serve their children

Based upon these commitments and intents we have begun by
trying to establish in 1976 a comprehensiye educational program
on a statewide basis for exceptional children between the ages of

3 and 2#4.

Our law specifies four broad categories of handiceppiPg on

dawns' They-are

1 physically haridrcaPped

2 mentally retarded

3 emotionally disturbed

4 langtjage and/or. learning disabilitie

We are legally, responsible ft4,.identifying children by handicap
. ping conditions This, however, pertains only to administrative

and statistical needs and requirements.

To us, the significant key to educational programming for any
child is, "What,are his educistional needs, and what kind of delivery
system is needed to Meet those needs?" All school districts ate
required to do five year special educatioN planning with an annual
evaluation report. This involves lookirig at needs, resources, estab
lashing priorities, matching needs to resources in a'priority frame
work, implementation of activities, evalliation, and replanning.
School districts have the maximum degree of flexibility in planning,
and utilizing resources

A school district implementing a comprehensive program has
two basic responsibilities It must (1) serve each child in the
district, and (2) as a result of a comprehensive program for excep
tional children, show education improvement in the total piSblic

school strticture .
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Since education is the name of the game, we are trying to
,develop the broadest possible use of special edutation instructional
personnel in working with exceptional children, We have identified
eleven different instructional arrangements

In addition to the, different instructional arrangements, we
strongly encourage differential staffing patterns This is permitted
both by law, policy, and accreditation standards

Further, the state allocates funds for teacher aides to assist in ,.
the classroom or total education program. i

Since the name of the game is education, tve must make the
,major thrust here, there is also the need and provision for other
supportive sub systems. In addition to allocations fqr teachers and
te.acher aides, there are allocations for supportive professional
personnel in six cilegortes. There are special education (1-) super-
visors, .(2) counseldrs, (3) visiting teachers or social workers,
(4) educational diagnosticians, (5) psychologists, and (6) associate
psychologists. r

-
.

In addition to personhel allocations we have monetary allocations
for additional appraisal services, special materials and media, consul-
tative services, including planning and evaluation, special transporta-
tion, special seats and electronic communication equipment for
homebound pupils, and contract service,withapproved community
or private services:'

a,
Some of the sub systems that are beilig.developed to support the

educational system or the teacher are:

I. A very "fluid" appraisal process, which looks educational
planning Snd educational needs which is tied in to ...

2 a very complete and up-to-date it aterials delivery, system.
Equally important are the sub-systems for . ..

3 guidance and counseling for the pupil, and working with..
parents,

4. Utilization of community resources
,. . . .

. special transportation, and....
.

6 a very viable system of long range planning and effective'
evaluation.

r Of
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In a state like Texas where we have had so few services for excep
tiondl children, we could never before develop a state wideprogram
in six years with only the resource's of the State Department of
Education. Therefore, our system of regional education service
centers must play a big part They have the following responsibili
ties

I To develop capabilities ;for regional and local planning and
evaluation efforts

2 To serve as the vehicle for a state wide special education
instructional materials delivery system or network, reaching each
special education leader,.

3 To assist, local schools in a "fluid" pupil appraisal system.

4 To identify and coordinate regional resources for exceptional
children.

5. To assist with inservice trainwg and retraining programs, and

6 To initiate and implement new or different deliv.ery system
models or innovative programs and projects.

The role of the State Department in such a program must alsb
change. The role must become one of leadership first and regulation
second The leadership role must include (I) planning and evalua
Lion capabilities, (2) consultant services, (3) development and
implementation of policies and regulations tstate.p'olicies can be
written in a leadership manner) and (4) formulas for allocating
resources which permit flexibility.

In attempting to look anew at resource allocation, we use a
very broad base! of. 3,000 total ADA for an entitlement of
20 special education teachers, 7 aides, 3 supportive professionals,
plus other: monetary allocations.

The regulatory function of the State Depaltment becomes one of
monitoring and assisting the school to evaluate its own weaknesses
and strengths.

The important thing is that each child is served!.

With reference to the topic of "Current Decategorized Organizes
none Systems for Special Education" it is my opinion that this
is strictly an academic question. The issue is not "categorical"
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versus "non categoricar' delivery Systems but rather a committment
to assure thateacri child is providecra free public education and that
each child' educational needs are 'met by the most effective and
efsficiern delivery system possible.

In moving to a comprehehsive educational program for all hil-
dren, which includes each exceptional child, not only is thei a
need' to change the delivery system for educational services, 'but
equal!y important is the need for change of teacher training program
at the pre service level, graduate level, and inservice level for all
public school personnel and university personnel in teacher training.
I closing, I record this as an issue which needsxtensive discussion
nd careful review by all professionals in quality- of

service for handicapped children.

1
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CURRENT DECATEGOkIZED ORGANIZATIONAL
SYSTEMS UNIVERSITY

icrry ( hat I in
ANNociact.. Piotes,Nor

SpeA.ial I.dukation Dcpaitinem-
l'imeN111 qi K.111N.IN. (11.. tent

The pr,esent emphasis on decategorized organizational systems
for delivering special education services was brought about in part
by

1 culturally biased diagnostic instrynents which resulted in
inappropriate diagnosis and placement of children in categorized
services systems,

2. the realization that the effects of "labeling" a child may
frequently be more debilitating than the actual diagnosed handicap,

3. the legality of sonic categorized services now being clues
Ironed in the courts, and

4 efficacy studies of special class programs which at best have
yielded equivocal results.

Whatever the reason for the present emphasis on dectitegorized
services, special education administrators are being challenged to
devise, develop, and implement new and more effective special
services along these lines To meet this challenge, teachers and
administrators will undoubtedly experience a number of role
changes challenging universities to provide them with newly
required skills through inservice and preservice training.

It is my responsibility to review the effect of decategorized
delivery systems on university training programs. I will first
address some general changes in the special educatan teacher
training program at the University of Kansas and then late more
specifically to our views of the special education administration
training program

Special Lducation Training at the University of 4ansas

Changes in teacher training programs should be facilitated by the
concept of "block 'funding" recently adopted by staff of the

112
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US 0 E Bureau of the Education for the Handicapped, division of
Training P'rograms,Tehis plan simply awards the training iristitution a
"block" of funds for training special education person el rather
than .awarding specified amounts for each of ?he categoricai areas.
"Block funding" was offered as an option t,o the University of
Kansas and a few other universities fot- the current year.and will be
extended to most, if not all, par+icipating training institutions for
the 193,2 73 academic year Bloc-k funding Iles allowed'Kansas to
approath the problem of teacher education in broader, more diverse
ways, enabling it 'to deploy federal resources in ways that will
produce maximum results It should produCe results in the form of
an increase in the quantity of people Served as well as quality
the services being Offered Consistent with thecurrent emphasis on
"accountability," a component of evaluanoKisilso required in each
of the block applicavns.

.
the Univ,ersity of KanSas categorical referenceS,to exceptional

children have not been eliminated Outrhaig been ae- emphasized by
recogrittion of an emphasis o) substantive genericinstr'uctional
competencies necessary to education of all areas of exceptioriality.
The program, conceived by Dr. Richard Whelan, is viewed as ene of
training individuals to provide children' facilitative educational
programs instead of being "special". education training. These
programs are devised to train teachers to pr,ovide functional systems
and services for puprIS who have not progressed aS anticipated in
areas of acaderri c, sdcial,'Or behavior development within the ream-
ing environme to which they have been assigned. Five areas (see
'Figure 1) prow e 'a base for the development of generic competen-
cies. These are

1 1 preparation of learning environments and organizkion
educational service deliyery systems, '

;2 preparation and presentation of mstructiOnal metWes, media
and materials,

3. utilizapcIn of behavior principles for assessment and analysis,

4 measurement, and

5 'evaluation.

Following training in these areas, functioneyapplication of these
competencies may involve extended practic Wone or more of the
traditional categorical.areas. Although the special education faculty,.
at the University of Kansas ara sii 11assigned to various categorized
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Figure-I

Schematic Which Illustrates Functional Relationships Between
and Among Generic Competence s, General and Specific Area of

Substantive Knowledge, and,Concurrent Applications to
Children, Parents, Self, and Others
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areas such as mental retardation, emotionally disturbed and learning
disabilities, consideration is being gyven to a re-alignment according
to the various generic competencies mentioned above.

.,

Special Education tdministration Trabring Programs

Both content and instruction methods used in training special
education administrators should change rapidly over the next few,
yearsrSome practices are already changing, such as

*
1 the increased use of simulation techniques, such as the SEATS

game (-Sage, 1968),
./

.....,1

2 team practicum assignments which send a special educator,
a regular educator, and sometimes a measurement person to the
same practicum site for training,

familiarization with the, computer and its application in
school administration, and ,

4. 'learning to plan through the use of systems analysis.or

There are others; ,of course, but the four mentioned above are
seen as the major changes which will appear in most administration
training programs during the next four years. The fourth, systems
analysis, may be most crucial in the deVelopment of new and inno-

veative organizational patterns for delivering services to exceptional
children.

e't

.-

.. ,

The use of systems analysis by a variety of specialists has resulted
in. .a number of definitions of systems analysis and a variety of
strategies for using the. technique. In all definitions, however, the
aim of systems analysis is the selection, through design; of the best
possible strategy to use in the achievement of stated obtectives: A
systems approach to planning allows, if not forces, the administrator
to direct his concern to theoutput of his program. An xarnple of
such an output might be the development of vocational skdts in a
cbild who has demonstrated limited physical or intellectual abilities.
Aftif determining the desired output for each student, the adminis-
trator would then develop the alternative,"inputs" and "through-
puts" that would leap. to that 'output" or terminal behavior
objective. Built into this systems model of program development
would be procedures for' monitoring a4 phases of the progra--n to
provide feedback infqrmation regarding the efficky of the inputs

, and throughputs in meeting the objectives of the output. Learning
to plan systematically should be a large part of the "basic training" 4'
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of the Special education administrator. Following an introduction
into the basics ofoystems analysis, the training should focus on the
application of one systems approach to a variety-of administrative
tasks. Three areas needing a systematic approach 'seen as critical
areas of competence for a special education administrator are

1 < alternative educational programs for exceptional children,

2 multiple, innovative, evaluation systems, and

3. neW models for inservice education.

4Iternatrie Eilmational Programs for Exceptional Childret

Decategoriztd organizational qrograms do not nec sarily call for
the elimination of the special class but instead require the 'develop-
melt of new alternatives for facilitating the education arid adjust
ment_of exceptional children. Traditional special education models
can be referred to as "test out" models. In this modef, a child is
given some kind .of diagnostic test. Though some alterfSative services
for exceptional children will undoubtedly deklop from the trade
tional "test out" model, it is that an entirely new model can
provide more and perhaps better alternatives. One pAsibility is the
development of a "teach out" model, within which the regular
teacher would receive help in *altering the educational environment
for a child, and the child's responsesf to the alterationovvould be
carefully measured. This process wqt.ild be continued until the
teacher arid the psychologist or itineraht person assisting the teacher
had literally exhausted all possible alternatives for "teaching" the
child in the regular class. Only then'could some kind of outside
tutorial (or special class) arrangement be made. Dr. Virginia Brown,
University o f f inagota at Duluth, is developing some very interest
ing procedures'besed on this model. Her in training students provide
tutorial services to the pupil only.as the last resort. Instead, their
training allows theme to observe theRupil in the classroom and make
recommendationlrected to modify the classroom environment
and the materials the methods used by the regular.teacher.--Only
after a. child fails to respond to a number of changes in instructional
strategies within the regular classroom is the pupil piovided a differ
ent educational service. The "teach out" model offers a number of
alternatives for directors of special education'to place a continuum
of specific services for exceptional children based only on the
specific needs of the pupil and the characteristics of existing services
in their school district. Deno's (1970) Cascade of Services and
Adamson's Fail Save Model (1972) are examples of other theoretical
models which provide a continuum of services for exdeptional
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children Both of these old much promise for special education
programming if implemei led by careful, systematic planning.

Prograo Evalua non

The requirement ,for program evaluation inherent in today's
"accountable" society makes this area of planning most important
for special education administrators. The traditional training model
for developing evaluation skills in administrators usually invelves
coursework in statistics and research design. The latter is usually
limited to designs of a "control" and "experimental" nature. These
techniques are not always practical for the administrator interested
in program development

When the administrator applies systems analysis to his program
evaluation, he may discover that he must evaluate for a variety of
audiences parents, the school board, the superintendent, a
research committee, or the state department of public instruction.
An important consideration in prograin evaluation is that we take
into account the audience(s) for whom It is intended and evaluate
in a variety of ways. For some purposes, parent or student testi-
monial, can serve as a form of evaluation. Samples of actual student
behaviOr can also provide a very meaningful index of student change.
Sam'ples, taken periodtcally, of handwriting or arithmetic papers are
common examples'of this kind of evaluation. A Change in oral read-
ing behavior cah easily be demonstrated through the use of cassette
tapes A one minute oral reading sample recorded each week on a
cassette tape would take but a few minutes to review and could
provide excellent documentation for program effectiveness. Ogden
Lindsley of the University of .Kansas has also suggested that the use,
of 8mm ftjm is both practical and inexpensive for evaluating some
aspects of a student's progress. Progress in such activities as rail-
walking or perceptual motor training could be evaluated'on a long
term basis by taking one rryinute film samples periodically with each
student having his own film. Lindsley feels that thismight be a
meaningful way of reporting to parents. Every six weeks the child's
parents would check out the projector and cassette record and take
his child's film and ,cassette pack home to consider almost first-
hand the child's progress in reading or,other skills.

Sometimes more formal evaluation procedures are needed for
justifying federally funded projects or reporting program effective
ness to cominun4 groups or the administration. Since.control and
experimental groups Ware not always possible for the practicing
special education administratOr, much creative thought and effort
needs to be given to ways of conducting formal program evalua-
tions through other than the traditional methods.
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The following data were provided to roe by Cedric Benson,
director of aff.....eark, Illinois, Special, Educational Cooperative,
where some 98 learning disabled children received itinerant services
during the 1969'197d school year The data proviped to me during

ache fall of 1971 included information such as the child's grade
level, his age at testing, pre and post test scores on the Wide Range

,Achievement Tests (reading. spelling, and arithmetic) and pre and
post test oral and silent reading scores from the Durrell Test of
Reading Without the okortunity to participate in the experimental
design or to make suggestions regarding the kind of data needed, wi
accepted the challenge.of attempting to evaluate the program and
looked for alternate ways to evaluate the program through the data
provided The method finally selected was,.a modified multiple
baseline technique (Baer, Wolf, and Risley, 1968, Hall, et al, 1970)
The multiple baseline design usually involves the use of data-derived

I from direct observation of subjects and is generally limited (though
this is ,hot

that
to single subject designs. The present design

differed in that it was applied td groups of subjects and used base-
- line data derived from standardized test scores

Pre test scores of the 98 subjects identified as,children exhibiting
learning disabilities were ranked according to- the date of initial'
testing- One or more scores of the various pre- and post-tests was
missing for 18 subjects who consequently were not inplulded in the
present analysis,. The remaining scores were groupedII-Ito three
treatment periods Group I (N 26) was identified and began receiv-
ing services in October or November, 1969. Group II (N-28) was
identified and began receiving services in December, 1969, or
January, 1970, and Group III (N-26) 'was idektified arid received
Cervices during March and April, 1970 Their Faseline or expected
performance was determined by dividing-the current grade level of
each child into his pre test achievement score. For example, a sixth
grade child tested during December (6.4) who achieved a pre-test
score of 4 2 on the oral 'reading section of the Durrell Test of Read-
ing Analysis was assigned an expected achievement score of .66, asshown belowi

pre-test grade (4.2)
= .66 expected gain,.current grade level (6.4)

For each year the subject had been in school he had gained a .66 of
a year while his mythical normal counterpart was making a one
year gain in each year of school.

All childrenwere retested in May, and the difference between
their pre and post test scores was considered.to be the actual gain.
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The actual gain was divided by the number of months in treatment
N, to determine each child's monthly rate of gain. Therefore, using the

above example, if the child with tested achievement 4 2 in late
December is retested at 4 8 in May, his actual gain is 6 months; but
since he received servic.elfor only 4 months, his adjusted monthly
gain is 1 5 (months gained per month.)

Figure 2 provides agraptuc representation-of the expected''gain in
relation to the student's adjusted gain. The fact that the mean
expectea gain of the three groups is essentially the same ( 81, .81.
and .78, respectively) suggests that the gains as indicated by the May
scores are a function of intervention services. That is, the children
did not begin to make educational gains until- they were provided
special instructional services. The thing that is disturbing about this4)
graph is the fact that a shorter length of service results in greate
gains per month of service. However, when we look at the pre and
post -lest achievement scores in the regular form (Fig. 31, _if is

apparent that the greater overall gain accrued to the group receiving
the longer period of service. Though impossible to determine from,
the data, it would appear that students are -stimulated to make a
rapid rate .Of gain luring the early periods of Hitervention, and then,
as itinerant teacher contact diminishes (3s it must when new children
are added to her caseload), the rate of gain diminishes. While the
overall Oak Park program can be considered successful, additional
research is needed to determine the critical periods 'of intensive
itinerant teacher service, and meaningful ways of maintaining the
newly established gain rates within the regular, classroom must be
found . .

This mod& is presented as, only one altgnative for, program
evaluation, and hopefully it suggests to administrators that these
are many more yet unexplored v-v.as of evaluating educational
programs.

Development of New Inset-rie Models

Alternate organizational systems for delivering services to excep
tonal children will require the development of new inservice
models. As teacher roles change, teachers will also need to change
their behavior. When teacher aides or other personnel are used,
they too will need to be trained for specific functions. .

The traditional model for inservice training usually involves
obtdining the services of an "expert," having him fly in and talk
to the teachers. This has been referred to as a "flying Jesus Model."
I prefer to refer to it as the "talkie-walkie" model." This model is
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analogous to having d loal of "the pilevention of'starvation in a
hungry man " Our method under the "talkie-walkie" model is to
give the man d dollar and walk away. It helps for alittle while by
delaying starvation briefly but certainly doesn't solve the problem
When teachers or other educational personnel are talked to, they

may be inspired to try something pew or may be reinforced because

an "expert" supports many of the things they are already dog
However, this model usually does not produce significant changes

in behavior over any length of time in the individuals participating
in the training for it assumes that teachers will change their behavior
because they "want to" change or help children. Human behavior
unfortunately doesn't ollOw us to change our behavior simply

because "we want to," unless we want to quite badly. Many of us
"wylt to" quit smoking (or cut down on cigarettes), lose weight or
arrange our time in such a way that we have more time to be with

our families but wanting to is not enough. There are too many
other environmental gariables acting upon us that help maintain
our sloppy behaviors (whatever they are) Thus, telling someone
"how to" does not necessarily produce the behavioral changes

required
..

New models should probably deal with very specific content, to
be designed to meet expressed needs of teachers, and also allow for
supervised practice with the new content. For example,.if a teacher
expresses an interest in the use of DISTAR reading materials and
interids to use them in his classroom, the following procedures
might be used The teacher would first be told about the materials.
Second, he would be shown how to use them in demonstration-.
As a third step, he would be allowed to study and use the materials
under supervision, and fourth, he would, be provided with the
materials for use in his classroom. Help in arranging his classroom

groups and some supervision as the program is initiated should also

be provided. If a concerned teacher can see that theSe chapbes
result in a significant improvement in his children, t en it is reason

able to expect that the change itself will be reinforc ng to him', and

this reinforcement may provide the motivation for, continued use
Assurance of continued use would be further provided if thePrim'
pal made a point of stopping by, first regularly,i and thenron an
intermittent schedule to comment on the interest ng and effective
work the teacher was doing with the new DISTAR system. ,

Maintenance of behavior as described above IS too often over
looked in inservice training. We usually assume that we will change
and maintain changes in our behavior because of our in-tr4ic dedi
cation to exceptional children Unfortunately, other variables such
as school plays lunch money, and our own family prevent us from
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doing all the things we would like for the chiloren we serve. Atten-
tion by the-special education administrator to this variable is essen-
tial_if he expects to get full value from his inservicetiollar.

vp.
Summary

"r
We have emphasized the need for the special education.adminis-

trator to develop improved planning behavior through the use of
some kind of a systems analysis approach. These planning skills
should focus on (1) alternative educational programs for exceptional
children, (2) innovative and multiple education evaluation models,
and (3) new models for inservice training. Changing 'tur own
behavior to become more careful and more systematic in our plan-
ning'is considerably easier to talk about than to do. I will close by
emphasizing the value of this approach with the following fable.

Why System Engineering?

A Fable

Once upon a time there were two pigs (a third one had gone
into "marketing and disappeared) who were faced with the
problem of protecting themselves from-a wolf.

One pig was an old timer in this Wolf- fending business, and
he saw the problem right away just build a house strong
enough to resist the huffing and puffing he had experienced
before. So, the first pig built his wolf-resistant hoUse right
away out of genuine, reliable lath and plaster.

The second pig was green at this wolf business, but he was
houghtful. He decided that he would analyze the wolf
oblem a sit. He sat down and drew up a matrix (which, of -,tfr,

c rse, is pig Latin for a big blank sheet of paper), listed the
pr terns, analyzed it into components and possible wolf

'stra gies, listed the)esign objective5 of his wolf-proof house,
deter fined the functions that his fortress should perform,
design: d and built his house, and waited to see how well it
worke (He had to be-an empiricist, for he had never been
huffet( a d puffed at before.)

All this time, the old-timer pig was laughing at the planner
pig and vehemently declined to enter into this kind of folly. He
ad built wolf proof houses before, and he had lived and
ospered, hadn't he? He said to the planner pig, "If you know

w ,at you are doing, you don't have to go through all of that
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jazz." And with this, he went fishing, or rooting, or whatever
it is that pigs do in their die hours.

The second pig waked his system anyway and designed for
predicted contingencies.

..
.

One day the mean old wolf passed by the two houses (they
both looked the_same -, after all, a hciuse is just a house).
He thought that a pig dinner was just what he wanted. He
walked-up to the first pig's house and- uttered a Warning to the
old timer, which was roundly rejected, as usual. With this, the
wolf, instead of huffing and puffing, pulled out a sledge
hammer, knocked the door down, and ate the old-timer for
dinner.

Still not satiated, the wolf walked to the planner pigcs house
and repeated his act. Suddenly a trap door in front of the
house opened and the wolf dropped neatly into a deep, dark
pit, never, to be heard from again. . 4'

Morals:

1. They are not making wolves like they used to.

2. It's hard to teach old pigs new tricks.

3. If you want to keep the wolf away from your door, you'd
better plan ahead.

Roger A. Kaufman
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EDITOR'S NOTE Part V summarizes the information presented \
during the first annual leadership conference and provides a general
description of the conferees' reactions to conference proceedings.
A more detailed summary of conferee reactions can be found in
Appendix A. The avenue for conferee involvement included infor-
mal question and answer sessions after individual presentations
along with specific conferee interaction sessions conducted by
group leaders during the final pbriod of each of the two days of the
conference.

Assuming major responsibility for consolidating the informa-
tion from each of the four interaction groups were Dr. Martin Dean,
Assistant Superintendent Special Educational Services, San Fran-
cisco 'Public Schools; Dr. Thomas Marrow, Assistant Professor,,
Pennsylvania State University, Professor Van Mueller, Chairman,,
Department of Educational Administration, University of Minne-
sota; and Dr. Bill K. Tilley,, Director of Special Education, Madison
Public Schools.

The following summary by Dr. Melton Martinson is a reaction
to the general conference content-and proceedings.

(
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REACTIONS TO PRESENTATIONS
1.971 LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Melton C Martinson. "Chairman
Special Education.Dep'artinent

University of Kentui:ty

Many people maintain conference summaries are to be consid-,
- ered "old wine in .new liottles." As I consider the discourse of the

past few days., lyieel as a Gabor sister's sixth husband, ''1_4(now
what I'm to do but I'm not sure how to make it interesting."

e conference leaders are to be congratulated on an interesting
program Both the topic and the speakers were significant. I hope
Drs. Gross, Johnson and Weathernian continue to provide this
forum for professional interaction.

Bruc'e Balow, Maynard Reynolds and John Melcher provided a
referent for considering' the more specific papers and discussion.
The bbsic message seemed to be that it is decreasingly Possible to
do "today's business with - yesterday's tools and be in business
tomorrow." It appears that, while the effectiveness of education
and more specifically special education is being severely questioned,
there is no question that our critics have become educated and
increasingly vocal.

Internacto spedial, education there is more and more evidence
of "physician heal thyself" behavior. It was particularly suppor-
tive of Dr. Balow's oint that much corrective behavior is relative
"tinkering" rather Man planned change bad on a fundarrtental
analysis of the edu ation process. I hope that he correctly assumes
that .performance ased preparation and service ftoction help re-
focus the responsibility from the child accommodating to what the
schools _"have" to the school providing what the students "need."
It has puzzled me for some time that performanceshould be so
closely evaluated during personnel preparation but not during pro-
fessional practice. It seems that performance based'preparation and
service progrant will -provide a much more congruent linkage be-
tween how personnel are trained and how they behave.

Sinde I am providing a conference summary, there is little
hazard that I will Violate Al Smith's admonishment quoted by
Maynard Reynolds, "If you want to lead a parade, don't get more--
than two blocks ahead." My dwn observation is that while special
education_ has madp Major Contributions in serving populations
commonly unadmitted, or unserved even if admitted, we have not
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gotten "too far ahead of the parade'' in terms of operationallx
demonstrating the precepts and concepts we generally discuss As
a small example, I recall that much importana was attached to a
small phrase regarding adaptive behavior in our definition of
mental retardation (circa 1960) However., the commonly accepted
criterion for identification presented in the same publication is
based on states Ily distributed levels of normative I Q scores
Maynard's disc ssion of the aptitude treatment interaction linkage
presents a basis r moving from the thdught to the action in
hopefully a muct more effective fashion, particularly since it
stresses instructional process rather than administrative manipu
lanon.

My frie'nd,'John Melcher, has presented his views of mainstream
ing with his uaual and admirable enthusiasm. His initial comments
stress the fact. that what general education and Ihe public know
about special education is what we have taught tem.' It seems we
needn't puzzle over why many of these peotte have such a narrow,
exclusive view of special education They, in fact, reflect what we
have been. The comments of John Jdhnson, Oon Partridge and
Jerry Chaffin addrOsed to their respective areas of cincern
support John Melcher's position relative to the factors to be coped
with in bringing about change in either service Of training systems.

It seems that in our strenuous attempts to provide special
vices for students we have made ourselves special to the point that
we have difficulty communicating with the very people we must
reach if our own redefined goals are to be achieved. As these
gentlemen have so clearFy documented, local districts and training
institutions are all markedly affected by the thrust toward more
generalizable service models and more effective training or educa
tional procedures. The rteed for more effective monitoring and
evaluation is equally explicit. On this latter point of accounta
billty, -a major challenge is how to remain flexible and reflective
and still be accountable. Do we manage 'structure or does structure
manage us?

This part of the discussion reminded me of the title of a presen
tatian I gave several years ago, You Can't Get Lost If You Don't
Know Where You Want To Go." The basic idea was that if you
don't know: where you want to be, any place you are shwld be

...4
relatively satisfactory. Further, if ,you don't know where you waht
to be, how can you tell if you're getting there or even decide on
a route? Special educanoniappears to be presently ahvolved in all
three qbestions..
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/The content of Dick Weatherman's discussion of a projected
training model made a lot of sense. Sensnot only fromfhe point
of view of increased competency in the program product but the
improved responsiveness of program components to a broader
range of personnel. Both he and Jerry Chaffin give us some basis
for believing that education in a University can be something
other than an endurance contest

.

The substantive .statement by Dr. Cunningham was impressive
for a number of reasons The first area of interest relates to urban
education The setond area relates to what I perceive as the marked
similarity between his assumptions specific to inner-city problems.
and our assumptions regarding special education. The perspective
and functions seen highly congruent.

. '

The reaction panels and interaction groups have provided oppor
tunity for testing and relevance of the presentations. I was im-
pressed with the level Of discussion and the congruency with the
presentation content With that criterion measure in mind, this
has been an excellent conference.

I wilrend by making some personal observations on borne of the'
things that complicate thg achievement of our goals'in special
education. These obserirations are presented the .form afta
number of contrived syndromes which afflict us itt the process of
multi-agency, multi disciplinary planning. These syndromes
include.

_ The "Limitations of Old Truths" Syndrome

discussing
and

The characteristics of this syndrome area facility for i

rediscussing general positions which have been previousk,'
, agreed on for some time Treatment of the condition isidifficult

since isolation of managemeQt components is seldom accomplished.

q
The "Term of the Month" Syndrome

This syndrome is characterized by a penchant to re-name old
problems with a new set of primarily in -vogue transiently accept-
able terminologies. The area of "grantmanship" is very subject to
this malady The general-assOmption apparently is that professional
sophistication can be measured by the use of currently popular
trns, acronyms and abbreviations. ,
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The "Lemmmg" Syndrome

This is basically a less superficial form of "term of the month"
syndrome As you know, this arctic rodent partiiip'ates in massive
cyclic migrations to drown in the North Sea As professionals-,
we demonstrte a sprnilar behavior in our major swings,to perticu
lar sets of assumptions regarding behavior and learning or theoreti
cal models for treatment While IlaCutely aware of the need for
experimentation and incremental learning as a part of progr8m
development, thee is sometimes a vague apprehension that, rather
than drowning in the North Sea, we run the risk of drowning in
our own verbiage.

The "Tower of Babel" Syndrome

This condition has basis in the efforts of each discipline or
department to develop a unique language to describe yvhat it does,
how it does it, and who it does it to or for. The symptoms are
particularly obvious during multi program planning projects. It i5
particularly troublesome to people who..specialize in other areas
but- are forced to translate these diverse languages into an inte-
grated program concept.

The "Professional Preservation" Syndrome

This collection of symptomologies relates to the practice of
designing new, innovative programs primarily by re ordering cur
rent traditional functions. A serious limitation i;,,the hazard that,
while the objectives may be. "innovative," they gre supported by
program activities which were design,ed for ()the? purposes. Prob-
lems of program reconEeptualization, staff retraining and in- service,
altered support system needs, and coalescing new components or
staff frequently result' largely in preservation of old programs
under new names.

The "Professional or Agency Incest" Syndrome

This collection of symptoms relates to what might be called the
territorial imperatives of a discipline or department. It involves
our own ego structures, restrictive um departmental concepts of
role and function and the behaViors requisite for accruing fiscal
and program resources. It also relates to intra discipline and/or
intra-departmental caste 'systems.

A
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The "Divide and Defeat Ourselves- Syndro4me

This can be considered as an intermediate stpge of the preced-
ing syndrome 'This process is characterized by an excessive corn-
pulsionto make general program ,4velopment difficult or impos-
sible via the mechanism of, "Unless I get what I waot, no one is
going to get anything The p ocess has its general basis in an
overly rigid pursuit of very val d attempts to achieve visibility
of and prio{ity for particular d artments or programs

.

The ".Snatdimg Defeat from the Ja)!s of Victory- Syndrome
.,.

This syndrome .represents the most advanced stage of the
"professional incest" and ';divide and defeat ourselves" syndromes.
It occurs when particular sub groups continue to feel "unheard
or unheeded" and take action to compromise the general project
advantages to achieve increased specific visibility. Th process is
especially acute when legislative or resource con rd ies are
involved A common product of this syndrome is to nega pose -'
rive sensitivity to broad program needs on the part of these
control bodies Operationally, it holds great promise for autono-
mous but fragfriented program development. Less optimistically,
it commonly generates the reaction of "when you people having
specific responsibilities for those programs quit bickering and can
reasonably defing your needs, we'll give you support."

I feel this conference has helped lessen the effects of these
syndromes. This is a compliment to the conference leaders, the
program participants and program staff.

.
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t VOLUME II OVERVIEW

Volume II includes papers presented at the second annualSpecial
Education Leader5hip Conference, held in November, 1972. At issue
during this secoritt conference were the implications of recent litiga-
tion and court findings for the development and conduct of special
education leadership systems.

To begin the second ccinferencel a review of legal issues important
to special education leadership personnel was delivered by
Dr Robert B. Herman and by Professor Gunnar Dybwad Dr.
Herman draws on his experience and observations at the Federal
level to outline what he refers to asOle "quiet metamorphosis"
which legal activities have helpe'd bring about in the development
of expanded treatment and services for the handicapped. Professor
Dybwad provdes an analysis of the historical perspective from
which services to the handicapped have evolved and discusses the
critical issues of today, e.g. student involvement in life-decisions
and the impact of recent court decisions on the profession.

To contrast the conceptual vs. the functional aspects. of these
issues, two leading attorneys in the area of securing the constitu-
tional rights of ,handicapped persons, Mr. Thomas Gilhool and
Mr Martin Glick, review the implications of court cases and litiga-,
flan relating to the issues of "righto treatment," "access to educa-
tion" and "equal protection." Dr. Tommy Russell presents a prac-e
tical example of attempts by local and state special education
agencies to comply with landmark decisions in the areas of "equal
protection" and "due process of law."

i format for translating -decisions from recent court findings
into state laws designed to insure the rights of the handicapped is
offered,by Mr. Fred Weintraub, and Professor Maynard Ffeynolds
follows with a timely review of what special education leadership
personnel and others should learn from this recent legal activity.

The pro and con side of the issue, "The Public Schools Must
Serve All of the Handicapped,' is "debated" by Dr. Martin Dean
and Dr. Bill Tilley.

In their combined presentation, Dr. Richard Johnson and Dr.
Jerry Gross review the Minneapolis Special Education leadership
reorganization, an effort designed to restructure a categoricalleader-
ship system into a levels of service, performance-based leadership
system. Dr. Bill Tilley reviews the reorganization efforts of the
special education program in Madison, Wisconsin.
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Finally, Dr. Bruce Baloliv provides a summary of the Conference
and includes his reactions to the issues raised during the Conference

...
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LEADERSHIP FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Robert B. Herman
Acting Deputy As,ociate conmus,,ioner

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Washington. D C'

Two years ago Steve was just another severely retarded six-year
old staring vacantly at the drab walls in one of the jam packed wards
at the State Home in a farm town about 100 miles southwest of the
State Capitol and 140 miles from his home and parents.

He had been in the 1,400 bed institution since shortly after his
birth. He was still in -diapers and could not dress himself, speak
sentences, or walk without wobbling. There was very little money or
manpower for treating him. So, it as a typical State Home, and
everyone expected him to remain there until death.

Today, however, Steve is out of the Home and living in a comfort-
able "hostel" in a suburb outside of the State Capitol with.a half
dozen other retarded children. He is toilet trained, can talk and

'sing, dresses himself, moves ,pbout without difficulty, and goes to
-special classes in reading and writing.

What happened?

The answer lies in a quiet metamorphosis that is slowly changing
,the entire *broach irrtreating the mentally retarded. The problem

"i affects more than six million Americans, more than two million
children, and it annually costs the country some $5.5 billion in
lost productivity and abnormal hospital expensq.

It is not any breakthrough in medicine and certainly no cure- ''
all for retardation. Rather, it is a change in housing, phy ical therapy
and edu.caticin, a shift of emphasis away from the impersonal.custo-
dial institution with its 50 bed ward and.day room reekilig of dis-
infectant to personal, non-institutional care.

The new approach was probably inevitable once enough parents,
guardians, and concerned lawyers and yes, even a few government
officials, and I bet even a university professor or administrator or
so decided that what they saw as penny-pinching legislators and
hidebound mental health administrators had gone far enough.

0
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It is based on a theory that the best way to treat the retarded is
to treat them "normally" and to let them live out their lives in a
real home situation on a real street in a real town with special educa-
tion, special lob training, special, attention .-- a community
approath.

In many places, local government has taken over full care of the
retarded, using a combination of city, county, state, and federal
approaches. In Omaha, for instance, the area's 200 seriously hands
capped children and young adults row live in their homes or in six-
bed hostels. They are bussed daily to special physical therapy classes,
and some, like Steve, have progressed to academic or vocational
classes.

As for the 900 other less seriously retarded in that city, they
continue to live at home as always, but, instead of whiling away
their days in back bedrooms or kitchens, many of them are now
attending special academic classes or learning a trade, how to use
public transportation and rent an apartment.

Community programs are more expensive than institutionaliza-
tion. For example, little Steve's expenses are now $25 per day or
about $9,000 per year as opposed to about $7,000 annually spent
on institutionalizatiori-

But their ultimate goal is to produce tax paying citizens rather
than tax spending citizens. And ,these programs have proven so
workable that about a third of the $1.5 billion spent annually on
treatment cif retardation is going into them.

This realistic approach has not even touched the thousands or
the millions of retarded who have never been shipped off to a state
institution bux instead have been struggling along "outside" often
lost, confused, and ignored.

The National Association of Coordinators of State Programs for
the Mentally Retarded shows that only 10 percent of the mentally
retarded in Arkansas have access to appropriate programs. Two out
of three retarded persons in New Jersey are not receiving proper
services.

Nor have we yet eliminated or substantially reduced the 200 or
so state homes and hospitals that house more than a quarter of a
million men, women, and children who are the country's most
severely retarded. Enrollment has been barely held at a steady rate.
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I don't need to tell all you that conditions'in many of these in-
stitutions, homes, and hospitals are scandalous..At Willowbrook,
the 5,100 bed state home on New York's Staten Island, a Fleisch-
man Commission study team reported late last year that residents
were permitted to be around in their own filth. A suit now filed
against the institution charged that "no goals are set for any resi-
dent"'

Partlow, a state home at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, the locus of one
of the Nation's top college football teams, deteriorated so badly
that a federal Judge stepped in early this year, declared the 2,100
residents in "actual physical danger" because of an "atmosphere of
psychological and physical deprivation" and then ordered "the
warehousing institution" to hire 300 additional aides, correct fire
hazards, install air conditioners and draw up a program of instruc-
tion 1.6- every plan, woman, and child housed there.

I recently visited the Mansfield Training Center in Connecticut
where just a few short yards from an enlightened, hostel setting
operating for 60 youngsters at an annual cost of $12,000 per child
are the terrible back wards of the institution where despair and
hopelessness abound in openness and where the stench of urine is
as evident as- the attendant constantly meditating weak and helpless
patients. I saw it on a beautiful sunny day. I wonder how it feels to
be there when the cold winds blow and the clouds hang low over
that small community not far from the State University at Storrs
and the State Capitol at Hartford.

A home at Orlando, Florida, close by the elaborate and costly
Disney World, was investigated a few. months ago for allegedly
saving time and staff by feeding seriously retarded persons through
surgically inserted stomach tubes. Evidence of paddling, seclusion,
and starvation as punishment were great.

These are examples of such facilities all over the United States.
But there is also evidence of programs of the sort Steve has reached,
evidence that the traditional, segregated, limited expectation and
hope approach to mental retardation and other handicapping condi-
tions is changing.

The President's Committee on Mental Retardation recently put
it this way- "There's big news. Fundamental change and improve:
ment are on the way for the first time, there is a concerted national
effort to remedy and improve the conditions of residential living
for the mentally retarded."

v
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I am waiting for the big news that handicapped children every-
where will begin to get the services they require and be taught
according to their learning needs and not their physical or mental
shortcomings. I could dream that regular classroom teachers and
principals will begin assuming their responsibilities to the more
mildly handicapped.

The more severely disabled children will be the primary concern
of 4,/hat we call special education. In Louisiana, seriously retarded
youngsters unable to fend for themselves no longer are assigned to
oblivion in large institutions but instead go to the 32 bed Columbia
State School near Monroe.

v.

In six months or so of concentrated instruction there, they learn
such things as how to move about, how to bathe, how to turn on a
light. Then, after this stay, they are sent home able to cope with
life, less dependent and able to move to even greater independence
from there.

Even states with those highly criticized institutions are beginning
to change.

For example, Alabama is building several community treatment
centers, and in New York there are about a dozen hostels.

In pushing for greater changes it is our responsibility to eliminate
from the minds of legislators, school board members, administra
tors, principals, teachers, parents, and special educators the self
fulfilling prophecies of despair that have pervaded the lives of hands
capped children and the minds of those who claim to help them.

If we do not have high expectations for these children, how can
we expect others to? And we know that virtually every retarded
person has some learning potential that can be tapped.

But in the 1970's there.are still big institutions in this country
that have several "back wards" literally packed with people who
are so severely retarded, mentally and physically, that all hope for
them has been abandoned.

Say that you are sent to one of those places as a child, no hearing,
no trial, no due process. They decide right off that you cannot be
helped, either because there simply is not enough money, time, and
staff or because you are simply too handicapped. But isn't that
against everything we have learned, in our schools, churches, homes,
that people are not supposed to be discarded? And when it all seems
so elementarymust a simple matter of changing the system, dragging
a fevv dollars out of the legislature and giving each child that per
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sonal day by day care. And one day the odds are pretty good that
he will pay society back by going out to make his own living. Of
course, it is not simple to change priorities, methods, or mindsti
but it must be done. And I have a feeling that the universities are
the critical agent in the chemistry that will make'it happen.

Of course, not Al the retarded can go out, about five percent
are so handicapped, physically and mentally, that they require
constant care or guidance. And about five percent are simply too
retarded to compete in the labor market except in "sheltefed
workshops."

'e?
. But the remaining 90 percent, the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, the National Association. of Retarded Children and
other experts'eagree/have the potential to enter the labor: market
and compete in less demanding fields. And interestingly enough, the
jobs that the retarded can do are not being automated and will
most likely not be in the Dear future.

The alternative to jobs and advan-ced 'educational support are
lives of despair in bone bare settings and general indifference an
environment not distinctly different from the environment experi-
enced by prisoners of war durrng the past three decades.

But,, as refreshingly different community and school programs
develop and represent the fast growing proportion of, budget in
many states, it is said they still are not adepate to'rneet the demand
for more and better services.

In its annual survey of the States, the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped found that only about'40 percent 6f all handi-
capped youngsters were enrolled in classes.

In New York, 34 percent of so called "educable" children were
enrolled in classes, in Nebraska, 37 percent,iii Alabama, 18 percent.

A primary reason for thlse low percentages is that the nation's
public- schools have had little commitment to the concept of realistic
education for the handicapped. There has been little effort to
include alF children and even less effort to establish a continuum of
services to meet the needs of these children. Program options are
limited Problems are staffing, physical facilities, finance, and poor
planning. .

Just more than half of the states have laws mandating education
for the retarded. But even in those states the correlation between
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quality education tpr the handicapped and the law has been hard to
assess. Many of the stares with mandatory legislation have exclusion
Ai y. clauseswhich should bell,iminated. Those clauses violate the
purpose of mandatory legislation. While we all know it is impossible
for all districts to provide programs for the most severely handi-,
capped children residing in their district, these.ehildren should be
provided with experience in relation to their needs Consequently,
local education agencies should', at a minimum, be required to be
involved with other agencies in' the identification and evaluation
of children and also have a basic responsibility to see that all children
are placed, evaluated, and maintained in appropriate prqgrams
regardless of.the sponsoring agency.

Although no measurement has been taken of the number of pro-
grams that have been started, mandator'y laws have provided a lever
and a set of expectations.

The-passing of such mandatory legitlation makes it 'clear that a
state clearly and loudly conveys the commitment and priority of the
legislature torneeting the needs of each handicapped child. Further,
the passage of such a law conveys that local agencies, as arms of the
state, have responsibilities to handicapped children which must be
fulfilled. Fred Weintraub has said that this kind of mandate gives
likcal special educators the opportunity and impetus to inttiate both
political and le I activity arid expand program development.

Parent groLips have taken to the courts to insure theat the rights
of their children are fulfilled with clarity and force.

In Pennsylvania, a federal court recently relied on the "equal
protection clause" etf the Fourteenth Amendment to rule that a
gate may not refute to educate a child who is mentally retarded.
Similar decisions have also been handed down in the District of
Columbia and Utah, and suits asking relief are pending in California,
Delaware, Massachusetts, New York, Wisconsin, North Carolina,
Maryland, Miohigap, and Virginia.

In Alabama there is the federal decree regarding the "depitgvation"
at Partlow, a decision saying, in effect, that retarded persons have a
constitutional right to adequate treatment oncethey are committed
to state hospitals. In New York, there is an action against Willow
brook. Deprivation suits are in effect in Tennessee, Georgia, Maine,
and South Carolina. ..

The American Civil _Liberties Union and other law groupS have
formed a legal action unit to,,help the mentally retarded. TM
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National 'Council on the Rights of the Mentally Handicapped is
already looking into periodic abuses of various laws, tests, and
procedures and is studying the peonage practices of many
institutions.

Ultimately, however, the courts cannot provide a cure for retarda-
tiOn. What is needed is a national commitment to stamp out retarda-
tion before it starts and mitigate its handicap when it is found.

Whether it is genetic he result of German measles or brain
deficiency; improper diet or what we know that the poor are ten
times more likely ko be retarded than the more affluent. It is

evident in isolated rural areas, where the incidence is abnormally
high, that there is certainly a correlation with malnutrition, illness,
unsanitary conditions, inadequate ,housing but most of all, lack
of health care and education and the preyading akthy of poverty.
What we need is a national commitment to the goal of providing
equity and equality of education to all handicapped. The Office of
Education has undertaken such a commitment to insure that all
handicapped children receive special education services to enable
them 'to develop to their fullest potential and thereby reduce the

.degrp of dependency.

Sidney P. Mar land, Jr , then U.S.:-Commissioner of Education-and
now Assistant Secretary for Education in HEW, urged in 1971 the
adoption of a national goal to provide full educational oppoOintly
for-every handicapped child in the nation by 1980. The right of a

handicapped child to the special education he needs is as basic to
him as is the right of any other young citizen to an appropriate
education in the public schools," Dr. Marland said. "It is unjust for
our society to provide handicapped children with anything less than
full and equal educational opportunity to reach their maximum 1-
potential and attain rewarding, satisfying lives."

This first national education leader to, adopt such a goal Under-
stood that the federal financial role was limited and,because of
budget constraints could not expect to grow dramatically, but he
urged Ed Martin,Associate Commissioner for Education of the
Handicapped, to compete for resources with a developed plan. And
wheri the Bureau responded, the Commissioner rewarded the hands-
'capped programs wijti the largest FY 1973 budget increase in the
Office of.Education.
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Ed Martin based his plan and program on two fundamental
concepts:

1 That education for a handicapped child is not a,charity but a
. fundamental right to which that child and his family are entitled.

2 That it is cost beneficial to society to help each hanqicapped
child become as independent and.productive as possible.

This commitment and its accompanying goal will require a long
range and phased attack from the fed'etkkl government with consist-.
ent and planned coordination from state nd local governments. To
fulfill the goal, we will rely heavily on joint planning, demonstration
models, and targeting resources to solve specific problems.

Solutions to the major problems of staffing, finance, physical
facilities, and program planning can be solved by local and state
agencies and universities and colleges putting aside petty differences
and rivalries and all types of self defeating competitions to combine
scarce resources for one objective, and that is the education of all
handicapped children.

In allocating its previous discretionary resources, the Bureau will
require evidence of joint planning and program operation. Statewide
compacts and plans among training institutions and state agencies
will become more and more vital. As we compete with other pro-
grams foi' the ever shrinking pool of resources, we must be able to
demonstrate not only our everlasting advocacy for the Children biit
our dedication to making the best use pf these dollars and people by
effectivelj, workihg together despite self-interests.

Responsibility and accountability will bethe hallmark of.federal
action in concert with local and state decision makers at the local
and state education departments and in the departments of special
education in the universities and colleges. We agree that the best
decisions ca' and should be made closer to the children, but we
reserve a role for leadership in supporting the national education
policy of Sidney Marland and Edwin Martin.

For those of you that have not been exposed to the objectives we
have proposed, the dual edgecrsWord of responsibility and respon-
siveness mGst be carried by. all of us. The prevention of dependency
and the accomplishment of institutional reform provide all of us
with standards cif 'accomplishment in those areas.
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Prevention of dependency among handicapped children responds
to the deepest instincts of a society which affirms the ultimate
worth and dignity of each individual. Whatever the cause of depen-
dency, the main goal'is a dignified and self-sufficient way of life.
a handicapped child can cost from S1,500 to S5,000 per year to
educate To maintain him in an institution for the rest of his life
can cost up to a half a million dollars.

The objective of institutional reform also responds"to what I
believe to be basic perceptions and values in our society. All of us
can agree, I th ink, that in a vast, increasingly urban society, the most
critically needed changes in our institutions are those which increase
their human responsiveness. After all, institutions and their" activities
do not exist for their own sakes, they exist for people. Where pro-
grams are rigid, they must be made flexible. Where programs suffer
from hardening of the categories, they must be opened to consumer
participation. Where they are remote to people, they must be made
accessible.

The Bureau has been charged by the Secretary of HEW with
reducing, overlap, waste, duplication, jurisdictional jealousies, and
persistence in outmoded methods and all things that drive deeper
the wedge between promise and performance.,

'With the expectations of society and of parents of handicapped
children raised to a high point, evaluation will be tied closely to
responsibility with the progress of individual children as the primary
criterion of success. The competency of the teachers you produce
and the teachers you hire will be assessed for effectiveness as well as
Sffeciivenesi.

accountability. takes 'hold, parents will be involved in educe-
tioriaT programMing for all children. The principal will be involve,d
with program development and implementation and evaluation as
'they relate to all of the children in his school. He will be an advocate
for the needs' of the handicapped and feel accountable for their
progress,

The special education director will act as a consultant to the
principal on matters of special service arrangements and intervention
strategies'and be a resource person for the entire school system. He
will-play a more active role in the administration'andsupervision of
programs /for the severely- disabled. The training program might
possibly call for the training of instructional delivery specialists and
leadership personnel to assist regular class teachers. It is beginning
to happen more and more that training programs will select fvrticu-

.
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lar competency domains to emphasize. Labels may even be applied
to teachers rather that kids.

G

Most people do not want to accept the roles laid out for them
here. Regular class teachers are accustomed to having children in
special'classes, and most, I believe, like this arrangement.

The principal of Today is certainly not a protagonist for hands
capped children. He, too, lacks knowledge about such children and
their educational programming. None of the 50 states requires a
special education course for certificgtion as a principal. A recent
survey of principals revealed that an overwhelming majority had

never taken such a course. ..

.)

Sometimes I wonder if the special education director would
willingly accept the challenge of such administration.

Special education administrators have done a forceful job of
'selling the vali4e of special education via the categorical approach.
Many fear that 'a loss of labels might also bring a loss of financial
support for services. However, special educators must consider the
possibility that they are perpetuating systems that should be
challenged.

While instiniti8ns and strategies should be Changed, those charged
with finding alternatives must safeguard clients with objective evalu
anon. The implementation of alternatives must also be preceded by

1 an evaluation of staff and community attitudes.

4 (

As alternatives are being developed, research will also be required
to study a child's personal characteristics and their match with
various instructional strategies. According to Reynolds and Balow
we must begin looking for interactions between relevant educational
variables and instructional system. r

. Change can only be brought by the adoption on your part of an
advocacy role. It is essential that you get in line with your legislators,,,
local superintendents, chief state school officers, deans and univer
say presidents and school boards to change the order of priorities.

You must insist on the concept of accountabirity and be advo-
cates, for appropriate plagement of han.dicapped children, the
constant charting .f, their successes and, if appropriate, their even
tual return to the

t
gular class or into society with job or marketable

skills. /
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We need not accept the self fulfilling prophecy that there will
always be some children who cannot benefit from an education. Not
only must we be advocates for the best education possible and the
fair share of resources for their help but advocates as well for the
enforcement of laws federal, state, and local And you have a
chance to do some immediate work in getting handicapped kids
into local head start programs (1 of 10 are' for the handicapped)

,You must be an advocate in getting principals end superintendents
to begin to feel that the special class is a part of the total school
program for which he is responsible.

Advocacy takes the shape of working with regular clIts teachers
to maximize their usefulness. This may involve all kinds of roles and
responsibilities for you and your colleagues.

Advocates for attitudinal and programmatic change will be
haunted by fear of the handicapped child because he is different
from our plastic and TV tube image, by the fatalism of those who
have written the child off as a lost cause, and by those who say funds
must be expended first on normal children or the less severely.
handicapped ones. I t is up to you to keep the self-fulfilling prophecy
from becoming a truism and to resist being part of a conspiracy by
a less interested society.

For years special educators have sold special education to regular
educators. The product sold was that regular educators do not have
the competencies necessary to teach the handicapped. The regular
educators bought this line, and gladly so. Why shouldn't they? Who
bu.t special educators would relieve them of their problem children?
The recent court actions point to special education as an instrument
for educational change.d t is in a unique position to serve as "devel-
opmental support" in an effort to upgrade the effectiveness of the
total public education effort.

The role of the advocate for priority change for the benefit of
handicapped children is the cpallenge that the courts have 6o/en to
all of us. The courts have given us an opportunity to rectify past
'mistakes by learning. As a founder of'the National Association of
Retarded Children once said, "If our way of life is,to survive, every
individual . . . must be counted an individual and accorded his
place in the sun."
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A LOOK AT HISTORY AND PRESENT TRENDS IN
THE PROTECTIONOF CHILDREN'S RIGHT TO EDUCATION

Mla

Gunnar Dybwad
.Professor of Human Development

Florence Heller Graduate School, Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts'

Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, I am very happy to be here to
attend what is, I believe, the first occasion when a large public
school system has been willing to devote an entire public conference
to a confrontation with the recent court actions which directly or
indirectly impinge on special education services in the nation's
public schools. Dr. John B. Davis, Jr., superintendent of schools in
Minneapolis, and Drs. Johnson and Gross have made a very signifi-
cant contribution nationally fn planning this meeting, and the
decadent East once more has to acknowledge the vital leadership of
the enlightened Middle West.

In the presentation today there has been what some of you may
well consider an undue emphasis on mentally retarded children.
Actually, a large number of the court decisions deal specifically
with retarded children and with facilities serving retarded children
if serving is the appropriate word to use. However, the thrust of.the
overall effort certainly goes toward establishing and reinforcing the
right to education, the right to treatment of all handicapped persons.
For example, the Mills case in Washington, D.C., frequently
mentioned here today, indeed addresses itself to a wide range of
"exceptional" or handicapped children.

While my broad interests are in the field of handicap at large, I
have been most immediately concerned with the problem of Mental

- retardation. Hence, my examples tend to fall in that category, much
as I shall try to make reference to other conditions. In this context
I should mention that our new special education statute in Massa-
chusetts formally abolishes the rigid categorizations which have
characterized our past work and only speaks in terms of children
found to be in need of special education services. No more categories
are to be used with regard to entitlement to service, the new law
specifically forbids this. The fact is that in recent decades it has
been the parent associations in the field of mental retardation
which, 'both in this country and abroad, have established themselves
as the most effective and persistent consumer action groups. There
fore, I once again shall make reference to that disability in address-
ing myself to a question which hasbeen raised frequently of late and
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also here at this conference "Is not all this court action, this
emphasis on legal rights, just a passing fad and soon all this noise
about the right tb education will subside?" That certarniy is not the
picture as I see it, and the paper I am holding in my hands tends to
prove it This is a document from the United Nations General
Assembly dated December 20, 1971, and is a resolution adopted by
the General Assembly and entitled, "Declaration on the Rights of
Mentally Retarded Persons." What brought forth this remarkable
development? Is there any rational explanation for the United
Nations' action? To the student of international developments in the
field of human services, there exists a historical perspective which
places this Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons
into a logical sequence, and I though that after having heard all
day so much about what it is, you might like to hear a little bit
of how it came about.

It was almost half a century agoin 1923, when the leader in the
Save the Children Movemeqt, Miss Eglantyne Jebb, was spending an
afternoon on a mountain overlooking Geneva, Switzerland, and
sketched out her thoughts on the rights of children. This brief,
simple, seven point statement, which became known as the Geneva
Declaration, was so forceful in its simplicity, so persuasive in plead-
ing for the child as a person, that governments throughout the world
were willing to become signatories to it. In the headquarters of the
International Union for Child Welfare in Geneva there is an impres-
sive display of the original documents in many languages bearing the
signatures of kings and queens and other heads of state.

Subsequently, in 1924 the Fifth Assembly of the League of
Nations unanimously adopted the Geneva Declaration, and later in
the same year, the Fourth Pan American Congress on Child Welfare
did likewise. Unfortunately, however, World War ll' and the pre-
Ceding years of international turmort interrupted any further work
along these lines. Nonetheless, for those working in the field of
child welfare, Article IV of the Geneva Declaration remained a
continuing challenge with its simple statement, "The child who is
physically or mentally handicapped must be helped." While for
technical reasons the U.S. government could not be a signatory to
the Geneva Declaration, it is appropriate for me to remind you of
an important American document which was too soon forgotten.
This was The Children's Charter, adopted at the 1930 White House
Conference on Child Help and Protection under Herbert Hoover's
sponsorship. It proclaimed the rights of children, and among them
the right of handicapped children to education and medical treat-
ment shades of socialized medicine way back in 19301 I warmly
recommend this document for your thoughtful reading. Read it

\
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aloud at your next staff meeting and see how far we still are from
meeting its challenges after 42 years.

But, back to world history World War II, with all of its horrors
and destruction, did bring forth substantial new knowledge of
benefit to mankind, and in our context this relates particularly to
an understanding of the immense potential for rehabilitation of
physically and mentally disabled buman beings But something else
emerged from the holocaust of World,War II, a new concept of the
digiiity of man, of every man, woman, and child, along with an
emphasis on the quality of human life, the human being's potential
for rehabilitation, and for physical and mental restoration, no
matter how severely damaged. The basket cases of World War I,
people who had lost four limbs in combat, just vegetated in a hos
petal, but due to the advances in concepts and techniques of reha
bilitation, the paraplegic victims of World War II lead d much more
normal life, some are our neighbors in the community and drive
specially equipped motorcars. Rehabilitation is no longer 'a promise,
a philosophy, but an action program that has given us new vistas
regarding the hackneyed phrase, of the human potential.

And ,so it came about that on December 10, 1948, the General
Assembly of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the Univer
sal Declaration of Human Rights. The Declaration sets forth that
all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. It
sets forth that no one shall be subjected to inhuman or degrading
treatment, a provision that takes on special meaning for all who
know the evils of some residential institutions for the mentally
retarded around the world. It sets forth the right to education,
equal access to public service, and the right to work.

Not withstanding the strong emphasis springing from the Univer
sal Declaration of Human Rights, there was considerable sentiment
to come back to, and reformulate in more contemporary terms, the
Geneva Declaration. But it was not until 1959 that the United
Nations General Assembly did so by adopting a revised and
expanded version and proclaimed it the Declaration of the Rights
of the Child. Of its ten principles, principle five says, "The child who
is physically, mentally, or socially. hafidicapped shall be given the
special treatment, education, and care required by his particular
condition." A year later, at the 1960 White House Conference on
Children and Youth, I stated in cl position paper (Dybwad 1960)
that insufficient attention had been given to the legal status of
mentally retarded perk:ins and pointed out that often actions taken
on their behalf diminished rather than strengthened their rights, or
even jd to a total denial. To some extent this was icursued by the
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Task Force on Ldw of the President's Panel on Mental Retardation
(1963) but the most significant impetus came from abroad

Of all the many accomplishments of the International League of
Societies for the Mentally Handicapped (the international organiza-
tion', of parent associations) during its first decade of existence,
none had a greater significance and more far reaching effect than
its 1967 Symposium on Legislative Aspects of Mental Retardation.
It brought to Stockholm 30 representatives of some 14 national
member societies of the League The Symposium clearly recognized
the wide variations in legal administrative practices from country
to country depending on resources as well as cultural and political
traditions, However, the participants nevertheless found it possible
to develop common agreement on standards that could guide the
various countries in reviewing and changing legislative provisions
for the mentally retarded. it? i

Traditionally, this type of legislation had addressed itself mainly
to the problem of constraining the mentally retarded, limiting their
freedom of action, safeguarding their property, permitting their
exclusion from vital services such as public schools, prescribing
confinement in institutions, imposing obligation on their parents,
or providing parent surrogates. The recommendations of the Stock-
holm Symposium (1967) reversed this essentially negative approach
and, instead set forth some broad general principles encompassing
the individual rights of the mentally retarded person as a human
being.

. -

As the conclusions of the Stockholm Symposium became dis-
tributed world wide, this special section on individual eights was

soon recognized as its key proyision.

A year later at the Fourth Congress of the International League
in Jerus-alemwhich had the theme "From Charity to Rights,..,," the
delegates reformulated these conclusions into a Declaration of
General and Special Rights of the Mentally ReiParded.

A declaration of rights of the Mentally retarded? is that not
going too far? Does this not imply on the apart of the International
League a lack Of sense of reality, a lack of understanding of political
factors? Those who raised these doubts (and among them were even
some proMment leaders in the movement of parents and friends of
retarded children) were very much taken by surprise when they
learned that, at the initiative of the government of France this
Declaration of Rights of the Mentally Retarded had been Submitted
to'the United Nations Social Development Commission for con-
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sederation, but even the most optimistic,observers were surprised
when the Commission, without d negative vote, passed on the report
with a favorable recommendatibn to ECOSOC, the United Nations
Economic and Social Council ECOSOC, in turn, reviewed the
Declaration favorably and submitted it to the United Nations
General Assembly with d recommendation for adoption. And the
Assembly adopted the Declaration in December, 1971

Among the few editorial chahges, one word addefi shows vividly
how well the international statesmen in ECOSOC were able to
understand and appreciate the problem under consideration in

stead of Declaration of Rights of the Mentally Retarded, they
said Declaration on the Reghts of Mentally Retarded Persons. It is
my hope that the International Society for Rehabilitation of the
Disabled, now known as Rehabilitation International, will utilize
its world-wide contacts to broaden the Declaration into a general.%
declaration such as the need to face and respond to situations when
the parent cannot be presumed to be the proper representative of
the child's interest Therefore; we must always seek valid ways and
means to get an appropriate expression from the child himself.

As our proceedings have gone on todaou, as a very -patient
audience, have encountered, of necessity, a good bit of repetition,
after all you requested your speakers to address themselves to
very closely interrelated problems. Consequently, I shall forego the
comments I had meant to present to you on the subject of equality
in access to education and the resulting fiscal implications, which
interest me very much as a former state administrator, and also on
the concept of ''present" rights, which Mr. Weintraub presented to
you so forcefully.

Let me, therefore, turn to another very significant aspect in this
whole new process of asserting and gaining rights, the respective
roles of the consumer and the professional. Consumerism has
become a vital, but also controversial, aspect of our national life
represented best by the work of Ralph Nader, and his associates.
Consumer organizations in our field are a rather special phenome-
non, particularly since, as far as special education is concerned, the
child, not the parent, is the consumer, yet the parents are the back
bone of these associations. It was 22 years ago, by thd way, that the
National Association for Retarded Children was founded in this very
city. But today, of course, there exist United Cerebral Palsy Associa
eons, AMIC the Association for Mentally Ill Children, the Organi-
zations of Parents of Deaf Children, Rubella Children, The Associa
Lion for Children with Learning Disorders, and so on, all constjtu
tang a very large and important consumer force.
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It was noted earlier today by Mr. Weintraub that there are
problems to be faced as parent sponsored groups want to become
involv'ed in effective advocacy of the rights of handicapped persons.
Indeed, in 1971 the distinguished secretary general of that Society,
Norman Acton, wrote the following in an editorial:

The world is gradually, too gradually, coming to understand
that the challenges of disability are not reserved to a special
few, but confront a growing proportion of its people. No
families are without need of some of the services it provided
to supplement physical and mental limitations. The effective
delivery, of those services is a major economic and social
responsibility of each government, far beyond the resources
of the individual family. Proper legislation, effectively adminis-
tered and supported by adequate budgetary provision, is the
only rational basis for the fulfillment of this responsibility,.

In the ideal future, the humarr rights of every individual will
be protected by a society of people whose education and
maturity of attitude has eliminated 'all forms of prejudice and
discrimination, and assured equal opportunity for all. Evolu-
tion towards that ideal cannot, however, be left to chance.
We must depend on law to protect human rights, and on
administrative mechanisms to insure that the values set forth
in the laws are promoted and, if necessary, enforced.

A great deal is being said these days about law and order. I, too,
aam law and order man, and essentially what I shall discuss with

you today pertains-to the need, the urgent need, to allow mentally
retarded and other handicapped children and adults to enjoy the
benefits of law and order to which they are entitled as our fellow
citizens.

As you heard, my training has been in the law, but I did not go
into the field of lao; to become involved with litigation nor to
practice as an attorney: What attracted me was the potential power
of law as a social force. As Fred Weintraub expressed it, law is a
means by which minorities can protect themselves, law is a guarantor
of what we might call the good life, a life where each is assured of
the opportunities for self fulfillment and productive existence.

For many years I have worked in the field of child welfare, deal-
ing with juvenile and domestic relations courts. Some of the prob-
lems which were mentioned here today became known to me in
those by gone days in Michigan. I agree, but I also know how much
has been done to face up to this problem. For instance, as far as the
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National Association for Retarded Children (NARC) is concerned
at the 1958 Convention, the so called Fettinger Report was sub-
mitted, culminating in the pronouncement, "our task is to obtain,
not to provide services." Mr. Fettinger, a businessman and parent

' of a retarded child, already then foresaw the vital need for the
Associations to concentrate on the advocacy role, and he also fore
saw the inevitable confrict of interest which would develop if, at
the same time, the Associations were to undertake the rendering of
direct services, such, as'school programs, day programs, developmen
tal centers, etc., except as demonstration projects eventually to be
turned over to others. .

Obviously, some new patterns of relationships need to be worked
out between the public agencies and the consumer groups. One
reason why the Pennsylvania right to education case could be
resolved as it was evolved from the fact that the Pennsylvania"
Association for Retarded Children could indeed concentrate entire
ly on its advocacy role and keep itself free from involvement with
service programs of local Associations. There is no time tonight to
spin out the story. But, being somewhat related to the consumer
advocacy movement,as a former executive of the NARC, as board
member of the Massachusetts State Association for Retarded'Citi
zens and as husband of the vice president of the International
League of Societies for the Mentally Handicapped, I did want to
underline the justification of Mr. Weintraub's remarks.

Needed changes are not all in the realm of the special education
agencies and their staff The consumers, too, must be ready to
accommodate themselves to the demand of new situations evolving
from the efforts to secure rights to education and rights to treat
ment. But the organization aspects of consumers do not constitute
the whole story. As was pointed out several times today, it is the
involvement of the individual parent in assessment, in decision
making, in review and appeal, which poses delicate and complex
problems. "'Parent and child are entitled to be heard," said Tom
Gilhool. But how? Obviously, we need to listen more closely to what
children might have to say. Tom quite rightly emphasized that we
need to be prepared for developments that may be disquieting to
some parents as well as to some professionals. Change is appearing
at a very rapid pace. Recent rulings by the Commissioner of Educa
Lion in New York State and the Chancellor of the New York City
School System that parents bre entitled to see their children's
public school records surprised many and are, of course, of great
significance in 'elation to what was discussed this morning regard
ing the parent's right to know about the school's plans and tO voice
their own opinions or to protest.
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But I foresee a far more active participation by the children them-
selves, particularly in the older group. In several countries, including
ours, vie have active groups +retarded adolescents and young
adults who have been quite able to be articulate about their needs.
Young people'with other_handicaps would at least be prepared to
state their, se in ways which will require a change in our stande,
I'm sure.

Let me just tell you a little story which underlines how much
more even quite, retarded young people can express preferences
than we ever 'had thought possible Many weeks after I had ad-
dressed in San Francisco a meeting of the local Association for
Retarded Children, I got a letter from the executive director to
tell me that the mother of a young woman with Down'sSyndrome
had just called her in amazement. It seems that the retarded
daughter had approached her and said, "I've been thinkihg about
what the doctor said 'fit the meeting at the Bank of America You
want 'to find a place for me to live, so I've been looking-at the
pamphlets you have. I have to make the choice, and I've decided
I want the one in Palo Alto " Here is a young woman with Down's
Syndrome, about whose in educability most educators would make
quick prejudgments and yet, six weeks after she and her mother
attended a large meeting, she demonstrates quite clearky that she
understood what was said More than that, she was able to draw
her own conclusions and make her own plans. I hope you agree
with me that she has a right to be heard and to have her views care-
fully considered in the process of decision making' affecting her
future life

One final point regarding involvement. Mr. Weintraub referred
to the feasibility of contracts between the parent and the school,
and this is exactly what I have been recommending quite with-
out success for five years 1,,n the realm of residential care. Much
improvement could result in the relationship between the parent
and the public institution if no child would be admitted unless it
Were on the basis of an annual contractAetting forth what was
6Xpected of either party on behalf of the child within the frame-
work of the plan for education and rehbilitation

I will turn now to a discussion of some of the implicatigns for
the professional group of the new development of a concept of the
right to eduCation, of parent participation in decision making, of
periodic case review, and of appeals and of hearing procedures I

would like to underline some of the points Tom Gilhool referred
to in passing At the core of the Pennsylvania- right to education
case was the fact that the _plantiffs presented in carefurdocumen-
tation that there was not just new knowledge. To considerable
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extent there was a reversal Of knowledge Craned, the experts
testifying for the plantiffs did not originate these points of
knowledge There hab just been an incredible nationwide lag on
the part of educational authorities in taking cognizance of such
phenomena as the-tradition of fallacious belief in the desirability
of dqayilly Nc ri ors of education for those unfortunate retarded
children v111en' it had become quite clear that, because of their
retardation and rate of }earning, they needed early schooling The
I 0 , as a fixed entity of satisfactory global measurement, had
long been put into question, and old convictions regarding the
boundaries of education, that is, the ineducability of certain

, children, had also been shown to be fictional

Indeed, the whole house of cards built around the tight line's
dividing retarded children into educable, trainable, and custodial
children, which were based upon not one scintilla of scientific
validation or common sense, had long collapsed but lived on

:through arbitrary administrative rules and regulations New think
ing about the lisuse of classification and its detrimental ter
minology highlighted .that3a label was too often a libel As some
colleagues in this room know, I will alWays protest when educators
speak of mongoloids or, worse yet, of mongols, e g , a label that
immediately conjures up a prejudiced pictu're of self fulfilling
piaphecies-,,To be sure, if you talk with a physician, you may want
to fer to certain medical aspects of Down's Sy,ndrome or trisomy,
if you prefer that term But in discussing education programming,
I know of no scientific or practical evidence that should suggest
use of that label. There is just no common characteristic of these
children any educator has ever been able to demonstrate that
would make it essential for him to use that prejudicial label. It is
just a poor habit. Likewise, why should a human being beieferred
to in conversation or records as an epileptic just because he had a
seizure six months ago? The uses/of the 1.0 as a label is another
example. I think one of the last changes made in the origina,ICom-..
plaint of the Pennsylvania right to education suit was to change,
in every single case cited by the plaintiffs, the wording,,"who has
an 10. of 35" to "who was assigned an 1.0 of 35" because that is
all it was, maybe correctly, maybe incorrectly, and that is all that
could be claimed

Let me refer, you to another point of visw 'which was so im
ortant in special education and led to exclusion of many children

and played a big role in many other aspects of the handiCapped
child's life that now has been exposed as largely fallacious, namely
the protection we felt obliged to give children to keep them out of
harm's 'way For example, we did not allow a wheelchair or
crotches in school, and we insisted' on innumerable stifling safety
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precautions We are in fact indebted to Robert Perske of the
Kansas Neurological Institute and now in Omaha for having
brought back from Scandinavia a clear formulation of the handi-
capped child's rights to the dignity of risk But then, of course, we
need to take a second look at what was behind the protected and
overprotected stares of most school administrators. Protection of
whom the child, or the administration? Tom Gilhool said earlier
today that in special education the profession must learn to speak
a new language In other words, there is an educational job to be
done I agree very much with that, and I see it as a real challenge

has been suggested that the implementation of these various
court ecisions should involve, first of all, a rather broad-'gauged
public educational campaign I do not see it that way It seems to
me that the public education campaign, which would result in
greater pablic understanding and acceptance of these court
decisions and their implementation, is well on its way through the
broad public information campaigns of the Advertising Council,
the President's Committee on Mental Retardation, the Special
`Olynxicis, and many other' worthwhile efforts of that nature. Much
remains to be done, but we are moving

The problem area which I see as requiring far more attention is
that of the impact of those court decisions and them- implementa-
tion on the various professions which have been active in the field
and the resistance which we may expect and of which we already
have seen some indications I purposely speak about all the pro-
fessions,and not just that of special education. The reason for this
is quite Clear With the exception of the zoning probleins to which
little reference has been made here today, but which will in-
creasingly require, our attention) these cases run into conflict far
less with the general citizenry and far more with those of the pro-
fessional community who have been accustomed to arrive at
judgments and to make far reaching decisions Concerning retarded
and other handicapped individuals and now find these judgments
and dect,sionis\ put into question. The professional, be he psy-
chiatrist, psychologist, social worker or educator, will see himself
as being challenged-by the lawyer and will wonder what entitled
the lawyer to put his legal opinion ahead of a considered profes-
sional judgment I think it should not surprise us to have things
develop this-way because the rApfessional training in the various

" disciplines active in the broad field of human services has in
general stayed clear of the legal area and, in particular, crear of
any consideration of individual or personal rights This problem
will be more aggrevated as we move along Where you have clear
cases of abuse such as at Partlow, Willowbrook and Belchertown,,
the professional will be ready to move. But as we come to different
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types_of cases where there is not this clear element of abuse, many
of our ,colleagues in these various disciplines can be expected to
feel that an unjustified attack is being made on their efforts to
afford appropriate protection and planning to the mentally re-
tarded and other handicapped children and adults I think we need
to recognize the wide hiatus which-exists in our large couhtry with
countless independent jurisdictions between what is offered the
court "quite correctly as the optimum knowledge,. the state-of-,
the-art some poeple call it, and the run of.the mill practices which
are found in countless programs I do not mean to imply that
heretofore we have not been concerned about 'substandard per
formance But now the issues face us in much more cogent ways'

. .

It was more than 10 years ago that Dr Baldini, a chemist who
was then chairman of the Education Committee of the National
Association for Retarded Children, suggested to a CEC Conference
that he had to question theiall too ready characterization of cer-
tam retarded children as unable to learn "How," he asked, "did
anyone know th,e it was not the teacher that was unable to teach?"
Today, when these "ineducable" children sit in classrooms and do
indeed learn, we know how prophetic his formulation was The
teaching profession certainly hai vastly increased its capacity to
teach children with very serious learning problems But mere re-
orientation in knowledge wl not solve the problem of some of our
educators There is alSo the question of significant, long cherished
judgments and attitudes Some of- you may recall the famous
dialogue between William Cruickshank and Ignacy Goldberg as to
the public school's responsibility toward the so called "trainable"
child It appeared in the pages of the NEA Journal in December,
1958, and Qn e of Cruickshank's points was that the trainable child
was not entitled to public schooling because he could not return
anything to society. I have often wanted to ask Maynard Reynolds
(1970) and his Committee whether they had that Cruickshank
Goldberg debate in"mind when they included in CEC's excellent
position statement of Apra 1, 1971 precisely the opposite view-
point, namely, that all children, without exception, are entitled to
public schooling, regardless of the degree of their handicap, and
regardless, of their potentialities for making a contribution to
society.

Here is a most amazing example of a complete reversal within
a few years' tint in a very important aspect of our work, and this
is a good example of the need to change professional attitudes. It
is also a good point to end, my discourse. I just had to mention,
somehow, the CEC position statement, which I think is a tre
mendously valuable document, deserving widest distribution.
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Ladies and gentlemen: one final comment Some years ago,
Jack Tizard, the English social psychologist, professor of child
develQ rrp....lental the University of London's Institute of Education
and pioneer in mental retardation research, stated that the next
decisive improvement in the education of hando6apped children
had to come from the field of general education Let me, there-'
fore, close with a grateful acknowledgment of the presence at this
conference of at least some representatives from the field of
general education and with a reemphasis on the need Ito dis-
mantle the barriers which for so long have separated the education
of handicapped children from the mainstream of education to our
country
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THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO FREE.
PUBLIC SCHOOLING FOR ALL CHILDREN

rhoma, K (;tlhool
'Associate Prolesor at Law

LrniveNit) of Southern California
Lo Angeles. California

Litigation is busting out all over. There are now three lines
of cases germane to your deliberations in these two,days. The first
began with the case of Wyatt V. Stickney(1) in the Middle District
of Alabama The most recent in that line is a suit brought by six
young people in the State of Minnesota against six state schools
and hospitals in your state. That line, of course, is the right to
treatment line and is concerned withjthe rights of institutionalized
retarded citizens to habilitation, care, treatment, and education in
the least restrictive setting, with due regard to rights Of privacy and
the like I will not focus particularly on that line of cases(2) but
rather on the other two.

A second line is the access to education cases That line began
in Pennsylvania(3) It is concerned, first, with the proposition that
the obligation of the states under the federal constitution and,
indeed, under their own laws, is to provide a zero reject system of
education a free, public education to all children, and second,
with the proposition that parents and children are entitled to be
heard concerning the appropriateness of their educational assign-menr Right to education cases have now come to decision in
Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C.(4), in Michigan(5) very re-
cently, and is pending now in more than a dozen other states(6)

6 The third line of cases begins with Diana(7), that is the line in
which Martin Glick, from whom you will hear in a moment, is both
expert and father or grandfather (No, t fact, Gunnar Dybwad is,
the grandfather of all of these cases). That line of cases is con-
cerned with the standards and practices used an classifying children
by educaubnal assignment(8).

I would like to give you some brief recitation of the legal under-
pinnings of the access to education cases. As I indicated, they
concern essentially two notions: one zero reject - education; and
two, the due process right /o a hearing.
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The claim for zero reject education is really a straight forward
one, it has rather simple bases in law and in fact The legal basis
of the claim to zero reject education is to be found in the decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education(91. In
that case which, as you know, culminated some fifty years of
cautious, planned, careful litigation strategy by the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the U.S
Supreme Court in 1954 unanimously wrote as follows.

Education is required in the performance of our most basic
public responsibilities. It is the very foundation of good
citizenship It is a principal instrument for awakening the
child to cultural values, in preparing him for later training,I,

and note this next phrase,

in helping him to adjust normally to his environment. It is
doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to
succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an educa-
tion. The opportunity of an education when a state has under
taken to provide it is a right which must be made available to
all on equal terms(10).

That was the opinion of the U S. Supreme Court in Brown v.
Board of Education. Now, if it is doubtful that any child may
reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denjed'the oppor
tunity of an education, then it is even more clear that a retarded
child or, more generally, handicapped children, may not be expected
to succeed in life if denied the opportunity of an education
Indeed, the risk to the handicapped child of the denial of an
education is greater for he is in jeopardy not merely of success
but of liberty and of life. You know very well that the rate of
institutionalization of retarded children is significantly greater
among those children who have been denied access to education in
the community, and, you know as well, that for want of those
self-help skills which a proper program of education and training
would provide to the child, to the retarded citizen, the death rate
in those institutions for want of those self-help skills is consid
erably greater than it would be. 7

So the jeopardy is not merely jeopardy of success. Beyond that,
ordinary children may be expected to learn by wandering in the
world, watching television, riding the school bus. A retarded child,
however, a handicapped child, requires a formal structured program
of education and training if he or she is to learn.
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The factual basis of the argument to a zero reject system of
education is equally clear and straight forward and rather familiar
to ybu especially It is that there is no such thing as an uneducable
and untrainable child Or, to put it another way, that every child
is capable of benefiting from an education Or, to put it still
another way, in terms of retarded children, for every thirty retard
ed children, with a proper program of education and training, 29
may be expected to achieve self sufficiency, both financially and
socially, 25 of them in the ordinary way and 4 of them in a shel
tered environment The remaining (Pie of every thirty retarded
ckhilyren, with a proper program of education, may be expected to
achieve a significant degree of self care. That is the fact, and that
fact is very clear now It was not so clear 40 or 30 or even 18
years ago when Pennsylvania and other states were writing laws
which excluded great numbers of children from schooling.

In a real sense, of course, the facts had changed, in that time.
The work that you and your colleagues have done has significantly
altered the facts We kno,w it is psible to teach handicapped
children, and we now know it is pasible for handicapped citizens
to learn In making the claim for the right of all children to access
to a free, public education before the federal court in Pennsylvania
those facts, new and thorough going, were presented to the court
through the testimony of your colleagues, Ignacy Goldberg, James
Gallagher, Don Stedman, Burton Blatt, Gunnar Dybwad and a host
of others in reserve

Litigation is busting out all over What has happened is that some
lawyers have finally come aleftto the best thought in your profes-
sion and have translated that thought into terms that the court
can understand and act upon, into terms that sound of equal pro-
tection, into terms that have resulted, as in the Pennsylvania case,
in orders requiring that all children must be granted access to
programs free, public programs --of education and training.

The circumstances of Pennsylvania in January of 1971, when 13
retarded children decided to go to court, were not very different
from those circumstances that prevail- in all of the states of the
union That is to say, Pennsylvania had a long censtrtutional tra-
dition that said free public education was for everyone(11) In-
deed, at one point in the education lode itself, the legislature
said, "it is the obligation of the Commonwealth to provide a proper
program of education and training to all of its exceptional chil-
dren"(12) Despite those words a1d despite the professional com-
mitment of those who led and administered the system of special
education in the Commonwealth to the education of all children,
that principle did not prevail.
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It did not prevail partly because what the education code gave
in one paragraph it took away in another. While the obligation to
Pritir,ItP extended to All, still certain childrep could be excluded as
"uneducable and untrainable(13) The admission of others could
be postponed until they had achieved a "mental age of five"(14)
Of course, that meant for any child whose attributed I Q. happened
to be below 35 that this child could never be admitted to school
ing Rather, that child's admission could be postponed forever
because, as such things are calculated, that child would never
achieve a "mental age of five." And, yet again, some children can
be excused from education if they are found to be "unable to
profit therefrom"(151,

And, apart from the words of the law which authorized
exclusions, there had grown up a laundry list of practices
not sanctioned by the law by any means, but nonetheless
widespread, that resulted in the denial of access to education for
children A child presents himself at five. Unh unh Go away.
Come back when you're eight There was a confusion of compul
sory school age with the age at which children are entitled to
attend You reach the age of seventeen, the top of the compulsory
school age bracket. Well, go away You're not toilet-trained. Well,
go away. You disrupt the class. Well, go away. And the rest. This
series of devices, some sanctioned by law and others not, had led
to the exclusion in Pennsylvania of numbers of handicapped chil
dren, numbers Unnumbered For in Pennsylvania, as in every one
of your states, while the school code required that a census be
maintained of all exceptional children, those in school and those
out of school, in Nnnsylvania, as in every other state in the union,,
no decent count existed.

That was the situation and those were the arguments that were
addressed to the court. The comeuppance, as you know and as
some of the materials you've received record it, was a preliminary
order on October 7, 1971, and a final order on May 5, 1972,
requiring that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and all of the
school districts in the dommonwealth.provide access to a program
of education and training appropriate to each child's capacity,
access for all retarded children of school age, 6 to 21, and access
as well, effectively, for all retarded children from the age of 4.
All of the invidious practidp. and provisions .that we've talked
about the court said "no" to, and specifically enjoined their use.
Further, the court stated and let me quote from the order and
consent decree, paragraph 6.

Having undertaken to provide a free public education to
all of its children, including its exceptional children, the
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania may not deny any mentally
retarded child access to a free public program of education
and training.

And paragraph 7.

It is the Commoqwealth's obligation to place each mentally
retarded child in a free public program of education and
training appropriate to the child's capacity within the context
of a presumption that among the alternative programs of
education and awning required by statutes to be available,
placement in a regular public school class is preferable to
placement in a special public school class, and placement in
a special public school class is preferable to any other type
of program in education and traming(16).

Those injunctions were effective immediately for the thirteen
individual plaintiffs in the case and for the class of all out-of-
school retarded children in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
"as soon as po'zible and in no event later then September, 1972."

The Commonweal* and the defendant school districts were en-
joined to prepare certain plans: One, to identify, locate and evalu-
ate all out of school children, and two, to prepare and to deliver
the education and training to each of those children. And, as you
know, the court appointed two masters to oversee compliance with
these orders The Commonwealth created a Right to Education
Office to implement those orders, and what I view as the
crucial elements in implementation. A state task force, composed
of the Education Department, the Welfare Department, the
Governor's Office and the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded
Children, and 28 local task forces, composed of the county super-
intendent of schools and dir'ector of special education, local
welfare-mental retardation officials, and the local chapter of the
Association for Rethrded Children were convened for continuing
negotiation and overseeing of the implementation process. By
January of 1973, 19,000 out-of-school children had been identy
fled; and most had been accorded access to free public schooling.

Well, that's zero reject education. It gets out-of-school children
into school, bit to what then are they entitled? They have access,
but does access give them education? You'll note that the court's
decrees on access were framed in terms of granting to every retard-
ed child access to a free public program of education and training
appropriate to his capacity The language was borrowed from the
education code of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Similar
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language was adopted by the court in the Mills case in Washington,
D.C but is that just agam another hollow formulation of words?
The education should be appropriate to the child It should be a
"proper" education as indeed the statute had said in the beginnng.

In relation to that question, the plaintiffs had presented to
the court another claim. Namely, the claim for a due process hear
mg upon any change in educational assignment of any child and
after any assignment to special education, periodically for the
duration of that assignment.

That claim rested on the common sense notion that, if assigned
to the wrong educational program, the child would receive no
education at all and in effect would be denied access to schooling
But second, the argument rested upon those facts which have come
seriously to our attention arid which the Diana case had addressed
in a different way.

Mort Garrison and on Hammi ll's study, published in the
Journal of Exceptional Children in September, 1971, reported the
results of a survey of five county metropolitan Philadelphia, a
survey of children in EMR classes. Garrison and Hammill concluded
that in five-county metropolitan Philadelphia, at least 26 percent,
and very likely as many as 68 percent of the children assigned to
EMR classes did not belong there, they had been ins assigned,
they belonged in regular classes. As you know, that study and its
results are by no means unique. Jane Mercer and others have found,
similar things across the country

It happened that the U.S. Supreme Court had in the winter of
1971, decided a very interesting case that was very much relevant
to this state of facts The case was called Wisconsin v. Constan-
tineau(17). Mrs. Constantineau lived in a little town in Wisconsin.
The sheriff of that town was authorized by the laws of the state of
Wisconsin, whenever he saw someone publicly drunk too often, to
post that person's name in the town square and outside each of
the taverns in the town. Mrs. Constantineau found her name posted,
and she -did not particularly like it. She went to federal court.
The federal court said, and the Supreme Court agreed, that indeed
her name could not be po ed outside the taverns and in the town
square without her first being iven the opportunity to contest
whether indeed she had been ublicly` drunk too often In that
case the U. S. Supreme Court id as follows:

The only issue present here is whether the label or charac
terization given a person by posting, though a mark of illness
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to some, is to others such a stigma or badge of disgrace that
procedural due process requires notice and an opportunity to
be heard. We agree with the district court that Mrs. Constan-
tineau's private interest in her good name is such that those
requirements must be met Only when the whole proceedings
leading to the pinning of an unsavory label on a person are
in error oan oppressive results be prevented(1).

That was the basis of our claim for a right to be heard on change
in educational assignment and periodically after assignment to
special education. To flesh that out just a bit let me indicate to
you what the court ordered. No child's educational assignment
could be changed, 'that is, he could not be moved from regular
class to special class, from special class to tuition reimbursement,
onto to home bound instruction, among the varieties of special classes
from EMR to TMR, to brain injured, to emotionally disturbed;
to whatever combinations of and types of programs there may be

no child could be so reassigned without first that child and his
parents being given notice in writing of the recommendation for
such a change and a statement of the reasons alleged to be the

` basis of that recommendation If the parents choose to challenge
that recommendation, then before that recommendation could be
effective the child and his parents were entitled to be heard. The
hearing was to be held in front of the Secretary of 'Education of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or his designee. That hearing
was to be held in the local community at a time and place con-
venient to the parents. The parents were to have access to all of
the child's school records before the hearing and to have the right .
of an independent evaluation of their child by the Office of Mental
Retardation field offices in the various counties in Pennsylvania.
The child and the parents were to have the right to be represented
at that hearing by any person of their choosing, the chairman of
the local PARC chapter's education committee, a next door neigh-
bor, a special educator from the faculty of Temple University or.._

Slippery Rock State College, a lawyer, and the right to confront
and to question any and all of the employees of the school district
who may have information germane to the recommendation and
to,present any evidence they wish. The decision was to be made by
the hearing officer, solely on the basis of the facts put in front
of him at that hearing, with the decision to be effective as the
decision of the Secretary of Education of the Commonwealth.

WeH that's the due process hearing right. It obtains before any
reasig ent and it obtains, as well, periodically after any initial
assigr9ent to special education. That is to say, automatically
every two years, notice of the opportunity of a hearing and a state-
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merit or reasons for the child's present assighment must be given
to the parents in writing as per the discussion we've lust had. And
further,''any parent who so wishes is entitled to that notice and to
that opportunity to be,heard annually. If that reminds you just a
little bit of the contract notion of special education that Jim
Gallagher has been talking about, it was intended(19).

That's the , due process hearing opportunity, and that's zero
reject education Together they add up to what has been called the
right to education. It means many things, and we can explore in
just a moment in discussion, or begin to ,explore, some of the
things that it means. It means that the langUage, that many of us
have spoken and responded to for a very long time is no longer
appropriate. It means that with respect to the education of hands
capped children a new language is required. Let me illustrate.

In the week after the court's preliminary.order, October 7,1971,
the individual defendant school districts were obliged to place
each of the individual plaintiffs in an appropriate program of ..

education and training. A school psychologist from one of the
defendant school districts visited the house of one of the plaintiff
children shortly after October 7 and said, "We have the court order
and of course will obey it. We have the court order, and I am going
to do you a favor Were going to give Kate another chance The
mother's .response you've already grasped. It translates, "You're
not going to give Kate another chance, yoU're not going to do her
a favor, you're going to give to Kate that to which she is entitled."

In a second instance, a school psychologist visited the home of
another of the children, and said

S

We have the order of the court and of course will obey it.
If you want. us to, we will put Luke back in school, well put
him back in that class we had him in two years ago You re-
member what happened there? It wasn't the class for him,
really. Those children, had different learning needs from his,
and after two weeks,,he began to act up, to disrupt, to cause
trouble. We had to call you to tell you to pick up Luke and
take him home. Well, we've got the court order, and we'll
put him back in that class if you want us to. But we expect
that in two weeks we'll have tO call you and tell you to take
the child home. We'll give you the due process notice, of
course, and the hearing and all of that, but, what good parents
would put their child through all of that.
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This mother's respcinse was even more articulate than the re-
sponse of the first mother, and it essentially said, "It is no longer
the case that the child must fit the program, rather it is now the
case that the program must fit the child." That is one of the
implications of this lirfie of decision.

There is a second set of implications. The right to education
cases really do no more than to take the agenda of the best of
special educators and to translate that agenda into rules, into
procedures, into action.

Under the old regime a school psychologist, a special educator,
having examined the child, diagnosed and prescribed an appropriate
educational program for the child, and forwarded the recommenda-
tion to the superintendent. From the superintendent the psychol-
ogist received the reply, 'That's a beautiful piece of work. I wish we
could, but We can't. Maybe in a couple of years we'll have a program
like that, but we don't now.".

Under the old regime that special educator had little available to
him but frustration, perhaps to return to his desk and slam the
drawer and act out in other ways. But now, of course, the due
process hearing opportunity, to say nothing of the substantive
rules, provides him with rather new professional opportunities for,

in'a real sense it is the child and the parents who can raise the
quality of the child's education to the top of the school system and
place the question before the Secretary of Education, it also is the
case, in a real sense, that the special educator now may raise that
same question and place it before the Secretary of Education, in a
context where the rules say the child must be given an appropriate
program of education and training. In this new context the special-
educator may insist that the rules and his professional responsibili-
ties be discharged with respect to each of the children.

In summary, right of access to education and right to due process
are now, and these rights represent a opportunity for special
educators to provide programs and services heretofore considered
out of reach for all but a few.
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NOTES

1. 344 F. Supp 387 (M.D.Ala. 1971, appeal pending in the

y 5th Circuit, sub nom, Wyatt v. Aderhole
2. Right to treatment cases are pending now in Massachusetts,

New York, Georgia, Illinois, Florida, Nebraska, Tennessee
and Minnesota. ,

Reports on the status of each of the cases discussed herein
are available in two pehodic publications. (1) Abeson, ed ,
A Continuing Summary of Pending and Completed Litigation
Regarding the Education of Handicapped Children (available
from C.E.C.), (2) Friedman, ed., Mental Retardation and the
Law. A Report on the Status of current Court Cases (availa-
ble from the Office of Mental Retardation Coordination,
H.E.W.), and from the National Center on Law and the Handi-
capped, South Bend, Indiana.

3. Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, 343 F. Supp. 279 (E.D.Pa. 1972)
(final opinion and order) and 334 F. Supp. 1257 (E.D.,Pa.
1971) (preliminary order)

4. Mills v. Board of Education, 348 F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972)
5. Harrison v. Michigan, C A. No. 38557, F. Supp.

(E.D. Michigan 1972) (court will allow no more than a year
,,,," for implementation of new state zero reject legislation). See

also the decision, of the court denying a motion to dismiss
and refusing to abstain in Lebank v. Spears, C,A. No 71 2897,

F. Supp. , (E.D.La. April 24, 1973) and the subse-
& quent consent agreement.

6. Access to education cases, are pending now in Maryland,
North Carolina, New York, Wisconin, Rhode Island, North
Dakota, Colorado, Nevada and California and will shortly be
instituted in Indiaria, New Mexico and Arizqna.

7. Diana v. State Board of Education, C 70, 37 RFP (N.D,Cal.
1970), Stewart v. Phillips, C.A. No. 70-1199-F (D-Mass.
1970), Larry P. V. Riles, 343 FL-Supp. 1306 (N.D.CaI. 1972);
Ruiz v. State Board of Education, C.A. No. 218294 (Super
Ct. Sacramento, Cal. ,z-1972), Guadalupe Organization, Inc.
v. Tempe Elementary School District, C.A. 71-435,
Ariz. (Phoenix Dist. Ct., Ariz. 1972). .-

8. In the mciit recent litigation questions of t fassifying stan
dards and practices have been subsumed in the access to
education cases.

9. 347 U.S. 483 (1954). ,
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10 347 U S at 493. The Supreme Court in its recent decision in
San Antonio Ind. School District v. Rodriquez, U.S.
93. Sup Ct 1278, 1295 (1973) upholding the present school
finance system was at pains to reaffirm that Janguage in
Brown Similarly, the Court was clear in Rodriquez that in
the school finance matter before it, every child was assumed
to be receiving at least "some identifiable quantum of educ-
tion," but that if in another case the Court were faced with
"an absolute denial of educational opportunities to any .

children," the standards for judgment and the result wobld
be different 98 Sup Ct. at 1298-99.

11. Pa- Const., Art 3, Sec. 14.
12 Pa. Stat. Ann., Tit 24, Sec. 13-1372.
13. Pa. Stat. Ann , Tit. 24, Sec. 13-1375.
14. Pa Stat Ann., Tit 24, Sec. 13-1304.
15 Pa. Stat. Ann., Tit. 24, Sec. 131330 (2).
16 The quotations throughout are from the Orders, Injunctions

and Opinion of the Court, reported in full at 343 F. Supp.
276 and in preliminary part at 334 F. Supp. 1258.

17. 400 U.S. 433 (1971)
18. 400 U.S. 436-37.
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THE CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE

Martin Glick
Exectitive Director

California Rural Legal Assistance Program
San Francisco. California

First let me describe briefly what California Rural Legal As-
sistance or CRLA is so you have some idea of what I do and whom
I represent.

CRLA is a 100 percent, 0E0 funded, legal services program in
the state of California that has offices in nine rural counties
throughout the San Joaquin Valley, the Imperial Valley, and the
other agricultural valleys of California. Our primary client con-
stituency is farm workers and in turn, of course, a great number
of Chicanos. We provide legal services of every description to that
group, ranging from simple matters like divorces, landlord tenant
matters and consumer matters, to more complicated matters such
as what education our clients are receiving, whether it's adequate
and in what.ways it can be improved.

It's the latter that has led us into issues which I want to discuss
with you. And really what I want to go over, if I might, is what
I'll call the California Experience, and indicate why it happened,
what it was, why I ,think the interests in large part of this group
and of our clients are the same, and where, I think, there were very
clear conflicts in the interests of what you're trying to do and of
what our clients would like to see happen. Hopefully, we can avoid
some of those conflicts by describing what, at least from my
client's standpoint, the situation is. 4

The process which I am going to describe covers Just about three
years now. It started, legally speaking, in California with-the case
of Diana v. the State Board of Education. It continued with a piece
of legislation the legislature called Senate Bill No. 33, which was
authorized by Clair Burgener, and which has become law in Cali-
fornia. The next step in that process is the case of Larry v. Board
of Education, which I will discuss, and finally, the case of Ruiz
v. Board of Education.

The problem is pretty simple, it's well described by the Civil
Rights Commission as recited to the Committee of the House of
Representatives, chaired by Congressman Don Edwards of Santa
Clara County, California. The problem is that Chicanos are simply
not getting an education in the schools of the Southwestern United
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States or an education that is equal to their Anglo counterparts.
In terms of dropout rate, if you're going to measure by that, at the
end of twelfth grade, sixty, only sixty out of 100 Chicano students
have graduated, whereas 86 of every 100 Anglo students go into
the first grade and eventually graduate from the twelfth grade.

Of those who graduate, 57 percent of the Anglo,students go on to
college compared to 37 percent of the Chicano students In terms
of reading achievement, there are double the amount of Chicanos
below grade level in reading as there are Anglos, and a significant
fact is that it worsens through the school years. By the twelfth
grade, 63 percent of the Chicanos are below reading achievement
for grade level In terms of grade repetition and "over-age" in
Texas, it's significant to note that 22 percent of all Chicano stu-
dents repeat the first grade, tat there are eight times as many
Chicanos as Anglos that are over age by the eighth grade. Finally,
in the only other measurement that has been considered extra
curricular activity (this includes such things as cheerleading,
student clubs, and student officers) Chicanos are significantly
under represented. That is true even where Chicanos constitute
the vast majority of the students in the school district.

Chicanos, around the state of California at least, have consid-
ered the solution to this general problem of lack of education to be
to stay in the public school system. To date'in the dispute over
public schools vs the voucher system, they've made a clear choice
to go with the public school solution. The reason is that an analysis
of the voucher system shows that it would probably lead eventually
into far less money for minority students to pursue tlieir education
and a very class conscious society. The strategy, if you will, of
the Chicano student is to get into the mainstream, to be found in
that classroom where the best educated Anglo kid is receiving his
education Chicanos should not be found in separate classes. At
present, although in the same building, they are often in fact in a
different school altogether because they are pulled out of regular
classes and isolated in some "special" class. The "special" class
is sometimes called "learning disability," "EMR," or "continuation
school," or any of a variety of other names. By whatever name, it

"usually means inferior education.

That's the framework within which we examined the problem
three ybars ago The first obvious thing that came to our mind was
the situation in EMR (Educable Mentally Retarded). The situation
was that while Chicanos constituted 13 percent of the school
children in California, they constituted 26 percent of the.popula-
tion of the EMR classes.
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I What we found, which is obvious to all of you who have worked
in this area a long time, more than those of us who have just begun
to analyze it, was that the schools really did have very little choice.
What they had was d child who spoke a different language and who
had a different culture They had two programs, the regular pro
gram and the EMR program The classroom teacher pressure and
the pressure of some of the administrators was to get the kid who
was a problem to them, whatever the description of the problem,
out of that regular class and into some other place. The EMR class
was the only other place there was Thus, the EMR classes them
selves and the EMR teacher were faced with what I am sure you
are familiar, a wide variety of problems among a wide variety of
children in her class, the teacher would have genuinely retarded
children, children who had behavior rather than intellectual prob
lems, and Chicano and black children who were th-;re because of
culture and, or language that were different from the culture and
language of the majority It was a very difficult problem to try to
educate them all simultaneously in any comprehensive fashion.

The client who really brought the matter to a head was Diana
and her parents They lived in a town of 5,000 called Soledad,
California, which has more of a population of Chicano than it has
Anglo, and in which twelve out of the thirteen children in the
EMR class were Chicano. The children in the class ranged in age
from 8 to 13. One of the children simply cried all day, or most of
the day, and nevertheless, was kept in the same classroom with
the other children Sometimes the teacher would try to break the
children in general groups, the 8- to 11 year olds, and the 12- and
13-year-olds, but it's very difficult for one teacher to, try and
teach all of these children at the same time. The children were,
obviously, not receiving any kind of education at all.

.
All twelve of the Chicano children had been placed in the class

on the basis of English only I.Q. tests. In the case of all twelve,
their primary home language was Spanish and not English. In the
case of three of the twelve, they simply could not speak English
at all. Looking back, it still seems unbelievable that the situation
would have ever existed, but, in fact, when we pursued the invest]
gation across the state, we found that this situation was not
isolated. It was happening everywhere.

As a result, we brought in a Spanish speaking psychologist who
retested the children. Diana's score improved 49 points, and other
improvements were. 22, 20, 14, and 10. Practically every child
improved enough points by the scale that was then used in Soledad
not to have qualified for EMR placement, at least on the basis of
I.Q. tests
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am 'really not going to ,go over with you today the arguments
corfcerning 10 testing and cultural bias, language bias, and the
like,- but I am going ,to say for our purposes, and please challenge
me later if you like, the present tests used, the Wechsler Test, the
Stanford,-Bmet, the Leiter Test, are clearly c4Iturally brased and
not the appropriate instruments for use vvithChicano children and
black children, and were and are being used in California. If we
want to discuss this to some degree later, let's do so, but I am not
going to' go over thd sociological data supporting that conclusion

We brcli4ht the case on behalf of every Chicano child in EMR
classes in the state of California, and almost immediately after the
case was brougl;it we had fbegotiatiseps with school officials in the
.state of CalifOrnia and agreed ta:a settlement that provides both
interim and long range relief for the problem. That settlement
called for retesting of every child in the language with which he
was mosrcomfortable, which, by the way, may be both languages
because many children are'simply not literate in either language
or are unable to respond in anything that could b called either
"Spanish" or "English Th,e settlement also applied to Chinese
children and to other children whose primary home language was
other than English. We called for the retesting to be done with

,reliance strictly on the performance section of the I.Q. tests and
ndt the verbal section (There were sufficient data to indicate that
Chicano children do significantly better on the performance sec-
tion of the test than they do on the verbal section, a conclusion
which, by the way,Ilad no validity for blacks).

The settlement also called for a look at adaptive behavior. It
called for reports of instances in which the Chicano population of
the EMR class exceeded significantly that which would be expected.
It also called, eventually, for the development of culturally rele-
vant, individually normed I.Q. tests or other measures to be used
in the place of current measures.

As a result of the retesting program, 4000 Chicano children in
California were taken out of classes for the mentally retarded and
placed, in interim programs. The settlement also called for the
State to develop interim programs to deal with the return to
regular classes of the children removed from EMR classes. Every
year since the legislature has appropriated money to do that.

T.he_jnitial reaction of school personnel in Soledad was that the
chiyAgn. were retarded even though they weren't properly tested.
When Jule first talked to him, the superintendent said, "You know,
I've always wondered how we could be analyzing these children
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when we were giving them tests in a language they didn't speak."
But there clearly was belief in the schdol system that, in spite of
the fact that all of these measurements were invalid, the children
really just didn't have it and they would eventually get to the
stage where they would all have to go back to the special class
The superintendent, in spite of his first statement, was a man who
was sincerely going to give it a try, and an interesting and reward
ing experience with those thirteen children follOwed

The most outstanding example was a child who, within 8
months, was able to return to grade level in a regular class and has
since then become d very high achiever in. his age group, Four of
the children are at basically normal level, some of the others are
struggling along in their class And I believ6 that two haven't re
turned to any class in their district. Very significant progress was
made among those twelve children in that school district.

Statewide, one of the first reactions school districts found was
that Chicano children scored higher on the I Q test when they
Were tested in their own language and when only the performance
section of the test was used 'So, instead of deciding that for I Q.
purposes EMR was 70, or two standard deviations, they decided
that it was 75, or it was 80 or it wad even 85 at some school
districts, one standard deviation. Some districts actually raised
the number to keep children in EMR classes. Thus, a piece of
legislation with which many of you may be familiar and some of
you may oppose, The Burgener Bill, was introduced and passed In
its initial form it provided that no child could be placed in a class
for the mentally retarded if he scored less than two standard devi
ations, given the standard measurement of error, below the norm
on one of the I Q tests.

That piece of legislation was modified amidst a tremendous*
furor in California before it ever became effective The furor was
basically led by Anglo parents who found that they had children
who scored 75 or 72 or 78 or even 80 who, in the parents' judgment
and the judgment of the school psychologist, would very clearly
profit from special education in the EMR programs, but who could
not, by state law, be placed in any EMR class. Thus, a modifica
tion was added to what is now the law "California Senate Bill 33"
providing that upon unanimous recommendation of the placement
committee, a child who scored less than two standard deviations
below the norm could be placed in an EMR class. There were a
large number of procedural safeguards to make sure that "unani
mous consent" would not be a device to put Chicano ,children
back into EMR classes. One importqnt safeguard is that which
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requires reporting to the state of every such instance and report
ing to the state of the ethnic background of every child placed by
the unanimous consent procedure

As far as the results of Senate Bill 33 are concerned, I can only
tell you that the returns are not in. California, like most states, is
a year behind in providing statistics of the composition of its
classes' and its special classes program so we don't have that statis-
tic yet The informal repor'ts, however, indicate that there has been
a very great change The number of the Chicano students, in fact
all students in EMR classes in California, has significantly decreased.
But we won't havethe full results of that for awhile.

In addition, in Senate Bill 33 there is a requirement that for
any EMR placement you must have parental consent. Tom Gilhool
and I have long had a dispute about this whole hearing thing. He
proposes 'to accord to parents the right to a hearing if they are
dissatisfied with the placement given to their child We in Cali-
fornia are opposed to hearings as the solution to the problem of

", improper EMR placement. Because of unanimity of feeling between
us and the State Department of Education in California, we have
a requirement of parental consent If a parent is dissatisfied and
does not believe his child will profit from placement in the EMR
class., he simply says "no", and there's no hearing, no special
tribunals and all of the rest of it. While for lawyers hearings are
as often a very attractive alternative, the fact is that a vast majority
of these parents in this situation will not have legal counsel or
probably any other counsel. The hearing system will be foreign
and frightening, and the actual number who will find themselves
dissatisfied with the placement, who would go through a hearing
process and pursue it, we were afraid would be quite limited The

The right of the parents to have the say in this matter is so Im-
portant that we simply go to the system of consent, a system which,
by the way, was just unopposed. Practically every school district
person with whom we talked said that they require it anyway
because a program can't run where the parent is opposed to, the
placement of the child.

Now, again, I want to reemphasize that the history I am review-
ing is a proc'ess of steps taken by our clients in demanding that
improper placement be stopped. I think that it's fair to say that
each step along the way becomes what one might call a little bit
more drastic than the preceding one.

The next case that was filed was the case of Larry v. Riles. It is
in the summary that is given in your material.
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Blacks in California represent 9 percent of the school population
and 27 percent of the placement in EMR classes (3 to 1).

The Lorry Case calls for a moratorium on the use of all individual
I Q tests used in placement of black children in classes for the
mentally retarded, and it calls for "ceilings which I want to come
back to on the, placement of black, children in classes for the
mentally retarded The plaintiffs in that case are black children
who reside in the San Francisco School District

I note on your program that Martin Dean, the superintendent
of the San Francisco School District, who is a defendent in that
case, will be speaking to you tomorrow I just want to say that we
had extensive negotiations with the San Francisco School District,
and the District basically agreed that they would like to give the .

relief called for in the cas.3, or at least most of it Unfortunately,
state law simply prohibited the school district from unilaterally
giving much of the relief which the plaintiff sought in that action.

.........

The action contends the obvious which, I suppose, we ought to
say again, that, for a child who is not in need of special education
who is a "normal" child, a placement in a EMR class if harmful
Now in fact, we found in individual instances that a child actually
profited more from an EMR class, in terms of what he got there,
and the individualized attention he got there, than he did in the
regular program he had in school, mainly because the regular
teacher just couldn't cope with the child. But certainly it was the
consensus of all the parents concerned that the EMR label and the

.: child's comprehension of it were so harmful that it didn't make
any amount of additional education worthwhile that the child
might receive from the improper placement. For most of those
children improperly placed in an EMR clan the curriculum simply
is not going to provide the kind of education that that child needs
or deserves.

Quite recently the court, the federal district couri in the
Larry Case, issued a sweeping preliminary injunction, not indicated
in your materials. I want to go over with you a little bit of what
that court order says because I think that is very significant in
terms of where we are going in this whole area.

The preliminary injunction only applies to the San Francisco
school district where blacks constitute 9.1 percent of the school
population and 27.5 percent of EMR classes. The court stated as'
follows tin its opinion:
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Accordingly this court is of the opinion that, if plaintiffs
can demonstrate that the I Q. tests challenged herein are the
primed/ determinants of whether a child is placed irq a EMR
class,',and that racial unbalance exists in the composition of
suc Classes, then the burden must shift to the defendents to
den strate the rational connection between the tests and
the urpose for which they are allegedly used

This is very, very important language in how courts address
problems What is says is that, if I.Q, tests are, a primary deter-
minant and if there is racial unbalance, then the school has the
burden of coming forward to prove that such placement is essential
or else the school will be enjoined.

Now, and very important, in the San Francisco School District
parental consent is required for placement It is not just a paper
requirement, it is in fact explained to parents. Adaptive behavior
is a standard which must be looked at in placing children, and its
evaluation' must include a visit to the home. That requirement is in
the Code in the State of California and that, too, was allegedly
practiced in San Francisco. There is an assessment board in the
typical fashion found in most states. In spite of all that, the judge
found that in San Francisco I.Q. tests were so important and main-
tained such an importance throughout California that the I.Q
tests still constituted the primary data relied upon. He, therefore,
enjoined further use of individual tests for EMR placement in the
San Francisco School District. That order stands at this moment.
The case will go to trial in May or June The result after the trial
will affect the entire state of California.

The Diana Case itself, as you may remember in my earlier
description, required development of a culturally relevant test as

the long range relief and, basically a period of two years to get
that started Two years plus is the lapse since the Diana order, and
relevant tests have not been forth coming in the Diana Case. There-
fore, the Case is once again alive or is about to be alive and may be
consolidated with the Larry Case. Those two cases wall probably
go to trial together.

A very important element in those cases, and again there is a
further escalation when parents do not obtain relief from improper
placement, is the requirement of "ceilings." The cases seek for the
court to impose ceilings upon placement by ethnic group in classes
for the mentally retarded. The measure of the ceilings is the per-
centage of ''Anglo" children who are in the class. Thus, if 2.1 per-
cent of the Anglo children are placed in EMR classes, then no more
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than 2 1 percent of either the black or Chicano children may be
placed in the classes

Some fair relief like that is necessar( from the point of view of
our clients because, if you're going to take away the I Q tests and
just say to the-schools, "0 K you do it" then, without some
effective way of judging what's happening, you may have a worse
evil than you had at the outset. That (fair relief, too, is prayed
for in the case

The court could issue appropriate relief For instance, it could
say that t was not going to issue that relief but was going to say
that, if placement of minorities in EMR deviates by more than
percent from placement of Anglos, then it will enjoin that practice
or it could say 15 percent, or whatever. All of those alternatives
will be before the court when it considers the case.

Jane Mercer's studies in the city of Riverside are extremely
significant from our point of view. Jane Mercer, after use of her
adaptive behavior scales, in conjunction with the Wechsler Test,
found that an identical percentage of Chicanos, Blacks, and Anglos
were identified to be in the category which would profit from
EMR special segregated education. Her resultsthould put to rest
the theories advanced by some that the large numbers of Chicanos
and blacks in retarded classes is due to genetic inferiority, the
nutrition of children, and the placement of Anglo children in
private institutions.

All of these arguments were before the court in the San Francisco
Case period. And to date at least, all have been rejected by the judge
in the Larry Case as the primary causes for the disparity that exits.
HEW seems to indicate that 5 percent deviation is that figure which
ought to be considered "significant The 5 percent figure was
presented to the Edward's Sub committee as a good indication of
improper placement.

There area couple of other things which you should consider.
There is a damage action filed by a San Diego school child against
the school officials who were responsible for the over placement
of Mexican American children in classes for the mentally retarded.
NOw, of course, the plaintiffs in that case probably will have to
prove willful or gross negligence or very clearly negligent activity
on behalf of the school officials.

We ,suggest to you that'the Diana plaintiffs probably could have
recovered damages if we'd gone that route. Placement of a child
on the basis of tests which are in a language other than what he
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speaks clearly would qualify as grossly negligent conduct. The
courts might conclude that there is grossly negligent conduct if
the disparity of placement of minorities in the nature of three to
one, or two to one, continues to exist.

Another case you should know about is the case of Ruiz v. the
State Board of Education of California That case seeks to eliminate
totally from all aspects of the school system any use of group I.Q.
tests. These scores are given to teachers, aild the score leads the
teacher to expect low performance. A self fulfilling prophecy
ensues .,

Group I.Q scores are also used for placement in gifted classes.
The whole question of gifted programs could be discussed here for
an hour or two or three. In gifted programs there are very few
blacks and Chicanos. In fact, the underrepresentation is usually
even greater than the overrepresentation of minority students
found in EMR classes. Litigation on that is lust around the corner.
One case in San Francisco concerning a special school used for
gifted children (the Lowell High School) addresses to some extent
the problem of gifted classes which are nearly all Anglo. The
criterion for assignment to Lowell is not Just simple reliance on
group I Q. scores. In fact, I.Q. tests don't play much of a role at
all. What is relied upon is the use of high school grades. The prob-
lems involved concerning unfair grading of minority students is
beyond the scope of our discussion today. (There is another inter-
esting thing in the Lowell Case. TO get into Lowell High School
a boy must have a 3 1 grade average, and girls need to have a 3 4
grade average This is because the city of San Francisco maintains
that it is educationally helpful to have the same proportion of boys
and girls in its school, and since girls get higher grades than boys,-
it's essential to raise the grade point entrance requirement for girls
That case is now in the Court of Appeals.)

\*,
At the same time that we filed the -Ruiz Case to abolish use of

group I Q scores for any purpose, we introduced a bill in the
legislature to accomplish the same end A second bill was also
introduced to eliminate state-mandated I.Q. testing.

A second bill (authored by Assemblyman LeRoy Green) was
passed and signed by the governor and is now a law After Novem
ber there will be no further Mandated group I.Q. tests required by
the State of California It will be the local district's option

Our bill, the one that Jane Mercer came to Sacramehto and
testified in favor of school districts using group I.Q. tests, also
passed the legislature, but it was vetoed by the governor and is not
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law Consequently, The Ruiz Case is still alive and will be argued
before the court The argument is fairly simple Group I Q. test
results, in most respects, are virtually the sane results as you get
from a reading achievement test The score from group I Q test
might be somewhat useful in correlating it with the reading score
I say might because I don't believe it In fact, the reading section
of the Large Thum( like Group / a Test correlates better with the
reading achievement test than the reading achievement test cor
relates with itself given twice And so at best, very little useful data
are obtained from a group I Q. score

On the other hand, great harm results from it. The score has
very, very little validity for a Chicano child since the I.Q. tests are
uniformly in English and are not culturally relevant. The teacher
sees a child's score, and at best she ignores it The parent sees the
score and may have even more expectations concerning her child
than the teacher who might, in fact, know that that score is not
worth very much Further, counselors see the score. They are,
among school personnel, the worst in terms of their reliance on
group I Q. test scores. The California Assbciation of School
Psychologists has recognized the unreliability of group 1..0. tests
and has moved to eliminate reliance/ on them. They supported
our bill before the legislature. The state of New York abandoned
group I Q. tests long ago

The other thing I want to tell yoi
lines in the state of California becaus
into the next phase of relief for it

children The guidelines now prohibi
placement of children away from t
any ; Decisions to take the child out

about is the Title One guide
those are significant in going

iproperly educated minority
any semester long segregated
mainstream of education

of the regular classroom and
place him in a language' laboratory or any Other special facility
that is available in the school have to be made day by day The
child can't be analyzed at the beginn ng ofthe semester, diagnosed
as problem Z, referred to placement Z, and then looked at six
months later That includes English as a Second Language (ESL)
programs or any other program with whatever prescription you
might name We think that guideline is a very, very large step for
ward toward the result we are trying to reach

Additionally, the new guidelines abandoned the old measure of
"y,ear for year gain" as some kind of important progress A child
who is of eighth grade age and fourth grade achievement who
progressed in ninth grade to fifth grade achievement, has riot been
successfully dealt with Nevertheless, such progress has been viewed
as success Ultimate success, in Title One is now to be measured by
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means of trying to reach your equivalence as the goal the overall
goal of the program If that surprises you in any way, I don't think
that it should We talk in terms of what Chicano parents and black
parents are looking for out of the school system, that is, the most
innovative program there is, and then they find that the goals of
that innovative program would keep them as far behind as they are
now You can see where they might be alarmed by that as the
stated goal of the program itself

Then finally, before going to questions, I want to emphasize
what I said about the Serrano Case during Tom's presentation
Litigation and court orders are the least constructive ways to deal
with problems in education. id of us who are finding ourselves
dealing with school systems have to conclude that litigation is Just
the last resort when there is nothing else available and no other
way to deal with problems -1f you're alarmed by the progression
and is happened in EMR litigation) from first requesting simple

revaluations of children, then when that didn't work going to the
two standard deviation cut offs, then when there was still im-
proper placement, asking for ceilings on placement of minorities

EMR classes and for moratoriums on individual testing, and to
wherever we will go next, then the answer is for the professions to
join with us in re analyzing what has caused the problems and to ;
come up with constructive ways to stop them from happening.

The following several pages represents responses to questions
from the attendees

We would like to hear your questions and concerns.

Question 1 You spoke of "year-for-year". Can you enlarge on
that, describe it, and give some indication of how to handle it?
Answer "Year-for year" is a short hand term I think that most of
you are familiar with it, biit again, in the example, if a student is
of eighth grade age and fourth gr-ade achievement when you reach
him, year for year gain as a goal says that by next year when he's
of ninth grade aye, let's have him at fifth grade achievement. Many
of the private companies which are selling Title One programs, in
fact, come in and say, "Money back guarantee, we'll get you year-
for year gain if you buy our equipment What the Compensatory
Education Bureau in California decided Was that year-for-year
simply, was not an adequate goal We should always be seeking
ways to bring children up to age level achievement. There was no
panacea, of course, described in their regulations. They didn't say,
"Ahd the way we'll do that is AbCD." I think that the impact of
the new regulation is clearly going to be subtle, that is, by rede-
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defining what it is that the program is to do Then, I think that
the approaches that the people will take, in terms or trying to
reach those ends, will become more innovative and more useful 16
knovvthaf th'ere has been a lot of criticisni of the Title One pro-
gram, But Title One is really the frontier in education Construc ,
tive uses of money, trying out new techniques, the whole use of
teacher aides, and d number of other possibilities have been carried
out successfully in some school districts in `Califar..a.i.a. with Title r
money and then have been adapted for the regular prQgrams as
well We are very hopeful that this new program concerning non
segregation of students on a permanent basis, out of the class, will
again serve as a model for how to treat children generally within
the school district.

Questyun 2 Is there periodic renewal of parental permissi
EMR placement? Answer No, there isn't It is common pra
the school districts to go back to the parents with reevaluatio as
required on an annual basis This may ,include discussion with
parents, but there is no formal requirement to my knowledge in
the code that the parent be.reluired to sign a new form at the end
of the school year to show continuing consent for that placement.
Maybe we ought to _have it, but we don't When the parent consent
requirement Was introducgd in the legislature, there was some fear
that you would run into some parent who would object to special
education f r hi,s child, even though everybody in the school, the
psychologi t, the teacher, and the others said that this child should
really rec ve special education and that it would be to his benefit
The pare t would be dissatisfied-with that or wouldn't want to
1.

recogniz that situation with.his or her child and would object
But th t fear has been imaginary rat* than real In fact, the
whole i volvement of parents in the school process (vichich is man-
dated h re in terms of consent) is of great importance in Chicano
culutre I don't know pf anything that is more important to Chi

kcano p rents than the education of their children Parents are
looking for ways to get involved with the school district

QueJIion 3 What happens, then, at the end of six months or a
. year if the parents are dissatisfied with the program and think that

another I prograM, or the former program, would be , better?
Answer Although the school is not required to, go back to the
parent on any periodic basis and check with them, if the parent
ever withdrew his consent for the placement, the schopl would be
required to return the child to a regular program

6
Questpn 4 Is the consent written? Answer. The answer is

'",yes." And, by the way, purt experience was that, at least 75 per
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cent of California's school districts did have the written consent
requirement In fact, even though it was not.required bY the law,
no real big change was made

.i''Quesron 5 For Mr. Gilhool. Please comment ,on the question
of the hearing system in consulting a hardship on the parent, and
is this perhaps an inadequate avenue for the parent? Answer We
don't know yet The analogous experience morally suggested in
some ways is a hearing procedure in public assistance grants and
termination and redliction The experience is that some
miniscule fraction of the number of public assistance recipients
whose grants are terminated, ,actually request hearings, an a

miniscule fraction thereof, go to hearmg That's probably the
experience in most hearings systems, even those that are not created
for that class of citizens who are poor or otherwise stigmatized,
and who, hence, are less able to take advantage of the hearing
system Even with a low rate of participation, there is some
Bence, from the welfare side of things, that the hearing systhm
does, nonetheless, change administrative behavior In the public
system context, where a 'case worker is in doubt about whether to-
terminate, whether eligible or not, the doubt, in the presence of
the hearing, possibly can be resolved in favor of the client We are
looking for a similar kind of effect from the hearing system on the
education side That effect, of course, tends to be discounted as
you have had fewer and fewer hearings

Second, anticipating this difficulty, and I don't want to under
score too terribly much the difficulty side of it because I regard it
as.an opportunity as well, but anticipating this difficulty, the con-
sent agreement m the order requires-that the hearing and the notice
of the right to a hearing that is delivered to the parents in writing,
specifies the address and the telephone number of the local chapter
of the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children There ire
57 chapters in Pennsylvania's 67 counties The notice must afso
specify the address and telephone number of the MR unit that,. in
some ways, has an advocacy function Third, the notice mlist also
specify the address and the telephone number of the local Legal
Services Program if such exists hat was addressed to attempt
him to overcome the difficult we had, as well asLSiciebar agree]
ment, with the attorney gener I thdt I suspect is not being impfe-
merited as of this day Bill ca confirm it one way or another That
was an agreement that cop of the due process notice of each and
every one would be sent o the local chapters of the Pennsylvania
Association for Retarded Children, And that ,raises some privacy
questions on the down side On4lthe up side, sending that notice
obviously is an effort to begin to work what we in this world so
blithly talk about, advocacy
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Let me yo then from the difficulty side of it to the opportunity
side of it Obviously the hearing system will work best, and per
haps will only work as there IS d parent movement, a parent move

at _that Js bath on too of the occasion_for hearings and Is pre_ _
pared psychologically in energy terms and in terms of knowledge
to work the hearing system There is analogous experience in wel
fare rights organization The Pennsylvania Association for Re-
tarded Children has produced the beginning, the first draft of what
looks like parent right handbooks or right to education handbooks
They are available from the Departnient and from the Pennsylvania
Association for Retarded Children. ,This is one effort The other
side of that, of course, is that not only is the parent movement
necessary to make the hearings work, but the hearings ate an op,
portunity for the parent movement, the consumer movement, to
grovel' and to gather strength (Back to Mr Glick) Let me Just
add that from d standpoint of our clients, we're just gravely
concerned about hearings I mean, ideally we shouldn't have
them, I don't think that there can be any doubt about that.
Ideally, we simply

and

have to go into advocacy where par
ents and teachers and administrators and everybody are aligned
agaihst each other, thus brining in somebody independent and
having to spend a lot of moneyland a lot of time that could be put
to much better use than going through advocacy hearings.and pro-
cedures to determine placement of children in proper programs.
Ideally the parents would be involved in the program They would
have the necessary knowledge about the program and the school
people would have the essential trust in the parent judgment so
they could work together without going through all of this It may

°be, as Thomas indicated, that the hearin,gs are, ji.rst inevitable be
cause you're never going to come tpother and the parental in
volve'inent in the school is absolutely essential_ There is no ques-
tion about it It there's to be a Siliccessful educational,program,
%rents-must be invbIyed and aware. , .

I don't 'now where )We're going to end up can hearings, blIt I

wish there was some intermediate way to do thiesTths[Gilho,o1]
described .the reaction of one referee in a 'hearing where he told"-,
the school tot adopt a system of education st.hool didn't
have before. Now, if he can, find referees Adt""dre willing to make

A orders like that, then they're sure not welfart.refeiTes-nut if yoU.cian
adopt the kind of system whdre the referee'has that*tind of power,
why I'd like to see it instituted r?r California tomorrow beCause

.that's the most progress7if tD,at type of .,,Kichl've ever heard in any
situation. I suspect that those kind of orders frOrn t are part
of the system under the State Department of E Ccatp . You're
not going to have them very Often. I think that it helpfu that We
have both kinds of programs running together so that we can look
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at the results over the next three years and see what develops in
Pennsylvania, California, and several of the other states

Gilhool Yes, let me second that. 1 have the-notion, for example,
pending your experience with the hearings in Pennsylvania, Wash
ington, D C , and numerous other states, that in fact, the hearing
Might be the appropriate and the best mechanism for accountabil-
ity in ordinary regular education In fact, it may be, in terms of
administrative devices, the most efficient and useful way to struc
ture accountability and to individualize instruction plans and to
test individually the results of instruction, In some ways that echoes
comments that were made here earlier, that much of what we were
talking about today is cause for alarm. In some ways l think that
it's a reverse Much of what we were talking about today is hap-
pening in special education and may, indeed prove to be the sort
of change that will be generalized to general education.

Question 6 In Illinois we have a law which gives parents the
right to appeal. There's provision for local hearings and then appeal
to the state superintendent of public instruction when the parents
don't agreewith the local decision. The law says specifically that
the state superintendent has the responsibility to hear and decide
appeals. Do you think that, in such a law, the state superintendent
could do his joby merely reviewing transcripts of the hearing at
the local level without actually holding a hearing? Ailswer. Well,
if the court system would be analogous, that would clearly be a
proper system, especially if the superintendent had the discretion
to decide to hear an argument personally if he felt that that would
be important in the individal case I think that you can have no
system, or you could have a system Irke that; where the upertrr-
tendent looked at'that whicheVvent below, and made a decision
think it should be helpful to avoid the welfare situation In the
welfare situation all referees' decisions come to the head of wel-
fare, and he has the power unilaterally, without hearing, without
anything else, to reverse decisions, change them, modify them, or
do anything that he wants to them. So, in fact, the referee is
merely a functionary of the department who sits and hears things,
but it really doesn't matter what he says It goes up for a policy
decision anyway I think if the superintendent became involved
in a system like that, it would Just Clearly be, "I'll hear what you
have to say, but then I'll make my decision That kind of system
would be clearly far worse than no system at all, but if it's simply
a review function like the Supreme Court of the U S receiving
written papers deciding on whether to hear the appeal on the basis
of the papers, or deciding whether to have oral argument, that
would clearly be a proper way to do it

.
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THE BOSTON EXPERIENCE

Alice F Casey
Associate Superintendent for Special EduCation

Boston Public Schools
Boston. Massachusetts

As preface to a review of the Boson experience, may I offer
some information that will give what I trust Will be a useful back-
ground to our present involv.ement in litigation regarding hands
capped childreh.

1. Boston has a school population in excess of 97,000 children
witho4 parochial school population of 29,000. It is necessary to
note the latter figure because few children with handicaps are
served by the pirochial schools. Therefore, incidence for most
special services levels needs to be computed on the basis of the
combined populations of public and parochial schools.

2. Six years ago Boston moved to a decentralization of field
operations with the city divided into six Areas, each under the
admin,istration of an Area Assistant Superintendent. In order that
the Areas would be racially balanced, the configuration of each
Area is roughly wedge shaped, with the narrow point of the wedge
located in the predominately black Roxbury section of the city
and the wider part moving out to the city limits.

3. At about the same time that school decentr*alization was
effettedthe cdmmunity mental health structure was detefQined
for the State of Massachusetts. Five catchment areas were. es
tablished in Boston, no one of which was contiguous with the

`school areas. The complications that result from overlap or the
lack of overlap are particularly significant in the consideration of
programs for mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed chit
dren for whom both the Sthool Department and the Department
of Mental Health have responsibility.

'
4. Just two years ago, in a reorganization of central school

administration, the various special services (Education of the
Mentally Retarded, the Emotionally,..Disturbed, The Deaf, the
Vision Handicapped, the Perceptually Handicapped, the Physically
Handicapped, and the Speech Impaired) were consolidated under
one Associate Superintendent along with attendance, school
health services, guidance, pupil adjustment counseling, educational
investigation and measurement, and bilingual education. In Octo-
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ber of 1970 I took on the position of Associate Superintendent
for this consolidation A management study done jointly by MIT
and Harvard had recommended,this fusion and had also advised
the appointment of a- Director-- of Intervention Services and of
Supportive Services

i 5 In September of this year (1972) our new Superintendent
proposed that organizational realignment of certain administration
be considered, A study is currently underway to bring about more
effective central administration without expenditure of additional
monies

.

6 The School Department is presently involved in three legal
actions related to Equal Educatiorial Opportunity for racial
minorities, one brought by HEW and HUD charging failure to
comply with the Racial Balance mandate and to provide appro-
priate educational progiams for Spanish speaking students, the
second brought by NAACP charging failure to meet the desegre- 4

gation requirement, and the third brought by the School Depart-
ment against the State Department of Education for release of
S52,000,000 of reimbursement withheld ,by the State because of
the School Department's failure to comply with the Racial Balance
law.

7 Finally a significant change in the State Department of
Special Education occurred one year ago when a new position of
Associate Commissioner for Special Education was created and
filled by Dr Joseph Rice, who came from the California Board of
Education.

I do not mean to overload this introductory component with
details, but I believe rt is essential to understand the nature of the
activities that have been taking place in the school system at large
in order to make a fair judgment about the effect of legal actions
in the special education sector where the roots are deep, with a
school for the deaf that celebrated its one hundredth anniversary
In 1970 and programs for the mentally retarded that began in 1899.

Now to our experience in litigation. The Boston experience
which I shall review is related to two suits brought against the
Boston schools and to a third suit, the outcome of which will have
signejsont implications for educational programs for retarded
children who are residents of .the city but who have been patients
in the Belchertown State School in Massachusetts.

161

The, first suit, ANociation for Mentally III Children (AMIC4,
Lori Barnett et al vs Greenblatt, Lee et al is described in CEC's
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publication A Continuing Summary of Pending and Completed
Litigation

The second suit, Stewart et al vs Phillips et al is referred to In_
the April, 1972, Focus on Exceptional Children in an article by
Dr Weintraub on Recent Influences of Law Regarding the Identifi-
cation and Educational Placement of Children

The third, Ricci et al vs Greenblatt et al, is also reviewed in the
CEC report

There has been no complete settlement of any one of these
actions although developments in the areas of regulations and
legislation relative to the issues in the first two cases have come
rapidly in the 'wake of the suits and have changed considerably
the condition that prevailed at the time they were initiated

The third suit, the class action suit brought by parents of
patients at Belchertown State School, is presently being heard in
the U S District Court

In the case of AMIC vs Greenblatt, the plairttiff, Lori Barnett,
was awaiting placement in a residential iNg ram for emotionally
disturbed children. In Massachusetts such residential placement
must be'recommended by an approved child psychiatrist and can
be funded by the State through' the Bureau of Special Education.
Massachusetts statutes require mandatory provision by local
school districts of a program of iducation for the emotionally
disturbed in regular public schools or through the use of home
tutors depending on the recommendation of the psychiatrist. The
law also p'rmits the State Department of Education, on the re
quest of parents and with the approval of the Governor, to send
emotionally disturbed chilydren to priva,te residential and day
schools in and out of the Commonwealth at State expense. Re
sponsibility for effecting placement 'in a private day school or a
residential school belongs to the parent. This facet of the program,
coupled with the fact that sufficient funding for meeting the tuition
payments of all children ret-ummended by psychiatrists for private
day care or residential school was not provided by the legislature,
results in numbers of children unserved imprograms recommended
for them. As of December, 1971, the'bill for private day or residen
teal treatment for 1251 Massachusetts children was $8,514,000
an average of about $6800 per child.

Parents who financially able wholly or in *p a r t to provide for
the support andhcare of their children in attendance at private day
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care or reSidenfial schools may be required to reimburse the Corn
'monwealth .

At' the time the AMIC Barnet suit was brought no Residential
placement was available for Lori and she was awaiting placement
in a class for the emotionally disturbed in the Boston schools The
capacity of our classes in Boston had been reached and to add Lon
to a class already at capacity was impoS'sible. The full quota of
teachers for the emotionally disturbed had been employed as well
as aides for the progtam As a result of negotiation between the
plaintiffs (AMIC and Lori's mothir) who were represented by the
Harvard Center for Lav\i and Education and the Boston Legal Assist-
ance Project and the defendants (the Boston School Committee,
the Superintendent, the director of the program for emotionally
disturbed, and me) represented by the City's Assistant Corporation 1

Counsel, it was agreed that Lori Barhfitt was to be placed in a class
for the emotionally disturbed as soon as the serviCes of a teacher's
aide for this class could breObtained. Her mother-Was to be notified ,
in writing of the placetz-rent. The School Committee approved the
hiring of an aide above and beyond the quota set by the budget .

thereby making possible a placement that had been impossib.le.
before the agreement. The plaintiffs, on the basis oftheloregoin4.
action, withdrew their motion for a temporary ,iajunction. This
occurred at the end of December; 1971.

.`r
.In July; 1972, the plaintiffs filed a memorandum requesting a

prompt hearing on the complaint. Further action is pending.

Now, you ask, what has been the effect of this legal action
the Boston schools? For one thing, vv-,t learned that legal action
obtained a teacher's aide and made possible placement of a child
when the request of the teacher in charge and of the Special
Services administrator for such an aide had gone .unanswered
Hgvever, the requbst in the 1972 budget for 23 additional teachers
of the emotionally disturbed and for a like number of aides, al-
thot,Igh approved by the School Coniftifttee, was rejected by the
Mayor The Boston School Departmetit alone among all Massachu-
setts school systems does not have fiscicautonomy. Thus, the Mayor
can deny the request of the School Committee for funds. Presently
we have children on home instruCtio11 for whom reside e-
ment was recommended but far-whom the State has funding for
such a placement We also_have hildren on waitin fists for place-
ment in emotionally disttirbed sses.

Concern and respohsibility for the fiscal support of any program
proposed for children withsPecial needs belong to the money
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raisers. This focus of responsibility was emphasized yesterday by
Dr Weintraub. In our case the money raisers are .the School Com-

._mittee, the Mayor, the Legislature Funding for one teacher's aide
provided relief in the case above, and yet it was the director of the
program, the person responsible for the appropriateness of the
curriculum, of the materials, for the program design, who was called
to the Court for interrogations, not the Mayor, tie School Com
mittee, or the Legislature The staff time required, and the feeling
of frustration on the part of school staff, these are prices willingly
paid to meet a child's needs, but again are they not prices paid by
the wrong persons? There is need for legislative action that will
insure that the program mandated for the education of a hands
capped child will have the requisite financial support It is the
practice of the Massachusetts legislature to pass law; that offer
great promise, that include funding patterns that would seem to
provide adequacy of support. However, it is not their practice to
pass the money bills that make the funding truly possible. There
fore, it is very easy fbr special education administrators to grow
cynical and to question the value of preparing budget requests that
require long hours of datd collection when the prospect of fund-
ing is dim I cdn only say that this AMIC suit led me to realize that
the money could be pried loose and that the honest budget had to
be prepared but that a more productive involvement of AMIC
would be in the support and development of legislation and
regulations that would make it impossible for funding to be denied
to valid programs for the handicapped. I am glad to say that at
the present time we are looking with hope to the implementation
of the legis.lation passed in July of 1972 and effective in September
of 1974 relative to programs for children with special needs. This
legislation is Chapter 766 of the Laws of Massachusetts, a copy of
which is one of the handouts which you received.

The second Case, to which I referred earlier, was filed in October,
1970, before the Federal District Court on behalf of seven ,black
students and their parents. These children had been tested, adjudged
mentally retarded, and placed in EMR classes in Boston. Private
rceesting found the students were not ,retarded. The plaintiffs
sought a class action to enjoin further testing or placement_ until
a Commission on Individual Needs was appointed to oversee t9st
ing and classification. In the spring of 1971 pretrial depositions
were taken involving the Director of Classes for the Mentally
Retarded and the Director of Educational Investigation and
Measurement In the late spring of 1972 negotiations were, held to
bring about a consent decree. Action on this case is also pending.
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In October, 1971, the State Department ofEciucation issued new
regulations relative to the assessment of children formerly identified
as mentally retarded and mandated that these regulations be carried
out by March, 1972 -The and-wTulations contained procedures
for the assessment of children presently in MR classes and for
children for whom such placement was considered appropriate
Participating in the development of these regulations were members
of the staff of the Harvard Center for Law and Education, the Legal
Assistance Proiect, as well as other professionals who had, been
consultants on the case discussed earlier Boston, like many other
communities, sought a waiver of implementation until September,
1972, and began the work of reassessing all children in EMR and
TM R classes to comply with the new regulatiOns Parent involve-
ment both before, during, and after the assessment, is required, a
four part assessment, psychological, social, educational2physical,

followed by a case conference and the development of an educa-
tional plan, and the assignment of a case monitor were the elements
of the assessment regimen Pupils are to be integrated to the max-
imum degree possible in regular education and are to be reported

'according to the degree of integration effected. Regulations set
class size of segregated program at 8 pupils per teacher or up to 12
pupils with a teacher and an aide These regulations for mentally
retarded children are a precursOr to those being developed for
children' with other,handicaps These regulitfpns have been In use
for a year Th'eybOse'd aMyriad of prObletris while, of course, solv-
ing the problems resultiPg from therase of an I.Q. as the single
in ex -n retardations, frchp. the 16e1(.or regulation on degree
of parent involvement, and the absence of ,,process of systematic
review.

Experience with'.the regulations during the past year has been
valuable, especially in preparation for the, writing of regulations for
the broader based legislation for the full rage of children with
special needs.

The Greater Boston Associaton for Retarded Children published
a checklist for parents relative to enforcement of regulations. A
copyl of the checklist is available as the Second handout. Note that
this checklist is clear, concise, manageable. With the per mission
of GBARC i reproduced the list and,distributed it to principals,
directors of departments involved in the support of the assessment,
special educators. Parents and advocates of children with special
needs are using this list, I am certain, to determine compliance of
our school system with the regulations.

The rapidity with which the regulations regarding assessment of
mentally retarded childrec and their placemeht were enforced gave
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very little opportunity for planning. A Title VIB grant was obtained
by the Boston Public Schgpls to support a team that worked in the
summer of 1971 in anticipation of the passage of the new regula
tions Assessment protocols had ta be developed, models of assess-
ment teams designed, the case conference process had to be w6rked
out. Manpower realignment had to be addressed for, again, an
austerity program prevented our hiring of additional staff even
though reimbursement for such staff could be obtained Directives
were prepared and distributed. Reassessment ,began. The whole
matter of staff training for achieving integration had to be handled
on an ad hoc basis since no lead time had been provided. Appro-
priate planning with the Teachers' Union was not possible. And so,
we are presently involved in activities that now form part of the
action phase of a program that should have been carried out in the
planning phase.

Fortunately, the implementation date for Chapter 766 has been
set for September, 1974. Our planning is underway.

The third case, Ricci vs Greenblatt, is one in which the school
system is not directly involved as a litigant but in which we shall
be involved, given the Proposal offered by the Department of
Mental Health responsible for the operation of the Belchertown
State Hospital for Children, the institution at issue in this litigation.

If, indeed, the Judge approves of the return to the community
of 750 patients a year for four. years from Belchertown and other
State schools, there will be need for,the Boston Public Schools to
determine first the number of Boston children involved and to
develop a cooperative relationship with the local men!.0.1,health
centers to plan for programs for these children.

It will be imperative that we make certain that the funding
necessary for maintaining these children in a school program, if

. such is deemed appropriate, be allocated.

May I offer some recommendations to those of you who are
subject to litigation? And who of us, working in a system which
aspires to but never achieves perfection, can discount such a
possibility?

1. Study the4legislation. Understand it. Assure equal under
standing on the part of all adminiStrators, teachers, and support
personnel working with children with special needs.

2 Avail yourself of legal counsel.
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3 Have a clear understanding of the funding pattern. Review
the funding of your programs in terms of legislative mandate and
method of disbursement

4. Work closely with parents, with parent and community
groups, with child advocate agencies.

5. Keep records that are accurate, complete, up-dated

6 Allow adequate time in the work schedule of teachers and
support staff for parent consultation, documentation oficpupil
progress. Allow sufficient manpower for these activities.

In summary, to the extent possible, avoid litigation. It consumes
time better used for directing learning, the chief goal of the educa-
tor It causes fear and anxiety in staff and therefore casts a pall
over the learning environment. I see litigation as a sword which
hangs over the head of the special educator whose competence is
in the classroom rather than the courtroom. However, I see it also
as the weapon to be used when all other means have been exhausted
for obtaining remedy for situations which keep the child with
special needs from the educational experience appropriate to him.

A
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THE ALABAMA EXPERIENCE

Tommy Russell '
Special Education Program

University of Alabama
with

Greg Frith
Doctoral Intern

Program for ExceptionalCluldren and Youth
State Depart. Ment of Education

7
In recent months problems involving litigation have become more

meaningful to special education adrhinistrators. On August 2, 1972,
U.S. District Court Judge Joseph C. Waddy declared that all handi-
capped children have a constitutional right to a public education.
In a case involving Washington, D.C.,,Waddy stated, "The inadequa
cies of the District of Columbia public school system, wtiether
occasioned by insufficient funding or administrative inefficiency,,
cannot be permitted to...bear more heavily on the "exceptional", or
handicapped child, than on the normal child." In the same decision
the District was required to establish elaborate hearing procedures
under wtuch a pupil could not be placed in a special education pro-
gram or suspended from school for more than two days without a
public hearing. Other states such as Pennsylvania and New York
haVe also been affected through such judicial rulings.

A common thread that runs through the court decisions is the re
quirement to provide education for exceptional children whenever
it exists for normal ones. Identification, evaluation and placement
have also been included. In most cases, responsibility for implemen
tation of the ruling has been left to local authorities, with the
possibility of a Court appointed person to be used only if the
school system does not progress as ordered.

Special education in the public schools of Alabama has not been
directly involved with litigation to this point (U.S. District Court
Judge Frank M. Johnson's recent ruling dealt specifically with Bryce
and Searcy Hospitals for:the Mentally III and Partlow State School
and Hospital for .the Mentally Retarded, institutions under the
auspices of the Mental Health Department and not the State Depart
ment of Education), The recent injunctions of the Federal Judges
have definite implications for all of the states including Alabama.
It should be mentioned at this point that Alabama has,,mandatory
legislation for all exceptional children due to Act. 106, passed
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0 unanimously by both the House and Senate of the Alabama Legislaf
ture in July, 1971 This bill specifically mandated that all excep-
tional children will be served by 1978, but it should be mentioned
thatitie_State....ts_alang way from reaening that goal. F unding for the
biennium was not obtained to the desired extent, but already seven
task force groups are functioning with d primary goal of receiving
the necessary funding One of the more significant aspects of the
Alaba'rna mandatory law is the standard which specifically mandates
that "If sufficient funds are not available to a local school board to
provide fully for all the provisions of this act as well as the needs
of non exceptional children, such board must prorate all funds on
a per capita basis between exceptional and non exceptional child-
ren This statement is In complete agreement with decisions reach-
ed in the Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C. cases.

The following remarks on the Alabama Land Mark Cases (also
known as the Alabama Experience) will be directed primarily to the
Partlow"Case. Iri 1967, the American Association for Mental Defic-
iency inspected Pktlow at the school's invitation. The investigating
team worked 10 hours a day for a week None of its recommenda-
tions were implement4d. lh 1972 the AAMD returned to Partlow.
I t found "despair, hopelessness and depression" According to per-
tinent literature, conditions were usually no better elsewhere in tho,
country with the excepjion of a few states like California, where the
average length of hospitalization is 15 days, and Nebraska where its
institutionalized population has dropped nearly fifty (50) percent.
One might generalize that the national picture comes closer to the
Alabama model.

Treatmelit 1 11 igh-t-

The firs(major breakthrough in Alaba came in April, 1972.
The Federal District Court in Montgomery, Alabama, declared in
the first ,lawsuit filed on the behalf of the entire mental patient
population, that there is a constitutional right to treatment for
those who are involuntarily committed. The court furtherstated that
the deprivation of liberty must be governed by due process of law,
as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment.

The court established 74 specific constitutional and medical
standards the State must meet in order to treat not increase
patients in* a humane psychological and physical environment The
court further appointed "Human Rights Committees" to serve at
Alabama's three mental institutions Members of the committees,
to be paid by the'State for their work, are to insure that the dig-
nity and the human rights of patients are preserved The committees

8-
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were composed of parents of residents, newspaper people;tnd dthv
uonLerned. ISymen They have done their jobVvelJ and have provided
the necessary impetus in persuading professionals to perform their
jobs yvp11,*iocludirig the respective Superintendents

The leg.di action was actuatjy precipitated in the Fall of 1970.
Ninety nine-Bryceprofessionals`drild non professionalsweredismissed
for budgetary reasons Attorney George Dean of tht Alabama civil
Liberties Union sued for the dismissed employees and guardians of
the patients He contended that effective treatment would be im-
possible with the staff reduction One staff physician said in an

affidavit, '41 state ds 'emphatically dS I possibly can that a reduc-
tion of an alteddy insufficient staff by the dmounts planned and
announced will result, in effect, in no treatment

This major cemstitutional rights suit was 'filed in the'Middle
District Court of Alabama by a native Alabamian on behalf of
Aldbamians before 'd native Alabamian judge The situation Could
not have'been better George Dean is a veteran civil 114erities lawyer
and Frank M Johnson is the judge who outlawed 'segregation on
Montydmery buses, allowed the Selma marches to, proceed over
Pettus Bridge, handed dOwn the first court order requirong,state
reapportionment of voting distric.tt, ordered desegregation of all
"Alabama State Police Attorney . Gtorge Ddan said of Johnson,
"Because Judge Johnson unflinchingly applies the Constitution, the
Middle Distrcit of Alabama is often the,place where a civil liberty
is first recognized

111

At the outset, Dean asked Judge JOhnson to rescind the ern-
. ployee terminations- and to order the defendents to guarantee that

no course of treatment would be "interrupted, charged, or inter-
fered, changed, or interfered witt"A"

OnMarch 12, 1971, Judge Johnson held "When patients are so
committed for treatment purposes, they unquestionably -have a
constitutional right to'receive such treatment as well A a realistic
opportunity to be cured or to improve his or her mental condition."

.
Judgeljohnson gave Alabama six months to raise the level of care

at Bryce to the constitutionally required menimum. On Dec. .10,
19./1, he found the defendents had lhown "good faith" but little
progress. He then set formal hearings on "standards that meet med-.
cal and constitutional requirements" The plaintiffs amended the
complaint to include not only Bryce Hospital, which then had about
4,600 patients, but also Sedrcy Hospital, with dbout 1,700ipatients-
and Partlow State School, with about 2,300 residents.
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The five days of/hearings cons.sted of arguments thali ran the
gauntlet from stuff pdtsen-t ratios down to the half chaplain These
ar thmetio semantics sometimes appeared remote to the problems;
of improving life inflentdl institutions The Department of Mental
Health had selected two consultants to study Bryce, ..1,.tdm
Tdrnower of Menninger Clinic and Glen Mor,r;s of the National
Institute of Mental Ned-1th Tdrhower said the Bryce wards reminded
him of "gravey,ard lots Morris was particularly impressed by the
rodents and Insects

ThAnevitable tragedy materialized ich patient died of an over
dose of drugs The patient was taken(to the P rtlow Hospital No
physician was present A physician edloy the ward aide and
by phone prescribed a rug to indu5e nausea Ldter in the day the
patient vyas taken to the local community hospital where he died.
A Partlow staff 'doctor certified the death as "heart attack?'
undetermined .

It might be emphasized thdt the average age of physicians at
Partlow is 72 years At the present time there is only one physician
who is licensed to practice in Alabama, and he is sengng asChief of
Staff The rest are Cubans None of the physicians who have recently

' applied are less than 80 years of age. Lack of a competitive salary
scale along with poor working conditions are two primary reasons
for this problem.

Dr 'Philip Roos, Educational Director o3 the National A sociation.
for Retarded Children, testified as a U.S. Government witness He
said "Partlow aides, were kind, but they had no understanding of
their function except to keep the residents alive." di Gunnar
Dybvvad said certain stereotypical behavior,(i.e. rocking and self-
mutilation) is not a conseouence of mental retardation, but of
neglect Dr Dybwad furth!(concluded that Partlow's function
sh,ould ,be phased out of existence. "Without habilitation; institu-
tionalized pesons deteriorate," he stated, in explaining thzit deteri-
ora caused by their confinement.

The Partlow Hearings ended March 1, but they obviously had ,a

strong impact on Judge Johnson who wrote "The evidence vividly
and undisputedly portrayed"Partlow State School and Hospital as a

warehousing institution which, because of its atmosphere.of psyLhoT,
logical deprivation, is wholly incapable of furnishing treatment to
the mentally retarded ..."

Judge Johnson entered an (IX traordin dry interim emergency order
"to protect the livesfand well being of the residents.'" Among other
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things the order declared that within 15 days, fire, safety, and health
hazards must be eliminated, and each resident must be examined
and liTiniuni4ed against various diseases Particularly surprising was
the order that 300aclditional workers be hired at PartloW within
30 days even if the Livii service requirements riad to be suspended
the:, were, !t :s difficult to imagine what k.Frids of people applied

for eriploy-rnent and were employed Very little screening was done
of the applicants, and less training was instigated before these new
employees were placed on the wards After the first "week, 69
employees had quit or left 'their jobs, and today ,182. of these-
employees are np longer employed and have not been replceiced.
The emergency order was followed by a final order April 131972,
establishing 49 minimu-m standards

Judge Johnson WdS assisted by 3177161 curiae, Latin' for "friends
of the court," in writing standards such 8.."Each resident must
attend chapel service once per Week If-ehey cannot attend, services
must 'be provided on the ward The standards also included written
policies cbncerhing admission, placement, habilitation, education,
and inkervice tratzng for all employees. New admrssions were not
allooed until all of the standards were met Fbur emergency admis
sions have been trade to the institution with the knowledge aria
consent of the Federal. Court

Reaction to Judge Johnson's final orders were immediate
Alabama's Governor George Wallace termed the>tders "an impos
sable burden'' and said their implementation would' costS110 mil
lion, an expenditure which would cripple state government One of
the possible implications of 'this order is that i; is going to be
financially'impossible for most states to maintain the human ware
houses they have'in the pa4,t. Judge Johnson further decreed that a
progress report wcis to filed wirtn six months Thi-was done on-
October 10 and was a document of some 255 pages.

Historically the Alabama Sjate Legislature has not apprcrpriated
sufficient fundfor mental health or education. Alabama ranks 50th
in per capita expenditures for tho-se institutionalized In his orders
the Judge strongly recommended a special seslon of the'legisla
ture, and the Governor has indicated that he is dot in favor of such
action, Judge Johnson further indicated that, the legislature
failed 'to satisfy its constitutional duties, "it will he necessary for.
the court to take affirmative steps to insure that adequate funding
is realized The situation was complicated further with the reduc
PM; of federal contract monies allocated through the Department
of Pensions and Securities to provide iservices to mental health
clients. Tnese funds were teduced froni 152 million to 14 million
dollars annually
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In a Political system where each bra h of goyernment is theo-
retiCally equal to the other, th'eAegislaiure does not like to be told
what to tio by a court. If it should decide to disobey court orders,
a major power struggle could resulf.

Even assuMingthe money to implement Judge Johnson's cfrders
is sornepow raised, another majo'r difficulty will be assuring that the
spe,cific standards he has enunciated ,are properly implemented .
While Alabama's Ment-d1 Health Board so far hasindicqed a willIng
ness to comply, the progres's report subMitted indicates only pi
gress in those areas which are pr4tnarily establishing written policy,.

-

POlitics became involved vytiSn the Governor's lawyer overruled
the Mental Health Debartment's lawyer? and °appealed, the case.
Some persons close tb the nse have stated that the issue has become
a political football Regardless of what occurs in implementing,
these orders, rand regardlesve the Governor'sappeal, the precedent
has, nevertheless: -.been established. The standards dictated by
Judge Johnson will no doubt be utilized in future suits tb reaffirm
and implement the rights of the mentally retarded.

tgo
Valor Implications

1 A similar case was tried in the neighboring state of Georgia
by a District Judge with the same status as Judge Johnson who ruled
that he had no jurisdictiop over institutional care. An appeal of
This case albrig with the AlabaTa injunction will be heard by the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals fri early 1973 in New Orleans, Louisi
ana Regardless of the decision-reached in this appeal, the case will
probably be appealed again to the United States Supreme Court for
an ultimate decision

2 The Alabama Mental Health Board has entered ric'to contrac-
tual agreement with selected churches for the delivery of services.
Standards will even permit private individuals to receive funds for
group homes. Establishment .of such homes is the number one
priority of funds allocated through the Department of Pensions
and Security.

3 /91l borderline and mildly retarded persons are being remove"'d
from the institutions. This will be done by February 1, 1973.3

4 The required minimum wage must be paid to all residents who
work for the institutions. In many cases, these salaries were retro-
active. The Judge did rule that in certain rehabilitatIn or training

.
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programs designed for the welfare of the patient, remuneration was
not necessary

5 One thousand, one hundred, and twenty six more profes
sionals are still needed to meet the minimum requirements of the
court order

fir
6 Staffing is one of the mayor problems In qne instance a rest

- dent was found dead who had been missing for five months and
whose bones had already turned white In another instance, 18
cases of yonocrilea wei't discovered .in one Colony which housed
only males

7 The Unive.rsity of Alabama has appointed the Special Educa-
tion Program as a liaison between the University and Partlow
assist Partlow in implementing the court order!
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COURT ACTION ArND LEGISLATION

ed eintraub
\CL'1.111e DireLtoF

I he (uuncil for 1-,N..Ttion,11 Children
Arlington \'irginia

What is law? Well, law has many meanings. We can talk about
law as the foratalizabon of the policies of our society. But, 1,thipk,
in the context df,ekceptional kids, it seems that law isilV.,.means by
which minorities, in this case exceptional children, proteo them-
selves from the possible or actual abuses of the majority.Let me
jue review with you some of the basic Principles regarding good law
ar.what we might call good pphcy in the education of handicapped

' kids

First of all, it seems that any good policy relating to the educa-
tion of handicapped kids must contain affirmative statements re-
garding each child's right to an edUcation. It is not a special benefit
that is brought to the child, it is something that he has an affirma-
tive right to obtain.

, .

The second thing is that there should be some statement in there
relating to a preference.fpr'normality. That may be the wrong word
to use, but I couldn't think of abother one. What I mean by that is
that children will be treated as.all children unless there is clear
evidence to treat them differently. This is based on a concept that
says that services can be distributed on a' Continuurp..from least
(regular. classroom) tó most (institutjon) restrictive, and that you
don:t move in the direction of restrictiveness anymore than is abso-
lutely necessary. So you dorL't place a child in an institution Just
,because there's nb special class available, and you don't place a

chilli in a special class just because. there's no resource.progralp
available; you place on the, basis Crf,'What the.chill4.needs, and the
direction is alvyays in preference for normal.sw '

The third principle is that there must' be a clear delineation of
responsibility and authority. Now, let's make a distinction between
respons'ibility and ,authority Many of your state laws will say
there shall be established a divisior, bureau, or agency within the
state that §hall Jpe resporisible f'o'r the education of exceptional

,children. However, it is given no authority to carry out that respon-
sibility. Exceptional children must 4ve a single agency, who they..
and their parents can hold responsa for providing them with an
education' although that agency may .delegatt to other agencies or

''' .);) ,
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groups authority fir carrying out the responsibility but it must re
tarn sufficient authority to insure appropriate behavior from all.
involved

fourth bdSiL principle is that it must contain the appropriate
administrative designs for carrying out programs. We know, those of
you who are from Minnesota, I IJihois,, or Just about any other state,
of the necessity for valwing administrative patterns/iv order to
Larry forth a compretrnsive program of special services to excep
hullo] kids One may need to have, in some cases, special structure's,
within school districts or multiple school district agreements, or
larige'r formal structures

The ffth basic element or principle is some procedure for the
identification of the population to receive the special benefits.
Now this is where we have traditionally gotten hung up because-of
our propensity to over define populations Why have we done that.?
Vainly because the resources we have, received have been extremely
limited and thus we tried to target on very finite populations to
deliver limited special benefits of society. I,think now that special
education has grown enough that we can S'e4.this in a different

and yet we still need to have some means,of identifying who
irt and who will flow out of a system of special benefits.

A sixth basic element of good law or policy is provision for the
development and delivery of special resources. These may be spe al

materialCspecial acilities, personnel, and ransportation. These
are the four basic resources that go into making a program and we
need to have very conocete systems within our policiebt to assure
that these resources get to the children for whom they are intended
I think the last part of the statement is the most important, "and
that they get. to the children for whom they are intended." Right
now we. have d massive system and we have laws4reating systems
for resource development but very little focus on the resource de
livery, and so we have instructional material centers that warehotle
materials, that rarely ever see a child. We have teacher training
programs that operate and grow with very few teachers coming out
an working with children. Now, I am not condemning every-WC'
or condemning every teacher program, bu( historically our emphasis
has been on development rather than on delivery. And I think
that is something that we need to reexamine in terms of our
policies.

A seventh basic element I see is remedies. What do you do when
its not working? Again, assuming that the system is basically hos
tile, I'm operating under that very basic assumption that the general
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. education system is hostile toward exceptional kids and what we
are trylog to do If that be the case, then what remedies can be
sought against the system when it does riot behave appropriately?

First, it is important to.uncierstand that it is not a penalty to be
denied funds for that which you did not want- to do in the first
place The, most common penalty has been, "If you don't serve these
children, you wori't get any money to serve them " What I'm say
my is th:it it's time that we turn that around (HEW and other agen
cies have used this kind of approach for years). The penalties have
got to be severe- enough to bring discomfort to the system, so, if
you don't educate exceptional kids, that means that you ,aet no
money to educate any kids Or, "If you do not educate these kids,
then you Mr Superintendent, will go to jail "Now that is a penalty
to which somebody would listen I think that's- a very important
concept because the penalties have not been there:We have had man
datory laws, and yet Mere is mYstate with arrandate -that is meeting
the in ten't or the mandate Why not look fa the penalties? There are
none'

There are also other remedies that are necessary.. AO...kph an Ind'
vidual can exercise against inappropriate treatment by the syStem.
If we want to have a system that is responsive to children, then no
matter what administrative designs and procedures we establish,
children and their families must have some means of dealing with
and assuring appropriate behavior from the,syslem,. We must build
into our policies and procedures the kind of due process or proce
ciural remedies that will assure that each child is dealt with appro
priately The types of due process guarantees which Tom Gilhool
described are imperative.

A final element and, of course, ;he one tha't I'm sure that all of
you will consider as probably the most important is finance. Wfiat
aFe the procedures that assure that the resources flow appropriately,
to provide children the education that they need? I retently talked
with the director of special educatioh of d large northeastern city
He told me that the legsislatdre appropriates-money for special edu-
cation, the state 'reimburses local districts, but there is no tracking
or monitoring to assure that 4i;e funds go for what /hey were in-
tended He told me that most of the special education funds went
to buy snow plows for the city, which in that city last year was a
higher priority -That may be the exceptrtn, but I think 'that the
reality, is that the flow of fund,$ is not often guaranteed that they
will, in fact, be spent for the type of "things for which they are

,intended to be spent
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We often have very little control over this kind of thing, and it
seems to me that, until 4dve get the system where it will behave
appropriately, we must maintain 'strong categorical funding. And I
use 'categorical" to mean education of the handicapped in general
rather than the single disability approach

Now, one other point under finance, and I don't know how to
state this to you because it sounds like an over simplification But,
as far as I'm concerned finance isn't your responsibility Your job
is to educate the childi en You were hired as an advocate. The per
son who is responsible for the children is the superintendent of the
schoOls of your district or your state Let's stop assuming his re
sponsibility or whole fesponsibility. They are the ones charged by
the legislature to educate all of the children, and they should not
come to you and say, "Bill, You go do it if you can find the money."
Its his job, its not your job 'You were not hired to be director of
finance, you were hired to eaticate exceptional kids. -And asiong as
we keep assuming that responsibility, as long as we keep being that
Statue of Liberty saying, "Give me your tired, your poor, I'll go out
to the basement and do the best I can," as long as we keep accepting"
the totality of responsibility.for they kids, we're going to continue
in the second class status that we presently have You've got togive
up some of the Control. You've got, to put it back on the shoulders
of the general educators whose responsibility it is, dnd you've got to
assure that they behave properly.

.
Let me Jump to another point. The first question you might ask

yourself is, ''To what degree can I anticipate or pxpect appropriate
behavior from the system?" Ideally the best law ss...no law, but at
least a4-°this.point in time, I don't think this is sufficient. However,
I do think that you've got to start from that point and say, "In my
community in my state, to what degree can I expect that those
people with the delegated responsibility will, in fact, carry out that
responsibility,,without the various res?rictions, pressures and over
sight of government?". That's a difficult but critical thiog to assess.

Now, let me give you an example I can name states that have gone
thrpugh the point of mandates and other things that have had very
little come of it I can show you states that have, what I Call, very
weak special education laws and regulations and, yet, there's an
awful lot going on in these states. We can think of such communities,
Why? Because there are some people in those communities or in
those states who are making it happen.

I don't know how many of you have watched John MelcheF in
action, but let me tell you how he effects education policy mak'ng
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\in VVisconsin You walk into a school you sit down and you talk
t the pr incipal or super intendent YOu say to him, "Gee, I realty
th nk that there ore some kids over here that need sonic servicesond
ytit to be pi oviding them I think that you oug
vide it The superintendent says, "Well, we don't want to go
that sort of thing going for these kinds of kids So you say, "'Thank
you,- and you get up, you walk across the street to talk to the
president of the school hoard who happens to run thelmnk You sit
down and you say to him, "NoW listen, I think that you are-going
to set up some progronis I want you to get on the phone and call
the supettnteuflent Te I hinrI'm coming flick rn half an hour and
were going to talk &i out how we are going to set up programs
Then you offer three r four little subtle threats like, "Itm going to
punch you in the mouth' and, half an hour later, you come back
Three days later the programs are going,

Well, you don't need .!).Nassive low in that state But, the problem
is that such a person in,A, retire or may die, jnd yOu're right back
where you started Truro

... . ..-

The least restr ictive, appro'ach is always the best approach, but you
must use restrictive approoc hes when y011cannilt expec t.appropr iate
behavior So, it seems to me that it naturally follows that one/of
the most ideal ways to regulate is internally. Within its own power

/ the state can develop the p'rocedures,.yendelines, and Rigulations
that will, in fact, assure appropriate behavior And where it under
to es these activities on its own, where the education community
en braces these and it moves HI that regard it will be generally better
for children,

f 4
Al Abeson, Director of the State Federal Information Clearing

- , house at c EC, has been taking a very close look at state regulations
In the near future he will be developing for you models that you
will be able to se

.%,"
u .

&
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A Second approach is legislative In this regard somwf yoU may
want to take a look at the model law developed.e/\/ the Council for
ExceOtionol Children which is available in a book tolled State Law

... and the Education of Handicapped. Issues and Recommendations,
and also- is available in a film strip presentation

Then, of course, a third route is the,.litigation approach in which
you go to the cow is to solve your problems I think the only prob
lem with the courts is that you ofteneend up with the necessity to
go to the other; routes as well the legislative and the regulatory and
that is so very time consuming
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Okay, four quickies. First, policies by one appruai.h can be no
less than any other approach By that I mean let's stop thinking that
we i an get away with less if we do it by legislation than we can if
we go to the court, or we can get away withtr-ss--dwe do it by
regulation than we can he legislation The point is that the policies

,must trans( end any of the single approaches so if the bay( policies
are the right to C(101,111011, the approprilte 'procedural tfuarantees
for those things must transcend whatever you do Don't think that
you r an avoid litigation by going and getting a law passed that only
deals partially with the situation-

Second, present rights (now) I am concerned that many of us
think about educatiOn of exceptional kids as something that will
oci or in the future, that these kids will have the right,to an educa
bun when we t. dri develop the resources and things needed to edu
cute them Thus, we have many laws that say VVe shall educate ex
ceptional children in this state by 1975, 1980, 1990. I was delighted
to hear Commissioner Mariam] say, "By 1980 we shall educate ex
cept ona k gis.Ifir would have love0 to have had someone say, "Dear
Commissioner Mar land By 1980 we will educate your kids I mean,
what an Illndne concept by 1980 Everybody gets overjoyed
arid goes and has a dr ink, and pats the Commissioner on the back
for a job vyell done

But I think that we do need to be careful The reason that I am
bringing this up is that there was a recent opinion of the court
MAere the court refused to take on a L, se in Michigan The Harrison
Case, in Michigan, was a right to education case on the basis that
the state had to law which sand that by September 1974, in that state
there would be a mandatory education for all law in the statt:. Thus,
the state was working now toward the implementation of that law
by next September Therefore, the court hid no need to step in on
the case Now that concerns me very much because that is somewhat
of a possible break from the present rights concept

We have in the state of Marne a law which says that by 1975, and
there is a suit going on in Marne to challenge that We may get an
opportunity to take a closer 'look at that. We also have possible
suits being initiated in Georgia, in Florida, and in other states that
have a delayed mandate .1 think for those of you who are seeking
legislation at this point, be extremely cautious about the use of
delayed mandates I t.is a great legislative dodge

Let's get all of those nice words in the law, let's get all the ad
v&-ates home And then let's come back and worry in two years,
live years, or four years hence kids have the right to an education
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now That cannot in any 'Nay be GOMprOrmsed as far as I am con
cerned There most tae education for all

The third pint is th5t it must work There's no point "In CdUCd
Intl kids if youycen't going to,educare them There is a case in 'd
court in New York, that I wouldn't describe asa great constitutional
precedent at this point but worthy urnote. A physically hanclicapped,
child had spent five yesars scht)01 (two years in regular education
arid three. years ui special educition) In those five years the child
had achieved J ti/St grade reading level. The parents ;fulled the
child out arid sent the chilcl to a private school where in brie year,
the child increased two grade levels in.reacling The parents came
Back and-requested from the scrioul digtrict.funds to pay die tuition
Of the child in school. The school district said, "No, we have an
edUC:lt ion program Mat We'deerii to be approproate. Therefore, theie,
is no 'Iced to 1)4 for the 'privaleseducation The parents went to

"tourt, and Me coLirt. ruled,in favor of- the parents, saying educa
non means learning and apparently th, child 'was not leg-riling}

. Therefore, the parents sought a learning situation that fseemed to
be,appropriate and 'that tbe child is. now learning Therefore, the
school district was required to pay the tuition Th.:it's a pretty

. heavy decision

0
.

EducafiOn means learning ,Just -spending,tirpe in prograth and
not achieving anything is rib longer goirR to be tolerated as i viable
or as Jil LlifprOPflate program and: you.w II note, all of the decisioris
Tom &limo! discussed said children are entitled, not lust to a ftee
education, but to a free appropnate educ NEI

Again, I would re emphasize the point that Tom mentioned, the
idea of the contract le( seems to me that this is a very exciting
principle That is to s,ry that, when you deliver special services to
child, you deliver them on the basis of a contract or plan What you
do is derived from a hearirtg or out of whatever procedures that you
lb through YOu enter into a contract with the parent, the contract

. spells out your obligations and lbws. Basically the contract should
state, "What are the objectives thacyQu're trying to achieve, for
the child? What are you going, to do to achieve those objectives?
What are the ti6ie tables lor.providing Vie services? What are'yOur
evaluation criteria goiN Lorrejo Vyttat's your timetable and plan for
evaluation?" Once you ha've committed yourself to the contract,
you also should state the time in which that contract will be re

,evaluated, so yriu say, "We hope to achieve these objectives in %ix
months At the end of six months you have 'or have you not
achieved the objectives? If you haven't, then you had better change
the program because what you were proviaing,wasnot.Qpr _ptrate.
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I t'seerris to me thdthis pinciple can be a very.exciting One In fact!
for the first time there is identjficdtion of what is special about
special education.

The Vocatrondl Ry:hdbilitation Act vetoed by the President would
have contained that same contract that I just described to you as
the basis for providing all vocational rehabilitaition services. Evalua
non of the programs would b "Hdive we succeeded? l-lave,vv'e ful
filled the Contracts?" Thus, e would have some measure of know
ing where we are at

Finally, who are the advocates? I suggest to you that you b,e
very, very careful and not be fed asfrav by thinking that qrrie
peoWe who 'dile] themselves as advoctites are such. I am extremely
concerned that some of our traditional parent and professional
orgdnrzatigns thdt now see themselvgs up against he wall and see
that their:exis4hce and their stdbility are directly threatened by ('
what's going.. on in terms of civil rr6hts of kids. We may need to
close down some of the private' center's for retarded children.
We- may peed, to Jose clown some of these cerebral palsy centers.
We may also o'eed to kick out some pvchologtsts and special educa

,tors; A if that threatens the professiOns and,the associations,
then so be t As Bob Dylan noted, "The tinies.they are changing."
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IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT
COURT ACTIONS 4

FOR
LEADERSHIP TRAINING

Maynard C. Reynolds
Professor of Special Education

University of Minnesota
'Minneapolis. Minnesota

. I.

In these remarks I shall use the term "leaders" to reel- to those
persons who make most of the general decisions in local and state
school sys,terns and those whd initiate educational policies. Primary
in concern are school, board members, supefintendents, principals,
directors of special education and other adminOtrators. Also in-cluded are psycholo-gists, counselors, social workers and other per-
sonnel workers who make influential decisions at both individual and
school -wide levels. Additional members of the target group are
college professcrs, professionals in agencies and private work andothers who, fpr whatev'er reason, have a substantial impact on
educational policieS and 9perations.

Ni .
s/ The structure of my argument is based on Stufflebeam's (1968)"CIPP" model. Most of you know CIPP as the acronym for a sequen-

tial evaluation system with four major foci: Context, Input, Process
and Product. My f 'lit concern, then, is the CONTEXT in Ohich
leadership training about rent court decisions should be evaluated.
Second, l shall propose what I think some of the INPUTS should' be, that is,- what some of the specific content of leadeiship trainingshould be. Third, I wish to consider how or by what PROCESS(ES)
the leadership training might be jndertaken, and, forth, the kind
of PRODUCT 'that Should be the summative objective of.the wholeenterprise.

Context it
.

Since this entire conferehce is focused on the Context of my sub-ject, let me be brief and simply list some of the forces or trends
which must be considered if we are to understand what is happening
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in the field o spe al education an't1 to plan ways of orienting our
leadership t eme Sing problems

,..

1 Mote so han in any. other facet of education, .the field of
special educa on continues to have very aggressive, well organized

cry-5,u ri/ier re' resentatives rnonitoring,programs aQd demanding in

stitutyonal spunsiveness Although we've found ways of working
constructi ely with the parent and community groups involved, it

is revery eless true that conflicts and controversies do arise Parents
of han. capped children are demanding much more of schools than

and charity'

2 Recently these parent-consumer groups have turned to the

co its for leverage to obtain more responsive educational programs
tot their children In the previous two decades they relied on legisla

ye action Now, with their-turn to the courts as the action arena,
he appeal is moving to the yltimate Judicial source the U.S. Con-

,

stitution.
. In particular, they are seeking redress under the equal

protection clause of the 14th,Amendment. 'the key determination
by the courts is that all children have a right to appropriate educa
tion. Saying that a child has a right to education ought to be trans-
lated immediately to mean that the schools have an obligation to
provide suitable education for all children. If a child doesn't get
his rightful education, somebody can be sued and that somebody

- is the responsible school authority

The "right to education't' in 1973 is got the public utility cern
cept, of "right" which guarantees people equal rights'to ride a bus,
for example, or to have electrical service. The "right to education)

, places 0 more positive obligation on school authorities to search for

, and find every child,and to provide appropriate education for him,
no matter how unusual his requirements may be or how unlikely or
small the return to society. The Justification for 'educational pro
grams must be individual child needs. /

3 When the legislative mode was he force for change, as in the

previous two decades, legislators were usually kind enough to pro
vide funds to support the expanding programs they directed, but
it is.not so with court directives. The judicial imperttive of recent
decisions leaves school authorities to find their own resources Thus,
educators face the assertiveness of the court on the one side Mille,'
on the other they must battle do their own for the resources necess

ary-to carry on their expanding work, Consequently, the atmosphere
of this ppriod is full of impatience and short of gratitude and re-,,

sources.
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4 Procedural and accountability issues are arising. For example,
courts are raising questions about and setting standards for the use
of labels for handicapped children, parent rights to information
about their children, the Justification of testing procedures, and
the right of parents to be present and to have professional counsel
in hearings and dedision making as these concern their children

In some situations parents are given the right to go to clinire of
their own choice for studies of their children. The results they
obtain in such private consultations can then be compared with the
school's assessments of children before placement decision's are
made Hopefully, this kind of adversarial proceeding will not be-
come the model framework for planning school programs because
among other things it seems overly oriented to simplistic studies of
children rather than to substantive studies of schools as well as
children Ideally, I believe, children would always ,be studied in
their life situations, which is to say that the "situation:' also gets
studied, and the orientation of all of those involved would be to
create an optimal environment of each child. Having several differ
ent agencies study the thild in isolated clinics and then .having the
educational plan hated in court, in an adversarial framework, is.a
far cry from what children need and deserve.

In general' the receritcourt deciwns do not diverge from policies
already suggested by malty pecial educators (for example, see the
CEC official PclicyStatement epn Basic Commitmentsand Responsi-
bilities to Exceptional Childrert, available fromCouncilat 1411South
Jefferson Davis_Highway, Arlington, Virginia 22202). As Gunner
Dybwad has put it, what has been regarded as a proverbial right has
simply been made a legal right. In performing this transformation,
however, the courts have opened yp a very disorderINoset the

----11truse of special educatiori. Echoes from rhetoric of the past ardre-
. tultrig insistent demands .1.p,r real life 'enactments',

J believe that the situation has becomqA.'ritical in somewAt the' same way that nuclear fission read% *v41,-ritical" stage in thats;
University bf Chicago physics laboratbr pme thirty years ago The
present unleashed forces are exceedingly potent, and it is riot cer-
tain that our mechanisms for controlling glem are adequate. I'm not
certain, for example, that the leadership in special education has
sufficient vision and vitality to deal constructively with the situa-
tion. A'nd there is real reason tip be very apPrehensIve about the
abi4 of local units to finance activities requirdd by recent litiga-
tion. ndeed, the Qtfficult problems posed by the courts have come
Just at the time tfiat "freezes" have been imposed on personnel com-

V
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plements and expenditures in many public agencies, especldllx those
supported on federal funds.

All of the school systems under thelk Inds of major court direct
Ives discussed atthis conference need to launch major retraining
prograrris for their staffs A special problem occurs at this juncture
because, while the schools typically receive the court directives,
they do not control all of the resources necessary to comply In
particulai, Ule y Liepti id upon cotleges and on,versities foi
the training of their personnel, but th,ey do not control the colleges
and universities. We have yet to work out the ways by which the
total educationil establishment can be responsive to court directives
which come to elementary and secondary schools, yet which have
such pervasive implications.

Timing is also a problem. The courts are terribly impatient, but
new programs of good duality for thousands of severly handicapped
children cannot be started in a fortnight' Many school systems now
face the literally impossible situation of trying to create dozens of
new programs for which they have few of the necessary insights and
resources in,a matter of weeks or a few months. My own view is
that, in the face of problems of impossible scope and timing, we
had better be concerned with budding at lea'st a few programs of
highest quality. If a great many programs are started on thin re
sources, there is high risk and the probability that the programs
will fail. On the other hand,'if new progr<Ims are of unassailable
quality, it will take only a few of them to show what can be done
and to put developments on a surer more durable course.

*

Enough of CONTEXT Surely, et is clear that the conteV for our
delitlerations has the potential for both success and failure. Leader
ship training is one .o.f the topics of concern and importance let's

go on toiti

Inpui
if!

exposition of the concept of INPUT, I propose to-dis
cuss some of the,kpowledge and4kills that should make up the con
tent of leadersb),p training. In recent discussions with Professor
Herbert Goldstein, one of the Masters appointed by the special
Federal Court in the4PARC decisiop, we came'to view the situation
as an epidemic We thought of Ole three phases or aspects of an
epidemic, first, the active, immediate center of the problem, second,
the peripheral areas where the epidemic spreads, and third, the
longer range fundamental measures that are required to prevent
further sj5ead and recurrence of the problem.
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In a few areas, like that of the State of Pennsylvania', court de-
cisions Wave created a truly critical or emergency condition. The
action required is rapid and massive, and there is no time for all the
tidy and comfortable interactions of agencies and persons. Every-
thing is on an extremely tight and urgent schedule

But the epidemic is spreading rapidly, and we had better get on
with something corresponding to innoLulations` in tiat broader
domain where there is a bit of time to prepare but none to waste.
Really, the whole country seems destined to face up to the "right.
to education" and the "procedural" directives that will be coming
from the courts in the near future Rapid ?ction is advisable every-
where, and this conference is a part of the rnnoculatory process.

Fundamental changes need to be macre which will penetrate way
back rN teacher and administrator preparation programs and which
will require the reordering of many school procedures and of the
relationships 9f schools, parents and community forces if we are to
comply with the spirit and.letter of the law as interpreted recently.
Let me discuss each of these epidemic like aspects of INPUT, begin-
ning with the critical center of the epidemic plac like Pennsylvania
and Washington, D.C.

The Ciritical Center of he -Epidemic. The first set of training
inputs should provide the basic facts and implications of the recent
litigation Sever,a1 elements need to be treated quickly. They are, (1)
the meaning of "right to education", and (2) the meaning of and
practical details of implementing "due process ". Each of these
topics must be analyzed to set out specific eleMents for training
which will be valid in the context of court decisions and attuned to
local resources and conditions.

red Weintraub, J. B. Fleury and Alan Abeson of the Council
for Exceptional Children. are currently working on a project which
is being conducted in cooperation with the University of Minnesota
Leadership Training Institute to prepare training materials which
will be useful in the fast phases of this initial kind of training.
They are preparing a film and 'a variety of printed materials which
will provide an overview of recent developments and of Egie\tant
literature and then propose needed new policies and procedures in
said°, syst&ns at several levels. A plan for broad dissemip.ation
through professional and parent associations and television is in
preparation.

The University Council for Educational Administration, the.
National.center for Law and the Handicapped and several universi-
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ties, including Michigan and Connecticut, are engaged in similar
efforts rcreate basic educational programs.

A second topic which needs attention in a training mode for
educational leaders concerns what I call "opening up administKa
Live arrangettlents Unfortunately, many leaders in education think
of spmal and regular educatiqn in terms of what might be called
the two box" theory According to this simple view there Ore two
kinds of boxes /regular and special clasks which serve two dis-
tinct populations of children normal and handicapped and which
are managed by two separate kinds of administrators regular and
special The Pennsylvania Court made it clear that this kind of
dichotomous nonsense is over. Asa result, leaders must be informed
on and persuaded of the viability of the broader array of admihistra-

tive arrangements through which special education can be made
an integral part of one total school systerh for all phildren:

A specific project is underway under the leadership of Donroy
Hafner and Joe Parks of the Texas Region Xirl Service Center at
Atistin, Texas They have been conducting training programs which
deal with open administrative arrangements. So far they have dealt
only with Texas' principals, but they are now developing nationally
oriented training materials. They are trying to make school leaders
particularly aware of the potentialities of "mainstreaming" many
handicapped children through the provision of appropriate support
services. They are telling the story 6? resource rooms, such as those
operated in their region of Texas and in Minneapolis, of Consulting
Teachers, such as the prbgram demonstrated in Vermdtit, and of
diadnostic)prescriptive teachers, such as those trained in Professor
Prouty's program in Washington, D.C. Hafner and his colleagues
are concerned with more than mere awareness of the possibilities of
new administrative arrangements for special education, they also
stress the specific skills and actions required of administrators in
order to implement new kinds of special education programs.

Another set of materials, currently in press, is a book edited by
Evelyn Deno (1973) which presents overviews of about a dozen
specific programs that exemplify various lerls of the "cascade"
concept of special, education.

Training for leaders is essential along these lines if we are to
fulfill the mandate of the courts especially that of the PARC
decision which stresses, that :mainstreaming" is the preferred
arrangement for education unless there is compelling evidence to
the contrary. This is no problem for the many special educators who
have been talking about the "continuum of services" and "cascades"
for more than a decade.
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A 'third topic of urgent concern is programming for severely
'handicapped children A quarter of a century ago the burning issue
was the school responsibility to provide education- for so-called
"trainable" retarded children As communities took up thischallenge
and started trainable classes, there were always children who fell
just outside the boundaries of the new category and were therefor-d
excluded The courts have put a.halt to these category after category
approaches and has said in effect, "Include them all The problem
in most communities is that so little is known about how to go all
the way , how to "include them all,," '

a

In thA context the work of Worfensberger and his colleagues in
East Nebraska, of Marc GqId in Illinois, of Lou Brown in Wisconsin,
Of staffs in the California Chili Development Centers among

,others whb have active comm(nity based programs for severely
handicapped children need to be spread quickly to centers facing
the critical development problems.

A

In recent months a variety of training conferences and inter-
program visitations have been arranged which have helped to inform
leaders of Pennsylvania and other places of Promising practices in
programming for severely handicapped students. I t has been encour-
aging to see the ways training resources were organized quickly to
met urgent needs. But much remains to be done in the domain of
"sharing" knowledge across the whole nation, I shall say more of
this a bit later. g

. .

The Innoculation Levels. Let me now move all too abruptly to the
second phase of the "epidemic". Those of us in areas outside the
jurisdictional limits of the courts which have propounded the
"right to education" principle have only a little time. We should
utilize the experience, from the critical areas to shape up infoi-ma-
tion systems and placement procedures, begin retraining efforts and
extend the format of our atImmistrative.arrangements. And we had
best get ourselves oriented to programming for severely handicapped
children as well as redefining' relationships with soci4) itvelfare.
and mental health departments as necessary.

Every kind of training which is required in Pennsylvania and
other "critical areas" is equally important, everywhere else. The
difference is that those who have not yet Had court directives can
take it on-school by school or district -by- district, and it seems to
me that is the way to do it. Recently I visited Potrero Junior High
School in San Francisco where a remarkable program under the
leadership of Joyce Kohfeldt is transforming the school. The whole
system of referring children with problems, of diagnosing the prob-

4
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Iems, and of working out special helps for the children in ways
which support he regular school program are demonstrated in this
program. The directors of that program appear ready now to ex tend

their influences to more schools, and. they are undertaking the
leadership training necessary to begin the dissemination process.
So i4 must be in many other cities, towns and rural areas.

Some of you have visited in Minneapolis with Dick Johnson,
Jerry Gross and Rita Grismer at the Adams and Harrison School
projects and learned how these centers are having a pro:found influ-
ence in the entire school system. Minneapolis' posture will be
different 'from that of many other cities, should a "right to educa
tion" issue arise. The "resource room" at Harrison School, for
example, serves 'children who might earlier have had at least three

eor four diffe nt categurical labels and been. in special set-aside
classes. [It , the children are served in one Center which works
closely wit iegular teachers and all programming proceeds from
careful individual assessments, not from "categories." The project
workers are in good position to justify their methods and goals to
their profession, to the children and to the children's parents. If a

court case arises, . it will not be a simple "two-box" affair!
1.

It is hard wojk to redefine pupil personnel procedures and basic
administrative arrangements. It requires, as an absolute essential,
the understanding and dedicated work of administratort like Mr.
P011ard, the principal at Hanson School, and Dr. Johnson, the
Director of Special Education in Minneapolis. We are especially

fortunate when h rgher education representatives like M issGrisMer
)ecome active partners in such enterprises. Training efforts must be

designed and implemented to produ.ce leaders of these kinds.

', In summary, we need to proceed through all of the kinds of
training outlines under the "emergency" conditions cited above.

There is only a bit more time to work more systematically in those
areas yet untouched directly by "right to education" court
directives.

Longer Range Problem. In the longer range we will need to make
fundamental changes in school situations if we are to be able to
meet each child creatively there, rather than to meet him in court
arguing about categories and simple placement options. I wish I
could foretell all of the required changes, I can only share with you
a few possibilities.

There is new opportunity, I believe, to launch school programs
which are truly oriented to the essential individuality pf every
child. New ideas in measurement, record keeping, management

N.
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systems, and analysts and organization of instruction, new ideas
about aptitude treatment interactions, and new awareness of the
ethical issues involved all are working to create c:te.vv and promis-
ing environment _for a new surge of effort to individualize qr per-
sonalize education. Fora long time we've talked about individual
differences and individualizing instruction, but we have not had a,,

veryadequate set of tools.

it is encouraging to see, in at least a few places. how sPecial
educators are able to help develop and install broad systems of
individualized instruction. For example, there is the massiv'e pro-
gram in Houston and the statewide program in Vermont in which
special educators are helping to lead the Way. Very,large efforts
have originated in other places as well, such as the Individually
Guided Education (IGE) program being developed at the University
of Wisconsin and vended b,y the Kettering Foundation, so that the
ideas are not coming strictly from special education. Probably the
best of the situations at this time is illustrated in Region XIII of
Texas where you have the remarkably flexible Plan A of the State,
plus' IG E from the Kettering Foundation, plus the special educators'
project SHIFT all dedicated to individualization of instruction:
Broadly framed programs for individualization of instruction thus,
represent one of the domains for fundamental work of ,the,next
decade When broadly -based efforts for individualization are made,
the -format of special education is changed radically but almost
everywhere special educators are said to be among the most able
contributors to the new designs and operations.

A second area of concern to me is that of legislation which has
too often been developed in categorical terms and then interpreted
and implemented in simple categorical fashion, often using stigmatic
labels in the process. Financial aids encouraged labeling children
and putting them into special settings in Minnesota, fifteen years
ago Let me tell xou briefly of one way of breaking out of systems
governed by labels and "boxes."

Before 1957, Minnesota's legislative and financial aid system for
special education wars similar to that still followed in most of the
nation, that is, special state financial aids were paid to local dis-
tricts for every handicapped child identified by category and placed
in a separate program of some form, mostly in special classes. The
system rewarded educators for labeling children as retarded or
emotionally disturbed and for displacing tem from regular class-
room settings into specialclasses.

(' 1
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In 1957 financial support jn terms of child "categories" w.3
recognized as ,being dysfunctional, and a new plan was instituted
Instead of dispensing funds- according to the labels that were
attached to children, the State began to pay two .thirds of the
salary costs of the personnel who were needed to serve.the children
with special needs Thus the attention was shifted from the child's-
handicap 'to the quality of the personnel and the programs that
fulfilled his educational needs The communities receiving the
funds were dble to develop more and .better options to serve the
children involved

Under this arrangement the State could easily trace its funds to
trained personnel who were employed to conduct specialized pro
grams, it could make certain that, children with handicaps were the

%Inmate benefactors of the aid,iand it could check on the quality
and suitability of the educational services provided to the children.

School districts were no longer so fully constrained, that is, it
became possible for them to institute a Itariety of administrative
arrangements,o improve the pi-ograms for exceptional children In
other words, it became possible for the school systems of Minnesota
to break out pf the "two box" system of special education.

.

In Minnesota we have moved a fair distance in removing the
tendencies to categorize and label children Increasingly, they can
be served educationally in specialized ways as needed, but on the
basis of individual studies and individualized plans and without
the crippling effects of categorical boundaries Nor need teachers
carry the traditional labels, they can be described in terms of
competencies rather thanin terms of children's presumed defects
For example, one can speak of the Mobility Instructor rather than
the "teacher of the blind," or the Resource Teacher rather than
the "teacher of the learning disabled Changes of orientation do
not come easily, of course, because the initiation of any new system
in an established institution generates some tensions Nevertheless,

it is clear that fundamental changes to romote Ole rights of
children can be, effected through a plan ch as that adopted in
Minnesota.

.An example of programming that is now passible in Minnesota,
but which the imperatives of financing would exclude in most
states, is provided by one of fhe State's larger school districts
There, "learning disability" teachers were working with special
classes of learning casualties at about the third or fourth grade
levels. However, in order to prevent such casualties, theadministra
tore arrangements of the district were revised so that the "learning
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disability" teachers could be put to work as team members with
first second , and third 'grade teacherS' The basic idea of the
administrators was simple, if children who are in great educational
difficulty at the third and fourth grade levels can progress with
specialized help, Why not supply the specialized help at an earlier
point so that appropriate learning is. made available in the first
place? Success in this program has been positive and dramatic.

The program has required that what is special about education
be provided very early in a child's-school yearsiChildren are studied
carefully and programs are adjusted to suit their individual needs
at the earliest possible moments

With this new arrangement it is no longer essential to decide,
which children are learning disabled, all children are eligible for
specialized assistance whenever and wherever they need it Indeed,

4beotIrrangements make' it obvious that the primary handicap vas
not .the children's but the school program's. As the program has
increased ifs alternatives and improved their quality, more children
are learning well right from the start, and rip stigmatizing labels
are needed

In most school districts across the nation the financial aids for
special education still become available only when the child has
become a full blown learning casualty, that is, when a negative label
can be attached to hrm Consequently, mucll of the leadership
talenf of special education administrative officers at state and local

etZ,levels st be spent on regulating the boundary lines of various
"cat ones" of children rather than on devising and applying'more
and better ways of serving all children with learning handicaps. In
the meantime, increasing numbers of parents are dreaming ttrat their
children be served adequately in the schools and without the use of
stigmatizihg labels as a starting point.

.There are needed fundamental changes, along the linesof and well
beyond our experience in Minnesota, whic+rmake it possible for
schools to provide special education without first categorizing
Children as "defectives". Surely we can recognize differencesamong
children and institute programs for them without using all the
.Igegative labels,and dysfunctionalities of placement that have been
part of the, sterfi in the past Legislative changes will be required,
without question, but even more fundamental is the reconcep-
tualization of the task before us. And thisbis a major problem of
retraining leadership personnel

Having briefly outlined several kinds of content required accord-
ing to the epidemic theory, I. shall have to cut. my discussion of
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INPUTS at this point I've said ,that it may be useful to distinguish,
first, the center of the epidemic in which,,,emefgeocy training
measures ought to be undertaken, second, the territory wherd the
problem is spreading and where immediate but planful action
ought to be launched, and finally, the lower range implications,
for revisions of our field: ;s . .

fine

In recent months I've participawd in several training sessions in
places where the epidemic is at its peak. People from many places
in the country were brought together to share the capabilities which
they had been ahlt/-ts`develop and which might be useful in solving
immediate problems following court decisions. In connection with
this experience. I've thought a good deal about hovy poorly prepared
we are to share expertise in our field. Because of Ignited time, my
discussion of "process", for legilership training will form mainly
on,general problems of sharing or of dissemination.

The numher of centers in the nation capable of providing top-
level leadership in 'either'ideas or practices in speclatized fields is
very limited. For example, we Probably have no more than eight

%to ten places which can give really good help in training teachers of
severely handicapped children. currently, we do not have any
systematic means of assuring the uniform sharing of kuch scarce
resources. It should be of great concern to us that we immediately

- develop the processes by which such sharing will occur.

It is a sad commentary that in education, one of whose major
s purposes is to teach the arts of co unication, there has been a

failure in our'...dissemination syster s. In marry of the'federally
supported programs in education b er the past two decades, a major
assumption has been that if projects to develop and demonstrate
innovative prograrris are launched in selected schools or com-
rwnities, a hind of "ripple" effect will ensue and the good word
Or deed will he extended' to and adopted by other schools.

Ltnfortunately, this assumption has ken unsubstantiated. It is
a 4r6tter of record that the influence of federally supported pro
grams, has often been so limited, even in the structure of the host
district, that When the federal funds were shifted elsewhere; the
projects and die ideas they were developing passed out of existence.
Consequently, too many current projects terminate in poorly
drafted, minimally distributed and largely unread "final reports."

A fundamental change is heeded rf experience in one part'of the
nation is to influence edticational practices in othersdistant Places.
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This change can be achieved, in par( if -federal, financial support
for specjal 7.wojects are made basic and continuous, ratoier than
merely supplementary and temporary Another means of increasing
the influence of projects is through technical assistance 'which
should be provided by the funding agencies because such assistance
can often make the difference betweeh a weak and a strong project,
and between-Project results that can be applied to other schools
in other situations and results that do not show such applicability
The federal government can also encourage more voluntary action
in professional association to "share" results of project experience

Further, funding agencies and professional groups should en-
courage high standards.of communication in all project reiTdr ts and
other dissemination activities The cost of.quality in dissemination
will be high, but payoff canbe very great

We must get overione secretiveness.which is sometimes encouraged
by present...funding proscedures and create mechanisms and incen-

'tives for early and fU-Ily open sharing of ideas and procedures.
Colleges and universities must find ways of acknowledging and
rewarding creative work in training domains and in community-

,based enterprises

Perhaps one of the ways by which -4sharing" can be encouraged
is through the expl9t provision of nationally oriented technical
assistance centers, Such as the Leadership Training Institutes now
funded by NCIES and BEH of the U S Office of Education.

' Over the past several years the University of Minnesota has been
'funded by the National Center for the Improvement of Educational
Systems-)INCI ES 'was formerly BEPD) of the U.S. Office of Educa-.
tion to provide a Leadership Training Instit6te (LTI), a technical
assistance facility for special education programs which are funded
by NCIES Experience as Director of the Institute has made mg"'",1-
sensitive to the problems and potentialities of nationally oriented
technical assistance systems The LTI offers its technical assistance
to projects thrbugh a variety of activities, outstanding specialists
visit every project to offer on the spot perceptions and suggestions
to local staffs training conferences are held for project staff on
emerging problems and new procedures, dissemination conferences
re held in which persoPmel from long- standinj projects shaKe
eas and materials with staff from new piojects or centers, publica-
ons are developed which describe and evaluate emerging programs,

and exchange visits acres*.projects with similar purposes are ar-
ranged The C..TI has no power .to make decisions on the ffinding of
projects; its sole c6ncern is to help mate 'federally supported
projects successful and to disseminate the knowledge gamed,.
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As Director of the LTI, I have had good 6 pportunity to sense
repeatedly the strangely apprehensive atmosphere that frequently
surrounds federally supported projects ProjeCt staff .members
almost uniformly expect inspections and threats fo funding but
little more of the federal government represvtatives I was

difficult at first to convince project personnel that the LTI's func
tions were to help solve educational problems I have used the"
word "strange" in this connection t:iCause in a wide range of ex

withperiences wilt° educators at.state and local levels, I have found that
- usually one is accepted almost immediately and routinely as a col

league The reaction to the federal role is quite different, however,
it is one of distrust and anxiety, which results in nonproductive
relationships This atmosphere can I6e changed

_

It is my belief that, if the federal government is to.become a
substantial Partner in the financial sense in any category of educa,
tonal concerns, it must become a working partner as well Especially,
in the case of low-incidence problems arod very difficult educational
problems such as those which flow from recent court decisions it
is essential that there be organized a national effort to supply
technical assistance to projects This does not mean that th'e U S
Office of Education must ttself directly provide all forms of assist,
ante or hate the necessary ideas, but it can be charged with re
sponsibility to organize efforts for assistance from all appropriate
sources In major part the assistance required is in the form-of,
leadership training

To a substantial degree the provision of adequate. programs of
teciiinical assistance is an alternative to the extensive use of regula
tions by government agencies as a means of assuring adherence to
legislative intent For example, in recent years there has been much
concern that federally supported programs be evaluated carefully
One express,ion, of this concern has been in the 'form of detailed
regulations, which are often followed only in perfunctory fashion
at local levels A qthte different approach and one I believe to
be the essential approach ; is to undertake a strong educational
arid assistance program which makes it possible for people to do
evaluations that are sensible to all concerned.

There is much room for creative work on ladership traini..ng in

contexts well beyond -federally suppOrted technical assistance
systems. One of the encouraging domainsat the moment-concerns
college professors who finally seem to be pigting a bit of life into
the Teacher Nocation Division ofiCEC State Directors of Special
Education have recently been enabled "to establish a national office
and to employ .an' executive officer, all of this promises better
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trairling and support for leaders As yet, we do not have good
processes for reaching general school administrators and leaders.

Product 1111

What I would like to do at this point is to present some ideas in
the form of a scenario for the near future' Recently the University
Council for Educational Administration conducted a conferetice
which I was privileged to attend on the topic of Futures Imaging
From that experience, I've felt encouraged tb imagine, modestly
in scope and frit only the near future, a possible future for special
education It is always a problem in "futu ring" that one's wishbone
dominates the cerebrum, so my notions are probably more a set of
wishes than of prediction i In any case, here is a set of "futures"
by-which I would Judge our performances over the next decade and
which represent the kinds of 'achievements leaders neect.to be pre-
pared for and deliver

r"

,

..,

1 The right of all children to education is fulki acknowledged
in our society , in cases of even the most profound handicap
the "crib" cases society has accepted the obligation to
provide training ,

2 Special educators are engaged mainly ID developing pro-
gram which open upnew and proMising alternatives for chirdren
who present unusual needs, and the press is toward providing
essential prog?am's as early in life' for children and their
parents as needed. . .

3 Decision makers, such as psychologists, counselors and .

social workers, work closely with other school staff members
and with children and their parents to ehlp design appropriate
educational programs and to make necessary decisions about
programing. They are as expert in studying environments as they
are in studying children, they now study children irr the school
environment rather than in isolated clinics. Nothing like simple
categories of children is seen as sufficient.

4 School personnel are much less oriented to measurements
of the usual norm referenced kinds and to simple predictions
and "institutional payoff", instead measurements are more
oriented to designing, monitoring and "deciding" about pro-
grams useful to Tr-(11 ividuals.

5 Schools generally have, adopted management systems
which make it possible for all children's programs to be highly
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individualized and for school staff members to play special
roles on "teams" of resource people The "two box" theory is
dead'

. i
6 Legislation for special education focuses on the develop

ment of needed programs, correspondingly, school leaders give
their attention to creative program formation and to children's
needs, not to the regulating of boundaries o "categories" of
children

7' Data are collected regularly on rsrograms.as well as on
children so that leaders .(t all levels can see gaps and needs in
programs in addition to the characteristics of children Legisla-
tors are given details on programs and results not just body
counts of children on rosters in special centers.

8. Schools are active partners in broader patterns of publid
services which, make it possible for ea& child and his family
to be served in coordinated ways by school, health, welfare and
recreational agencies. Effective program development has
eliminated the notion of "referral" and separate appointments
in different agencies I am' optimistic'

9. Professors and their students combine study and work in
field situations where they share with local school authortties
responsibilities,for improving programs for children. Universities
are still relevant, but they've gotten into new networks of
agencies to serve their training needs.

, 10. Many small; private and public institutions have, been
developed for serving sevbrely handicapped children, but these
new agencies interact regularly and intensively with local
schools. making it easy for children to crdss boundaries from
one agency or program to another
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11. The sharing of good ideas and new practices relating to the
training of teachers and service to children is regarded as
highly as sharing the results of research. Those who develop
and disteminate useful ideas and procedures are rewarded for v
doing so.

a

.12 Physicians, clinical psychologists and other professionals
have improved in their abilities to consult in school situations
and to appreciate the differences between medical and educa
tional models. More of them are willing to work in schools and
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are attuned to develdpmentally oriented planning as gains
"recovery from defect" kind of orientation,

13 And we are no longer/meeting "the children of
rooms and their parents as adversaries in the court room'

Conculsion

These are difficult, even "critical" times in our field. I mould be
easy and understandable for special educators to feel unappreciated
if not defeated as they find themselves on. the receiving end of
directives from the courts. The cheers of the parent associations
that we heard in the past when programs were multiplying in the
community have turned to sour, doubtful assertive tones and to
litigioLA claims upon our time and resources.

I think it is important to consider that, in the larger perspective,
schoolshave become more inclusive of children and more accom-
modating and appreciative, of human differences. The difficult
confrontations of the moment, in the larger perspective, are signs
necessary to further progress. In the history of labor-management
relationships it was not the quiescent periods which provided
progress nor is it likely,to be so in education.

The story in which we have had a part has been one of progres-
sive inclusion of children in schools and community life. Except as
progress was made in providing for thernildly and moderately hand-
icapped, it probably would not have been possible for the profes-
sions or the courts to press for inclu'sion,of the more severely handi-
capped So, I think we should not take the difficult tensions of the
moment as signs of failure or impending defeat but as signs of

This is a time for change and for the sharing of services of all
kinds in support of the difficult developments involved. At this
time it is particularly 'important that provision be made for renewal
of leadership personnel because the changes involved are profound
and pervasive They require a transformation of school programs to
saccomodate literally all children and radical changes in peoeedures
by which decisions affecting children are made. These changes can
be made only by aware and skillful .leaders.

It is entumbent upon us to help undertake training for all
educational leaders at this time not only because of court directives
or even because there are new opportunities for serving exceptional
children but also because there is unusual opportunity for the field
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of special education to help in the construction of a' total system
of education which is responsive to all children and to the corn
mu nay.

r
Cuba, Egon G , & Stufflebeam, Daniel L. Evaluation. The Process

of stimulating, aiding, and abetting insightful action. Columbus,
Ohio. The Evaluation Center, College of Education, Ohio State
University, 1968.
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS MUST SERVE
ALL THE HANDICAPPED

Bill K. Tilley
Director of Special Education

'Madison Public Schools
Madison. Wisconsin

In reviewing the fine, thought provoking presentations over the
past two days, one has to wish at this point that renegotiation of
his placement on the agenda were possible. Certainly, the presenters
have provided "hard acts to follow".

The only positive aspect of presenting later in the conference
has to be the ability it provides for monitoring the validity of one's
thoughts in the light of such eminent colleaguet as Maynard
Reynolds and the other fine scholars whom you have heard. The
disappointing aspect far you, the audience, is that you have already
heard eloquent and articulate arguments for the need to provide all
of the handicapped with an appropriate education consequently,
my task becomes one of summarizing and perhaps' analyzing the
implicatons of these arguments.

LK

The first step that should be taken here is to provide some
parameters for our discussion. What is meant by "all the handl-
capped?" We have agreed that, for today's purposes, "all the handi-
capped" means every child regardless of the nature or extent of

'Os handicapping condition no exceptions. Essentially then, my
argiiments support the thesis that the public school is responsible
for seeing that an appropriate education is provided for every
handicapped child, regardless of severity of handicapping condition
and regardless of the setting where the child receives his education,
This includes service in institutions, day care centers, clinics and
other publicly funded agencies.

One point needing further definitional clarification is the length
or duration of responsibility to be borne by the public schools.
Most states have traditionally limited services to handicapped
children to those of legal school age. However, a few states have
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4
modified the age ranges for receiving educational services both
downward and upward. Idaho's law permits service from birth
through 21 years, and a few states have extended the maximum age
of eligibility beyond 21 years Ohio places no maximum age limit
on eligibility for the purpose of this discussion we shajlarbrt di, y
choose the ages birth through 21 years.

Another important factor in the discussion relates to some
definition of "appropriate .education." Obviously, any...definition
of .education that is traditionally academically flavored will be in-
adequate for the children whom we are considering. A much broader-
conceptiori of curriculum and educational experiences is necessary.

Minzey (1,972), in speaking of the changing role of the schools,
outlines the following implications of the broader demands on the
schools:

"First, schools need to discharge their present accepted re-
sponsibilities more effectively. Second, they must extend their
traditional services to all members of the community, not only the
traditional student population. Third, the school must expand its
activities in areas heretofore regarded as alien."

The new and more expansive view of the responsibility of the
educational system portends great-changes in the educational com-
munity. Cunningham (1971) has stated, "It is clear that school
officials are in a new ball game. If they are to play effectively,
they will have to develop new skills, new capacities, new under-
standings."

I recently talked with John Melcher regarding a visit Fie had
made to Green Lake School in Seattle,, Washington. Mr. Melcher
expressed his surprise to find that there were no chairs in the room,
there were no desks, there were no books, and, in fact, there
was very little of the kind of furniture and equipment -that we
would, traditionally expect to find in a public school classroom_
Instead, the room was full of cribs, mats, potty chairs, and other,
somewhat unusual pieces of equipment. The basic curriculumbeing
tau'ght in this particular classroom included such rudimentary
responses as teaching basic grasping behaviors, teaching the
control of bowel functions, teaching crawling and walking re-
sponses, and a number of other very basic functions that we take
for granted as achieved before children reach most public school
settings.
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scope and nature of educational experiences for which the school is
responsible have changed and are changing substantially. The school
is rapidly becoming the major socializing agency in society. I t is the
only agency that has a facility in every neighborhood in the country,

and the public is expressing, rather, demanding, that the agency
broaden its services to provide for children and adults in ways
that we had never imagined. What, then, are the compelling reasons
wM/ we must provide such a broad range of services for handicapped
children? First of all, there is the moral issue. We often shy away
from and are embarrassed by the mere mention of moral commit-
ment or obligation. One often gets the feeling that to speak of
moral commitments is passe or in poor taste or is too emotionally
based to be a valid reason for the support of anything worthwhile.
It's as if the moral argument is an old, trite, exhausted argument
one that no longer needs expression.

And yet, one is struck by the incredible hypocrisy so evident in
the discrepancy between what we say and what we do as profession-
als, Consistently and regularly we have affirmed and reaffirmed our
moral commitment to the rights of handicapped individuals. In
1930, the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
proclaimed. "The emotionally disturbed child has a right to grow
up in the world that does not set him, apart, which looks at him
not with scorn or pity or ridicule, but, which welcomes him exact-
ly as it welcomes every child, and which offers him identical privi-
leges." That was in 1930, and, if you read the literature in the
1940's, in the 1950's, and in the 1960's the same kind of state-
ments appear almost identically and with regularity. Yet here we
are in 1972 and are again reaffirming our belief in the rights of
handicapped children. Nationally, it is a rarity to find a state that
is serving 50 percent of the expected numbers of handicapped
children needing such services. It seems clear that, while we may
have paid considerable lip service to our moral obligation for provid-
ing for the educational needs of the handicapped, we have a long
way to go toward operationalizing that moral statement.

If we are not to be guilty of continuing the same negligence
which has led to such discrepancies between what we say and what
we actually do, we must take aggressive, affirmative action to see
that every handicapped individual is provided with an appropriate
educational experience. The latest acceptable time to seriously be-
gin this endeavor is now. The regrettable shame of the matter, if I

may be so presumptuous, is really the existing conditions under
which we are here examining our moral obligations to our handi-
capped childrenyWe are not really gathered here out of great moral
indignation or guilt for not having done an adequate job, but rather,
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we are gathered here in the shadow of the judge's bench to re-
examine, to re commit ourselves and to expand our advocacy for

. children.

Hopefully, in the future, we will constantly and consciously ex-
amine the discrepancies between what we say and what we do, and
resolve not to relinquish our professional integrity and credibility.
Even in today's society with its fast changing value systems, it is
still defensible to do good things for our fellOw man simply because
we ought to do good things for our fellow man.

Aside from the moral issue there are other and equally corpelling
professional, social, political and legal considerations supporting the
argument that we must serve all the handicapped.

From a professional point of view, we _must serve all the- handl- .
capped in order to revitalize our professional growth In accepting
the- challenge for providing effective educational experiences for
all handicapped children, regardless of the severity of their con-
ditions, we are forced to be a better profession than we currently
are.. Since the profession will be held responsible for the successful
learning experience for all children, it must develop a different
philosophy and better strategies for producing desirable' behaviors
in-children.

Basically a "zero reject" concept which places responsibility for
success on the professionals involved requires a change in our tradi
tional disease oriented, disability oriented approach to the educa,
tional problems of handicapped children. We must become less en-
amored and influenced with an educational philosophy that places
the focus of problems on the child that sees the child as defect-
ive. This kind of philosophy stifles pbssible new developments in
the profession by limiting our professional efforts to finding ways
to modify the child to fit the environment. Such an approach is
destined for failure in a climate which views the child as one part of

corpplex interactional process with his environment. The profess
ional can no longer accept as excusable the contention that nothing
can be done due to the child's limitations.'

Rather, if the profession accepts the responsibility for each
child's success regardless of his limitations, it then opens the door
for a much broader view of the intervention process. The profession
should become less interested in descriptive statements by diagnosti
cians emphasizing what the child cannot do and more interested in
what the child can do and the conditions under which he is able to
perform. The intervention process is then seen Bs multi faceted in
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the sense that planned changes may be targeted at parents, teachers,
peers, system policies or other system elements that seem to bear
on the success of the child. The onus or responsibility for success
is no longer placed totally upon the shoulders of the child. As one
professional whom I can't recall said, "There are no child failures,
only system and program failures."

The 'acceptance of such a philosophy or "systems approach" to
educatidci of the handicapped creates a professional expectancy
that an adequate job can and will be done for each individualchild.
Since child failure cannot be tolerated, since it is unacceptable to
reject children from specialized educational services for reasons
such as fack of ability, not toilet trained, cannot profit from schdol,
is disruptive doesn't have speech,, ad infinitum, the profession is
forced to stretch its creative talents in search for better techniques,
strategies and approaches to help the child and his environment
better accommodate one another. In essence then, the acceptance
of the challenge that we must serve all the handicapped with no ex-
ceptions sets up professional expectations that may becorpe a very
positive self-fulfilling prophecy leading to advanced professional
developMent.

That such professional growth is occurring is attested to by such
developments as behavioral task arralysis, response contingent in-
struction, experimental analysis of behavior, continuous measure-
ment and recording Systems and others which have developed out of
a concern for removing the locus of the instructional problem from
the child and placing it more on the total ecology of the child,
including the complete array of environmental factors and child-,.
environment interaction.

Accepting responsibility for the successful education of all handi-
capped children creates a whole new thrust for the profession. The
profession begini to diverge toward other system elements rather
than converge always upon the child. Our interest may focus upon
poor facilities design whtchlimits the opportunities for some physi-
cally handicapped children, it may focus on system or board policies
that unduly penalize handicapped Children, it may focus on poor
grading practices that are norm referenced, on poor teaching prac-
tices of regular teachers and a myriad of other areas not previously
seen as the purviw of specialized educational services.

. .

These factors lead to the need for better communication systems
with regular education, for more advanced systems of service deliv-
ery, for development of an interaction system with regular educe-
tion rather than a parallel and separate system, for better commun-
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ity relationships, for parent involvement and for numerous other
program developments. The possibilities are exciting, and we owe
ourselves such an opportunity for professional analysis and re-

:
d re on ,

'addition to the moral and professional issues there are social
arc for educating all handicapped children in the public
school It is likely that the social stigma attached to handicapping
conditions will undergonittle change as long as we continue to
shield the public from the everyday contact with children and
adults with handicaps. The aura of total incompetence that often
surrounds those who are handicapped needs to be tempered by
visibility of capable, handicapped persons in the community. Our
past practices of 'rejectice, segregation and institutionalization
have hardly been models tot society to emulate and need to be re-
vised nipw for the social welfare of all concerned.

It is with considerable reservation that I raise the economic
argument. I f,rmly believe that the costs of providing ant effective
education, providing human dignity and feelings of self worth and
providing skills for increased independence are well worth whatever
the cost. _However, when policy makers are faced with spending
priorities, they often do not share such altruistic motives. There-
fore, some mention needs to be,made relative to the economic
impact of a policy to serve all the handicapped with an appropriate
education.

Certainly it is expensive to educate all handicapped children,

but I believe it is infinitely more expensive not to educate them.
This expense Ls reflected in wasted human resources, lost tax
dollars, exorbitant costs for institutional care and increased wel-
fare and increased public assistance costs. While it may cost tax
payers upward of S40,000 to educate a seriously handicapped
child, failinggto provide that education may lead to a life of institu
tionalization at a cost in excess of one half million dollars. (This
estimate repFesents $10,000 per year for a lifetime of MO/ years).
Thistepresents'a minimum saving of $460,000 for preventing the
institutionalization of a handicapped person if he is able to reach a
minimum level of self-stifficiency. If we do our job very well and
the individual is able to earn a living for himself, he becomes a tax
contributor; and the savings are even greater.

The decision variables determining whether an individual is insti
tutionalized or whether he can remain in the community really
represent a relatively small number of behaviors..lf we can teach or
train an individual to provide for his own body needs (i.e., toileting,
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bathing, etc.) to dress himself, to minimally prepare his food, to
behave acceptably and to be mobile in his community or neighbor-
hood, we have tone a lung Ay towardpreventing the insawutional-
ization of that person and insuring' him a place within his home and
his cohlmonity.

Fron> a political point of view we have much to gain by :moving
aggressively to educate all the handicapped. Those of you who
have orgagized cofnmurlity' or parent groups as advisors to your pro-
gragis are well aware that it is multi better to have these political

'forces in the community as colleagues moving -together toward
mutual goals than to be in a reactive position of being constantly
"kicked along" from one improvement to the next.

When the political forces see you as an innovative, aggressive
leader,: they treat you with respect and are open fo logical, reasoned
approaches to improvement. However, if they see you as an obstruc-,
:tionalistic bureaucrat whom they have to constantly prod to gain
improved programs, their respect, trust and patience diminish. If
vie are to maintain our credibility as leaders in the movement toward
quality, effective services for the handicapped, we cannot affordto
qualify our commitment by accepting some of the handicapped
chiltiren and excluding others. This kind of heresy is very costly
with the political forces of the community.f

Finally, it seems clear from this conference that we must educate
all of the handicapped because we .11-e legally bound to daso. From
this perspective, then, ,all the preceding argument's were really aca-
demic. The legal mandate to serve all handicapped with an appropri
ate education is argument enough to support sucti a move. Either
serve the children out of moral 'and professiopal.cqzmitment, or
the courts will see thattwe dO.

The question then becomes' not wheth er we.must serve all the
handicapped but, rather, under what conditions? We can aggressive-
ly Move to develop programs to meet the objettive and by so doing
maintain our leadership image, maintain our credibility, maintain
our personal integrity and maintain our professional options and
lead time for planning. The courts will not interfere if we demon-
strate an aggressiye plan to serve all handicapped children. But, if
we take this matter lightly, if we dawdle, if we drag our feet, if we

' scoff, we have everything to lose and little to gain. Once the.eoucts
become involved, lead time for planning is endangered, community
and professional credibility is damaged, and lotal options for pro
vidirtg the services may be lost, particularly if an outside referee is
appointed to insure compliance. /11.
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At this conference many fears have been expressed that the next
move for the courts might be to determine the criteria for the
"appropriate education" which they are guaranteeing handicapped
students Certainly the courts are nit experts in exceptional educa-
tion Yet they appear ready to move very deeply into the whole
area of educational programming with little compunction. The only
way, we can prevent such a travesty is to accept-our responsibility
as 'the professional leaders and advocates for "all handicapped
cnildren" and quit waiting for outside pressures to fOrce that re-
sponsibility We cannot sit,idly by and allow other agencies, courts,
parents,"lawyer,s, or judges to do the job we know has to be done.

To paraphrase Fred Weinti'aub's analogy of yesterday, the bull of
litigation and .public indignation is loose and charving. We can
either move like hell before the onslaught and maintain some sent
blance of professional dignity or we can continue to graze contentN.
edly in the fields of indifference. But, if we choose the latter
course, we had better damn well brace ourselves!

00-
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CON

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS MUST SERVE
ALL THE HANDICAPPED

Martin Dean
Assistant Superintendent

Special Educational Services
San Francisco Public Schools

First of all: I should like to make one thing very clear I am not
against motherhooct and apple pie. I, too, am an American. But, as
an administrator in a large urban school district, I must advocate a
"con:' position on this debatable issue of whether the public schools
must serve all the handicapped. Let me elaborate on just a few
reasons for this pOsition:

1. There is no starting or ending point as far as age is concerned.

2 TWere are no limits regarding the severity of the, handicap
and the services needed.

, 3 There is no commensurate financial obligation on the part of
anyone except, presumably, the 'public schools.

4. There is pending litigation related to this, which in turn,
causes me great concern.

I would like to assure you, at the outset, that I do support Bob
Herman and Ed Martin's goals that we sho'uld provide education
and training for all handicapped children. I feel, however, that this
is the responsibility of society -,c,, of this country .not necessarily
the public school agency exclusively. I suspect that, if anything, we
could be criticized for empire building as we move more and more
into theprovince of other agencies, and we seem to be doing that
on an annual basis. I further agree with what Bob Herman said
yesterday that the conditions which exist at the Willowbrooks

and the artlaws are deplorableI(nd should not be continued! But,
I would also say that it is not necessarily the public school agency's
respOnsibility alone to correct these ills.
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This morning, Maynard talked about child study and we have
had d number of very interesting and lively discussions on this
matter! and he alluded to the fact that almost all child study
should take place within the confines of the public school setting.
Advocates of this point of view c tinue to shift the function of
the Department of Mental Hy ne, Department of Welfare, and
the Department of Health the education agencies. Aspally, if
we continue to move in th direction, I'd question the need for the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare Perhaps all we need
is a Department of Education and that's not bad, I guess, proved
eci we are given funds to operate the three departments as one.
Usually when were asked to assume the responsibility of other
agencies, we're not given commensurate funds to perform this
function. In fact, we're not usually asked we're mandated to
cite a case in point.

In California, a bill was recently passed accompanied by a cut-
back in state funds for custodial institutions for the severly handi-
capped. In essence, the mandate was to close institutions for the
severely handicapped and move that population back to the local'
communities for necessary care. One might agree that we shouldn't
have such state institutions for the handicapped. I am not advocat
ing that we should. I am simply stating that, generally when this
occurs, the level of support for the individuals in these institutions
is not transferred to local agencies by 'the State. The public schools
are then mandated, in many cases, to "care" for these youngsters
with no additional funds other than those which (vere allocated on
some categorical basis. Programs like this stretch the imagination,
to say nothing of stretching dollars when they become the respon
sibility of the public school agency..

..A "second case in point. In California, the Welfare Department
has contracted with Ipcal agencies for the retarded, usually parent
cmanizations, to provide pre school programs for the severly re
tarded. A regulation was recently adopted which stated, in effect,
that this is not going to continue that /1-us is the responsibility of

'tt, public school agencies. Fine, except that there is no additional
financial support for operating these programs.

Another interesting bill which was passed requires California
schools to increase the hearing and vision testing of pupils from

, three grades to five grades. Again, there was no additional compensa
tion for this additional task not that if isn't both worthwhile and
necessary.

Certainly, education should be continuing from birth to death,
, ..

and perhaps the public schools should provide it. I am simply sug
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gesting that, if we assume this responsibility, we are going to need
the financial resources to do it. The large communities in this coun-
try are already having difficulty educating youngsters between the
ages of 6 and 18. In fact, some charge that-we are doing a mighty
poor job of it1 Then we are asked to.assume the further responsibil
ity of programs for far more children than those who merely fall
between those ages.

As an example, in San Francisco the State reimburses us by
paying "aqproximately 11 percent of the total bill of educating
youngster in the city. The Federal Government Contributes about
6 percent. The local community contributes the remaining 83
percent toward educating alyoi.mgsters in San Francisco. And I
might add that, contrary to pc:101er belief, the taxpayers and prop-
erty owners in San Francisco, pay as much, if not more, for the
education of their youngsters than those of you in any other com-
munity throughout these United States. I said "popular belief"
because, technically, the State claims that we are a wealthy district.
We're wealthy on the verge of bankruptcy4

Let, me read a few brief quotes from "Schools, People, and
Money. The Need for Educational Reform" by the President's
Commission on School Finance. The first statement is by John
Fisher, President of Teachers College of Columbia Universkty, on
the need for Federal involvement:

"If we really mean it whyn we say that every American child is
entitled to equal educational opportunity, we must be prepared to
use Federal means to bring about such equality." Another statement
was -made by John Davis, Superintendent of Minneapolis Public

laSchools, whom you heard yesterday and one who had quite an im-
pact on the writing of this report commenting on full State4fund-
ing of public schools.

"The report states that local communities should be able to
supplement by 10% the amount of state support. This may be
appropriate, but in the absence of knowledge as to how the several
states will view the unusual problems and needs of centrarcities and
their children, I cannot assume that the basic state support will be
sufficient."

This topic full state funding and local control is also the
text of -a major paper by N. James B. Conant in thit October, 1972,
issue of the American School Board Journal. I recommend it to you.

Finally on this topic, I should like to read some brief remarks
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by Bishop McManus, Director of Catholic Education in Chicago.

"School systems on the verge of bankruptcy, like all too.many
of the large city school systems, need immediate, unrestricted,
emergency Federal help to stay in business. Federal fundsfordemon-
stration projects and other specialized purposes, ideal though they
may be, are not the real need in most cities today

Should local 'districts, therefore, be mandated to provide an
educational or training program for all children without appropriate
financial support? I say "No" and I wish more of you would say the
same! I don't believe we will ever get the "Feds" off-the-dime
unless we say this collectively instead of trying to stretch that
educational dollar any farther. I think it has already been over-
stiretchedl The more responsibilities we assume the more we
are going to be asked to undertake. And^then, Ironically, we are
often criticized for not providing a "quality" program on this
"shoestring budget"

As I have mentioned previously, we are asked to assume responsi-
bilities for what some of us in large cities have felt is the
responsibility of other agencies. I presume a number of you have
school nurses, as an example. I contend that school nurses could do
a better job if they were public health nurses. It happens that in
San Francisco we do not employ our own nurses but, rather, con-
tract with the Department of Public Health for these services, and
we fegl these health services are very comprehensive. I have found
that when Special Services Divisions employ nurses and assign them
to the schools, in most cases the school site administrator really
wants them for emergency medical reasons generally, to be band'
aid appliers. Most schools don't use the full resourcesof the nurs-
ing service. I believe that nurses employed under the Department of
Health instead of the School Department are able to provide the
schools with more comprehensive health service. I cite this as just
one example of how professional competence can be misused and
stress that the service to the schools might be better directed (and
financed) by the Health Department. What school site administra-
tors want and need on site is someone to attend to emergencies, and
I suggest that, if this is the case, we should consider the use of
school health aides rather than school nurses.

Art ther contention. Most progras for the severely handicapped
should be State programs funded through regional offices in the
appropriate agencies. Let me use an example:

We were asked to open two classes for deaf/blind ydungtters
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three years ago because of our geographical location. These deaf,.
blind youngsters were not from San Francisco We readily agreed to
provide an educational program for them. I doo't suggest that any
other agency should have assumed this responsibility, but it should
have been the financial-responsibility of all school districts ui
Califonia not San Francisco alone should, therefore, be the
responsibility of the State to support the program not the sole
responsibility of the district which happens to provide the services.
Taxpayers in large cities should not be expected to pay the excess
costs required for these programs. It is erroneous to consider them
as large district programs when they are, in fact, state programs
which should be furided accordingly.

It is one thing tp do something for the sake of humanity, it is
quite another thing to be mandated by the legislature or the courts
to provide a program for all handicapped children vyithout appropri-
ate staff or sufficient funds Mandates like these generally raise the
expectations of parents which Later give cause of anxietieS and, in
many cases, disappointments. If all parents were willing to accept
,the fact that the schools are "doing the best they can with the funds
they have avilable to them" this would allay some criticisms. Quite
the contrary is beginning to occur, howeyer. Let me read a brief
article by Bryce Anderson, who is editor of the IndependentJournal,
a newspaper published in Mann Couhty, California .Mr Anderson
summarized a recent "Saturday Review" article written by Gary
Saretsky and James Mecklentiurger. The authors prefaced their
article with the statement that "It's not at all unlikely that the
1970's will seef,consumers 'suing the schools' to enforce what they
see as a right to quality education." Interestingly, one of the court
Cases they described was tried and dismissed before their article even
reached print and the other suit appeared in small claims court
shortly thereafter. The specific cases which- they cited in their
article might prove of interest to you.

Mrs Viva Lundgrtn of Banning became the first to sue the schools
over non performance when she bled in the small claims division for
$500 in behalf of her grandaughter, Stacey Lundgren. The basis of
her claim was that Central Elementary School had failed to teach
Stacey to read', write and spell. Mrs. Lundgren's case was dismissed
by Judge Willingham of Brawley, designated to hear it by the State
Jddicial ,Council after three local judges one of them a member
of the Banning School District board disqualified themselves.

-,. Judge Willingham, after a hearing, told Mrs. Lundgren that small
claims court was not the proper place for her case. He suggested she

. might Join other parents to bring a class action suit in superior
court.
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This did not deter Mrs. Bobby Taber of Beaumont from follow-
ing Mrs Lundgren's lead, however. She filed suit for S500 in Beau
mont Justice Court against the Beaumont School District on behalf
of her son Roble. Mrs. Taber said she has three children in Beaumont
schools in fourth, sixth and eighth grades and none of them
had been taught to read. Therefore, the school district, slie contend
ed, owed her damages for non-performance of an implied contract.-

Mrs Lundgren and Mrs Taber have posed a basic challenge. Both
clailin that their children were promoted from grade to grade with-
out learning to read This, they contend, violates the schools' con-
tractual responsibility. Stacey Lundgren's third grade teacher testi
feed the child had not been retained because children become dis-
cipline problems if not allowed to advance with their peer group.

Saretsky and Mecklenburger suggested that recent state and
federal court decisions indicate that schools may be heltf account
abVe for providing quality education. They predicted class action
suits to force upgrading of teaching.

Such cases may prove to be the heart of future accountability
suits. Does the school's interest in preserving what educators call
a "desirable learning environment" transcend its contractual obliga-

il to see that pupils attain certain educational levels before
promoting' or graduating them? If it does not, school systems will
have to define what those contractual obligations are.

In conclusion, I'd like to again quote John Davis, this time on
the matter of accountability:

l'Ort

"Accountability is an essential requirement of a responsive school
system, but much care must be taken to insure that what is divulged
in no way penalizes the learner or places an undueburden on the
faculty for failing to have overcome great deficiencies in society
which affect learning."

Ladies and gentlemen, that is all I'm asking you to do. Do not
expect the schools to solve all the problems of society'
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The last ten or fifteen years have been witness to extraordinary
growth in both the quantity apfl variety of public school provisions
for handicapped youth. Several factors have been important in
creating this growth condition, among them increased national
awareness and social consciousness, strengthened and more politic-
ally influential parent and professional groups, and, more recently,
litigation and court action.

As this extensive system of schdol resources for the handicapped
has grown, a system of formal leadel-ship resources for the organiza-
tion and administration of programs has also developed. The Federal
Government, state educaiion agencie4, and local school districts
have organize-d extensive leadership systems. Many large cities have,
for example, created Assistant or Associate Superintendent posts
for special education leadership purposes. Few large school systems
are now without at least a Director and a number of coordinating or
consulting level special_ education positions. In addition, some of
the most phenomenal growth in special education leadership positions
has taken place in non metroPblitan areas in the form of leadership
required to staff the many new special education cooperatives and
intermediate units.

With few exceptions at any level of school government national,
state,"or lo al these existing leadership systems have at least two

$ commonalit persons who hold leadership positions have gen-
erally been trai ed as teacheri of some category of handicapped
persons -(retarded, speech handicapped, etc.) (Kohl, 1971) and (2)
leadership assignments within the special education operation are
made with major reference to categories of handicapping condition.
Coordinators, supervisors, and program consultantsare usually singu-
larly responsible for programs for the "retarded", the "emotionally
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?
disturbed", the "blind", or other categorically titled program
arenas

Currently, professionals and others have demonstrated great in
terest in the importance of creating service delivery systems which
minimize reliance on use of labels or categories, which present
multiple options in addition to the typical special class, and which
place mtijor respousibility for the education of most handicapped
youth on "regular" class teachers.

In accord with this interest and demonstrated need, school
systems across the country have begun to rethink their service
delivery systems, and several have embarked on either pilot or full-
scale efforts to create service options which are essentially non
categorical in nature. The Texas plan, the Vermont approach, the
Santa Monica model, the Minneapolis Harrison and Seward models,
and others are representative attempts. In the near future, we will
see extensive dissemination and utilization of non-categorical,
multiple-option service delivery systems. In several years, school
systems operating categorically based special education programs
which rely principally on special classes will be at best anachronistic'.

Obviously, these new programm(ing models and systems harbinger
the need for leadership systems organized, much differently than
those now extant. It will be very difficult for school systems to
advocate, much less effectively operate, non categorical, multiple

tre.option programs with categorically defined leadership systems Not
only is there a clear need to minimize the use of categories in struc
turfing tomorrow's special education leadership resources, but the

new demands of mainstreaming and of court required full service to
all handicapped will require new leadership dimension and structure.
Clearly then, given current program direction, most public school
leadership systems for the handicapped need extensive redefinition
in both form and substance.

The Minneapolis Public Schools, as one of those school systems
faced with the problem of a formal categorical leadership structure,
and yet desiring to move on a system wide basis into a more perform
ance-based levels of service program, initiated a process in 1970
which culminated in a totally reorganized special education leader
ship structure. The remainder of this paper will briefly discuss
several topics related to this effort, and will include background
informationon the M inneapol is special education effort, some reasons
for leadership reorganization, several basic assumptions, selected
objectives of the reorganization, a description of the redrganization
proCess, the model which was developed, and the projected evalua-

tion system for evaluating first year implementation of the model.
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As the length of this presentation is limited, the following com-
ments on the Minneapolis model will of neqessity be in summary for-
mat, and a great deal of the substantive tail, including references
to other relevant literature, will be omitted. Further information on
any of that which follows may be obtained from the authors..

The Minneapolis Public Schools

The Minneapolis school system, nationally recognized for many
of its progressive educational programs, currently serves approxi-
mately 61,000 school age youth in approximately 100 elementary
and secondary schools. These students are drawn from a base popu-
lation of approximately 500,000, the school system enrolls appro 1-
mately 14% minority students (principally Blacks and Indians) is
under court order to desegrate its schools, has experienced a un on
strike, has problems with aging physical plants, is in a fiscal squeeze,
has lost approximately 10,000 students since 1967, and expends
approximately $80,000,000 per year to educate those students
currently enrolled. Except for size of student populationandbudget,
this list of problems is similar to those experienced by many other
small and large cities across the Country.

Although the seieral problems referenced above represent serious
impediments to quality programming, progi'esive leadership by the
Superintendent and the Board of EducatiOn have in the past few
years yielded many innovative practices and programs.

The Minneapolis Spicial Education Effort

The Minneapolis program for the handicapped began in the early
1900's, and served mostly blind, deaf, and retarded students. Since
that time, the program has expanded to serve a cumulative yearly
total of 11,000 handicapped students in one type of service or
another, exclusive of services provided by district school social
workers, psychologists, and health personnel. One thousand full
and part time personnel are currently employed by the Special
Education Division, and are assigned within a "levels of service"
delivery system which makes extensive use of special education
resource teachers and tutors, and which attempts to minimize
reliance on special classes.

Total budget in support of the program exceeds $8,000,000
annually Approximately $5,500,000 of the total budget is expend-
ed on instructional program resources, with the remainder expended
for support services of school psychologists, social workers, health
personnel, clerical staff, administration, and program supervision.
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;Approximately 50% of the operating budget is income from. state
special education reimbursement.

The Division operates all of its direct instructional programs out
of the "Program Services Department", one of four major Depart
ments responsible to the Director of Special Education. Other
Departments 'are. those for School Social Work Services, School
Psychological Services, and School Health Services. An Assistant
Director is in charge of each of these four Departments.

Prior to the current leadership reorganization, the "Program
Services Department" represented a typical categorical leadership
model, with coordinators or supervisors in charge of the Mentally
Retarded, the Visually Impaired, the Phyially Handicapped, etc.
A total of some twenty persohs had, specifi leadership roles in the
Department, nearly all of them closely tied to disability categories.

Why Restructure Leadership Resources.'

The major reason for restructuring was that the special educa
Lion categorical leadership structure was out of phase with both the
actual' program delivery system and with plans for further decategor
ization and mainstreaming. It was becoming increasingly difficult to
justify maintenance of a 'system of categorical supervisors and co-
ordinators while at the same time speaking out for minimizing the
impact of labeling on children, for non categorical resource teachers,
and for less reliance on special classes.

'
At the operational level, each elementary and secondary principal

found it necessary to relate to six or seven different special educa-
tion supervisors, contingent on which category the problem could
be forced into. In addition, each of the "categories" seemed to
call for a communications and logistical system wllich was different
from each of the other categories, with resulting logistical confus
ion, low response time, dysfunctional competition for resources,
lack of clear statement about Division policies and procedures, and
general communications, breakdown.

Assumptions Basic to the Reorganization Effort

As a means of providing perspective on the task, several major
assumptions were generated prior to delineating reorganization tasks
and timetables. Several of these are listed below:

1. The one fiver- riding issue is tha4of structuring leadership and
other resources to increase or maximize life chances of boys and
girls with seriops learning or adjustm,ent problems, or who are
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. otherwise handicapped We assumed that any leadership structure
which evolved would be designed with this goal in miV, and that
certain power and resource trade-offs might be recjired'as we
strive toward that goal.

-
2. The phrase "reorganization of special education leadership

resources" was accepted as most descriptiove of the task ahead, as
contrasted with the phrase "administrative decategorization" or
similar terms which seem to represent a smaller circle than we
intended to cast. The underlying assumption is that the problem
requires, rather than a mere shuffling of titles to minimize the visi-
bility of categories, the restructuring of total leadership resources,
one aspect of which represents program administration.

3 It was assumed that leadership resource have impact beyond
their' relative statistical relationship to other program resources.
As leadership resources in the Minneapolis Special Education effort

- represented approxinittely 5% of total resources, it would have been
difficult to justify the time, money, and energies which were need-
ed if one could-clot expect more than a 5% impact. It was assumed,
then, that propay organized and targeted leadership resources are
fundamental to creating systemic change.

4 Since change in formal organizations of any magnitude has
its major impact on the organization's human resources, it was
assumed that a great deal of personal and organizational trauma
would occur, and that both overt and covert efforts would develop
in attempts to discredit or retard change.

5. It was assumed that reorganization of leadership resources
alone would not solve all problems of labeling, of overdependence
on the special class mentality, and of lack of due process and equal
protection The reorganization was viewed as a primary means of
providing a more current and defined base of operation for focusing
more effectively on these problems.

6. It was assumed that the key to providing leadership adequate
to the task was a basic restructuring effort, and that additional
leadership complement for the special education division was nQt
necessary for success. Specifically, the reorganization was under-
taken with a commitment to developing a model which would not
immediately require new leadership positions, but which would be
able to fly with existing personnel positions.
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Reorganization Goals

Any attempt to effect significant organizational change mustbe
guided by an operationally defined set of targets or goals goals

whose realization will directly ate to the solution of those basic
problems creating the need fof7h.ing4i Goal arenas pertinent to re-
structuring the Minneapolis special educatuan leadership systems
were minimizing the labeling phenomena, development and accept
ante of a multiple option service system designed to minimize the
need to segregate yoking persons into "condition alike" programs,
and development of d responsive, effective, and relevant leadership
structure. Several specific goals related to these goal arenas are
listed bel6w:

1. To decentralize the decision making process.

2. To encourage the developmenvf resource allocation systems
which are designed to focus financial resources at the point of
program operation.

3. To bring into concert the administrativeandprogramcompon .
ents, to ensure that the administrative component is function
ing with a philosoph11,101, organizational; and conceptual base con-
sistent with that of the philosophical and conceptual base of then
program component..

4. To encourage by administrative and organizational structure
the developmerlt of delivery systems which do not place unjustified
emphasis on categorical labels. 4

5. To effect an organizatiOnal structure that dogs not addly
hold individuals into positions with the ultiMate effect of reducing
their incentive and efficiency.

6. To generally enhance the development.of leadership systems
that are accountability focused.

7. To arrange special education leadership and program compon
ents so as to allow maximum opportunity for impact on the priori
ties of the. regular qducation programs vis a vis the needs of hanti -
capped students. k

8. To arrange program leadership structure to the end that com-
petitiort for resources by supervisory and administrative personnel
is not based on variables unrelated to child centered objectives.
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9 To enhance the ability of the schools to make flexible use of ,r -innovative and experimental special education service options.

10 To maximize through the reorganization the most effective.
use of personnel in administrative and supervisory positions

The Process

Briefly, the reorganization process involved several steps, among
them an assessment of leadership structure and systems in other
urban special education programs, analysis of current lqadership
role and function requirements, development of a relevant personnel
utilization model, staff development and input sessions with exist-
log leadership personnel, a series of input and legitimating sessions
with intern& and external reference groups, development of a final
model suitable for first year implementation, assignment of existing
personnel to roles within the model consistent with a defined per-
sonnel utilization model, development of first year reorganization
objectives, structuring' of orientation and training activities for
staff and "significant others" focusing on the goals and structure
of the projected leadership system, and design of a formal evalua-
tion system for the first year effort. Several of these reorganization
process steps are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs:

A nalysilof Other Leadership Models

Site visits were made by the Director of Special Education and/or
the Assistant Director for PrOgram Services to eight major city
specir education programs. The principal objective of these site
visits was to determine if other special edubation organizations had
(1) attempted leadership reorganization which would minimize use
of categoridal references, and (2) developed models which might be
generalizable.

These site visits were revealing, in that great dependence on
categories and on special classes was observed. Also, the leadership
system in .eath of these cities was highly related to this categorical
model, and, at the time, no single city of those visited had specific
plans for restructuring leadershipfesources along other dimensions,
although several had plans to begin developing resourcAprograms.

Leadership Personnel Assessment

Ciritical among the major reorganization Activities was the con-
duct of a leadership personnel role and function analysis and needs
assessment.
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The analysis of extant role and function of-leadership personnel
revealed that persons responsible for categorical programs were
accountable for.designing and operating programs for students of
all ages, were required to be knowledgeable in all curriculum areas,
were required to be equally knowledgeable about resource programs,
special classes, and special schools, and were required to attend to
a host of diverse functions. Figure one illustrated this status

Figure 1 .

, Role Parameters for Categorical Program Supervisors
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Clearly, categorical supervisors were required to bear expert
witness as both program specialists knowledgeable about the unique-
ness of the category or program, and as generalists responsible for
many management oradministrative functionsnot necessarily related
to the uniqueness of the category. In addition, in districts where
levels of service exist to support handicapped youth in mainstream
programs, the categorical supervisor is required to be as expert at
providing technical assistance to those mainstream efforts as he is at
operating special classes or special stations.

In our opinion, these expectations imposed on any one person
are unrealistic and unmanageable, and typically result in an individ-
ual focusing on those Job responsibilities he or she is most interested
in and skillful at, and little energy is given to other important pro-
gram dimensions. For example, in an analysis-of categorical super-
visors in the Minneapolis program, we found personltivho had great
management ability and those who had little interest in applying
sound management practices, persons who were extremely well
grounded in technical program knowledge and others who were not,'
personi who were very interested in and knowledgeable about inter-
facing with regular class systems and others whose expertise and
interest was with replacerhent educational programs, and a host of
other combinations.

This analysis of the current role and ?unction of leadership per-
sonnel made it clear that a more effective system of personnel utili-
zation, based on more than categorical relevante, would need to be
developed In seeking to develop an effective personnel utilization
format, two primary factors seemed important those being (1) the
relationship between the structures of the leadership ancisservice
systems and (2) the relationship between expected lob functions
and personal skills and interests.

The first of these the relationship between the structure of the
leadership system and that of the service delivery system was
important, as lack of congruence would inevitably result in bifurca-
tioritof goals and, for many staff, in a great deal of cognitive dis-
sonance. If the program is of the single option (either regular class
or special class) categorical genre, 'and if intentions are to continue
in that manner, then a categorically oriented leadership structure
should suffice. However, if the special education delivery system is
expected to be levels of service or "cascade" (Deno, 1971) in struc-
ture, then the leadership structure ought to be designed around the
requirements of that service model. As is illustrated by figure 1, a
categorical leadership structuPe operating a multiple-option program
is basically unworkable and/or ineffective. Inasmuch as the Minne-
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apolis program is strongly oriented to the multiple-option, non
labelling, performance based philosophy, the determination %vas
made that a leadership and administrative model would be created
to diiectly relate to a levels of service program operation

The second of these primary factors, the relationship between
expected function and human variables, is, as figure 1 illustrates, an
important dimension. Stated more directly, a positiveandfeasonable
relationship must exist between human competency and expected
performance.

In addressing this problem, an attempt was made to develop from
the list of functions in figure 1 some clustering of functions and
to develop a construct which might be useful in determirging cluster

'utility, and in matching existing leadership personnel to whatever
new or redefined roles evolved. This construct, or cognitive set, is
illustrated by figure 2, and is based on the notion that, at any given
level of service to clients (i.e., mainstream support, special replace-
ment programs) there will be functions requiri general man-
agement administrative competencies, and functions requiring tech-
nical prograM or specialist competencies.

GENERALIST

SPECIALIST
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Utilizing the Specialist Generalist construct, function clusters
were developed, as illustrated by Figure 3. t.

Figure 3
Function Clusters for Special Education
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negotiations between the generalist manager and the specialist supervisor
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These function clusters d,o not represent mutually exclusive
domains, as both generalist manager and specialist supervisor will be
involved in some way in the other's domain, i e. both have public
relations and personnel evaluation responsibilities. The emphasis
here is on the relative amount of time spent, and on proximity to
on line programs In this model, the generalist would be responsible
for a specific level of service or part of the "Cascade" (i e., Programs
in support of the regular classroom teacher or of all special schools),
and would manage the ef forts of several technical specialists.Through
this approach, it is possible to relate leadership structure to the
levels of service concept, and to also begin packaging functions
intoimanageable units.

The Specialist Generalist construct illustrated by figure 2 was
utilized to determine which of the existing special education leader-
ship personnel would be most appropriately assigned tomanagen)ent
or generalist responsibilities, and which would be more effective in
on line program supervision responsibilities. While space will not
permit more than cursory reference to application of this construct,
suffice it to note that there are, for example, quantitative and
qualitative stress tolerance differences between the management-
generalist role and the specialist supervisor role. Equally, there are
persons who could tolerate the day to day personal stress associated
with on line program operation, but who would not do very well
in coping with stress brought about by budget session in fighting or
by the ambiguity of tasks associated with management positions. At
any rate, as part of the process of reorganizing the Minneapolis
leadership structure, an assessment was made of existing personnel
through the use of this construct, and personnel were assigned to
new positions consistent with this assessment.

Oilier Reorganization Aetii,ities

Completion of the site visitations to other urban area programs,
of the personnel utilization needs assessment, and development of
the Generalist/Manager Specialist/Supervisor construct provided a
base for developing a draft model for structuring leadership resources.
Subsequent to designing the final draft model, a series of defined
input and legitimatizing activities were necessary. Several of these
are listed below:
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Review and input sessions for all Special Education Leader-
ship Staff Several all day meetings were held at which .a full
review of the problem and of the working model was pre-
sented. As a result of the input generated during thesesessions,
the model was revised. The revision was again subjected to

its 4



Figure 4 /-
Working Model Leadership Zructue

I SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM SERVICES

I

REGULAR SCHOOL BASED
PROGRAMS

/Instructional Support
Consultation
Tutorial & Resource
Part-time Special Class

DiagnosticPrescriptive Services

Itinerant Services

Vocational Programs

University Training Programs

Case Management Referral
and Placement Services

Inter Level Programs

Regular Teacher

Accountable
for

Instructionaltonal

Program

REPLACEMENT R LOW
INCIDENCE PROG AMS*

Special Station and
Special Class Clusters

Day School Programs

Residential Programs

Hospital Programs

Homebound Services

External Agency
Contracted Programs

Specialists Accountable
for

Educational
Program

'includes programs and services for severely handicapped students in all
categories.
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kill review and a refined working model was produced, and a
tentative implementation schedule developed:

Present the full model, the nature of the problem, and the
reorganization goals to external reference groups for informa-
tion and input, including:

State Department of Education
Parent groups
Professional organizations

Present the full model and all other relevant aspects to super-
ordinates, to other key department heads (n the school dis-
trict, and to school principals for information and input.

Revise the working model based on the above review and in-
put sessions, and present to the following groups for either
consensus or approval:

State Department of Education (approval)
Minneapolis Special Education Leadership
(consensus)
Superordinates (approval)
Advisory group of principals (consensus)

Develop final detailed implementation timetable.

Assign staff to new roles based on application of the
Generalist-Specialist construct.

Develop first year format for evaluation plan.

The Resiruetured Leadership Sysiem

Figure 4 represents the organizational model deployed to test
the workability of the restructured (non-categorical) leadership
system The leadership system was structured primarily to (1) focus
efforts and accountability in the development of strong mainstream
support services and (2) to maximize the development of non-
categOrical special education instructional service. The special educa-
tion programs and leadership responsibilities are essentially divided
into those provided (1) in concert with the regular schools and
classes (school based) and (2) those vended in special facilities and
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stations (Low Incidence Replacement Programs). In the categorical
progam and leadership structure (see figure 5), each categorical co
ordinator or supervisor is responsible, within the confines of that
category, for all levels of service.

Supervisors working in "School Based" programs are specialists
with competencies in a certain level of support service such as
Tutorial, Resource or Diagnostic programming. These programs are
primarily non categorical and constitute approximately 65% of the
Department's fiscal and human resources.

Supervisory personnel associated with programs listed on the right
side (Low Incidence) of figure 4 are also technical specialists. How
ever, these programs are primarily categorical in organization and
format. Approximately 35% of the Department's resources are ex-
pended in this area.

The program area labeled "Inter level" includes those services
necessarily designed for both "school based" and "low incidence"
programs. Speech and language services, vocational placement and
training program services are examples of "inter level" programs
Coordination between Administrators for the two major Department
sections School Based and Low Incidence is necessary as
students often require flexible placement from one level to another
consistent with their needs. The Administrator for School based
program services is responsible for managing and directing inter level
programs and service.

The First Year Evaluation

. The model for restructuring special education leadership resources
which was finally approved and implemented, although the product
of much concerted action and deliberation, was still theoretical in
that it had never been tried or emperically tested. As a means of re-
fining original best guesses, of keeping the operational model true to
specified targets, and of providing baseline data for future outcome
evaluation, a formal evaluation design and plan was developed for
the first 3-5 year evaluation process. While space will not permit full
discussion of design and instrumentation considerations, the follow
ing points represent principal aspects of this formal evaluation

The purpose was to (1) collect baseline data for longitudinal
purposes and (2) establish data systems and processes necess
ary to ensure keeping on "track" and to modify as necessary.
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The evaluation was designed to include management, process,
and product evaluation systems.

An external evaluation team was assembled to assist with
design and instrumentation matters, with data gathering, and
with analysis of data.

Instrumentation included an Opinionnaire of Special Educa-
tion Services, an Attitude Scale, an open-ended topical ques-
tion naire, a General I nformati obSurvey,Structu red I nterviews,
and an Educational Service Options Questionnaire.

Target groups included regular classroom teachers,elementary
principals, special education leadership personnel, regular
education administrators, school social workers, school psy
chologists, and special education teachers.

Summary.

This paper has presented a brief overview of the Minneapolis
special education program's leadership reorganization process and
model. This reorganization was necessary to deVelop a leadership
structure which reflected minimal use of disability categories, and
which was relevant to levels of service delivery system.

Steps taken to accomplish this reorganization were, in part,
visitations to other urban areas, a formal analysis of existing leader
ship role and function, development of a generalist specialist con
struct, organization of a draft model, presentation for review and
input to various internal and external groups, presentation to key
groups for consensus or approval, establishment of an implementa
tion timetable, and development of an evaluation plan.

The product developed for first year implementafion is basically
levels of service" in structure and concept. Two major account
ability dimensions were created,ancla generalist/manager wascreafed
foreach of these. These two dimensions were (1) those services and
programs in support of the regular class teacher and principal (main
stream programs), and (2) those programs and services for which a
specialist was accountable (replacement education programs),, Other
leadership personnel were assigned as specialists or supervisors:to
one of these two major branches.

Again, only the basic rudiments of the process and of the final
product have been presented, and the other more ,detailed infOrma
tion may be obtained by writing to the authors.

?
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THE MADISON PLAN FOR ORGANIZING AND DELIVERING
SPECIALIZED EDUCATIONAL `SERVICES

Bill K. Tilley, Director
SpeciatEducition Division

Madisbn Public Schools

...,

This paper deals' with the Madison, Wisconsin.,4Public School ,

System's attempts to reorganize its regular and special educational
service delivery and control systems' in response to numerous social
and prOfessional changes occurring over the past few leers.

Socially, such phenomena as the weakdning role of the family,
the greater mobility of the population,, and the inability or refusal
of other institutions such 'as the church to deal with current social

,, forces and trends have led the schools into more of a sentral role as
the legitimate socializing agency in the community.

.0
ii

' The. degreeto which this state of affairs is being supported and .

legitimized is attested to in the November, 1972, issue of Ph/ Delta I
Kappan, devoted entirely to the topic, "CoMmunity Education: A.
Social Issue". The guest editorial in that issue prepared by W. Fred
Trotten reads' ".... we strongly recommend that school personnel
and fay citizens in each community carefully examine the commun-
ity education concept and appraise the values which might accrue
from converting their schools (primarily single-purpose in nature)
into multi purpose human development laboratories." The entire . ..
editorial is a, statement of unqualified support for expanding the .
scope and purpose of education to include total community involve-
ment. I

IOne step th'k the Mgclison schools has taken ,to respond to-the
increasing community intgrest and demands on the educational en-
terprise is to decentralize and reorganize the administrative structure
to provide a more perOnalized approach to educational needs.,The
system has moved from a district-wide elementary, middle and sec-

4ondary structure to four smaller, more locally responsive units:
Each decentralized area provides for the total K-.12,progrqc in
much more continuous and articulated manner than previously.
Each area is also supdrvised by an Area Director who is responsible
to the Assistant Superintendent of Schools. The Area Directors com-
prise.what is termed the Omations divisions which toughly cdrres-

1

.
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pond to the usual line organizational structure. The operations
group is supplemented and complemented by the Support divisions
tvhich includes Specialized Educational Services (S E S j (see
Chart 1)

I t may be seen that consrderable effort has been made to depict
the interaction of the various subsystems somewhat differently than
the. typical line-staff bureaucratic chart. This reflects significant
changes in the way the top administration views.the organization
and leads directly into the reorganization of Specialized Educational
Services and a discussion of the major factors pointing to the need,
for reorganization A fuller discussion of the general area reorganila
tion plan may be obtained from the Madison Schools upon request.

In struggling with the role of the Specialized Educalional Services
Division in the new decentralized structure a number of questions
and issues surfaced. Some of the questions were. Should Specialized
Educational.Services (SES), be placed under the authority of the
Area Director or should it be centralized u er a Director of Special1
ized Services? Should the Division develo a parallel and separate
system, or should it be an integral interacting part of the total
system? Is the role of the Division to provide support and relief for
the regular system, of is it to stimulate and influence improved in
structional practice for the regular system?.Should theCoordinators
and Supervisors in the Division play a district wide leadership role
in the areas of their specialization, or should they play a More gen
eral managing roleLover all Special Services in a given decentralized

.-area? These were some primary policy questions that led to many
intense discussions during the planning phases of reorganization

In seeking answers far these questions, much consideration was
given. to the professional chaiiges occurring in the field of special
edUcation and the new organizational theory and information
leading to a more appropriate fit between the organizativ_and the
tasks or functions to be performed.

Relevant Issues in the field

It seems relatively clear that the many changes -occurring in
special education philosophically and operationally point to a need
to constantly examine the administrative practices for deliyering
such services in the schools. An examination of some of these issues
and their possible impact should help clorify the Madison organiza
tional plan to be described. .
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Drsenchan threw wah Segregated Classes

Dunn's 1968 article in the Journal of Exceptional Children has
led to an all out attack on segregated classes for the mildly hands
capped There is d tremendous new interest in developing a wider
range of administrative options for children with handicapping

conditions options that provide for much greater flexibility of

movement and practice than was previously possible Deno (1970)
has presented such d model which provides for a range of service
options designed to meet the needs of the total continuum of ex
ceptiondl needs from the mild to the most severe. Such a broad
model of service options make close relationships with a numberof

subsystems a necessity

&categorization of Services.

The medically determined disability categories upon which ser
vices have been traditionally based are being severely questioned as
to their relevance in guiding instructional decisions Reynolds (1972)
refers to such categories as "surface" variables which may signal a

possible problem but which have limited value as "decision" van
ables in the instructional rpalm Deno (1970) summarizes the
professional thought in the area:

". . the introduction of categorical constructs based on presumed
child defects merely adds a cluttering, unessential administrative and
conceptual layer which interferes more than it aids in realizing the
goal of individualized instruction for all children. . .

Why, then, do we assign personnel as categoriCal specialists? Per

haps a professional who is well trained in developmental learning,
curriculum and f n s tructi on a I technology can act as a general super
visor...of programs for the handicapped. Perhaps there is no need for
categorically designated specialists such Js "Supervisor of Programs

for the Mentally Retarded." Couldn't a broadly trained special
educator develop programs for all or most categorical areas? Reor

ganization requires a studied reaction to these questions.

hureaseAmphasts on Ecologn a! or Sy stems Models o f Interven lion

The "disability" or "defect" approach to educational interven
tion that places the emphasis upon the child as the cause of the prob
lem is meeting increased resistance. The approach that instructional ata

problems are complex interactions between the child, his teacher,
peers, parents, curriculum tasks, and a host of other "system" fac
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tors is being increasingly accepted by professional educators. Treat-
ment then must consist of interventions, not only with the child
but with any or all of the interacting elements of his environment
which are Judged to be contributory to the presenting problem. Lilly
(1970) suggests moving completely away from defining exceptional
children toward a concept of defining "exceptional situations with-
in the school".

Such a conceptualization of educational intervention demands a
closer, more credible relationship with the "total" educational
system than ever. Parallel and separate administrative structures will
not allow the level of interaction with regular teachers and staff
that can lead to the appropriate changes in the instructional situa-
tions encountered.

The Emergence of the Belief that Special Education Must Play a
Significant Role in Improving Instruction for All Children. Deno
(1970) and Brown (1972) are among a few of the leading special
educators who see the possibility of special education acting as a
powerful agent in influencing and assisting the modal or general
system to improve its instructional skills to accommodate for
a wider range of individual differences. Deno (1970) speaks of the
special education system as being in a unique position to serve as
developmental capital in an overall effort to upgrade the effective-
ness of the total public education effort. Brown (1972) speaks of
the role special education can play as the "evaluator" of the effect-
iveness of mainstream educational endeavor.

Again, such thinking leads to the need for closer interaction with
the "regular'. system in positive and constructive fashion. In order
to achieve a position of influence in the "regular" system, the
Specialized Services Division has to prove its willingness and capa-
bilities to cooperate productively.

In addition to the professional special educational considerations
described, a number of other considerations were studies in planning
the reorganized system of control and service delivery.

First, there is considerable question about the relevance of the
line staff hierarchial organizational structure for today's highly com-
plex, open, social service systems. In analyzing the approved orga-
nizational chart it was clear that the Anformal structure of the sys-
tem was quite different from the formal approved structure signify-
ing that, indeed, the appropriateness of the structure was suspect

Further analysis revealed that the organization had increased the
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rate of change tremendously over the last few years with consequent
variation in functions performed. No longer can schools educate for
perpetuity. The knowledge explosion and the speed of change as
evidenced in such books as Future Shock have led to the need for
very different organizational structures. More short term ad hoc
teams are being used to accomplish very specific functions or tasks
Conceptions of authority and control are changing. It is very dif f
wit for one administrator to have enough knowledge to autocratic
ally direct and control all of the functions (constantly changing)
performed in hisdivision ordepartment Consequently,authority and
responsibility need to be constantly delegated and re delegated in a
continuous fashion The question is "Who's in charge for what,
when, and for how long?"

tseemed important in the reorganization to provide a system by
which these revelations could be taken into account one in which
authority and responsibility could be negotiated based on the job
to be done and the skills needed to do it.

Second, for negotiations to occur between sub systems in good
faith, certain protections or guarantees needed to be provided each
sub-system or division. The Division of Specialized Educational
Services was guaranteed a level of autonomy and functional sover-
eignty to protect it from co option by another d ion. No division
should be placed in Jeopardy for expressing its prof ional bias or
ideas openly To provide such protection the Division o pecialized
Educational Services was guaranteed control of special ducation
personnel allocations and budget. No allocation of specs I staff or
other resources of the Division could be made without th greement
of the Director. This assured that each "operations" dire for would
seriously negotiate with the support directors. With these utections
built in, negotiation could occur openly and earnestly- w thout fear
of intimidation on the part of the support divisions.

With these considerations in -mind, the following organizational
structure and Service Delivery System were set up.

dmin is trative Organizational Structure

The six Specialized EducationalServicesAdministrativeStaff were
assigned in the following manner:
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N

Superintendent

Assistant Supeiinten nt

Director
S E S

Other
Directors

SES SES SES SES SES
Coord Coord Coorc Coord. Coord

East West La Follette Memorial Special
Area Area Area Area Stations A'

The Director of S.E.S. occupies a position of influence of the
same order as all other ,Directors including the four Operations
Directors and is directly responsible.for the five S.E.S. Coordinators
Sven though four of them have been assigned to decentralized areas.

This geographic assignment places the Coordinators in theprimary
role of general managers responsible for managing a broad range of
professional personnel and programs and removes them from the
typical categorical disability structure. While the role emphasizes
the generalized management function, provisions are still made for
district-wide consultation between areas where the specialist skills
of a Coordinator may be needed. One assumption unlerlying the
move to such a structure reflects the belief that most programs can
be managed by a generalist, particularly at the mild levels of sever-
ity, which account for the largest proportion of handicapped child-
ren The perceived higher degree of specialization required by the
more severely handicapped resulted in assigning one Coordinator the
responsibility for special stations and certain low incidence pro-
grams such as trainable mentally retarded, hospital programs and
orthopedically handicapped. These programs have highly specialized
needs that seem to require full time involvement of a trained special-,ist.

A major objective of the Specialized Educational Services Division
is to support and influence the total educational system seen asone
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system, not several parallel systems with little interaction between
each This structure makes it easier to communicate with and to
support the total system by providing a single person dS the respon
sidle agent for specialized service programs in a given area. There
fore, an Area Director or his principals have to deal with only one
person in negotiating and planning for mutual programs This pro
duces much less confusion as to whom one should contact for
what and also makes it much less likely.that the "buck" will be
passed from one person to another. It is the responsibility of the
area Coordinator to call in specialized consultation not possessed by
him or persons in his area when needed. The process by which this
is possible is built into the area plan While each Coordinator is
administratively responsible for only one attendance area, he is
available to provide city wide consultation in his own area of capa-
bility when requested by one of his colleagues or as built into his
special ad hoc responsibilities.

Additionally, this structure encourages the development of com-
prehensive services in each geographic area, thereby reducing bus-
my needs and the neighborhood disruption caused by moving child
ren away from their home area for special programming.

. A number of factors pose complicating problems for this type
structure, but only through attempting the reorganization with
attendant evaluation procedures will its efficacy be determined.
Some of these factors are.

1. The State Department is organized on a categorical basis,
making communications with that agency more difficult.

2. The traditions in the field create expectations in other agen-
cies which can cause confusion in communication.

3. Reporting to the state must be categorical so some duplica-
tion of effort is likely.

4 Teachers, psychologists and otherfrofessionals were trained
in categorical programs, making the change cohfu.sing.

5. Parents have been steeped in the categorical disability model.

6. Certification of professionaT personnel is based on categories.

7. The development of new, more functional systems of group
ing is still in embryonic stages..
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There are more that could be presented, but the point should be
sufficiently made that such a reorganization is not without risks.

Beyond the basic organizational plan outlined above, there was
still the need for developing a system of interaction with other
subsystems that would alleviate many line-staff problems and that
would provide for more flexibility inservice delivery.

Special education departments in school systems represent a
unique mixture. of line and staff relationships. On the one hand,
SES functions as a support system to the regular system, and on
the other hand it carries full responsitcaity for total programming
in special stations or facilities. This is often further complicated
by the strict guidelines furnished by the State Department of Public
Instruction which can limit the flexibility of interaction with the
regular system.

Questions related to control over such functions as staff assign-
ment and supervision program development arid operation, pupil
placement and transfer, budget, physical development of programs,
inservice training schedules are among the major sources of conflict
between the "Operations" divisions and the S.E.S. Division. The
question of "who has authority?" is a constant stumbling block to
easy cooperative interactions.

As suggested earlier, a system needed to be developed that de-
fined authority more in terms of "who has authority for what, when
and for how long?" What resulted was a system of negotiated con-,
tracting that was based on functions and tasks, not on divisional
role description's:, At this point we are referring to the process as
Task Contingent Management (T.C.M.).

Task Contingent Management

Essentially, Task Contingent Management requires divisional
heads to sit across the table and negotiate a mutually agreeable
"Service Delivery Plan" which specifies the services to be delivered
or the tasks to be completed, how, when and where such services
are performed, who is responsible for what processes and how the
plan is to be evaluated. Once completed, the plan or agreement
carries the joint authority of both divisions and can only be modified
by mutual agreement.

This kind of process is not limited to interactions between "Sup-
port" and "Operations" Divisions, but, applies as well to lateral
agreements between Support Divisions or between a Support Divis-
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ion'and any other agency or subsystem Figure I depicts the inter
actional possibilites between subsystems that might result in a
"Service Delivery Plan" or contract.

The negotiated contracts may be comprehensive or restricted,
long term or short term, service oriented or task oriented, involve
required, continuous functions, or new, creative functions depend-
ing on the needs and priorities that have been determined and
agreed upon

Figure I
Visual Portrayal of Interrelationship Befiveen

Operatiorts and Support Divisions

SERVICE
DELIVERY PLA

;,,TOTAL DISTRICT Supt Office, Board policies, state laws, etc
SUPPORT DIVISIONS Curriculum, Special Education, etc
OPERATIONS DIVISIONS Area Director, Principals
OUTSIDE AGENCIES D P I , Community, USOE, state regulation
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Prior to negotiations, for example, between a decentralized area
and S E S , certain preliminary assessments and determinations must
be made The Area Director must work with the principals, teachers,
other staff, parents, and community to determine needs and priori-
ties which are subsequently brought to negotiation. The S.E.S.
Director similarly works with his staff to inventory skills, competen-
cies, services, resources as well as constraints to service, and these
are brought to the negotiation table,

With as much objective data available as possible and with clear
understandings of priorities and purposes, dialogue between the two
Divisions begins From this dialogue ultimately emerges a plan or
contract determined mutually.

The form or format of the contract has been adapted from the
individual Administrative Management by Objective Contract for-
mat utilized by the Mad isqn Public Schools. The adaptation is pre-
sented only as one suggested approach, and the other adaptations or
alternatives may be equally viable.

Step I Discussion of Each Step In The
Task Contingent Management Contract

I A precise description of the project, process, skill, etc. to be
evaluated in this agreement. This should include (to the degree
that is possible at the initial conference):

l

A. Intent of what is to be done, and
B. Outcomes to be expected and
C. Procedures to be used.
D. Specification of mutual responsibilities.

d

Is item really a priority item or is it really only something ,
easy to agree on?

%

2 Are the outcomes something that can be measured either
objectively by some instrument or assessed subjectively by
one of the parties? Subjective opinion is a valid assessment
device,,but it should be understood and agreed by the par-
ties involved when subjective opinion will serve as the bass
of evaluation. (See also No. 2.)

.

3. Is this a short term or long term objective? When will it
terminate?

4. Can it/should it be classified as regular, problem solving, or
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innovative in nature? It need not necessarily be so classified
but such classification may be helpful to both parties regard
ing the context of the agreement For example, one party
may see the agreement as dealing with a real innovative idea
while the other one sees it as a regular duty.

5. Has this item been reached by consensus or was it prescribed
or insisted upon by one of the parties? Consensus should
dominate except in unusual cases.

II. A description of who will do the monitoring and evaluation of
No. 1, i.e., one or several people. A description of exactly how
this person/persons will monitor/evaluate No. 1 (visitations,
conferences, reports, other materials, etc.) and to the degree
possible at the initial conference and agreed to by the individuals
involved what constitutes good, average, poor progress.

1. Does the individual/individuals have the competence to do
the monitoring/evaluating? If not, will a third party be
brought into the agreement?

2. Does the individual/ individuals have the time to do the things
agreed to in the evaluation/monitoring section? If any of the
monitoring/evaluating procedures were left out (for whatever
reason) would both parties still believe that a valid evalua
Lion had taken place? What procedures on the part of either
party could not be left out without invalidating thecontract?

3. (See No. 2 in 1 above) Where subjective assessment is agreed
to, what constitutes good, average or poor progress in the
mind of the parties? This should be understood as well as
possible between the parties involved.

4. In some cases (perhaps many) one may only lie able to evalu
at the actions involved rather than the actual outcome
where actual outcome is very difficult to "get hold of."
The difference between actions and outcome should be un
derstood

III. A description of any materials, resources, other aids not readily
available, but needed to properly execute this agreement and
who/how will see that this provided.
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2 Are such materials, etc., absolutely critical to the contract
or are there alternatives if for some reason it is subsequently
determined that the agreed materials, etc., cannot be sup-
plied? Alternatives and dates should be so noted.

3. At what point in time would the contract become invalid if
the materials, etc., were not made available?

IV. How often will the evaluator/evaluatee meet to officially re-
view progress? (This meeting not to be confused with regular
meetings held in the process of evaluating. "Official Review"
would include summary copies of review session to be typed up
for both parties and any other agreed upon interested parties.)
Once a quarter is recommended.

t
1 Specific dates are a must for official review sessions. A

specific day i s best with "in the week of . . . " being the
most latitude allowed Official review sessions are very im-
portant.

2 A typed copy of the review session should be made available
to both parties. While it should not be so detailed as to be
burdensome, it should be a fair recording of what had taken
place quantitatively and qualitatively to date. It is particu-
larly important that understanding and agreement be reached
at the time of the official review session and that the under-
standing/agreement be fairly and accurately translated.

3. The importance and specific times of the official review
sessions do not imply that any number of unofficial review.
sessions cannot be held. No record of unofficial review
sessions needs to be kept.

4 In the official review session only the items agreed to in the
contract should be discussed and recorded. Additions or
modifications to the contract can be included, but topics
not related should not be included. When the official review
session has been completed to the satisfaction of both par-

r.. ' ties, then other topics can be opened up. Don't "short
change" the review session with a lot of other topics.

V. Any other information not included in No. I thrugh IV but felt
to be relevant to the agreement.

1. This is a "catchall" item, but it should be carefully consider-
ed. Anything that is missing in I IV should be recorded here.
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Task Contingent Contracting may occur a number of different
ways on a number of levels. Divisions may develop comprehensive
service delivery plans with one another, but it is also likely that
individuals or groups of individuals will negotiate task contingent
contracts with other negotiating units and with their superiors. In
this way, Task Contingent Management becomes both an organiza
tiondl planning mechanrsm as well as d staff or unit evaluation
system The flexibility of the system is tremendous, but it always
involved accountability and evaluation

The major problems with such d system relate to the time needed
to develop and monitor contracts, the need for flexible managers
and change oriented staff, and the increased strain and need for
communication between Divisions.

Therefore, the degree to which such a system can be implemented
in another system is dependent or local conditions. Great care must
be taken pr,ior to initiation of Task Contingent Contracting involv
ing specifying organizational goals, providing extended inservice
and dialogue and a thorough analysis of system components to de
termine the degree or organizational fit to Task Contingent Manage
men t. o
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SUMMARY AND REACTIONS

Bruce -Balow. Threct6r
1)tision 01 Framing Programs

Bureau 01 Education for the Handicapped
yashincton.

My role is twofold One is to tell you what you heard over
these last few days, and the other is .to fill up enough space so
that yOu can complete your evaluation before you leave.

As do you, I respond to content with all that I bring to ttie
situation It is much like reading a book, the words do not mean
the same thing to each bf us because we bring different perspec-
tives to these words. Therefore, some of what I am going to say
will be a bit idiosyncratic while some of it will reflect observa-
tions obviou's to all. The associations I have mkle ter theconference
content are as follows.

John Davis and Dick Johnson, our Minneapolis school system
feaders, set the boundaries for the conference in their welcoming
speeches with comments which ranged widely over the issues and,
in fact, extended the boundaries of concern to the 1954 Brown v
Board of Education civil rights decision. They made it clear from
the onset that we were not talking about narrow, unique circum-
stances that relate only to education of handicapped children.
They represented the broad view of what litigation and the cur-
rent legislation are going to Mean for us, what it has meantin the
recent past, will mean rather immediately for many, and in_the_
fairly "neaf--tiffur-for others. It was a sobering introduction.-Those
were not the traditional welcomes at all but an extremely appro-
priate introduction to the problem. Dr. Davis and Dr. Johnson set
the stage for this institute to consider seriously, in as strong and
probing style as possible, the ramifications ofthe legislative and
legal decisions that have been coming upon us..

Bob Herman, my gOodfriend and colleague, Deputy Associate
Commisiioner in the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
touched on several things that are rather critical. As would any
bureaucrat, he talked about finances. He judged that the financial
situation will improve. Subsequently, Dr. Mueller commented that
the federal bureaucratic view of finances may be more sanguine
than some others would judge. On tat matter my heart tells me to
accept Mr. Herman's judgment, but my head tells me that Van
Mueller's judgment is more realisti;. ft may be some time beforey
there is any real increase in federal financial contributions to the
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education of handicapped children. Obviously, that is a guess
which is much more pessimistic than the prediction obtained from
Mr. Her'man There are several reasons for the pessimism

It seems quite"Obvious in the wayjevenue sharing is organized
that it will not include much, if anything, for education It also
seems clear from the kinds of things that are reported in the media
that we are not in for a tremendous increase in resources for
health, education and welfare, and if one adds those observations
together, it becomes difficult to believe that.there will be much
federal assistance to education by comparison with the recent past
or, more important, with the need. A third facstor is that the cur
rentiestimates show something like two billion dollars a year are
spent on education of handicapped children in this country. The
federal government, utilizing some of the tax money that all of us
pay, contributes to education of the handicapped something like
two hundred million dollars. Now that is truly a drop in a very
are bucket. If your figures work out as do mine, that is some-
thing like 1 percent of the total Even with the Williams' bill having
been introduced and calling for the federal government to pay 75
percent of the excess costs of educating handicapped children, I

doubt very much that in this climate of reductions in federal
contributions to matters of health, education and welfare, we will
see any positive action of that type in the next few years. Even if
the Congress were to pass such legislation, the probability is quite
low that the administration would expend any monies that might
be appropriated for such a purpose.

That leads me to Fred Weintraub's implication that there is a
tremendous amount of work of a political educational nature that
those of us concerned with educating handicapped children must
do if we are going to make progress. As Dr. Weintraub pointed
out, mandatory legislation has not made a great difference in
irnpl mentation of education for handicapped children in mdny
stat with such legislation. If the change has-b limited, then
man tory,legislation is not a sufficient answ . It is a beginning,,.
an important beginning, but that is all.

Financing, then, is a serious question. T federal contribution is
'likely to stay limited as will local cont ibutions unless educators

ihcreasingly become politically active among legislators and power
brokers where the decisions about money are maitre. Ordinarily, Mr.

el* Wickman would have said some things about cost effectiveness as
which is relevant as we move into the next point.
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The second point to which I responded very positively, but with
hurt in my heart, is the abysmal record of educating handicapped
children in this country If you _recall-sorge-o#--the-f4gures that -Beti
Merman mentioned, in the 1971 72 school year there were seven
states where less than 20 percent of the known handicapped chil-
dren were provided educational service and one state where only
10 percent were being educated In the most highly productive
states approximately 70 percent of the handicapped children are
being educated Those are estimates based on state compilations of-
local district figures, and, if anything, they are generous estimates-7
Thus, by the criterion of simply paying attention to the educa
tional needs of handicapped children, we are not doing verNwell
But then, if one were to be foolish enough to add a criterion of
quality educational programs, of effective programs, then I think
our percentages would further drop rather drastically

What is clear from this conference is that we have not done well
in light of the tasks that need to be done We have a long way to go,
and it may help to see the courts and legislators as eat and goodt
friends They are providing us with an excellent portunity to
begin seriously to do that which we know we should have been- reik

doing for years.

Now to a third item which is related to Fred Weintraub's
comments about mandatory legislation. The need for positive
political educational activity has been mentioned. There are a set
of items that revolve around three issues whether all handicapped
children care-be-aiuca tert, -arstiTif so, frovclues one- fine -ectuci-
tion? Who is going to be responsible for that education, ho' w.much
of it should the schools...qp,oknot do?.Then, according to whatever
responsibilities are accepted, flow will that education be conducted'

I would like to comment on the whether issue. The infidel is

rampant among us, there are very large numbers& special educators
who are unbelievers Perhaps the reason for that is because not all
of us have had the opportunity to observe firsthand the marvelous
and very substantial actions that are being accomplished in the

nbest of programs that exist in this country Having seen a um4e1
of such programs, it is easy.for me to believe th'at itis,only a small
proportion of the most profoundly handicapped children"who-can-
not be moved forward quite substantially by sharply focused educa-
tional programs In many places, across the country first rate pro-
grams are making noticeable progress with severely handicapped
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children The "who" is something you will have to thrash around.
As for "how", this conference was not dedicated to producing
answers; but -there -area eat litany answers that do exist. there
are positive, constructive actions and avenues that are available
if one wishes to learn about them and to apply them

Maynard Reynolds established a good many points bearing on
the above items The context he set was important while the
dream he ended with was truly a dream. A relatively more pessimis-
tic view would argue that we have neither the talent,'nor the
energy, nor the will to make happen the picture that Dr. Reynolds
constructed I hope that he is correct, as he usually is, and that
I'm wrong.

That notwithstanding, the conference portrayed clearly a set of
marvelous opportunities for educators of the handicapped. I want
to quickly suggest the strengths we have in taking advantage of
those opportunities.

We have, in a conference of this sort and in the activity that it
represents, the beginnings of recognition of the problem. We are
having to consider where we are in education of handicapped chil
dren, the progress that has been made and that which remains to be
accomplished Recognition of the problem is the first step to
solution.

The courts are forcing change You have heard dire predictions
about the effect of the legal decis,ions, but looking back to Brown
v. Board of Education 18 years ago, noting what has happened in
desegregation, I suspect that the predictions will not come true.
The courts, lawyers, and judges have helped us magnificently, but
they have helped us only in setting the stage, encouraging us to do
the things that we have known for years we must do. We have
always said, "The resources are not available, there is not enough
money," and so on The courts are saying, "Educate the handi-
capped."

The courts have set the stage. They. also are establishing con
tingencies for us and thereby are providing an excellent opportunity
for us as professional educators. Legal contingencies wipe out all
kinds of excuses that educators have used to shilly shally about
the task inste of getting on with it. I think they have helped us
magmficen ly
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If one steps back and analyzes our circumstances, thinking back
to the situatton of 20 years ago, it should be clear that there has
never been the number and quality of personnel that now_exist to
educate the handicapped. That is a substantial plus There never
has been as much money in education of handicapped children as
there is now So we have more and better personnel, and.vve have
more money We know more There are many things that are now
known about educating handicapped childrerithat were not known
20 years ago There are people who have that knowledge stored
away, and they have the skills for, making things happen. In
addition to th sources there are more and better instructional
materials no matter how yOu add it up, the-le.sources are
extraord ary comp
though said earlier
educaty rs, the publ
even decade ago
be o 'er than optimi

red to what they once were Finally, even
here are a great number of unbelievers among

c attitude is clearly far More supportive than
ne cannot make that set of comparisods and
tic about the future

We have been educated in this corflerence about a number of
important political social educational issues. It may be well to
leave recognizing that nothing is solved, but on the other hand
that the'problems are not so large. that we cannot make progress.
The task is indeed immense, but the resources need only be tapped
adequately while we are receiving the help of the courts and the
legislatures I wish you well in your efforts to make the progress
that is within our reach if not our grasp.
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SUNMARY SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

1971 CONFERENCE

After the formal presentations were concluded on each day of
the conference, participants met in smaller groups to discuss issues
pertinent to the general topic of the conference issues which had
been raised, by individual speakers and those which stemmed from
Minneapolis' and other programs' attempts to implement nOn-
categorical special education services

The following material was taken from the tape recordings of
each of those discussions and is organized according to broad topi-
cal areas. Within each area brief comments are given whichattempt
to define the problem, to estimate its status,or importance, and to
offer suggestions for its resolution. These excerpts should not be
interpreted as consensus of the groups but rather suggest the tenor
and variety of comments offered by discussants._

-Labeling Chinlren

Participants expressed concern about the adverse psychological-
effects on children resulting from their 4dentificatiofi as mentally
retarded and subsecht placement in a Self-contained class. One
discussant 'questioned whether-"borderline" children prOfited suf-
ficiently by academic gains in special classes to offset the psycho-
logical harm done by labeling. Anoither responded that he would
not like to be part of a speblal class if he were mentally retarded,
but that the alternative, sitting in a regular class and falling fur-
ther and further behind, was equally damaging. The problem, as he
saw area's not to select and support one of two poor alternative
placements but to determine what coUld be done for chidren who
"don't learn very well," A third Orson questioned ''/vhethei- the
stigma remained after educable retarded children became adults,
citing a 35 year follow up of special class'students which indicated
that most were not seen as exceptional in any way as adults. A
fourth indicated that, despiti any stigma, special class children in
his district did better in arithmetic than those in regular classes.

Children are especially vulnerable to labeling if-thty live in the
inner city. One person cited his Ixpenence large city where
half the black children called "mentally retarded" are out of the
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special program and back in regUldr classes in a year and a half He
called for "better predictive Avices so that we know that this is
one of those kids who looks retarded, but isn't "

Other discussants looked at the. effects of categorical Idb s on
school personnel who teach these children. One stated, the

teacher says, All these kids are mentally retarded, so I'm gbirt to
treat them all alike,' then I'm concerned.", The proposal to la el

services instead of children was seen as positive "The-best mark' g
on an MR room is 'Miss Brown's room 'Some classrooms actual)
say MR3 or MR2. If the kid foun'd his way there, somebody else
ought to be able to find it without it being marked MR something
or other. When we started moving.the special education class in the
high school from room to room like any other class, there were
differences in people's attitudes.",Another participant-saw labeling,:
as special education's version of an orientpon toward:failure per
vading all of education and asserted that stigmatization of hands
capped children would continue until altschOols'accept each child
for his own worth rather than on the basis of his intelligence, his

reading; and so forth."
. , ... .

Another aspect of the labeking problem,seen by participants was
the designation of state and federal aids by categories of handicap
Participants asserted that "we could not have gotten all those ser

,vices for kids without all the special education markings on them "1 :.
and that,Ov though "we would like to see kids get what they got
in special ,eAcation without having it stamped all over-'their,J ;
shirts, we can'yeliminate the !abets on funding matters." The same
person wentf'n to ...uggest that the categories'be revised ad based
on presenting behaviors. "Vu.could work regardless of the hands
capping condition if the handicap were in the milder range.: 'Spe
cific lan.guage disability' could mean the hard of hearing child, the
mildly brdin`darnag.eci youngster, and the mentally, reteded. If he
has a language problem, it doesn't make any differelce what its
basis is if that program can.help him." Another per AI noted that
his state had dropped the category "specific learn nD disability" in
favor'of "educationally handicapped," and than; in his school sys
tem, the latter term had also been dropped in response to parental
and local legislative pressur ''Rather than say 'educationally hands
capped', we have resourc

?
achers f9r this area Everybody accepts

resource teachers because they know- what the. resource teacher
does. We would use the terra_"consulting.teachgrs" and use basi
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tally the same lob description but change the terminology if that
viould get the program going "

. -
Other participants also felt that pressure from parents to elimi-

nate special classes and to decategorize programs would cease and
parents would increasily resort to legal action when dissatisfied
with school programming.

Who Can Be Served In Regular ('lasses

Participants felt that many learning disabled, educable retarded,
hard of hearing, or visually impaired children can be served in regu-
lar classes, but that a number of problems are encountered in this
process.

Perhaps the most frequently mentioned of these is the ability of
the regular class teacher to accommodate exceptional children. For
example, the Learning problems of "the 70 I.Q. child are usually
compounded by economic and social disadvantages." In addition,
the well established presence of the special classes may actually
have reduced regular teachers' competence in handling individual
differences One discussant complained that "elementary teachers
find no difficulty whatsoever in working with children who are two
or more standard deviations above the mean, but give them a child
one standard deviation below the mean and they want to put him in
a special room. They're doing less for the child at the other end
tharl%they are for this one, but aren't complaining about it because
he'sleaching himself."'

....

,,..

Teachers' 'attitudes were said to vary with the nature of the
child's problem. "If he is hard of hearing of blind, many a teacher
thinks he belongs in her room, but when it comes to children with
behavior problems, that's different. Teachers are less able to cope
with disturbing behavior." r _

One obvious remedy for this situation is better training. One
person suggested Introduction to Exceptional Children as manda-
tory course wor1( for elementary teachers. Most of the program
mo9iels mentioned by discussants as exemplary are heavily inservice
-oridnted and attempt to deal both with competency areas and with
attitudes toward exceptional children.
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Some special education tedchers were also criticized for inflex
ible attitudes, seeing children as "too low for my EMR room "
However, it was pointed out that following the Pennsylvania As-
sociation for Retarded Children vs Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
decision, tedchers of educable classes have been told to expect to
teach trainable children next fall, and the educable children will be

regular classes Conversely, other special educators, such as
teachers of hard of hearing children, were said to have difficulty
letting children go once they had started providing service.

Regular clas placement was not seen as appropriate for all chit
dren nor is it special education's only goal One participant re
minded others of "trainable children, who are distinctly different,
and whom we're still trying to get into the community.'" Another
stated that -if special education is going to service 30 to 45 percent
of the population, it proliferates its efforts so that resources for the
severely handicapped are not available Some particular programs
at least,ire suspet when we ask whether a given youngster could
have succeeded in the regular classroom. Obviously, there are some
youngsters who need special programming and self contained envi
ronments."

Implementation of De«itegonzed aiur Iti'grrhir c7as5-Ba.sed Progieaiits
*-

A numbe of participan ted that some M the grogram
models ggested by the major speakers such as itinerant, diag
nosti teams are not new Ten years ago some school districts
ha systems in which "we would -take a child -aft of tine, crass, hofd.,
a parent corlference, have the psychologist do something,to expedite
his program, and the child remained in the regular room:;", One
participant cited pitfalls to a mobile diagnostic team. in the past,

-.such teams had frequently been University initiated, and their staff
might be available as little as once a month, making it unlikely that
teachers would implement their suggestions.

Resource rooms also are not new but, when properly utilized"
can be very effective. As an option for the child for whom mainte
nance in the regulpr class is being attempted, an available resource
room can increase the classroom teacher's willingness to teach
exppyionitir children. In addition to providing direct instruction at
critical tires and reassurance to the teacher, participants cited
the resource teacher's potential assistance to inservice classroom
teachers, principals, and others on program modifications and the
needs of the exceptional child.
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One discussant described his experience with sending specialized
personnel "teacher facilitators" into regular p?fmary class-
rooms He found that teacher personality influenced acceptance
of exceptional children, and that it was necessary to determine
teachers' reactions to co-teaching before sending the diagnosticians
into their classrooms

Other participants reported on reduced class size as a method of
serving behavior problem children. One cited its favorable effects
in improving teacher morale and willingness to individualize instruc-
tion, another reported on pupil success, as follows. "We put three
disturbed kids in a regular fifth grade and cut the 'enrollment to
eighteen, and for that experimental year we paid handicapped aids
on that teacher. We found, Just by the situational approach, that
by putting those three in with fifteen normal shock absorbers, we
could make it. That teacher had some special training, we paid
special aids, and it's beautiful. The problem was they wanted to ex-
pand to nine of those classes the second year and ran out of class-
room space." --,,,

Reflecting the special education administrative composition of
the group, participants' comments about the general education/spe-
cial education interface dealt to a large extent with the relationship
between the special education administrator ah the building prin-
cipal. - ,,

)
Program decisions cannot be mode by either the director of spe-

ciaTeducation or the principal without the other's support. Partici-
pants cited the necessity of securing the principal's cooperation in
locating a new program or new model of .service because his day-
to day authority over the building and his irritaVnce on teacher atti-
tudes can determine wbether a program succeeds or fails. This not
only means including him in planning but in being an available re-
source when he has problems. As one discussant put it, "When he
calls you, you don't say 'I'll put that on my calendar and I will
be out there in three weeks' and meanwhilp the kid has Just gone
three inches through the wall. You give that principal the idea that
he's got help. You're with him, and he's with you."

A

Although participants felt
;
the need for the special education;

administrator to have decision making authority, the result can too
easily be that the.principal decides that exceptional children are
not his problems any more, thus perpetuating the dual educational
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system which special educatiOn would like to dismantle. One par-
ticipant related a conversation with his superintendent regarding
the school psychologist "He said, 'Now, that's your psychologist,
and I said, 'No, that's our psychologist' It has to be that way or
its lost Another suggested that If 4pecial education were really
d part of general education specialists in general education then
it would have great influence on what happens in programs without
necessarily having to own them

-lecountabilay and Lraination

Comments in this general area included pupil and program eval
uation and taxpayer concern for risiog education costs but centered
on teacher performance evaluation and accountability of training
programs for competence of their graduates

Regarding pupil and program evaluation, some participants be
came concerned about what could be measured and the importance
of some intangibles which cannot be. This goes back to the worth
of the child, even trough he can't pass enough items to get into
somebody's first grade Others noted the increasing political
necessity of good evacuation data and relpvant research findings to
support any proposals for program change Justificatitn for program
costs, however, was seen as coming from comparison of education
expenditures with those of other goods and services, rather than
from the merits of the programs themselves. Taxpayers do not
realize what low expenditures per instructional hour per child are
made by most public schools. A

In order to implement program accountability, teachers must
learn to work toward explicit objectives. te person declared, "I
wouldn't let a teacher working for me ever t ke a Walk with a group
of children She could take a group of children outside to do some
thing if that was the best time and place terab it, but at any time
she would be able to say exactly what goals she was trying to reach
by that activity." Objective setting becomes a basis for assessing
that teacher's performance. "When evaluating teachers, don't start
out by telling the teacher she's wrong, but by asking her what she
was trying to do."

Establishing performance criteria for children appears. to be a
means for determining teacher effectiveness. Despite the opposition
of teachers' unions to performance contracting and the specific
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objection that teachers do not control a number of critical learning
variables, a number of persons wanted to assess teacher performance
o j iveiy to determine-job ten LB e al id salary incremerits.

Peer evaluation was suggested as an alternative method of asses-
sing teacher performance One district handled teacher evaluation
by d committee with one principal elected by the principal's group
and one or more teachers elected as representatives from each
building. Neither teachers nor principals ever evaluated anyone from
their own building, and the assumption was made that, if a school
did the best job of electing its representatives, the other schools
would do likewise. The team would sit for one full day in a class-
roorri. If there was an y disagreement, team members were permitted
to observe for another day not together, but individually."

According to training program representatives, many colleges and
universities are being pressured by state agencies to certify that
their graduates have attained a specified set of competencies. One
suggested that demands for accountability in teacher preparation
from teachers' unions rather than from,plher agencies would be
more influential. Responsibility of colleges for insuring competent
graduates begins with admittance of candidates to the program, and
one participant objectively stated reasons for refusing a prospective
trainee. Content of the training program especially through in-
clusion of a wide variety of field experiences should correspond
to how school districts want to use personnel. Stationing university
faculty in public school settings was seen as an excellent way to
briny this about. Experience in a wide variety of actual settings was
also seen as a way for students to know what to expect on the job
and, if necessary, to withdraw voluntarily from the program.

Training program responsibility should not end with a student's
graduation according to some participants. The college should fol
low its graduates and solicit information from employer schools on
subsequent performance, or the districts Might begin by employing
these people as teacher aides The dichotomy between preservice as
the responsibility of the university and inservice as'the responsi-
bility of the school should be abandoned:

A

Conclusion

The discussion groups were not given a specific assignment, nor
was it assumed that formal position statements or some other pro
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duct would necessarily emerge from tbes4.sessions although many
of the above statements were enthusiastically endorsed by all
members of groups. The editors feel that these excerpts are valuable
as indicators of the concerns of a select group of public school
and university based special educators It should be apparent that
many leading schools are attempting to institute non categorical
programs having closer ties to general education and are encoun
tering similar successes and similar problems in so doing

interaction group leaders for the conference were

Dr Martin Dean, Assistant Superintendent, San Francisco,
California City Schools

Dr Thomas Marro, Assistant Professor, Pennsylvania State
University
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Madison, Wisconsin, Public Schools
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ar. Clarence J. Bianco, Special .Educatiori Supervisor, Racine,
Wisconsin, Unified School District No. I

Ms Alberta Pruitt, Director, Special Education, Chicago, Illinois,
Public Schools e

Dr. Robert Dickie, Chairrrfan, Special Education Department,
Galiforniai-Pennsylvania, State College

Dr. James Gavenda, Director of Special Education, St. Lo is
Park, Minnesota, Public Schools

Dr. Robert Guarino, Project Administrator, Prescriptive Ins ruc
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SUNINI kRY SNILLtROUP DISCUSSIQNS

1972 CONFERENCE '

Interaction group discus:5,6ns were held follofewng the presenta-
nuns of the conference's first day The responses to the issues and
implications of recent court cases involving speLial educatiorgaye
rise to the ideas summarized by the section chairmen Dr Jerry
Chaffin, Mr John Groos, and Dr Van Mueller

_The fgllowing comments, are each speaker's assessm nt of the
comments at-N1 pressed in his particular section

/ Dr L'an thieller

The three group leaders have shared notes on what happened in
all nine Of those discussion sessions yesterday. Rather than repeat
Much of the common threads that we found in all of the discus-
sions, we have taken a topical approach to getting some of these
issu es back out in front of you. The area that ill cover will deal
with some implications for the larger environmentin which special
eduction programs and services and offered. It seemed to rile,
listening to Jerry Chaffin and to John Groos talk about what hap-
pened in their groups, and the groups I sat in on, and of course
from the group leaders, that we need to be very careful in stating
some assumptions about the environment in which the new changes
brought about iPlarge part by the litigation areioing to take place

Iwant to Just highlight a couple of these that I think we ought to
pay attention to." 4

e The basic assumption is that this change in special education is
not going to take place in a vacuum. There are several things hap-
pang in education that attempt tb meet ,some of the needs of
minorities and to meet other kinds of needs that are competing for
the same resArces. We ought to be aware of this. We ought to be '

aware that accordin to some of the public opinidn polls.nation-
wide dnd within various ates, that a large segment of the public
feel that education is not meeting the needs of very many of our
kids" General education is in some trouble ds far as'achieving some
larder measure of public confidence

Secondly, we should be aware that this neviline of litigation in
special education is tamy place at a time when many schools and
rnafty state legislatures. are Just beginning to find ways to react to
811 nate a whole series of educational and fiscal disparities that
h e been identified through Serrano type litigation and Rodriguez

`,?..)t}
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and others The removal of any kind of fiscal and educafio0 ciis

panties is not solely a problem facing special education

I trilik as we look at ar,ld concentrate on one segment ci Aga
ton as we did yesterday and will be again today, we ought' keep
,n mind that this is taking place as a part of a larger educati nal and
punt Gal em.dronment For example, some of you, I have r1 ticed in
.the Mgmeapolis Tribune ttils morning, Wave Made some ommerits
about some of the financiaLdilemmas, that are going /face the"'
legislture of th.s state in January, Mentioned yesterd y and dis
cussed in some of the groups Mere ways in which things Ike revenue
sharing monies mignt be used to provide some of t e resources
necessary to expand and extend special education programs' to
meet some of the needs Pointed but by the courts I Minnesota,
and I suspect in

that
other states: federal revenue 5 ring money,

that, part °Lit that is available to the state and in e ect could be
used for educational purposes, is 'a very small amOu t of money. I
don t .have nearly the optimism on the role of the f deral govern
ment that I thought Mr Her'man expressed*yestercia That federal
revenue sharing money in Minnesota over bienni 'm will provide
something like 5130 million dollars As the Tribu e reported this
morning, Just to extend our present school aid fo mula m Minne-
sota which is a new one attempting to eliminate) one fiscal and
educational disparities, Just to extend that is going:to cast the state
200 million The feNal revenue sharing money not going tp be
the panacea Again,' airs is part of the larger erivironment and I
think that we need-to be aware of this in considering th effect of
litigation

I

There's another line I would like t pursue if we assume that the
conflict between the rights of the apority and the rights pf the
minority in special education litigat on is analogous to the other
kinds of civil rights activities that h, ve aken place in the last 20
years, assuming Special EducaUon litigation *really was caused by
inadequate response of institutions
to intervene. I think this points ou
be aware of

It was mentioned yesterday th
into the special education litigati
Board of Education rationale back
Irons that I stated pose for us, I t
I heard some of these being discu
me just pose some questions in
some of your comments First, are th
bun right to treatment and right tb e

nd that therefore, courts had
some things that we ought td

7"
t much of the thinking going
n has drawn on the Brown vs.
ni 1954, But what these assump
Ink, are a number of dilemmas,

sedm the groups yesterday. Let
his regard that are drakim frbm

results of the special eqqa
ucation cases far ahead of the
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ilublic philosophy it terms ut pruvision:of.publii. services? Le
tie this back quit y to thy progress report of education on that
equal protection decision We ve had maiar problems since 19
implement .r.ig t at ,iesegregatiuri decision I rl,sti tu tions, adm in istra
turs, teacntrs Jublic'officials and in some cases certain courts have
found ad kir is of creative ways of thvrting'the will of the Supreme/
Curt in. t .t Browq vs Board of-.Education decision Basically, I'm
assuming his wds because that decision O;d not,htve support of the .
tliajoeit, of peo'ply in this country lf, this is analogoLissthen the
rights f ,the minority in special education cases need to bekpro
tect by the courts Also,-if the conditions are similar, we might
exi t io be in for a very long struggle in tittempting to implement '

special education litigation The rights of the minority indeed
aye )o be protectedby.the courts, but the. admirlistrative bpreauc

racy at the federal, state, and loical levels including'politicians and
educators and others and citizens can in effect delay seriociqy, orr
thwart the intent of that -litigation, I think at .least we ought to be
aware that if the conditions are analogous' the results might be
analogous between the special education litigation and the civil
rights litigation

Can wexpect at some point two or three years f ?om now me
pdbl4c figures suggesting what we really#eed are constitutional
arnendifients that redefine our role in providing services to all kids?
This is one of the responses when the courts tend to yet out beyond
where public opinion is, and we have some Qf that going on right
klovy in other equal protection areas. Will school officials and others
'attempt to force those court decisions to inaction or indeed fail to
comply given support and sustenance by the fact that public opin-
ion, really doesn't have a commitment to providing those services?.

Let me rise one other issue or dilemma drawing from your dis-
cussions and that is, the suggestion that maybe there is enough in
formation being circulated about the problem and we need not
stress this. In your discussion groups, there were rnerly of you who
felt that if We went out here on the street corner or in fact went

'to d Minneapolis Public School building and started interviewing
teachers or administrators we.vvould find an extreme lack'of knowl-
edge about the current existence or implications of the kind of
litigation that you people were listening to descriptions of yester-
day I do not think that the k6owledge of this among school people
or citizens is very widespread I'd hazard a guess that less than

1 10th of 1 percent of the people in Minnesota, even educatorsi'are
aware of the fact that there is Currently a suit in progres
state, aril most of tilem would not have heard about Pennsylvania

.. nor but a little about Alabama Thdt got atlittle press coverage up
here but not much, certainlyio analysis. SO, if in fact publec.opinion
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..is an important element to bkgin to bciag around to siippott the
access to resuurces and commitment to provide services, we have a
substantial iriforma;ion gap or educational gap that needs to be
addressed `and that will be amajor problem

1

F Wally . I gueis on d personal note rather than as a result of
any of );our discussion, I dkagrecirather substantially with Fred
Aientraub's uumments that you people are concerned only with
designing the clelivery system and programs to provide services to
all kids and finding the money is somebody else's job I could
accept that in part if I assumed all of you people were simply
technicians providing d service, t;ut many of you as I look at the
roster are administrators dnd pdrt,of an administrator's response
bility is to use whatever level of expertise he has to help secure
the resour es, and in fact I think it would be a shame, ndeed,
if in any dss 'of administrators, special education aetrninistra
tors were to efer that responsibiity to the superintendent or some
one else *Yo people, inmy knowledge, have had to develop in

`order to get tl e resources in the past, some fairly high level skills,
political skills, ethg pressure groups, lobbying, etc and those kind
of skills are th kind of skills yofir superintendents and adminis
trdtors need and n large part don't have, So, if you pull out oaf this
effort of trying secure resources I think we are indeed in big
trouble 4

That's a person note in response to Fred's comment. I have
talked to him abou that before but I haven't convinced him I YueA.
I hope that in all f your respective responsibilities,,you provide
the support and pi ,k up a piece of that very important chore of
securing the resourc s.

Dr Jerry Clurffin
.40

I wish there we e time for me to, spend praising the planner
of this conference ut there obviously isn't I have observed that
the needs of the g-F 'up have been looked after extremely well.

Some groups wondered if a basic premise of the current litigat9rt 7
in special education is based on a premise that programs a7 not
too good This probably resutted frorrt the cases dealir,,vvith
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parity of*,populations in spinal education, the blacks and the
Chicanos, or the case that was mentioned of the child in New York
who had only gtlined 1 year's reading achievement in 5 years school

.There are 'some optimists among you who feel that.pwliAlily the
court action is-really in support of special education, that our ser
vices are so gbodthaf. parents will even do Rattle in the courts to'
secure more of them

The,second discussion area centered around whether or noit pub-
lic education would literally be held responsible for the eucation
of all children They wondered about the role of other,agencies such
as mental' health or in some cases the division of institutional
management, what role that they might,play and for what the
courts might hold theA responsible

There were a 'few people in one or two of the groups who won-
dered if educ'ation could be all thingS to ./II pebble They wondered
if such activities as toileting, ear cleaning, and tooth scrubbing
truly is an educational fiffiction

A third mator theme that we geard in ihe groups was the r cogrri-
Lon that each of us must go back and deliberately t
ment,some kind of a continuum of services and to elim or dis-
criminately use et east the labels that we,have applied tO hildren. '
There was most s nous discussion I think by most of the grOups
about who is going to define what educational services are, or 'what
is quality educatio or what are apprOpriate educational expert
ences As Martin lick mentioned, the courts at this point have'
been a little reluctarNt to define quality educatipn but, as I recall,
fie added that he-did know how long they ,wouid remain reluctant
if they are pushed in o the definition of quality..I think'this was
af some concern to r-I\Ost of the groups -We seem to have shied
away from trying /o determine what quality really is other than
providing service by numbers We have been reluctant to look at
any kind of measures In terms of teacher effectiveness and they
seem to have the feehigg that we might have to do that more Just
how we are going to do it was obviously not clearly resolved by the
g.rotips.

Some possible alternatives are the use of student achievement
and its advantages and disadvantages as some kind of a measure of
teacher effectiveness, skewed ratings by other teachers in the build-
ing or ratings of the teachers by studentS. They dq a lot of that in
th? University nowadays Someone wondered if a,parent report card
might not be a good idea, if the paper couldn't fill v,,,ut a report
card every six weeks on the teachers and send that in to them to be
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signed by the principal The problem, of the accelerated pace of
C.117in-ge was also touched on in must of the groups Changes in pro-.
r.,irns,conie su-fa-st that they $dy that the training of staff becomes

almost an ir-iurrinnuntable problem People in the groups seem to
feel that presekvice training is almost do obsolete concept, by the
tihie you get trained there are other kinds of things going on Thus,
the need fur improed and syste;hatic, planned, inservice seems like
d niojur problem' And this universitrofessor, in that regard, won
ders wilat.really.the rule of the university maybe as concerns the
teacher, especially 'when a suit is filed by a leacher ayai,nst the
university for not trairtIng her adequately

th- John Grans .

'

I felt it was a littte.unfortunate as I receivecl.giy aStignment that
despite Fbe fact that we had two higher educattZttiNtYpes with us 4`
as summarizers that it became the lot_of a state clepar'txnent of f
to describe manpower and training needs I didn't really feet slighted
because 1-"think it is coming to the point where as we sit in ,our
legisIdtiye committees, the legislature becibmes increasingly able to 74.
point to those programs that they .are paying for and questioning
the "caliber- that some of the people in operotion of these programs
exhibit On occasiun we do find ourselves right to the area
and we have t,eie ,necessary ciefense--m the'tb areas although I do
have to admit: that it was a little bit easier to articulate some of
these problems

'

As we got into manpower, and I would have to apologize to
Dr Reynolds who will speak to you tater this morning in this
particular area, as we got into this area we broiv down in the
groups apparently into three major sections. First of.B147..a.s \nip talked
litigatiun procps, we-oicce _wondering fo what extent training will
bciemanded. Forexample;n-ot-o-nly do vve trave to.worry about the
intent of trhing,L. but the 1,evel of the training and to what degree
we gci invMed with the complete- traimn_g_proess-. What is the
impa.ct on the training process What is the role of the consumer

parent, child, community? What effect is he going to have on the
training process? And as we yet intatraining end the emergency
native of training, how fast does this pull us into what many of us
are in our colleges and certainly in our state departments struggling
with tie competency .fia-Wlertification questions? The lack of tead
time is d real concern What about the very press of.4.1ligation, the

,dentkd for service now for childcen,does this mean that we are
going to h4C to possibly tool up our pres_e_r_vce process with ex
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tremely little lead time How do we solve this problem? Do we have
to get away from tooling up preservicepb.ecause we don't have sul f

ficent lead? Does this take us immedfately into the emphasis on
the inservice program and what does ttiis mean for the teacher
training organization? Are we preempting a basic role that it had
assumed? if we do get into inserece, and certainly there is some
indication that we are goin'g to need to do this, what will this say
in -terms of the present role of the special education teacher? Is
that teacher, goihg_to be involved with children as she has beeli
traditionally? Does his her role shift and will she'suddently find
herself dealing with general education teachers in a teacher training
capacity right dovyn there at classroom level? In special education
do we have the fdrces fqr this'kind of thing? And even more basic
public p4cy question.is, cap the state aids that have been,used
in the process of teachers working with children automatically
be used now for something,else, for training of personnel? ,

. .
Cr

`Leaving this area and the real stitk' one of th'e litigation pro
cess immediately raisea.the question of teacher autonomy This is a
delicate and interesting area For exarriple, a conflict that is IQc_elel
to be raised With the zero reject modelis, when can a teacher who
might plead today that he is not special y trained reject from his
class any individual child?' In the litiga't n process where we've
been demanding services for all children, i this immediately going
to encourage acceleration of the grievance process in school dis
tries? How is this going to be handled? Are we going to emphasize
the legal status of the teacher's contract to larger measure than
perhaps we want to emphasize? Are we 'oing to encourage the
teacher to be over involved in the negotiation process? Are we ob
viously going to build teacher tenure legislation? And do we want to
get into this whole ballgame to this extent? What is the role? We
seem to have moie questionpthan answers.,

What is the role of the teacher administrtter? In any school, the
mission is action with children. To what degree does public policy
support or hold sacred the rights of the child and parent? Dr. Van
Mueller raised the question of what hapbens in litigation when the
courts get, out too far in-front of the public conern. The resulting

_backlash can hamper efforts and drive us backwards in our efforts
to serve children. Stated another way perhaps as we consider the
rights of the handicapped child and attempt to build some standard
of free public education for him, do we also consider the right of
the teacher vs. the rights of the handicapped child whom he is

Y ser +rig?
.

Someone facetiously raised the question of a potential suit by
the teacher in the school district back againsthis training institution

2 t
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for semi negligence in the preservice preparations. This raises a
whole series of questions Finally, the groups touched on the ques-
tion of training of personsOther than the paid professional, the paid
paroptofessiunal, specifically addressing the parerit. How do we
define the area? How does the court define the area, the area to
addreSs in training? Jf we are talking about training of parents, who
does this training? Does this fall back on the school districts?
Dues it fall back on the teacher i)4epardtlon area because they have
a certain level of expertise? What about trying to change parent,

. attitudes? Who determines What stand4rds the parents ought td
assume in his attitude in the first placeas he reacts to his child?
And what about our parent- counseling or training needs that ,a
parent might have as they relate to their child inthe instructional

\_ process' is this only one step away from training airned at resolving
some of the internal kinds Of parental conflicts and turmoil that
Might CdUed parent not to be able to relate properly to his child?
And is this then training or does it become therapy? Is it essential
in the education proces2 If it is, how do We cope with this? And if
we do yet into some of these very strong feelings, strong needs inthe
parent educat.ion prodess, what is the role, of the corresponding
agency other than the public school in the resolution of thesques
Lions? So we did raise these 'kinds of things and we have all the
questions and not too many answers.
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